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Abstract
We present the cosmological analysis of 752 photometrically-classified Type Ia Supernovae obtained from the full Sloan Digital Sky Survey II Supernova Survey, supplemented with host-galaxy spectroscopy from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III Baryon
Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey. Our photometric-classification method is based on
the supernovae typing technique of Sako et al. (2011), aided by host galaxy redshifts
(0.05 < z < 0.55). SuperNova ANAlysis simulations of our methodology estimate that
we have a Type Ia Supernovae typing efficiency of 70.8%, with only 3.9% contamination
from Core-Collapse Supernovae. We demonstrate that this level of contamination has no
effect on our cosmological constraints. We quantify and correct for our selection effects
(e.g., Malmquist bias) using simulations. When fitting to a flat Λ Cold Dark Matter cosmological model, we find that our photometric sample alone gives Ωm = 0.24+0.07
−0.05 (statistical errors only). If we relax the constraint on flatness, then our sample provides competitive joint statistical constraints on Ωm and ΩΛ , comparable to those derived from the
spectroscopically-confirmed three-year Supernova Legacy Survey. Using only our data,
the statistics–only result favors an accelerating Universe at 99.96% confidence. Assuming a constant w Cold Dark Matter cosmological model, and combining with H0 , Cosmic
Microwave Background and Luminous Red Galaxies data, we obtain w = −0.96+0.10
−0.10 ,
+0.01
Ωm = 0.29+0.02
−0.02 and Ωk = 0.00−0.01 (statistical errors only), which is competitive with
similar spectroscopically-confirmed Type Ia Supernovae analyses. Overall this comparison is reassuring, considering the lower redshift leverage of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
II Supernova Survey sample (z < 0.55) and the lack of spectroscopic confirmation used
herein. These results demonstrate the potential of photometrically-classified Type Ia Supernovae samples in improving cosmological constraints, as well as promoting additional
investigations of Type Ia Supernovae host galaxy correlation and possible Type Ia Supernovae lensing. We briefly discuss these issues in this thesis.
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are in green (Reid et al., 2010) and the SH0ES H0 prior is in red (Riess
et al., 2011). The WMAP7 constraints (Larson et al., 2011) are included
in all contours. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The left-hand panel shows the SDSS telescope at the Apache Point Observatory, New Mexico. This photo was taken while I visited the observatory for the BOSS collaboration meeting in March 2011. The right-hand
panel shows a front view diagram of the SDSS camera. It shows the 30
photometric and 24 astrometric/focus CCDs, plus their associated dewars
and kinematic supports. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The area SDSS-I, II and III has imaged, each orange pixel in this map is
many galaxies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Left-hand panel: Aluminum plate used for positioning the BOSS fibers,
with the regions for different fiber group positions marked. Right-hand
panel: The BOSS fibers plugged into a plate and in a cartridge. . . . . . .
Optical layout of the BOSS spectrographs. Figure 22 of Smee et al. (2012).
The SDSS measured filter response functions as a fraction for the total
possible. The curves shown include the atmosphere above the APO on
an average humidity night, at airmass of 1.3. The five curves show ugriz
filter response functions (from left to right). Figure 1 from Bartelmann
& White (2002). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Image gallery of the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the SDSSII SN Survey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The percentage of well-measured (based on comparison with RUNZ and
visual inspection) redshifts obtained as a function of the r-band fiber
magnitude from the photometry of the SNe (Algorithm One) and general transients (Algorithm Two) host galaxies. We recover 3323 wellmeasured redshifts from the 3761 galaxies observed by our BOSS ancillary program. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.4

2.5

2.6

3.1
3.2

3.3

3.4

Redshift distribution of the targets observed with BOSS. The black, 45◦
hatching, histogram is the subset which were selected using Algorithm
One (candidate SN host galaxies) and the blue, -45◦ hatching, histogram
is from Algorithm Two (host galaxies for general transients), as discussed in Section 2.3.1. The green, 90◦ hatching, histogram shows all
spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the SDSS-II SN Survey. The
red, 0◦ hatching, histogram shows the additional 177 SDSS-II DR8 hostgalaxy redshifts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Galaxy spectra from BOSS SN host galaxies. The top left-hand panel is
a low-redshift galaxy with a high S/N continuum, while the top righthand panel shows a galaxy with virtually no continuum, but several clear
emission lines. Both bottom panels are at the high end of our redshift
range (z > 0.4). The black lines show the data, the green is the best-fit
eigenspectrum spectra and the errors are in red (except masked points,
which are set to zero). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ra and dec distribution of all the SDSS-II SNe candidates (black), the
targets observed with BOSS (blue) and the spectroscopically-confirmed
SNe Ia (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The SNe rates for SNe Ia (blue solid line) and non-Ia SNe (red dashed
line) as a function of redshift. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The r−band light-curves fitted using SALT2 for the SNe whose hostgalaxy spectra are shown in Figure 2.5. The blue solid curve is the bestfit SN Ia model light curve, and the red dashed lines represent the 1σ
uncertainties on this fit. The vertical dotted line shows the best-fit time
(t0 ) of peak brightness. Note, that the first panel has many points before
the light curve begins to rise, these fluxes are obtained from the “force”
photometry and the remaining light-curve points are from SMP. Both of
these photometry methods are discussed in Section 2.2.2. . . . . . . . .
Distance modulus differences, for the 6000 simulated SNe Ia, from the
SALT2 fit (left-hand panel), SALT2.2 fit (right-hand panel) and the distance modulus from the true input cosmology of the simulations. . . . .
Hubble diagram of the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the full
three-year SDSS-II SN Survey, with the best-fit fourth-order polynomial
(red solid line) and the one-sigma error contours (green dashed lines).
This is used as the null hypothesis for the HDFDR classification. . . .
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3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

Hubble diagram of all the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe from the full
three-year SDSS-II SN Survey, with the SNe Ia shown in black and the
non-Ia SNe shown in blue. These SNe are over-plotted with the bestfit fourth-order polynomial, which is defined from the SNe Ia (red solid
line) and the one-sigma errors on the fit (green dashed lines). This is used
as the null hypothesis for the HDFDR classification. . . . . . . . . . .
Schematic illustration of the relationship between the p-value (p) and
FDR (α) and the equivalent relationship between the test statistic (T )
and the critical threshold (c). The curves in both panels represent the
distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis. In the top panel,
T is greater than c, leading to the null hypothesis being rejected. In the
bottom panel, T is less than the c leading to the null hypothesis being
maintained. The p-value corresponds to the area under the curve and to
the right of T ; this area is shown with 45◦ hatching. α corresponds to the
area under the curve and to the right of c; this area is shown with -45◦
hatching. Figure 3 of Miller et al. (2001). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The vertical lines show the ordered probabilities. Over-plotted, as a solid
line, is the α = 0.10 line. Everything to the left of the first crossing
between the p-values and the α line is rejected. Anything to the right
is maintained. The true source pixels have p-values set to zero. The
pixels between the dashed lines, N source /N ≤ i/n ≤ N reject /N , are
false discoveries. The number of false discoveries over the total number
of rejections is α. Figure 8 of Miller et al. (2001). . . . . . . . . . . . .
A pictorial example of the FDR procedure applied to multiple hypothesis
tests. The vertical lines give the sorted p-values. The p-values to the left
of the last crossing (from the left), which are below the line of slope α/cN
determines when the null hypotheses is rejected. The null hypotheses for
tests with p-values at or below this are rejected. Then, the null hypotheses
for tests with p-values above this line are maintained. Figure 9 of Miller
et al. (2001). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plot of the FoM (W = 1) for the SDSS-II spectroscopically-confirmed
SN as a function of α, the FDR rejection threshold. If this is extended
towards α = 0 the curve will drop significantly towards FOM=0. . . .
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3.10 Hubble diagram of all the spectroscopically-confirmed SN from full threeyear SDSS-II SN Survey, photometrically-classified as SNe Ia, using the
optimal FDR statistic. The black points are the true SNe Ia and the blue
points are the non-Ia SNe contamination, which remain in the sample at a
level of 3%. The red line over plotted is a standard cosmology (Ωm = 0.3,
w = −1 and H0 = 70). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.11 Hubble diagram of all the SNe candidates from full three-year SDSS-II
SN Survey with the first-year BOSS host-galaxy redshifts. The subset of
spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia is in blue and the subset of SNe Ia
that already have host-galaxy spectra are in purple. Overlaid, in red, is the
best-fit fourth-order polynomial defined from the spectroscopic SNe Ia
sample. This is used as the null hypothesis for the HDFDR classification.
3.12 Hubble diagram of the photometrically-classified (using the HDFDR cut)
SNe Ia with the first year of BOSS host-galaxy redshifts. The blue points
show the subset of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia, the purple are
SNe Ia we already have host-galaxy spectroscopy from SDSS-II and the
black are new additions to the Hubble diagram. Overlaid, in red, is the
best-fit fourth-order polynomial defined from the spectroscopic SNe Ia
sample. This is used as the null hypothesis for the HDFDR classification.
3.13 Left-hand panel: Confidence intervals (68%, 95%, and 99%) in the w −
Ωm plane for a flat universe and a wCDM model derived from the SDSS
SNe (shaded blue region), the BAO DV (0.35)/DV (0.2) ratio (filled red,
upper 99% contours are off the plot), redshift-space distortions (orange),
and the ISW effect (green). In regions where the SN contours overlap the
BAO contours the latter are indicated as red lines (Figure 4 from Lampeitl
et al., 2010a). Right-hand panel: Confidence intervals (68% and 95%) for
SDSS-II Hubble diagram False Discovery Rate photometrically-classified
SNe Ia with the first-year BOSS host-galaxy follow-up. . . . . . . . . . .
3.14 Efficiency (left-hand panel) and purity (right-hand panel) for each of the
10 entries to the photometric challenge as a function of redshift (Figure 4
from K10b). Solid lines show the ±1σstat values for the spectroscopicallyconfirmed training sample, and the dashed lines represent the unconfirmed SNe. The two entries labelled Portsmouth Hub and Portsmouth
χ2 are our entries described in Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. . . . . . . . . . .
3.15 Absolute magnitude light curves of SN Ib/c templates for PSNID. . . . .
3.16 Absolute magnitude light curves of SN II templates for PSNID. . . . . . .
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3.17 The probability of the SN being an SN Ia (PIa ) compared to the probability of the SN being an SN Ia with a redshift prior of the BOSS host-galaxy
spectroscopic redshift (PIa (z)). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.1 The probability distribution of being an SN Ia for true SNe Ia (black, 45◦
hatching) and non-Ia SNe (blue, -45◦ hatching) in the SDSS-II simulations.
4.2 The efficiency (blue dashed line), purity (red dot-dashed line), and FoM
(green solid line) for the simulated sample as a function of the position
of the PSNID PIa probability cut. We plot the true purity (WIafalse = 1),
and only change the weighting factor to WIafalse = 5 in the FoM. . . . . . .
4.3 The efficiency (blue dashed line), purity (red dot-dashed line), and FoM
(green solid) for the simulated sample as a function of χ2r , after the
PSNID cut (PIa > PIbc and PIa > PII ) was applied. We plot the true
purity (WIafalse = 1), and only change the weighting factor to WIafalse = 5
in the FoM. Our cut at χ2r = 1.2 is denoted by the vertical black line. . . .
4.4 The χ2r distribution for SNe Ia (black, 45 ◦ hatching) and non-Ia SNe
(blue, −45 ◦ hatching) in the SDSS-II like simulations, after the PSNID
cut (PIa > PIbc , PIa > PII ) was applied. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.5 The X1 and color (c) distributions for the simulated SNe remaining in
our photometric sample after PSNID cuts with SNe Ia as black points
and non-Ia SNe as blue cross symbols. The purple ellipse defines the
area we keep for the photometrically-classified sample of SNe Ia. The
cutoff at −5 and 5 in X1 are hard limits set by SALT2. . . . . . . . . . .
4.6 The efficiency (top), purity (middle), and FoM (bottom) plots from SN
simulations, for changing the semi-major axis (aX1 ) and semi-minor axis
(ac ) of the ellipse in Figure 4.5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.7 The SN g − r color as a function of peak SN g−band magnitude derived
from the best-fit SALT2 model to our simulations. The black dots are
SNe Ia and the blue cross symbols are non-Ia SNe. The purple line is our
color-magnitude cut that best separates non-Ia SNe contaminants from
our sample. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.8

4.9

4.10

4.11

4.12

4.13

4.14

Hubble diagram of our simulated SNe Ia that pass all of our selection
criteria. This includes 106 non-Ia SNe that have been misclassified (blue
symbols) and 2644 correctly classified SNe Ia (black symbols). The redshift limit of z = 0.45 is artificial and set by the original limit in the
public SNANA simulations. The plotted errors are a combination of the
uncertainties on the SALT2 light-curve parameters and the redshift. The
SALT2 SN Ia parameters have been fixed to the input simulation values
of α = 0.11, β = 3.2, and M = 29.8 (defined in Equation 3.5). The
bottom panel shows the Hubble residuals assuming the input cosmology.
The r−band light-curves fitted using SALT2 for two photometricallyclassified SNe Ia from the SNANA SDSS-II public simulations. Lefthand panel shows a true SN Ia and right-hand panel shows an SN Ib,
which was misclassified as an SN Ia. The blue solid curve is the bestfit SN Ia model light curve, and the red dashed lines represent the 1σ
uncertainties on this fit. The vertical dotted line shows the best-fit time
t0 of peak brightness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The simulated efficiency (blue cross symbols) and purity (red points)
for our final photometrically-classified sample. The error bars are determined from the propagation of errors using Equations 3.6 and 3.7. . .
The X1 and c distributions for the PSNID-classified SNe Ia from our
SDSS-II SN candidate samples. The blue (red) cross symbols denote the
subset of these candidates that have been spectroscopically confirmed as
SNe Ia (non-Ia SNe). The purple ellipse is our SNe Ia boundary taken
from Figure 4.5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The g − r color as a function of g-band magnitude for our SDSS-II data.
The blue cross symbols denote the subset of these candidates that have
spectroscopic confirmation as SNe Ia. The location of the purple line is
our SN Ia boundary taken from Figure 4.7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Comparison between the spectroscopic redshift for our spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia and the corresponding host-galaxy redshift from BOSS.
The bottom panel shows the redshift residuals (BOSS host-galaxy redshift - SN redshift) for this sample. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Comparison of the spectroscopic redshift from the SDSS-II host-galaxy
and the corresponding host-galaxy redshift from BOSS for the spectra
taken at the location of the SNe. The bottom panel shows the redshift
residuals (BOSS galaxy redshift - SDSS-II galaxy redshift). . . . . . . .
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4.15 The redshift distribution of our 752 photometrically-classified SNe Ia
(black, 45◦ hatched lines), and the subset of 208 that have spectroscopic
classification (blue, -45◦ hatched lines). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
4.16 The SALT2 X1 parameter as a function of redshift for the photometricallyclassified SNe Ia (black dots) and the subset of spectroscopically-confirmed
SNe Ia (blue cross symbols). The green points show the mean X1 (and
the error on the mean) in bins of redshift. The red solid line is the bestfit linear relationship to the average X1 , and the red dashed lines are the
error on the fit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
4.17 The SALT2 color parameter as a function of redshift for the photometricallyclassified SNe Ia (black dots) and the subset of spectroscopically confirmedSNe Ia (blue cross symbols). The green points show the mean color (and
the error on the mean) in bins of redshift. The red solid line is the best-fit
linear relationship to the average color, and the red dashed lines are the
error on the fit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104
4.18 Hubble diagram for our photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. Blue
points are the subsample of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia, while
black points are new SNe Ia. These Hubble diagrams are created using the best-fit α and β from the full cosmological fit (Section 6.5) and
we assume the same M as in the simulations (M = 29.8, defined in
Equation 3.5). The SN intrinsic dispersion has been included in the uncertainties. Our sample before (left-hand panel) and after (right-hand
panel) the color-magnitude criteria is applied demonstrates the utility of
this criterion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
4.19 3D plot of −2.5log10 (X0 ), X1 and color distribution for the SDSS-II
simulated SNe remaining in our photometric-sample after PSNID cuts,
with the SNe Ia as black points and the non-Ia SNe as blue points. . . . . 107
4.20 3D plot of −2.5log10 (X0 ), X1 and color for the SDSS-II SNe candidates
with BOSS host-galaxy redshifts remaining in our photometric sample
after PSNID cuts (black points). The blue cross symbols show candidates which lie far from the Hubble diagram, but are retained in the
photometrically-classified sample at this stage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108

4.21 This plot shows the projected distance (assuming the WMAP7 cosmology (Jarosik et al., 2011)) between the 755 photometrically-classified
SNe Ia (before the final host-galaxy cut, discussed in Section 4.3.1) and
the fiber position of the targeted host galaxy, as a function of redshift.
The 15, 20, 30 and 50 kpc projected separation lines are over plotted,
shown as a red solid line, green dotted line, blue dashed line, and purple
dot-dashed line respectively. The orange plus symbols show the outliers
on the Hubble diagram, Figure 4.22. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
4.22 Hubble diagram of the 755 photometrically-classified SNe Ia (before final host-galaxy cut, discussed in Section 4.3.1), with the SNe Ia less than
15 kpc from the potential host galaxy shown in black and the SNe with
larger separation in purple (> 50kpc), blue (> 30kpc), green (> 20kpc),
red (> 15kpc). This Hubble diagram is created using the best-fit α and
β from the full cosmological analysis (Section 6.5) and we assume the
same M as in the simulations (M = 29.8, defined in Equation 3.5). The
SN intrinsic dispersion has been included in the uncertainties. . . . . . . 112
4.23 The photometric redshift, from the PSNID fit, minus the BOSS hostgalaxy spectroscopic redshift, divided by the error on the photometric
redshift for the 755 photometrically-classified SNe Ia (before the final
host-galaxy cut, discussed in Section 4.3.1). The purple lines show the
three-sigma deviation criteria we consider applying. . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
5.1 The weighted mean and uncertainty for the Hubble residuals in our simulations in bins of ∆z = 0.02. The left-hand panels show the photometricallyclassified SNe Ia, while the right-hand panels show the true SNe Ia. Each
row shows the cumulative effect of applying the various selection criteria
discussed in Section 4.2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117
5.2 The difference between the weighted mean of the Hubble residuals from
the photometrically-classified SNe Ia and the true SNe Ia, i.e., the difference between the bottom two panels in Figure 5.1. The error bars account
for the correlations between the photometrically-classified SNe Ia and the
true SNe Ia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118
5.3 The weighted mean value of w obtained for the ten random samples with
the BOSS host-galaxy redshift distribution, split into redshift sections,
z < 0.1 (purple, solid line), z < 0.2 (red, dashed line), z < 0.3 (green,
dot-dashed line), z < 0.4 (blue, dot-dot-dashed line) and all redshift
(black, dotted line). The errors shown are the mean of the measured
uncertainties from the cosmological fit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120

5.4

The weighted mean best-fit values of Ωm and ΩΛ from the ten subsamples, with increasing redshift range. The errors shown are the mean of
the measured uncertainties from the cosmological fit. . . . . . . . . . .
5.5 The weighted mean of the best-fit Ωm and w with increasing redshift
range. As the redshift range increases the w error bar shrinks, but converges to the incorrect value of w in the simulation, thereby obscuring the
true value. The errors shown are the mean of the measured uncertainties
from the cosmological fit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.6 The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance modulus as a function of redshift for the simulations described in
Section 5.3.2. We show the zero Malmquist bias to redshift 0.2 and then
a linear fit to the data above redshift 0.2 (blue line) and the one-sigma
errors on the fit (red dotted lines). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.7 The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance modulus as a function of redshift for the simulations described in
Section 5.3.2. We show the best-fit exponential function to this data (blue
line) and the one-sigma errors on the fit (red dotted lines). . . . . . . . .
5.8 The efficiency (blue dashed line), purity (red dot-dashed line), and FoM
(green solid line) for the new simulated sample (without the 0.27 mag
bug) as a function of the position of the PSNID PIa probability cut. We
plot the true purity (WIafalse = 1), and only change the weighting factor to
WIafalse = 5 in the FoM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.9 The efficiency (blue dashed line), purity (red dot-dashed line), and FoM
(green solid) for the new simulated sample (without the 0.27 magnitude
bug) as a function of χ2r , after the PSNID cut (PIa > PIbc and PIa > PII )
is applied . We plot the true purity (WIafalse = 1), and only change the
weighting factor to WIafalse = 5 in the FoM. The optimal position for our
cut remains at χ2r = 1.2 and is denoted by the vertical black line. . . . .
5.10 The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance modulus as a function of redshift for the simulations with input
Ωm = 1, ΩΛ = 0 and w = 1, and all other parameters kept the same as
the public simulations. We show the best-fit exponential function to this
data (blue line) and the one-sigma errors on the fit (red dotted lines). . .
5.11 The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance modulus as a function of redshift for the simulations with input
α = 0.22, and all other parameters kept the same as the public simulations. We show the best-fit exponential function of this data (blue line)
and the one-sigma errors on the fit (red dotted line). . . . . . . . . . . .
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5.12 The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance modulus as a function of redshift for the simulations with input
σint = 0.1 and all other parameters kept the same as the public simulations. We show the best-fit exponential function to this data (blue line)
and the one-sigma errors on the fit (red dotted lines). . . . . . . . . . .
5.13 The Malmquist bias split by the SALT2 stretch parameter, as a function of
redshift. Low-stretch (faint) SNe Ia are in black and high-stretch (bright)
SNe Ia in green. The dot-dashed black line is the best-fit exponential
function from the low-stretch SNe Ia and the green dashed line is the bestfit exponential function from the high-stretch SNe Ia. The solid purple
line over plotted is the exponential function from all the SNe Ia. . . . .
5.14 The host-galaxy (g − r)0.1 color as a function of absolute r−band model
magnitude (both quantities k-corrected to z = 0.1) for the host galaxies
of the photometrically-classified SNe Ia (black dots) and the subsample
of SNe Ia that have been spectroscopically-confirmed (blue cross symbols). The left-hand panel shows the SNe Ia over the full redshift range
and the right-hand panel shows z < 0.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.15 The difference between the observed (µobs ) and the expected (µcosmo )
distance modulus as a function of redshift for the simulation sample with
the redshift distribution of the BOSS photometrically-classified SNe Ia
sample. We show the best-fit exponential function to this data (blue line)
and the one-sigma errors on the fit (red dotted lines). . . . . . . . . . .
5.16 The redshift distribution for the photometrically-classified SNe Ia, when
split by the absolute magnitude of the host galaxy. The black, 45◦ hatching, histogram shows the SNe Ia that reside in fainter host galaxies (Mr0.1
absolute magnitude ≥ −21.3) and the blue, -45◦ hatching, histogram
is equivalent for the brighter host galaxies (Mr0.1 absolute magnitude
< −21.3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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5.17 The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo , assuming the latest WMAP7+BAO+H0 best-fit cosmology (Jarosik et al.,
2011)) distance modulus as a function of redshift for the photometricallyclassified SNe Ia data sample, when split by the host-galaxies absolute
magnitude. The black points are the average Malmquist bias from the
SNe Ia in the faintest host galaxies (r0.1 absolute magnitude > −21.3),
and the blue points are the average Malmquist bias from the SNe Ia in
the brightest host galaxies (r0.1 absolute magnitude < −21.3). The black
dot-dashed line is best-fit exponential function for the faint host galaxies, blue dashed line is best-fit exponential function from the bright host
galaxies and the purple solid line is the best-fit exponential function for
all the host galaxies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.18 The Hubble diagram of the photometrically-classified SDSS-II SN Ia
sample. We have corrected for the Malmquist bias, as discussed in Section 5.3. We use the best-fit values of α and β (see Section 6.5) and
assume the same M as in the simulations (M = 29.8) when creating
this Hubble diagram. The SNe Ia intrinsic dispersion has been included
in the error bars shown. Blue points show the subsample of SNe Ia that
have been spectroscopically confirmed as part of the SDSS-II SN Survey,
while the black points only possess a photometric classification. The bottom panel shows the Hubble residuals of the data from the best-fit cosmology model (Section 6.5). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.19 The distribution of Hubble residuals as a function of redshift for the “spec
Ia” subsample (blue) and full photometric sample of 752 SNe Ia (purple).
5.20 The distribution of Hubble residuals as a function of redshift for the
photometrically-classified SNe Ia (black), the true SNe Ia (blue), and the
non-Ia SNe contamination (red) in the simulations. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.21 Maximum observed r-band S/N (at any epoch) from both the observed
(left-hand panel) and simulated (right-hand panel) light curves, as a function of redshift. The data sample is divided into SNe Ia with (blue) and
without (black) spectroscopic confirmation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.22 Maximum observed r-band S/N (at any epoch) from both the observed
(left-hand panels) and simulated (right-hand panels) light curves, as a
function of redshift, after each successive photometric-classification cut.
The data sample is divided into SNe Ia with (blue) and without (black)
spectroscopic confirmation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

The 68% and 95% confidence contours of Ωm versus ΩΛ for a ΛCDM
model using only our photometrically-classified SNe Ia, with prior Set
II (Table 6.1), and allowing curvature to vary. Only statistical errors in
the contours are shown. The blue dashed contours show the comparable
SNLS3 constraints taken from Guy et al. (2010). . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In preparing this Introduction, I have used the following review material Kirshner (2010),
Ruiz-Lapuente (2010), Wood-Vasey (2010), Goobar & Leibundgut (2011), Hook (2012),
Astier (2012) and Weinberg et al. (2012).
The study of Type Ia Supernovae (SNe Ia) has revolutionized the field of cosmology
in the past 15 years. In 1998, Perlmutter et al. (1999) and Riess et al. (1998) discovered that distant SNe Ia were fainter than expected, which they inferred was because
the expansion of the Universe is accelerating. This discovery is extremely surprising,
as it implies the Universe is dominated by some form of “Dark Energy”, with exotic
physical properties, possibly associated with the vacuum energy. The profound implications of cosmic acceleration have inspired ambitious efforts to understand its origin,
with experiments that aim to measure the history of expansion and growth of structure to
percentage-level precision.
In this Chapter, we introduce the standard cosmological model, known as the
Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker cosmology (Section 1.1.1) and review early observational tests of this cosmological model (Section 1.1.2). Then, we introduce some
distance estimates (Section 1.1.3) and we discuss techniques to measure cosmological
distances (Section 1.1.4) and explain how the SNe Ia light curves are used to improve
them as “standard candles” (Section 1.2.1). Next, we review how SNe Ia are utilized
to probe the cosmic expansion history of the Universe (Section 1.2.2). Then, in Section 1.2.3, we describe the classification of supernova events. In Section 1.3, we briefly
detail a range of other cosmological probes, that are employed to probe the standard cosmological model and are relevant to this thesis. Then, we outline the current concordance
cosmological model, circa 2013 (Section 1.3.3). In Section 1.4, we give a short description of the astronomical survey used during this thesis. Finally, we detail the goals and
the layout of the rest of this thesis (Section 1.5).
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2

The standard cosmological model
The standard cosmological model and the Friedmann equations

In 1915, Einstein published his General Theory of Relativity (Einstein, 1915). This theory and the “Cosmological Principle” have become the foundation of our understanding
of the Universe. The Cosmological Principle, originally established by Newton in 1687
(Newton, 1687), states that, on sufficiently large scales, the Universe is homogenous (the
same density) and isotropic (the same in all directions). Observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) have confirmed the Cosmological Principle (Smoot et al.,
1991; Yadav et al., 2005).
Starting from the Cosmological Principle, and making the assumption that a perfect
fluid can describe the content of the Universe, the Friedmann equations can be derived
(Friedmann, 1924), within the Newtonian framework. Cosmologists use the Friedmann
equation to describe the expansion of the Universe and it is given by,
 2
8πGρ
k
Λ
ȧ
=
− 2− .
H =
a
3
a
3
2

(1.1)

Here, H is the Hubble parameter, a is the scale factor, ȧ is the time derivative of the scale
factor, G is Newton’s Gravitational Constant, ρ is the density of matter, k the “intrinsic”
curvature of spacetime and Λ is the “Cosmological Constant”. It is worth noting that,
H, ρ and a are all functions of time (t), while k and Λ are constants. If we evaluate the
Friedmann equation today, then we have H0 (Hubble constant), ρ0 (density today) and a0
(scale factor today), where a0 = 1 by definition.
The total amount of matter and energy governs the intrinsic curvature (k) of the Universe. There are three possible geometries for the Universe;
1. k > 0, geometrically elliptical Universe with positive spatial curvature. This is
called a “bound” or “Closed” Universe.

2. k = 0, an Euclidean Universe, which is geometrically flat and has zero spatial
curvature. In this case, the Universe must generally be infinite in its extent. One
exception would be if the Universe consisted of a repeating pattern of identical
tiles in a plane. All the points in one tile are identical to the corresponding points
in all the other tiles. Light emitted from the top of one tile arrives in the tile above
from below. But since this tile is identical to the one below, this is the same as the
light arriving back in the original tile from the bottom. Light travelling through this
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two-dimensional Universe will eventually arrive back at its starting point, having
travelled a finite distance. Hence this flat unbounded Universe is finite.

3. k < 0, geometrically hyperbolic Universe with negative spatial curvature. This is
an “unbound” or “Open” Universe.

In Einstein’s original theory (Equation 1.1 without the last term), the Universe was
not static, it either had to expand or shrink. Einstein could not accept such a Universe and
thus, he added a constant to his equations of General Relativity called the Cosmological
Constant (Λ). This term was introduced to counteract the gravitational pull of matter, and
so it has been described as an “anti-gravity” effect. In the Newtonian model, Λ has the
same effect as adding another potential energy term to counteract the kinetic energy term.
The Cosmological Constant (Λ) can thus change the expansion of the Universe, which is
in conflict with Einstien’s idea that matter curves spacetime.
Cosmologists are not only interested in the expansion of the Universe, but also in the
rate of change of the expansion (i.e., the differential of the Friedmann equation). The
evolution of the Universe can be written as,
4πG
ä
=−
(ρ + 3p),
(1.2)
a
3
where ä is the second derivative of the scale factor and p is the pressure of the perfect
fluid contained in the Universe.
Additionally, Cosmologists are intrigued by how different components of the Universe evolve over time. The conservation of energy in the Universe is expressed in terms
of the Continuity Equation (Carroll, 2004),
ρ̇ + 3H(ρ + p) = 0,

(1.3)

where ρ̇ is the time derivative of the density. This equation shows how the density of
each component evolves as the Universe expands. The perfect fluid that describes the
Universe can be considered to be governed by the equation-of-state,
p = w × ρ,

(1.4)

where w is a dimensionless parameter, which in its simplest form, can be considered as a
constant. Throughout this thesis work, we will only consider constant w, although many
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other theories exist for the parameterization of w, such as allowing w to vary with time
z
). The density of the perfect fluid in the Universe evolves as,
(i.e., w = w0 + wa 1+z
ρ ∝ a−3(1+w) .

(1.5)

Cosmologists often define a critical density, ρc , which is the density that the perfect fluid
is required to have for the geometry of the Universe to be spatially flat (k = 0) from
Friedmann equation (Equation 1.1) given by,
3H 2
.
(1.6)
8πG
Then, Cosmologists refer to the energy density in the Universe, ρ, through a density
parameter, Ω, simply defined,
ρc =

Ωtotal =

ρ
k
= 1 + 2 2.
ρc
aH

(1.7)

Thus, if the total density of the Universe is equal to the critical density (Ωtotal = 1) the
Universe will be spatially flat. Whereas, if the total density is smaller (bigger) than the
critical density then the Universe will have negative (positive) curvature.

1.1.2

Early observational tests of the cosmological model

Section 1.1 outlined the theoretical background as it stood in the 1920’s. Then, in 1929,
Hubble published results showing that distant galaxies appear to be moving away from
us at a rate proportional to their distance (Hubble, 1929). The relationship is known as
the “Hubble law”, given by,
v = H0 d,

(1.8)

where v is the observed velocity of a galaxy, H0 is the “Hubble Constant” and d is the
distance to the galaxy. Hubble made the discovery that distant galaxies appear to be moving away from us proportional to their distance using only 29 galaxies, where he measured the distances based on the well determined linear period-luminosity relationship for
Cepheid Variable stars (Leavitt & Pickering, 1912). Thus, by recording the period of the
Cepheid Variables, Hubble determined the luminosity. Then, by additionally measuring
their flux (F ), he was able to calculate the luminosity distance (defined in Equation 1.11).
Next, Hubble used Slipher and Humason’s measurements of the galaxy spectra to
measure their velocity. The wavelength of light is compressed in the direction of travel
and expanded behind the moving object. This is known as the “Doppler Effect” and
can be used to estimate the velocity (v) of a moving object. Comparing the Cepheid
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Figure 1.1: Velocity-distance relation among local galaxies. Figure 2 of Hubble (1929).

Variable distances to the galaxy velocities Hubble discovered that the galaxies appear to
be moving away from us because the space between the galaxies, and us, as observers,
has expanded. Hubble had discovered that the Universe was expanding. Figure 1.1 (taken
from Hubble, 1929) shows the velocity-distance relationship he discovered. This style
of plot has now become known as the “Hubble diagram” for obvious reasons (distance
versus velocity or redshift).
H0 has units of inverse time and it is related to the time since the Big Bang. Hubble
measured H0 = 500km/s/Mpc, which gives the time since the Big Bang of approximately
a few billion years. However, this timescale is now known to be too short for the Universe
to have existed, since galaxies are observed to be older than this age. The best current
measurement of the Hubble constant is from the recent “Supernovae and H0 for the
Equation of State” sample (SH0ES; Riess et al., 2009; Riess et al., 2011), who find
H0 = 73.8 km/s/Mpc. They used optical and infrared observations from the Wide Field
Camera 3 (WFC3) on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to observe over 600 Cepheid
Variable stars in the host galaxies of eight recent SNe Ia. This allowed them to directly
calibrate the peak luminosities of the SNe Ia. Thus, providing the calibration for a Hubble
diagram of 253 low-z (z < 0.1) SNe Ia, which were used for the precise measurement of
H0 .
After Hubble discovered direct evidence for the expansion of the Universe, Einstien’s
original motivation for adding the Cosmological Constant, to keep the Universe static,
was proved incorrect. Einstein called the insertion of the Cosmological Constant his
“biggest blunder”. Ironically, the SNe Ia observations in 1998 (discussed in Section 1.2.2;
Perlmutter et al., 1999; Riess et al., 1998), detecting the accelerating expansion of the
Universe, appear to require the Cosmological Constant to be re-introduced.
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Distances in cosmology

In Section 1.1, we described the cosmological model, where the values of curvature, scale
factor and density govern the geometry and expansion of the Universe. However, these
parameters need to be measured observationally to constrain the cosmological model and
test whether the standard model is correct. To be able to measure these parameters, and
thus probe the Friedmann equations, Cosmologists require distance estimates to astronomical objects, i.e., extending the Hubble diagram.
A common measure of how far an object is away is the Doppler shift of an object’s
spectral features caused by the expansion of the Universe, which we quantify as the
redshift (z), given by,
1+z =

λo
,
λe

(1.9)

where λe is the emitted (rest-frame) wavelength of light and λo is the observed wavelength. Converting to the scale factor, λe = a(te )r, where r is the comoving distance and
a(te ) is the scale factor at the time the light was emitted. After the expansion of space has
stretched the wavelength, we observe the light as λo = a(to )r, where a(to ) is the scale
factor today (or a(to ) = ao = 1). Therefore, we have,
1+z =

1
a(t0 )r
= .
a(te )r
a

(1.10)

Thus, redshift measures the change in relative size of the Universe.
There are two main ways to measure distances in cosmology. These are the luminosity distance and the angular diameter distance. The luminosity distance, dL , is the
distance we infer based on the luminosity of an object, and it represents the distance to
an object on a comoving grid (a grid that expands smoothly with the Universe), which is
given by,
L
d2L =
,
(1.11)
4πF
where L is the luminosity (true brightness) and F is the flux (observed brightness).
The angular diameter distance, dA , is the distance to an object of dimension, l, subtending an angle, θ, as viewed from earth, and is defined,
dA = l/θ.

(1.12)

The current proper distance or coordinate distance, dPM , is the distance defined (which
cannot be measured) on a hypersurface of constant proper time, as,
Z
dPM = a0
0

r0

√

dr
,
1 − kr2

(1.13)
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where r0 is the comoving coordinate today. Comoving coordinates do not change as
the Universe expands, since they are defined on a grid that expands smoothly with the
Universe.
The relationship between these three distances is simply,
dL = dPM × (1 + z) = dA × (1 + z)2 .

1.1.4

(1.14)

Measuring distances in cosmology

Measuring distances in the expanding Universe is hard as the distance to an object varies
with the propagation time of the emitted light. Measuring observable distances in the
Universe can be thought of as “climbing a distance ladder” where a variety of different
techniques are used to measure distances in the Universe, where the measurements used
in the nearby Universe are considerably different from further afield.
The distances to nearby stars (closer than ≈ 100 light-years) can be calculated using
the trigonometric parallax. This is the shift in angular position on the sky, relative to the
background of more distant stars, when observed from different positions in the Earth’s
orbit. Galileo first attempted to measure the parallax of nearby stars in 1609, unfortunately his telescope lacked the required power to detect the tiny parallax motions. Many
other astronomers attempted to measure the parallax of neighboring stars over the next
200 years. However, it was not until after 1838 that parallax measurements were made
successfully, and three astronomers achieved this independently: Bessel using a heliometer (Bessel, 1838), Henderson using a meridian circle (Henderson, 1839) and Struve using a filar micrometer (Struve, 1842). All of these devices are instruments specifically
designed to measure the parallax of stars. The parallax method is still used extensively
today, for example a new satellite called “Global Astrometric Interferometer for Astrophysics” (GAIA) is being launched in the Autumn of 2013, which will utilize the parallax
method. This satellite will accurately measure (< 100 micro arcseconds) the position of
more than a thousand million stars in the Milky Way using parallax measurements.
As discussed in Section 1.1.2, Cepheid Variables are excellent for measuring distances to nearby galaxies, as they brighten and dim periodically, with a tight linear relationship between the period of variation and their absolute luminosity. Thus, measuring
the period and flux allows the luminosity distance to be determined using Equation 1.11
(Leavitt & Pickering, 1912).
These two methods are impossible at larger distances (further than ≈ 107 light-years),
as the parallax becomes too small to measure and the individual stars can no longer be
segregated from the galaxy. To measure larger distances, “standard candles” are often
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used. These are objects that have a well known brightness, which is assumed to be constant throughout the Universe. Thus, comparing the observed flux with the known luminosity, the distance can be inferred. The best standard astronomical candles are SNe Ia,
as they are extremely bright, with luminosities > 109 L (where L is the luminosity of
the sun), which can be brighter than the host galaxy they exploded in, and thus, can be
observed at large distances. Although, SNe Ia are actually not true standard candles (the
dispersion is approximately 0.6 magnitudes) they can be standardized (see Section 1.2.1)
to improve their usability as standard candles.
Astronomers generally tend to work with magnitudes, rather than flux (F ) and luminosity (L). The apparent (or observed) magnitude (m) of an object is defined,
m = −2.5log10 F.

(1.15)

The absolute magnitude (M ) is the true magnitude of an object at 10pc and is defined as,
M = −2.5log10 L + C,

(1.16)

where C is a constant derived for the telescope taking the observations (see Section 2.2.3
for details of the SDSS constant C to convert to absolute magnitudes).
Therefore, the relationship between the observed flux and known luminosity, becomes a comparison between the apparent and absolute magnitude, which is known as
the distance modulus (µ), and is defined as,


µ = m − M = 5log10

c
H0





1
+ 5log10 (z) + 5log10 1 + (1 − q0 z) ,
2

(1.17)

where,
Λc2
1
1
q0 = Ωm −
= Ωm − ΩΛ ,
2
2
3H0
2

(1.18)

is the deceleration parameter, indicating the rate at which the expansion of Universe is
accelerating (negative q0 ). Thus, if the ΩΛ is more than double Ωm cosmic expansion
is accelerating. Therefore, if the apparent magnitude (m) is observed and the absolute
magnitude (M ) is known, then the density of matter (Ωm ) and the Hubble constant (H0 )
can be determined.
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Supernovae

In Section 1.1, we introduced the cosmological model. In this section, we discuss one
of the most important probes of the cosmological model, namely SNe Ia, which are the
main focus of this thesis. SNe Ia are great distance indicators as they are bright and
standardizable as “standard candles” (discussed in Section 1.2.1).

1.2.1

Supernovae as standard candles

For over four decades SNe Ia have been of interest to Cosmologists as distance indicators
(Kowal, 1968, and as we discuss in Section 1.2.2), because they display less dispersion
at their peak magnitude than other classes of supernovae and have higher optical luminosities (> 109 L ). The absolute magnitude of SNe Ia have a root mean squared (rms)
dispersion of approximately 0.4 magnitudes in V -band at peak luminosity (Hamuy et al.,
1996; Riess et al., 1996).
However, SNe Ia are not simple “standard candles”, and the usefulness of SNe Ia has
been greatly enhanced by our ability to standardize their magnitudes. The discovery that
the photometric properties of SNe Ia, such as the light-curve width (Phillips, 1993) and
color (Riess et al., 1996; Tripp, 1997), correlate with the absolute magnitude at peak,
which allows for accurate distance measurements using SNe Ia. This is due to the fact
that these correlations can be used to correct the light curve and thus, reduce the scatter
in the peak luminosities of the SNe Ia.
Figure 1.2 (taken from Phillips, 1993) shows the relationships between the peak magnitudes in the B, V , and I bands and the amount the B-band light curve drops during
the first 15 days following maximum, this is known as the decline rate, ∆m15 (B). The
different slopes imply that the intrinsic colors of the SNe Ia at maximum are a function
of the decline rate of the B-band light curve. The reddest events correspond to the intrinsically faintest SNe Ia. Phillips (1993) suggested correcting the absolute magnitude of
the SNe Ia by the decline rate. Thus, M = a + b∆m15 (B), with a being the “standard”
SNe Ia magnitude (−19.6 mags) and Phillips (1993) measured b = 2.7. Using this standardization reduces the rms in the absolute magnitude of the SNe Ia to approximately
0.3 mags.
Figure 1.3 (taken from Riess et al., 1996) shows that intrinsically dim SNe Ia are
redder and have faster declining light curves than the bright SNe Ia, which are slower
and bluer. By 35 days after maximum, the intrinsic color variations become negligible.
Riess et al. (1996) employed Bayes Theorem to formally calculate the best-fit value and
uncertainty of the SNe Ia extinction (absorption and scattering of the emitted light by
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Figure 1.2: Decline rate-peak luminosity relationship for the nine best-observed SNe Ia.
The absolute magnitudes in the B, V , and I bands plotted as a function of the amount,
in magnitudes, that the B-band light curve drops during the first 15 days following maximum, ∆m15 (B) (Figure 1 from Phillips, 1993).

intervening material, predominately “dust” in the host galaxy). Thus, allowing the SNe Ia
to be corrected for extinction.
Once these correlations (with SNe Ia light-curve width and color) have been applied
as corrections to the absolute magnitude of the SNe Ia, the dispersion in the measured
distance modulus (µ) is reduced to ∼0.14 mags. Figure 1.4 shows examples of SNe Ia
light curves before correction (left-hand panel) and after correction (right-hand panel).
The improvement of SNe Ia as standard candles has led directly to the discovery that
high-redshift SNe Ia appear to be fainter than expected, unless the cosmic expansion of
the Universe is accelerating (Riess et al., 1998; Perlmutter et al., 1999).

1.2.2

Type Ia supernovae as cosmological probes

Astronomers have been searching for transient (time varying) events for nearly 100 years.
Initially transient events were detected by visually comparing photographic plates of the
same region of the sky.
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Figure 1.3: Empirical family of SNe Ia light and color curves, which are parameterized
by their luminosity. They depict the entire range of light and color curve shapes and their
correlation with luminosity (on the Cepheid Variable distance scale). Different SNe Ia
light-curves are represented by various symbols (Figure 1 from Riess et al., 1996).

Figure 1.4: The left-hand panel shows the uncorrected light curves of several SNe Ia. The
right-hand panel shows the same light curves after they have been corrected for stretch
and color1 .

Discovery and initial use of SNe Ia
In the late 1920’s, Baade and Zwicky visually compared photographic plates, taken a
month apart, on the Palomar 18 inch telescope, in order to detect transient events. Baade
1

http://burro.cwru.edu/Academics/Astr328/Notes/Tests/SNe08.html
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& Zwicky (1934) presented a new class of extragalactic “novae”, which was typically
about 100 times brighter and they named it a “supernovae”. They concluded that nuclear
explosions were the only way to generate the amount of energy observed.
The first Hubble diagram using SNe Ia was constructed by Kowal (1968), using 19
SNe Ia. These SNe Ia stretched out to a redshift of 700km/s (z = 0.002) and had a
scatter of 0.6 mags (this was before the discovery that SNe Ia could be corrected for
stretch and color of their light curves to improve them as standard candles, as discussed
in Section 1.2.1 and in this low redshift region the peculiar velocities are important).
Colgate (1979) conducted pioneering work on automated SNe Ia searches, and suggested using the HST to search for distant SNe Ia in order to determine the Cosmological
Constant. Tammann (1979) estimated that only between 6 and 25 SNe Ia were required
at z ≈ 0.5 to provide a three-sigma detection of the deceleration (as was thought at the
time) of the Universe.
A pioneering Danish team, unwilling to wait for the HST, began a program of SN observations using the 1.5m telescope at the European Southern Observatory (ESO; Hansen
et al., 1987, 1989). They followed the pattern Zwicky established for detecting SNe Ia
(Kowal & Sargent, 1971), which was used by all subsequent supernovae teams until the
introduction of dedicated searches, such as Kare et al. (1988) and rolling searches (Barris
& Tonry, 2004). However, the Danish team used new Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs)
rather than photographic plates, which are approximately 100 times more sensitive, linear
and produced images that were immediately available, that can be used for image subtraction from a previous reference image. Norgaard-Nielsen et al. (1989) demonstrated the
success of the new algorithms and CCDs by detecting an SN Ia in a galaxy at z = 0.31.
However, their rate for detecting SNe Ia was extremely low, only approximately one per
year, because of the small size of CCDs.
The Calan-Tololo Supernovae Search (Hamuy et al., 1993) was the first SN survey to
utilize a large field-of-view camera, 25 square degrees on the Curtis Schmidt telescope
at Cerro Tololo, which made it effective in searching for nearby SN, although it still
used photographic plates. In 1996, Hamuy et al. (1996) presented the first sizable (29)
low-redshift (z < 0.1) SNe Ia sample.
Two breakthroughs enabled significant progress to be made quickly in detecting and
utilizing SNe Ia as distance measures. The first of these was the demonstration that
SNe Ia can be standardized, thus reducing the dispersion on the Hubble diagram (as discussed in Section 1.2.1; Phillips, 1993; Riess et al., 1996). Secondly, important technical
developments were made in the 1990’s, where large CCD mosaic cameras were developed and used on large (i.e., four meter) telescopes, which improved the ability to discover distant SNe. For example, a 14 megapixel camera, the “Big Throughput Camera”
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(Wittman et al., 1998) was installed on the four meter Cerro Tololo telescope allowing
SNe to be detected at larger distances than had previously been possible.
Discovery of the accelerating expansion of the Universe
In the 1990’s, two teams began to independently utilize the standardization of SNe Ia
and the technical improvements to detect them. These groups were the Supernovae Cosmology Project (SCP) and the High-z Supernova Team (High-z). The initial results from
both teams did not obviously point to an accelerating Universe. For example, Perlmutter
et al. (1997) presented results using seven SCP SNe Ia at z ≈ 0.4 and the nearby sample
from Hamuy et al. (1996), which suggested Ωm = 0.88. They concluded that their results
were “ inconsistent with Λ-dominated, low-density, flat cosmologies”.
In 1997, the situation began to change rapidly as both teams used the HST to followup SN detected from the ground. This provided well resolved SN, which were separated
from their galaxies, due to the high photometric precision of the HST. SCP observed
one additional object with HST at z = 0.83, which quantitively changed their results,
suggesting that the Universe might have a low-mass-density (Perlmutter et al., 1998).
The High-z SNe team obtained three objects with HST, one of which was at z = 0.97,
and Garnavich et al. (1998) suggested that matter alone was insufficient to produce a flat
Universe. Over the next few years both teams increased the size of their SNe Ia samples.
Then, in 1998 the accelerating expansion of the Universe was first announced, using
only a few tens of SNe Ia, by these two teams; SCP (Perlmutter et al., 1999), and the
High-z (Riess et al., 1998). These groups independently compiled data-sets, which have
a sample of high-z SNe Ia, accompanied by a larger set of low-z SNe Ia. The data these
two teams collated is displayed in Figures 1.5 (taken from Perlmutter et al., 1999) and
1.6 (taken from Riess et al., 1998). These figures show the discovery that the highz SNe Ia sample is measured to be 10% - 15% fainter than expected from their local
counterparts, meaning that the SNe Ia sit above the expected line on the Hubble diagram
without a Cosmological Constant. Both figures clearly demonstrate that models with
ΩΛ > Ωm are more consistent with the data. The Hubble diagrams are converted into
cosmological likelihood contours to show this situation more clearly. Figure 1.7 shows
the best-fit 68%, 90%, 95%, and 99% statistical confidence regions in the Ωm − ΩΛ plane
for both groups. The left-hand panel of Figure 1.7 shows the SCP confidence contours
(taken from Perlmutter et al., 1999) and the right-hand panel shows the High-z SNe
Team confidence contours (taken from Riess et al., 1998). They both demonstrate that
the data is inconsistent with a Λ = 0 flat cosmology. An open Λ = 0 cosmological model
is also a poor fit and the data indicates that the Cosmological Constant is non-zero and
positive (ΩΛ > 0) with 99% confidence.
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Figure 1.5: Hubble Discovery data: Hubble diagram of SNe Ia measured by the SCP
(Figure 2 from Perlmutter et al., 1999).

Many possibilities, other than the accelerating expansion of the Universe, have been
investigated to explain why the SNe Ia are fainter than expected. These included;
• Dust obscuration; rejected because the high-z SNe Ia appear to be intrinsically
bluer than local SNe Ia.
• Evolution of the SNe Ia population; the high-z SNe Ia are observed to have similar
light-curve shapes and spectral features as low-z SNe Ia. This is evidence that the
SNe Ia are not evolving significantly over time.
• Gravitational lensing; the average (de)amplification bias is less than 1% at the redshifts of the SNe Ia used. This is too small to account for the 10-15% difference
that has been observed.
Thus, both teams ruled out all possibilities other than the accelerating rate of expansion
of the Universe.
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Figure 1.6: Hubble Discovery data: Hubble diagram of SNe Ia measured by the High-z
SN Team (Figure 4 from Riess et al., 1998).

In 2011, Saul Perlmutter, Adam Riess and Brian Schmidt won the Nobel prize on
behalf of the two teams (SCP and High-z) for their ground breaking detection of the
accelerating expansion of the Universe, which has now revolutionized the field of cosmology.
Recent surveys
The profound discovery of the cosmic acceleration, detected using SNe Ia, has inspired
many new ambitious efforts to measure the acceleration to greater accuracy, including
new dedicated SNe Ia surveys. These experiments aim to measure the history of expansion and the growth of structure, to a few percent accuracy, in an attempt to understand
the nature and origin of this acceleration. These dedicated SN searches include:
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Figure 1.7: Best-fit 68%, 90%, 95%, and 99% statistical confidence regions in the Ωm −
ΩΛ plane. Left-hand panel is Figure 7 from Perlmutter et al. (1999) and the right-hand
panel is Figure 6 from Riess et al. (1998).

Equation of State: SuperNovae trace Cosmic Expansion (ESSENCE; WoodVasey et al., 2007; Miknaitis et al., 2007) is one of the largest high-z (0.15 ≤ z ≤ 0.75)
SN surveys. It was conducted on the four meter Blanco Telescope at the Cerro Tololo
Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) using the prime-focus MOSAIC II 64 Megapixel
CCD camera between 2002 and 2008. This project was conceived to tighten constraints
on Dark Energy at intermediate redshift (z ≈ 0.5), in order to try to detect any discrepancy between the observations and the Cosmological Constant. The ESSENCE survey
produces densely sampled R-band and I-band light curves for supernovae. Approximately 200 SNe Ia have been spectroscopically-confirmed using spectra from a variety
of large telescopes, including Keck, Very Large Telescope (VLT), Gemini, and Magellan. The cosmological constraints from the ESSENCE survey are presented in Narayan
et al. (2010), Suntzeff et al. (2009), Wood-Vasey et al. (2007) and Davis et al. (2007).
This sample has also been used to investigate some host-galaxies correlations (Matheson
et al., 2008a).
Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS; Guy et al., 2010; Conley et al., 2011; Sullivan
et al., 2011) is a high-z SN survey, which ran from 2003-2008 on the 3.6m CanadaFrance-Hawaii-Telescope (CFHT), using the one-degree squared Megacam imager. Dur-
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ing the first three-years of the survey > 500 SNe Ia were spectroscopically confirmed.
These SNe Ia were confirmed using extensive follow-up time on some of the world’s
largest telescopes. This included using 60 hours per semester on the Gemini North
and South telescopes, with the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrographs (GMOS) instruments
(Hook et al., 2004), and 120 hours per year at the VLT using the FOcal Reducer and
low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS-1/2) instruments (Appenzeller et al., 1998), supplemented with Keck observations using the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrograph (LRIS)
(Oke et al., 1995) and Deep Extragalactic Imaging Multi-Object Spectrograph (DEIMOS)
(Faber et al., 2003). The three-year SNLS (SNLS3) cosmological constraints (Guy
et al., 2010), assuming a flat Λ Cold Dark Matter (CDM) model, gives Ωm = 0.211 ±
0.034(stat) ± 0.069(sys) from 231 SNLS high-redshift SNe Ia. The cosmological measurements combining SNLS3 SNe Ia and other probes (Section 1.3) are presented in
Sullivan et al. (2011) and we give a brief overview of them in Section 1.3.3. Conley
et al. (2011) present the systematic analysis of the SNLS3 sample. They also discuss
that SNe Ia surveys are now systematics limited, and the next generation of SN surveys
will only be able to improve cosmological measurements if they are able to reduce the
systematics. In addition to cosmological constraints, this sample has been used to investigate SNe Ia correlations with their host galaxies (Carlberg et al., 2008; Sullivan et al.,
2010). This sample has also been used to investigate SN rates, including; SNe Ia, non-Ia
SNe, as a function of their host galaxy and in galaxy clusters (Sullivan et al., 2006b; Neill
et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2008; Bazin et al., 2009; Graham et al., 2010). More recently
the SNLS3 sample has been used to probe the weak gravitational lensing of SNe Ia (Johansson et al., 2012; Kronborg et al., 2010), and the SNe Ia spectral features to improve
them as standard candles (Walker et al., 2011).
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-II) SN Survey (Frieman et al., 2008; Sako et al.,
2008; Kessler et al., 2009a) is an intermediate redshift (0.1 < z < 0.4) SN search. It
uses a 1.5 degree square fast scanning imager on the SDSS 2.5m telescope. This SN
survey has discovered and monitored > 500 spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia. The
SDSS survey is outlined in detail in Section 1.4 and the SDSS-II SN survey, used as
the basis of this thesis, is discussed further in Section 2.2. Kessler et al. (2009a) used
103 spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the first year of SDSS-II SN survey to constrain w = −0.96 ± 0.06(stat) ± 0.12(syst) and Ωm = 0.265 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.025(syst)
using the Spectral Adaptive Light-curve Template model (SALT2 Guy et al., 2007) lightcurve fitter (in Section 3.3). Lampeitl et al. (2010a) detected evidence for an accelerating Universe at > 97% confidence level from this single data-set. Sollerman et al.
(2009) also used this sample, with additional supernova data-sets, CMB data and Baryon
Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) measurements, to investigate non-standard cosmology and
found that the standard cosmological model provides a better fit to the data than exotic
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models, when using the SALT-II light-curve fitter. In addition to these cosmological
analyses, the SDSS-II SN survey has been used to study SN rates (Dilday et al., 2008,
2010; Smith et al., 2012), potential host-galaxy correlations (Yasuda & Fukugita, 2010;
Lampeitl et al., 2010b; D’Andrea et al., 2011) and non-Ia SNe (D’Andrea et al., 2010).
All of these SN surveys have confirmed the original detection of the accelerating
expansion of the Universe and no obvious deviation from the standard cosmological
model have been observed.
Future surveys
The next generation of cosmological surveys are designed to improve the measurement
of the dark energy equation-of-state parameter (w), and constrain any potential variation
with time, from observations of the most powerful probes of dark energy as suggested
by the Dark Energy Task Force (Albrecht et al., 2006): SNe Ia, BAO, weak gravitational
lensing, and galaxy clusters.
Dark Energy Survey (DES; The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration, 2005) is
one of the next generation surveys, which has begun survey operations using a new 520
Megapixel camera (called “DEcam”) on the four meter Blanco Telescope in Chile. DEcam achieved first-light in September 2012 and finished science verification in February
2013. The first season of DES will begin in September 2013 and over the next five years,
DES will perform two major surveys of the southern sky using 525 allocated nights. One
of these surveys is a new SN search that will create a homogeneous sample of up to
4000, high quality SNe Ia at 0.05 < z < 1.2 (Bernstein et al., 2012). The DES camera has an increased red efficiency, which will significantly improve high-redshift color
measurements of SNe Ia.
An external spectroscopy program is being planned which will spectroscopically
follow-up the host galaxies of all the SNe Ia. The main facility for host-galaxy follow-up
spectroscopy will likely be the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT), using the AAOmega
Spectrograph fed by the Two Degree Field system (2dF). The 2dF is able to take 392
spectra of objects simultaneously within its two degree field-of-view, which matches perfectly with the DES field-of-view. Four nights of observations have been undertaken
on the AAT, obtaining spectroscopic confirmation of two non-Ia SNe and one SNe Ia.
A major five-year AAT proposal by “OzDES” (a collaboration between the Austrian
scientists and DES) has just been submitted with 250 nights requested. Obtaining the
host-galaxy spectra provides a robust spectroscopic redshift, which aids with typing the
SN and placing the SNe Ia accurately on the Hubble diagram, required for precise fitting of cosmological parameters. In addition, the spectra of the host galaxy allows for
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detailed studies of the host galaxy. The host spectra can be used to study possible correlations, such as metallicity of the host. Understanding the differences between possible
subgroups of SNe Ia should improve them as standard candles. Furthermore, spectra will
be obtained for a small subset (< 20%) of the SN themselves, to enable detailed studies
of SN correlations and attempt to reduce the systematic uncertainties.
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST; LSST Dark Energy Science Collaboration, 2012) will be a new 8.4m survey telescope in Chile. This telescope will be equipped
with a wide field camera (9.6 degree square) with ugrizy filters. LSST is planned to start
operations in 2020 and run the survey for ten years. It is planned to observe the entire
available sky every few nights, specifically the main survey will cover 20,000 degree
square every three to four days. By the completion of the survey each field will have
been imaged over 1000 times.
The LSST SN survey is predicted to detect > 500, 000 SNe Ia, with the main survey
reaching to z < 0.8, and some smaller regions (“Deep Drilling Fields”) will reach a
deeper limiting magnitude per visit and with faster cadence. This will produce higher
quality SN light curves and probe higher redshift (z < 1.0). Such a huge data-set will
provide the statistics to probe SNe Ia systematic uncertainties in detail, and allow the
sample to be subdivided into many smaller subtypes. For example, constructing separate
Hubble diagrams for SNe Ia that reside in high/low stellar-mass host galaxies (Sullivan
et al., 2010). However, the LSST SN survey will face the same problems as the DES SN
survey, and be unable to spectroscopically classify all of their expected SN.
Thus, future SN surveys face common issues (Hook, 2012), the major two are:
• Classification of SNe Ia. New surveys will be unable to spectroscopically classify
the thousands of SN they are predicted to detect, thus these new surveys need to
develop new and innovative techniques in order to unitize the data in an optimal
way (discussed in detail in Section 1.2.3).
• Systematic uncertainties. The systematic errors on SN measurements are already
larger than the statistical errors (Conley et al., 2011), and if left uncorrected they
will limit the usefulness of future surveys. The major sources of systematic uncertainty include photometric calibration, particularly when combining distant SNe
with nearby SN samples. Secondly, correlations with the host galaxies of the
SNe Ia, which are not yet fully understood. Although, correlations have been
detected between the rates/broadband SNe Ia light-curve properties and the host
galaxy (Sullivan et al., 2010; Lampeitl et al., 2010b). Also, there could potentially
be evolution in the population of SNe Ia. SNe Ia spectra are similar between low
and high redshift (z < 0.9) (Bronder et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2011), although
recently differences in the UV have been detected (Maguire et al., 2012). Another
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systematic uncertainty is caused by our lack of understanding of what causes the
different SNe Ia colors. The color magnitude correlation could be driven by an
intrinsic property of the SNe Ia or by dust absorption, predominately in the host
galaxy. Future SN surveys will need to measure redder wavelengths, and maybe
even observe in the near infrared, where effects of dust absorption are reduced.
There is already evidence that the intrinsic dispersion in the infared is less than in
the optical, suggesting that at least some of the color variation is caused by dust
(Freedman et al., 2009).

1.2.3

Supernovae classification

The key goal of this thesis is to address one of the major problems facing future SN
surveys, namely the classification of huge data-sets of SNe Ia, where spectroscopic confirmation will not be possible for the entire sample. We aim to demonstrate a pathway to
utilize the vast quantity of data, which will be available to derive unbiased cosmological
constraints.
We outline the current method of spectroscopically-classifying SNe Ia and then, we
discuss in more detail the future issues with classification.
Spectral classification of supernovae
SNe have historically been classified based on their optical spectroscopic properties (e.g.,
Filippenko, 1997). SNe Ia are distinguished from other classes of SNe by their lack of
Hydrogen and Helium spectral features and the presence of other spectral features, such
as the Silicon II absorption feature that typically appears at an observed wavelength of
6150Å. Figure 1.8 shows the spectra of three SNe Ia from the ESSENCE survey, highlighting the key absorption features (taken from Matheson et al., 2008b). These spectra
were all taken at maximum B-band brightness, and exhibit large Calcium II and Silicon
II absorption features. This particular optical classification is unique, as it efficiently separates two distinct SN physical processes. The progenitors of SNe Ia are White Dwarfs
(WDs), unlike other common categories of SNe, which result from the core collapse of
stars with initial mass M & 8 M . As the progenitors for non-Ia SNe, such as, Type II
SNe, are more luminous, the progenitor star has been identified from archival images on
multiple occasions (Smartt, 2009). There has not yet been any direct observations of the
WD progenitor of SNe Ia (though deep limits do exist on SN 2011fe; Li et al., 2011).
However, the lack of Hydrogen and Helium in the spectrum, the composition of the
ejecta and the energy released in the explosion all strongly indicate that SNe Ia are the
visible manifestation of a thermonuclear runaway explosion in a carbon-oxygen WD as
its mass approaches the Chandrasekhar limit (Hoyle & Fowler, 1960; Nomoto, 1982;
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Figure 1.8: Spectra of SNe Ia 1998aq, 1999aa, and 1999by at B-band maximum. The
flux for each SNe Ia has been normalized, an offset applied and the major features are
labeled for visual clarity. This is Figure 6 from Matheson et al. (2008b).

Iben & Tutukov, 1984). The exact nature of the binary progenitor system, being either
a single degenerate object accreting mass from a companion, or the merger of two WDs
has long been an open question. Recent observations suggest both channels can lead to
SNe Ia (Nugent et al., 2011; Bloom et al., 2012; Dilday et al., 2012), making the relative
prevalence of each channel of primary concern amongst progenitor studies.
Photometric classification of supernovae
In the future, taking spectra of a large number of high-redshift SNe for classification purposes will be challenging, and could potentially limit the size and usefulness of any new
survey. This will be the case for LSST (LSST Science Collaboration et al., 2009), where
the complete spectroscopic classification of all its SN candidates will be simply impossible, thus other methods need to be employed to utilize these huge SN programs. This
challenge is already being confronted by the latest SN surveys, such as the Panoramic
Survey Telescope And Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS), who have devised new
and innovative techniques for classifying their SN candidates using only photometric
imaging data (see Scolnic et al., 2009). The SN survey from the DES will probably not
be able to spectroscopically classify all of their expected ' 4000 high-quality SNe Ia
(Bernstein et al., 2012).
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An alternative is to use photometric-only classification techniques. This idea is not
new – Pskovskii (1977) proposed classifying SNe based on their observed decline rate –
and even early SNe Ia cosmology results included a significant fraction of high-redshift
events that lacked spectroscopic identification (Riess et al., 1998; Perlmutter et al., 1999;
Tonry et al., 2003; Riess et al., 2004). One of the primary scientific drivers for developing photometric classifiers has been to aid in the spectroscopic follow-up of SN
surveys, thus allowing them to use their spectroscopic resources more efficiently (Sullivan et al., 2006a; Sako et al., 2008). However, making a Hubble diagram solely from
photometrically-classified SNe requires a lower false-positive rate (i.e., contamination
by non-Ia SNe) than spectroscopic target selection from photometrically-classified SNe.
Photometry-only Hubble diagrams were introduced by Barris & Tonry (2004), and have
been presented more recently by Rodney & Tonry (2010) and Bazin et al. (2011).
Most photometric-classification methods employ fitting observed light curves to templates of different SN types and determining the likelihood of each class. These methods
(e.g., Poznanski et al., 2002; Sullivan et al., 2006a; Johnson & Crotts, 2006; Poznanski
et al., 2007; Kuznetsova & Connolly, 2007; Kunz et al., 2007; Rodney & Tonry, 2009;
Gong et al., 2010; Falck et al., 2010; Sako et al., 2011) typically remove SNe which resemble non-Ia SN templates based on their likelihoods, although there is considerable
variety in the details. While Hlozek et al. (2012) (based on Kunz et al., 2007 and further developed by Newling et al., 2011; Knights et al., 2013) uses templates to compute
likelihoods for the type of each SN, they do not remove any objects from their cosmological fit. Rather, they use the likelihoods of each SN as a weight, retaining all possible
information while computing an unbiased cosmology in a Bayesian manner. Higher level
statistical analyses have also been applied to this problem, with a goal of finding a lower
dimensional parameter space where there exists a cleaner separation between the different
types, thus simplifying the classification problem. Examples of these approaches include
semi-supervised learning techniques, such as diffusion maps (Richards et al., 2012), and
kernel Principal Component Analysis (PCA) applied to SN light curves (Ishida & de
Souza, 2013).
In anticipation of the SN typing requirements to be encountered by DES, Kessler et al.
(2010a, hereafter K10a) issued the “Photometric Supernova Classification Challenge”,
providing simulated light curves of different SN types based on a realistic DES-like SN
survey and a training sample where the true SN type was known. The results of this challenge are presented in Kessler et al. (2010b, hereafter K10b) and discussed in Section 3.6
of this thesis. The results of the challenge provide some interesting insights into the
relative performance of different SN classifiers. Overall, several different classification
strategies produce similarly high scores in terms of both efficiency and contamination,
but all proved subject to significant level of contamination (∼ 20%). A problem which
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is common for many methods is that they require a training set of known SN types. If
this set is biased and not representative of the whole sample then the classification will
be biased as well; an effect that was seen in the K10a challenge.

1.3

Other cosmological probes

SNe Ia inform us about the accelerating Universe, although other cosmological parameters remain unknown, such as the curvature of the Universe (k) and the matter content of
the Universe (Ωm ). We require different complimentary cosmological probes to constrain
such parameters and complete the picture of the Universe. Here we will discuss other cosmological probes that are relevant to this thesis: namely the CMB (Section 1.3.1), which
probes the total content of the Universe (Ωtotal ) and BAO (Section 1.3.2), which help
constrain the matter content of the Universe (Ωm ). Combining different cosmological
probes enables Cosmologists to obtain a complete view of the Universe and build models
that satisfy all the observations (Section 1.3.3).

1.3.1

Cosmic Microwave Background

Perhaps the most conclusive piece of evidence for the Big Bang is the existence of the
CMB radiation. This is isotropic radiation, which is thought to be the cooled remnant of
the light from the Big Bang.
The CMB was predicted in 1946 by George Gamow (Gamow, 1946) and first (accidentally) detected in 1965 by Arno Penzias and Robert Woodrow Wilson, as they experimented with the Holmdel Horn Antenna (Penzias & Wilson, 1965). The radiation
they detected was found to be diffuse, uniform in all directions of the sky, and with a
temperature of approximately 2.7 Kelvin. The original detailed observations of the CMB
were taken by the COsmic Background Explorer (COBE) satellite (Smoot, 1997). We
observe this background radiation as microwaves, but it was originally emitted as visible
or ultraviolet light and it has been redshifted by the expansion of the Universe over the
past few billion years.
Light elements were created within approximately three minutes of the Big Bang.
This process has become known as Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (Olive, 1995). The Universe was initially so hot and dense that matter, photons and baryons, could not exist
as neutral atoms. Instead, they existed in an opaque ionized plasma, as the photons
interacted with the charged particles, and thus, could not radiate light. The Universe
expanded and in turn cooled, until about 400,000 years after the Big Bang. Then, the
plasma reached a temperature of ≈ 3000 Kelvin, this temperature was cool enough for
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neutral atoms to form. During this time, photons ceased to interact strongly with matter,
and became free to radiate in the Universe.
The radiation that escaped during recombination has now cooled, and is approximately (to better than 1%) a Black Body of temperature 2.725 Kelvin. The CMB has
a clear dipole, meaning it is hotter in one direction and cooler in the other (by only a
few mK or 0.1%). This is caused by our local group of galaxies moving through the
background radiation, towards the hotter part, at high speed (about 600km/s).
There are tiny fluctuations, or anisotropies, in the temperature spectrum at different
angular scales on the sky, which was first predicted by Peebles & Yu (1970) and originally detected by the COBE satellite (Smoot et al., 1992). Oscillations in the hot gas of
the early Universe cause these fluctuations in the CMB power spectrum. These fluctuations in temperature are the precursors of the large-scale structure in the Universe today.
The physics of hot gas is well understood; hence, studying the positions and relative
sizes of the peaks in the CMB power spectrum enables the properties of the oscillating
gas to be computed. The angular position of the peaks is a sensitive probe of the intrinsic
curvature of the Universe (i.e., Ωtotal ), since the positions correspond to a fixed physical
scale at the time of recombination projected onto the sky. Peaks are located at higher
multipole moments in an open Universe (k < 0) and at lower multipole moments in a
closed Universe (k > 0). The peaks are also damped by a process called collision-less
damping or Silk damping. This is caused by the mean free path of the photons increasing, as the Universe expands, and the finite thickness of the “Last Scattering Surface”
(LSS). Figure 1.9 shows the CMB power spectrum measured by seven-year Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP7) (Larson et al., 2011). Large angular scales (or
low monopole moments, l) are on the left-hand side, and the scales decrease (or l increases) as you move to the right-hand side of the figure.

1.3.2

Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

BAO are a feature of known size and shape in the late-time clustering of galaxies. BAO
are the imprint left by sound waves in the early Universe. The sound waves were excited
by initial perturbations 400,000 years after the Big Bang. A spherical shell of baryonic
material was driven away from the perturbation by a sound wave, until they reached
a radius of 100h−1 Mpc. This distance corresponds to the comoving sound horizon at
recombination (Hu & Sugiyama, 1995). Then, the photons and gas decoupled, leaving a
shell of baryonic material around a concentration of dark matter. This slight over-density
can be detected today as an excess in the number of galaxy pairs separated by 150Mpc
(500 million light-years).
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Figure 1.9: The temperature (TT) power spectra for the WMAP7 data-set. The red line
show the predicted spectrum for the best-fit flat ΛCDM model. The error bars of the
black data points represent measurement errors, while the grey shaded region indicates
the uncertainty in the model spectrum arising from cosmic variance. This is Figure 1
from Larson et al. (2011).

The BAO signal is weak and it exists at large scales; thus, the challenge is statistical,
to measure a huge volume of the Universe to be able to detect precisely the BAO. The
BAO features are stable, to better than 1% accuracy, making them an excellent standard
ruler, similar to SNe Ia being good standardizable candles. By measuring this BAO scale
at a variety of redshifts, one can infer the angular diameter distance (DA (z)), and the
Hubble parameter (H(z)).
One way to measure the BAO signal is to use Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs). They
have the advantage of being bright and easily separated by color, allowing uniform sample selection over large volumes. LRGs are being targeted by the Baryon Oscillation
Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) (Schlegel et al., 2009), as part of the SDSS-III project, in
order to map the expansion rate out to z < 0.7. Figure 1.10 shows the power spectrum
of LRGs in the SDSS-II Data Release Seven (DR7) (Reid et al., 2010)

1.3.3

Concordance cosmology

After extensive observations over the last century, Cosmologists have reached a concordance cosmological model of the Universe, wCDM. This is the most widely accepted
and most commonly used model for cosmology. This model consists of spatially flat
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Figure 1.10: The power spectrum of Luminous Red Galaxies in the SDSS-II DR7. This
is Figure 8 of Reid et al. (2010).

geometry and an Universe that is 13.7 billion years old. The total energy density in the
Universe is equal to one (Ωtotal = 1). The components of the energy density are:
• Relativistic matter, Ων < 1%, electromagnetic radiation and neutrinos.
• Baryonic matter, Ωb ∼ 4%, stellar material, galaxies, gas and dust.
• Dark matter, Ωdm ∼ 22%, non-baryonic matter, detected through galaxy rotation
curves and gravitational lensing.
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Figure 1.11: Confidence contours of the cosmological Ωm and w parameters. The
SNLS3 SNe Ia contours (including the statistical and all identified systematic uncertainties) are shown in blue, the SDSS-II DR7 LRG contours are in green (Reid et al., 2010)
and the SH0ES H0 prior is in red (Riess et al., 2011). The WMAP7 constraints (Larson
et al., 2011) are included in all contours.

• Dark Energy, ΩΛ ∼ 74%, evoked to describe the accelerating expansion of the
Universe. Although, its nature is not well understood.
Note that, the total matter content in the Universe is the sum of all forms of matter (i.e.,
not energy) in the Universe, thus Ωm = Ων + Ωb + Ωdm . Figure 1.11 shows the cosmological constraints of the concordance cosmology for Ωm and w from Sullivan et al.
(2011) using the SNLS3 SNe Ia sample combined with data from WMAP7 (Larson et al.,
2011), SDSS-II DR7 LRG measurements (Reid et al., 2010) and the SH0ES H0 prior
(Riess et al., 2011). The current best-fit constraints on wCDM are Ωm = 0.271 ± 0.015,
ΩΛ = 0.731 ± 0.015 and w = −1.069+0.091
−0.092 using WMAP7+BAO+SN data (Sullivan
et al., 2011).

1.4

Sloan Digital Sky Survey

Here, we discuss the SDSS, since it is the key data for this thesis. In particular, the
SN sample we use in this thesis was taken as part of SDSS-II. The host-galaxy spectra
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Figure 1.12: The left-hand panel shows the SDSS telescope at the Apache Point Observatory, New Mexico. This photo was taken while I visited the observatory for the BOSS
collaboration meeting in March 2011. The right-hand panel shows a front view diagram
of the SDSS camera. It shows the 30 photometric and 24 astrometric/focus CCDs, plus
their associated dewars and kinematic supports2 .

for these SN candidates were obtained using an ancillary project on the SDSS-III BOSS
survey. Here, we discuss the SDSS survey in general, including the telescope, camera
and spectrographs. Then, in Chapter 2 we describe the details of the SN survey and our
host-galaxy follow-up program.
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-I 1998-2005, II 2005-2008 and III 2008-2014;
York et al., 2000) is the largest galaxy, quasar and star survey undertaken so far. SDSS has
imaged more than a third of the sky, concentrated on the northern and southern Galactic
caps (above and below the plane of the Galaxy) and has created 3-dimensional maps
containing more than 930,000 galaxies and more than 120,000 quasars.
SDSS produces these sky maps using a dedicated 2.5m telescope at the Apache Point
Observatory, New Mexico (Gunn et al., 2006). The SDSS telescope, shown in the lefthand panel of Figure 1.12 has a modified two-corrector Ritchey-Chretien design, which
is a specialized Cassegrain telescope. This has 2.5m hyperbolic primary and 1.08m hyperbolic secondary mirrors, designed to eliminate optical errors. The telescope has a
Gascoigne astigmatism corrector, and a pair of highly aspheric correctors near the focal
plane (one for imaging and the other for spectroscopy). The final focal ratio of the SDSS
2

http://www.astro.princeton.edu/PBOOK/camera/camera.html
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Figure 1.13: The area SDSS-I, II and III has imaged, each orange pixel in this map is
many galaxies3 .

telescope is f/5. It has excellent image quality and small geometrical distortions over a
wide wavelength range (3000 to 106000Å). The telescope also appears different from
most other telescopes, since it has a unique wind baffle and enclosure, rather than being
housed in a dome, with only a small slit for observing. Heat can become trapped inside a
dome during the day, and when the dome is opened at night the heat escapes and causes
air turbulence, which can blur the telescopes images. The SDSS telescope is completely
removed from the enclosure at night and carries its wind baffle with it (the metallic box
around the telescope tube, seen in left-hand panel of Figure 1.12).
The SDSS telescope has a 2.5 degree wide-field CCDs imaging camera (Gunn et al.,
1998). This is shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 1.12. The SDSS camera has 120megapixels, which is composed of 30 CCDs arranged five to a column. Each column
is enclosed in a vacuum-sealed chamber. Liquid nitrogen cools each chamber to 193
Kelvin to enhance sensitivity. Each of the five rows of CCDs receives light through a
different color filter; thus, photometry in the five different bands (ugriz) is obtained simultaneously (Fukugita et al., 1996) using Time-Delay-and-Integrate (TDI, or drift scan)
imaging, which provides efficient sky coverage. Figure 1.13 shows the area of the sky
imaged by the SDSS-I, II and III.
During SDSS-I (first phase of operations) more than 8,000 square degrees of the sky
in five optical bandpasses were imaged, and spectra were obtained of galaxies and quasars
selected from 5,700 square degrees. A 300 square degree stripe in the southern Galactic
cap was repeatedly observed (roughly 30 scans) to obtain deeper imaging.
3

http://www.sdss.org/includes/sideimages/orangespider.html
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Then, with new funding, SDSS-II (second phase of operations) conducted three distinct surveys. The first of these was the SDSS-II Legacy Survey, which completed the
original SDSS-I imaging and spectroscopic goals. Secondly, the SDSS-II Extension for
Galactic Understanding and Exploration (SEGUE) obtained new imaging of 3500 square
degrees and spectra of 240,000 stars, to probe the structure and history of the Milky Way.
The final project was the SDSS-II SN Survey, which conducted repeat imaging of the 300
square degree southern equatorial stripe, called “Stripe 82”, to discover transient events
particularly SNe Ia. We discuss this project, in detail, in Chapter 2, as this is the main
data used in this thesis.

1.4.1

Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey

Building on the legacy of the SDSS-I and SDSS-II, SDSS-III began observations in 2008,
and is focusing on more specific goals, such as mapping the Milky Way, searching for
extrasolar planets, and attempting to solve the mystery of dark energy using the BAO
signal. To achieve these goals the SDSS-III is comprised of several different surveys, one
of which is BOSS (Eisenstein et al., 2011; Dawson et al., 2013). Unlike the majority of
SDSS-I and SDSS-II, BOSS is a purely spectroscopic survey. This survey is mapping the
spatial distribution of 1.5 million LRGs and Lyman-alpha absorption towards 160,000
high-redshift quasars, with the goal of detecting the characteristic scale imprinted by
BAO in the early Universe (discussed in Section 1.3.2).
Light is transmitted from the focal plane of the telescope to the spectrographs by
1000 fiber optic strands, each 180 microns in diameter. These fibers are positioned on the
galaxy or quasar to be observed by plugging them into holes (2 arcminutes in diameter)
drilled in a 0.813m diameter aluminum plate, called “plug plates”. The left-hand panel
of Figure 1.14 shows one of the BOSS plug plates before it has been filled with fibers. It
was important not to rely on manual plugging of each fiber into a specific pre-assigned
hole, as there are 1000 fibers on each plug plate. However, the fiber length required that
plugging could not be completely random, since fibers would not reach all holes. Thus,
there are hand-marked regions on each plate for specific fiber sets that can reach all of
the holes within that region, and then within those areas plugging is random.
The other end of the fibers (i.e., the ends not on the sky) are in the thin slit-plates,
which precisely locates the fiber in the spectrograph. The plug plate, fiber and slitheads
are mounted in a portable cartridge, shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 1.14,
The cartridge is placed in a fiber mapper system, used to determine which fiber is in
each particular hole. The fiber mapper moves a light along the slithead, illuminating each
fiber sequentially. Thus, the illuminated fiber appears as a bright point against the dark
background of the plug plate. A Closed-Circuit television (CCTV) camera with a narrow
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Figure 1.14: Left-hand panel: Aluminum plate used for positioning the BOSS fibers,
with the regions for different fiber group positions marked4 . Right-hand panel: The
BOSS fibers plugged into a plate and in a cartridge5 .

band filter that matches the light source determines the X-Y position of each fiber on the
plug plate. Then, the X-Y position is converted into sky coordinates. This sky position
is stored in the database, thus mapping between the physical location of each spectra on
the CCD and the coordinates of that object on the sky.
The cartridges can then be affixed to the telescope in a few minutes. The plug plates
are warped in the cartridges to match the focal plane of the telescope and they are placed
at the focal plane, equivalent to the CCD camera. The slitheads enter the spectrographs
through the open slithead doors. The cartridges are plugged during the day, with a design
that can be quickly installed on the telescope at night and protects the fragile fibers.
The fibers send the light from each object to the Multi-Object, Fiber-Fed Spectrographs (Smee et al., 2012). Specifically, the light first passes through a collimator, which
collimates the f/4 beam producing a 160mm diameter beam, reflecting it back towards
a dichroic beamsplitter, with a coating that reflects the blue part of the spectrum, while
allowing the red part through. The light is split at approximately 6000Å, and sent to
the blue and red cameras on two identical spectrographs to increase the resolution of the
spectrum, which covers a wavelength range of 3650 to 10,400Å. The spectral resolution
varies from λ/∆λ ∼ 1300 at 3600Å to λ/∆λ ∼ 3000 at 10,000Å and the wavelength
calibration is < 5km/s. The spectrographs are mounted on the telescope to avoid any
relative motion between the two ends of the fibers and maximizes throughput by keeping
the fibers short.
4
5

http://www.nature.com/news/survey-tunes-in-to-dark-energy-1.9732
http://newscenter.lbl.gov/press-releases/2009/10/01/first-light-boss/
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Figure 1.15: Optical layout of the BOSS spectrographs. Figure 22 of Smee et al. (2012).

A grism is located immediately behind the beamsplitter in each channel (red and
blue), consisting of a right angle prism, which disperses the light in the cameras, containing 4k × 4k CCD with 15µm pixels. The camera demagnifies the image from f/4 to
f/1.5, which produces fiber images that are just 3 pixels in diameter. Thus, the resulting
spectra on the detector are 3 pixels tall. The optical layout of the BOSS spectrograph is
shown in Figure 1.15 (taken from Smee et al., 2012).
The nominal exposure time for each plug plate is 60 minutes. This is split into at
least four separate exposures, to allow for cosmic ray rejection, and the exact number
of exposures is determined by observing conditions (i.e., in worse observing conditions
more observations are required to reach the same level of S/N in the spectra). Short nonscience exposures intersperse the science exposures, including arcs and flat-fields for
calibration. The calibration and science exposures are immediately processed through a
streamlined version of the spectroscopic pipeline (which is discussed in Section 2.3.2) in
order to provide S/N diagnostics and inform the observers whether the calibrations and
exposures were successful. During a good night six to nine plates could be observed,
obtaining spectra for > 6000 objects.

1.5

Plan for this thesis

The goal of this thesis is to exploit the quality and quantity of existing supernova data
still available in the SDSS-II SN Survey to investigate one of the key problems facing
SN cosmology at present, namely the photometric classification of SNe. As discussed
in Section 1.2.2, future surveys need to resolve this problem and therefore, we have
undertaken a pilot project based on host-galaxy spectroscopy of all supernovae events
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detected over three years of the SDSS-II SN survey (see Section 2.3). The large majority
of the SNe candidates in the SDSS-II SN survey have not been classified due to a limited
amount of spectroscopic time (see Section 2.2.1).
Specifically, we use the SDSS-III BOSS (Eisenstein et al., 2011; Dawson et al., 2013)
project to obtain spectra of the SN host galaxies and we build upon the photometricclassification algorithm of Sako et al. (2011, hereafter S11), which obtained the highest
overall Figure-of-Merit in K10b. We optimize selection cuts and determine the biases of
our new method with extensive simulations, and apply redshift-dependent corrections to
our data. We show that photometric classification can provide SNe Ia samples with low
contamination and well-understood biases, and present cosmological constraints that are
competitive with those derived from existing spectroscopic samples.
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we detail our goals, the SN data
and host-galaxy data used for the analysis throughout this thesis. Next, in Chapter 3 we
outline tools which will be essential for the work presented in this thesis, these include
SuperNova ANAlysis (SNANA; Kessler et al., 2009b) software package and Spectral
Adaptive Light-curve Template model (SALT2) light-curve fitter. We also investigate
some possible photometric-classification methods. In Chapter 4, we discuss our SN classifier, with emphasis on optimizing the selection criteria. Then, in Chapter 5, we perform
a rigorous analysis and derive corrections for biases introduced by our selection criteria, as well as presenting our full photometric Hubble diagram and some consistency
checks. Cosmological constraints from our photometrically derived sample are detailed
in Chapter 6, along with comparisons to other spectroscopic cosmological fits. Then, in
Chapter 7, we outline various supplementary science that can be investigated with such
a large data-set. These include some preliminary investigations of possible correlations
between SNe Ia and their host galaxies, and the weak gravitational lensing of this SNe Ia
sample. Finally, in Chapter 8, we discuss how this analysis could be improved, prospects
for future upcoming large-scale SN surveys, and we end this thesis by detailing the main
conclusions.

Chapter 2
SDSS-II SN Survey and BOSS
host-galaxy follow-up
2.1

Introduction

In this Chapter, we describe the main data-set that will be used throughout this thesis.
We give a brief overview of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey II (SDSS-II) Supernova Survey
(Section 2.2), of which I am a collaborative member. This draws on work referenced in
Frieman et al. (2008), covering the survey operations in the first year, Sako et al. (2008),
which details pipelines to search for SNe Ia candidates and Dilday et al. (2008) extends
this work into the second year of observing. In particular, in Section 2.2.2, we describe
the SDSS-II SN Survey photometry (Holtzman et al., 2008).
Then, we describe a BOSS ancillary spectroscopic program to follow-up candidate
SNe host galaxies (Section 2.3), which references Dawson et al. (2013) for details of
the full BOSS survey and Olmstead et al. (in prep.) for information on our BOSS SN
ancillary host-galaxy follow-up program.

2.2
2.2.1

The SDSS-II Supernova Survey
Survey description

The SDSS-II SN Survey is a dedicated search for intermediate-redshift SNe from repeated scans of the equatorial “Stripe 82” region (covering '300 deg2 ) of the original
SDSS (York et al., 2000; Frieman et al., 2008). For three months a year (September
to November) over a three-year period (2005-2007), the SDSS telescope (Gunn et al.,
2006; Gunn et al., 1998, discussed in Section 1.4) performed multi-color ugriz imaging
(Fukugita et al., 1996; Gunn et al., 2006; Ivezić et al., 2007; Doi et al., 2010) of this
34
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Figure 2.1: The SDSS measured filter response functions as a fraction for the total posFigure 2.1: Figure showing the measured SDSS filter response functions. From left to
sible. The curves shown include the atmosphere above the APO on an average humidity
right: u, g, r, i, and z. These curves include the transmission of the atmosphere above the
night, at airmass of 1.3. The five curves show ugriz filter response functions (from left
APO on a night of average humidity at airmass 1.3.
to right). Figure 1 from Bartelmann & White (2002).

area of sky, with a cadence of a few times per week. The SDSS photometric system uses
asinh magnitudes (Lupton et al., 1999), and is on the AB system after applying small
offsets (see Section 2.2.3). Figure 2.1 shows the measured filter curves for the SDSS
filter set. This includes extinction through the atmosphere above the SDSS site at the
Apache Point Observatory (APO), on an average night, at an airmass of 1.3. The analysis
of SDSS astrometry is described in Pier et al. (2003).
This multi-epoch data has been used to identify SNe Ia candidates in real-time for further spectroscopic observations (Sako et al., 2008), resulting in over 500 spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia over the three years of the survey (Zheng et al., 2008; Östman et al.,
2011; Konishi et al., 2011; Foley et al., 2012a). Figure 2.2 shows an image gallery of
these spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the SDSS-II SN Survey. Subsets of these
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SNe Ia have been used in a variety of studies, primarily focused on constraining cosmology (Kessler et al., 2009a; Sollerman et al., 2009; Lampeitl et al., 2010a), the measurement of SN rates (Dilday et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2012) and the study of host-galaxy
properties and their correlations with SNe Ia (Lampeitl et al., 2010b; Gupta et al., 2011;
D’Andrea et al., 2011; Galbany et al., 2012). The full three-year SDSS-II SN sample will
be published soon in Sako et al. (in prep.).
The real-time spectroscopic sample of SDSS-II SN is incomplete and potentially biased as a function of redshift. This bias comes from a number of different, sometimes
competing effects and is therefore hard to predict a-priori, and thus apply corrections.
First, the decisions made by observers about which SN candidates to follow-up was
based on the local weather conditions (at a variety of telescopes), the position of the
SN candidates on the sky, and the location of the SN candidate in the host galaxy. This
is illustrated in Table 2 of Smith et al. (2012), where the spectroscopic completeness of
the SDSS-II SN Survey drops below 40% at z > 0.4 (see also Kessler et al., 2009a).
Second, our targeting of SN candidates gave priority to events in red elliptical host
galaxies (see Equation 7 of Sako et al., 2008), as these SNe are likely to be less affected by dust in their host galaxy. This prioritization is seen in the spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia, which have lower reddening values than predicted from simulations
without spectroscopic selection (Figure 16, Kessler et al., 2009a). However, the rate of
SNe Ia in red elliptical galaxies is lower than seen in blue, star-forming spiral galaxies
(Wang et al., 1997; Mannucci, 2005; Smith et al., 2012), so this additional up-weighting
given to SNe Ia in red ellipticals might be a subdominant effect. As will be shown, in
Figure 5.14 of this thesis, the host galaxies of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia are,
on average, representative of the whole population of host-galaxy colors studied in our
BOSS sample (see Section 5.4). However, it is clear that the spectroscopically-confirmed
SNe Ia from the SDSS-II SN Survey are biased in absolute magnitude with respect to the
entire SNe Ia population.
To avoid any such biases, we do not use spectroscopic SN information anywhere
in our photometric classification (as discussed in Chapter 4). Any spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia that fail our photometric-classification criteria are not included in our
final sample to preserve selection consistency.

2.2.2

SDSS-II Supernova Survey photometry: “scene modeling photometry” and “forced” photometry

“Scene modeling photometry” (SMP) obtains photometry from individually calibrated
images, without either degrading the point spread function (PSF) or using any spatial
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Figure 2.2: Image gallery of the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the SDSS-II
SN Survey1 .

resampling, which can lead to correlated noise between pixels. Furthermore, the original
data sampling results in accurate photometry and error estimates.
1

http://www.sdss.org/supernova/aboutsupernova.html.
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For each SDSS observation, and for each SN, a 2048 × 1024 pixel image subsection
(800 × 400 arcsec) is cut out of the corrected observations in each filter, with the SN
in the center. Then, each image subsection is modeled as the sum of a set of stars, a
galaxy, an SN and sky background. The galaxy is modeled using a grid of squares of
constant surface brightness. Both, the SN and stars are modeled as point sources, which
are time-varying and time-independent, respectively. Each SN image subsection has its
PSF determined separately. Then, the image is matched to the model convolved with
the PSF. The relative astrometric and photometric transformations between frames are
determined using a set of stars. The SN and stars are required to be located in the same
relative positions in every frame (image subtraction).
The total model intensity, M (x, y), at each pixel and in each filter, is given by,

M (x, y) = sky(x, y) + S

X

Istar PSF(x − xstar , y − ystar )

stars

(2.1)

+ ISN PSF(x − xSN , y − ySN )
!
+

X

G(xg , yg )PSF(x − xg , y − yg ) ,

xg ,yg

where x and y are the horizontal and vertical pixel coordinates. Istar is the calibrated
brightness of each calibration star and ISN is the unknown total calibrated brightness of
each SN. The PSF(∆x, ∆y) is the point spread function, and it is the measured fraction of
light from a star, as a function of the distance of each pixel from the location of the star.
The background value sky(x, y) is measured at each pixel. G(xg , yg ) is the unknown
grid of galaxy intensities and S is the unknown frame scaling factor, on each individual
frame, that converts the DN (“data number”) to calibrated fluxes. The pixel coordinates
of the SN (xSN , ySN ) and stars (xstar , ystar ) are derived from the astrometric solutions for
each frame and their celestial positions.
The SDSS pipeline for the final SMP, is presented in Holtzman et al. (2008), and
has been performed to produce more precise photometry rather than the initial difference
imaging pipeline, which was used to detect the SN candidates. The SMP software has
been developed specifically for the SDSS-II SN Survey and produces the final photometry. It is similar to the photometry technique used by the SNLS (Astier et al., 2006),
but derived independently. As mentioned above, additional epochs are detected when the
SMP software is applied to data. When SMP is applied to the SDSS-II SN survey data
extra u and z−band photometry is only detected for low-redshift objects. This is due to
relatively shallow SNe Ia intensity for the observer frame u−band, over the redshift that
the SDSS probes, and the low throughput of the z−band.
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Additionally, we use “forced photometry”, which is photometry from
template-subtracted frames, but with the position of the candidate forced to be the same
for all frames. This forced position is the average of the search photometry positions, in
the frames where the candidate is within one magnitude of its peak observed brightness.
The primary use for “forced photometry” is to obtain photometry on candidate SNe, for
epochs and filters, when the candidate was not detected by the initial photometry. The top
left-hand panel of Figure 3.2, in Section 3.3.1, shows the “forced photometry” pre-rise of
the candidate SN.

2.2.3

SDSS-II Supernova Survey photometry calibration: the AB
system

The SDSS-II survey has been calibrated to the AB magnitude system (Oke, 1965). The
AB magnitude system is defined so that the magnitude zero-point of a filter or bandpass
corresponds to a spectral flux density of 3631 Jy (1Jy = 1Jansky= 10−26 W Hz−1 m−2 =
10−23 erg s−1 Hz−1 cm−2 ). The AB magnitude is then given by,
mAB = −2.5 log10 F − 48.60,

(2.2)

where mAB is the apparent magnitude and F is the flux. The value of the constant or
“zero-point” (48.60) is defined to coincide with the zero-point of the widely used “visual”
or standard “broad-band” V magnitude system.
This AB magnitude system is simpler than other magnitude scales, as the normalizing
constants are the same at all wavelengths; thus, the magnitudes are easily convertible to
physical flux units. In the AB magnitude system, an object with flat energy distribution
interval, has the same magnitude in all bands, and therefore would have zero color.
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Calibrated Spectrophotometry standard stars
(CALSPEC3) standard stars (Bohlin, 2006) have been used to calibrate the SDSS-II
survey onto the AB magnitude system. The SDSS-II calibration strategy has been outlined in Stoughton et al. (2002) and the role of the photometric telescope (PT) is elaborated upon in Tucker et al. (2006). The SDSS-II PT repeatedly observed the HST
CALSPEC3 standard stars. A small, but statistically significant, difference has been
observed, between the measured and standard values of the HST CALSPEC3 stars.
The average offsets between specific stars measured by HST and the expected values
for these standard stars are used as “AB offsets”. These offsets are Solar Average
∆u = −0.0659, ∆g = 0.0210, ∆r = 0.0052, ∆i = 0.0203, ∆z = 0.0130. Details of
the cross-calibration between SDSS-II and SNLS can be found in Betoule et al. (2012).
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Further details of the SDSS-II SN data will be presented in the SDSS-II SN Survey data
release paper of Sako et al. (in prep.).
SDSS-II Supernova Survey photometry re-calibration
The photometry we use in this thesis has several improvements when compared to the
data that is used in Kessler et al. (2009a). These improvements include:
• A small (10%) correction for the underestimated uncertainties of data with lowflux.
• New AB offsets (December 2011) from the SDSS native magnitude system, provided above, in Section 2.2.3.
In detail, the uncertainties on the light-curve points, noted in the list above, have been
discovered to be understated when the pre-explosion spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia
have been investigated. This study has been conducted using the SALT2 light-curve
fitter. The data points before the SNe Ia explosion should have followed a confidence
level distribution, uniform between 0 and 1. This only applies, if the SALT2 light-curve
model and the expected errors are correct.
However, it is seen that the distribution of normalized residuals for the light curve had
small, but significant offsets from zero. Thus, the error estimate seems to be inadequate
for points that lack significant flux. Hence, the SDSS-II SN survey reported errors are
adjusted, with the main motivation being to obtain a flatter confidence level and to slightly
deweight u−band when making five filter fits. Further, details of this re-calibration can
be found in Betoule et al. (in prep.) and Sako et al. (in prep.).

2.3

BOSS host-galaxy follow-up spectroscopy

As part of a call for BOSS ancillary targets in 2010, we undertook such a program to
target and gather redshifts for a wide variety of SDSS-II SN Survey host galaxies. Details
of all these BOSS ancillary targets can be found in Dawson et al. (2013), but we focus
here on our project to gain spectroscopy of SDSS-II SN host galaxies. This program was
an opportunity to deliver a leap in supernova cosmology before the next generation SN
surveys get underway and create a legacy data-set that will last well into next decade.
The two main goals of our ancillary project have been:
1. To obtain a larger, and more complete, SNe Ia sample from the SDSS-II SN Survey
through photometric classification.
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2. Target the host galaxies of a range of other, possibly interesting, transient events
detected as part of the SDSS-II SN Survey.
This thesis work focuses solely on the first of these goals. Thus, to expand on this goal,
the existing SDSS-II SN Survey data already contains reasonable light curves for potentially thousands of SNe Ia, consequently obtaining the redshifts and spectra for the host
galaxies of these objects would provide:
• A complete sample of SNe Ia over the entire redshift range of the SDSS-II SN Survey. The spectroscopic follow-up of candidates, is incomplete beyond z > 0.15.
Predictions based on the observed rate of SDSS SNe Ia at z ≤ 0.15 suggest there
should be approximately 1400 SNe Ia (out to z ∼ 0.4) in the SDSS-II SNe Ia
sample that pass the same stringent cosmology cut used by Kessler et al. (2009a)
and Lampeitl et al. (2010a), in their analysis of the first-year SDSS-II SNe Ia cosmology analysis. This is an order of magnitude more SNe Ia than they use in the
first-year analysis, so there are plenty of SNe Ia awaiting detection, especially at
higher redshifts, where spectroscopic confirmations of the SNe Ia is more challenging. Moreover, it is noticeable that the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia sample
is potentially biased, with respect to the whole population, in both redshift and
possibly color properties, as discussed in Section 2.2.1. Removing this bias will be
important for both cosmological analyses and studies of SN properties (rates, etc.).
• The photometric redshift estimates, either from the SN fitting, or the host-galaxy
colors, are too noisy at z < 0.3, especially for star-forming galaxies. Having a secure, spectroscopic redshift for the host galaxies of SN candidates greatly improves
the light-curve fitting, thus reducing the redshift and classification uncertainties associated with pure photometric estimates. This therefore removes significant scatter on the Hubble diagram for a purely photometric SN sample and will facilitate
cosmological analyses using thousands of SNe (at z . 0.5) instead of the present
situation using hundreds of SNe. Even though the SDSS-II SN Survey probes
the Universe at z . 0.5, there is still sufficient leverage to constrain the properties of dark energy, e.g., Lampeitl et al. (2010a) have made a significant detection
(> 97% confidence) of the accelerated expansion of the Universe with just 103
spectroscopically-confirmed SDSS-II SNe Ia (at z < 0.4) from the first year of
data.
• The host-galaxy redshift and spectrum can be used to classify the host galaxy and
provide essential information on that galaxy, e.g., spectral type (from colors and
spectra), stellar mass, star-formation activity and even dust content (via Balmer
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decrement or spectro-photometric modeling). These parameters have now been
shown to correlate with the properties of SNe Ia (Gallagher et al., 2008; Aubourg
et al., 2008) and hold the best prospect for reducing systematics in the SNe Ia Hubble diagram (Sullivan et al., 2010; Lampeitl et al., 2010b). For example, Lampeitl
et al. (2010b) have shown that including an additional parameter in determining
the distance modulus, based on the stellar mass of the host galaxies, can reduce
the residuals around the best-fit cosmological model. Having thousands of SNe Ia,
rather than hundreds, would greatly improve such studies as one could split the
sample into several sub-categories of SNe Ia (based on both galaxy and SN properties) and still retain the statistical power to constrain cosmology, which is important
for consistency checks.
• This sample will be essential to the community to prepare for these next generation of SN surveys. For both the short-term (DES, Pan-STARRS) and long-term
(LSST) SN surveys, it will provide a “truth table” of thousands of SNe with good
light curves and host-galaxy properties. Thus, allowing them to develop of sophisticated algorithms for detecting and classifying SNe, e.g., help improve the recent “Supernova Photometric Classification Challenge” K10b. Without this, there
will always be uncertainties about the robustness of their purely photometric techniques.
In short, the SDSS-II SN data contains thousands more SN candidates that could be
checked and potentially added to the SDSS SNe Ia Hubble diagram. Host-galaxy spectra
for these candidates will secure their classification and instantly provide a leap in our
ability to do next generation dark energy measurements before DES and LSST. Furthermore, the data sample will have an enormous legacy value.
Such a project was well-suited to the small number of ancillary targets available in
each BOSS spectroscopic field and would have been impossible to achieve on a normal
instrument (either through queue-scheduling or normal observer-mode). This was due
to the combination of the low surface density of faint targets (between 5 to 25 targets
per deg2 to r ∼ 22) spread over a wide area (' 300 deg2 of “Stripe 82”). Table 1
of Frieman et al. (2008) shows that the SDSS-II SN Survey used over 1,000 hours (or
∼ 100 nights) of telescope time between 2005 and 2006 to spectroscopically confirm over
350 SNe Ia, utilizing many of the larger optical telescopes in the world (Hobby-Eberly
Telescope (HET), New Technology Telescope (NTT), Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT),
APO, Subaru, William Herschel Telescope (WHT), Southern African Large Telescope
(SALT), Keck, National Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO), Telescope Nazionale
Galileo (TNG)). It is hard to envisage how we could have used such resources to target
thousands of host galaxies as presented herein.
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After two years of observations by BOSS (2009/2010), we obtained spectroscopic
observations using the BOSS spectroscopic system (discussed in Section 1.4.1; Smee
et al., 2012) of 3761 galaxies spread almost evenly across the “Stripe 82” region. These
targets were chosen using two selection algorithms (described below in Section 2.3.1),
which are complementary, but different, in their scientific objectives. The first algorithm
focused on our first goal, improving cosmological constraints from SNe Ia in the SDSS-II
SN Survey by obtaining a sample free from the possible spectroscopic-selection biases
discussed above. The other algorithm focused on the second goal, targeting interesting
subsamples of transients detected as part of the SDSS-II SN Survey. As mentioned previously, in this thesis, we focus exclusively on the first of these objectives. However,
we include all our BOSS ancillary targets, irrespective of which algorithm is used, in the
analysis presented herein.

2.3.1

Selection of BOSS ancillary targets

Algorithm One: Additional SNe Ia candidates
We targeted galaxies that hosted an SN event of any type, based on object classifications
using the “Photometric SN IDentification” (PSNID) method of S11, which we describe
in detail in Section 3.7. We applied PSNID to the multicolor (ugriz) light-curve data
from SDSS-II created with the SMP method (see Section 2.2.2 and S11), assuming a flat
prior on all SN parameters. We did not include any spectroscopic information for these
objects, and thus, placed a flat prior on the SN redshift as well. We included all transient
events that were classified as likely SNe of any type, i.e., probable SN Ia, SN II or SN
Ibc. We selected probable SN as any candidate with a probability of any type greater than
0.2 and the χ2 for that fit less than two from PSNID.
For all these candidates, we visually inspected the SDSS images (from the DR7 Skyserver; Abazajian et al., 2009) of the three nearest galaxies to each transient and manually assigned the most likely host galaxy for each candidate. In the majority of cases
(95%), the nearest galaxy on the sky (angular separation) to the candidate was classified
as the host. However, in some cases, the nearest galaxy was either clearly a background
object, or a star misclassified as a galaxy. In these cases, we classified either the second (4%), or third (1%) nearest galaxy as the most likely host. Taking into account the
observational limitations of the program, we gave priority to host galaxies with a fiber
magnitude brighter than rfiber = 21.25, based on SDSS-I/II photometry. The fiber magnitude is calculated from the flux contained within the aperture of a spectroscopic fiber
(two arcminutes in diameter) in each band. However, to fully utilize our allocation of
BOSS fibers, we also include a small subsample of host-galaxies fainter than this limit.
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Combined, these samples made up our main target list of 2781 galaxies. The selection of
the host galaxies for spectroscopic followup may cause a host magnitude bias which we
investigate in Section 5.4.
In 66 cases, the nearest object to the SN event was classified as a faint star in the
SDSS DR7 database, but was clearly a galaxy as seen in the SDSS images. For these
objects, we targeted the nearest “stellar” source in the DR7 database, which could have
a fainter fiber magnitude than our main BOSS targets (rfiber < 21.25) and were given
lower priority for BOSS observations.
Finally, we cross-referenced the whole target list with the SDSS DR7 database and
found 276 of these host galaxies had a spectrum already. For these cases, we targeted the
location of the SN event, rather than placing the BOSS fiber at the center of the galaxy,
as in all other cases and in the original SDSS-I/II survey. The motivation for this fiber
placement was that galaxy spectra at the location of the SN could be useful for studies
into correlations between SN properties and the environment in which the SN occurs
(Gallagher et al., 2005, 2008; Gupta et al., 2011; D’Andrea et al., 2011; Galbany et al.,
2012). As our focus here is only on obtaining redshifts to aid in classifying transients,
these spectra (at the location of the SN event) serve our purposes equally well. In these
cases, we ignored the fiber magnitude of the host galaxy (calculated at the center of the
galaxy) and observed the SN location position regardless of our rfiber < 21.25 limit for
the main sample.
Algorithm Two: Random sample of additional transients
The goals of our second sample were both to study our overall selection biases (e.g.,
determine the effect of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs)) and to further study interesting
and unusual variable objects observed by SDSS-II e.g., hydrogen-poor, superluminous
supernovae (Quimby et al., 2011; Leloudas et al., 2012). Achieving the first of these
goals requires an unbiased sample of non-SN transient host galaxies, created by choosing
at random from the set of non-SN transients in the magnitude range of 19.5 < r < 21.5.
We imposed no magnitude limit on the host galaxies of these targets, of which there were
980; however, we did require that the galaxy was detected in the DR7 galaxy catalogue.
As with the SN host-galaxy sample in Algorithm One, we visually inspected the three
nearest galaxies in DR7 to each transient, selecting the most likely host to the transient
as our BOSS target. This proved to be the nearest galaxy (angular separation) in the
vast majority (99.4%) of cases. The high percentage of host galaxies being matched to
the nearest galaxy, compared to the previous sample in Algorithm One, is likely due to
these transients being quasars that are located in the cores of galaxies, as opposed to SNe,
which can be located throughout the galaxy. The targets from this sample were given the
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lowest priority for observation when assigning BOSS fibers and thus only observed to fill
fiber allocations.
Another key difference between Algorithms One and Two was that, in Algorithm
Two transient events were allowed to show variability over multiple years, or have light
curves that failed in the initial photometric-typing. Targets selected by Algorithm One
were detected in only one season of the SDSS-II SN Survey.

2.3.2

BOSS spectral reduction

Our ancillary targets described above were merged with other ancillary BOSS targets on
the “Stripe 82” region and observed together as part of the normal SDSS-III observing
program during 2009 and 2010 (see Eisenstein et al., 2011; Dawson et al., 2013, for a
description of BOSS observations and programs). Some of our targets were lost at this
stage, because of BOSS fiber collision issues, i.e., two objects within 55 arcseconds of
each other cannot be observed on a single BOSS spectroscopic plate.
By the end of 2010 all BOSS plates on “Stripe 82”, including our ancillary targets,
had been observed. For the purpose of this thesis, we are only interested in the galaxy
redshift measurements and their errors. The details of the spectral reductions of our
sample of BOSS SN host-galaxy spectra can be found in Olmstead et al. (in prep.), and
the redshift and object classification of BOSS spectra, in general, is described in Bolton
et al. (2012). Briefly, our sample was processed using the standard BOSS spectroscopic
analysis software, which is based on the original SDSS-I/II reduction pipelines.
Within the BOSS spectroscopic analysis software, each individual spectrum is compared to a full range of templates spanning galaxies, quasars, and stars, exploring a range
of redshifts (spaced every pixel 69kms−1 ). In detail, an error-weighted least-squares linear combination of redshifted template “eigenspectra” and a low-order polynomial are fit
to each spectra, at each redshift. The polynomial terms absorb additional variations in
the spectra that are not fully modeled by the eigenspectra. These extra variations include
galactic extinction, intrinsic extinction, and residual spectro-photometric calibration errors, which are typically less than 10%. Rest-frame PCA of training samples, which
include galaxies, quasars, and stars results in the template basis sets. This best-fit combination (“eigenspectra” + polynomial) model gives a χ2r value for that trial redshift. This
is repeated at each redshift to define a χ2r (z) curve. The lowest minima of this curve
gives the best-fit redshift for a particular object class (galaxy, quasar and star) under consideration. The statistical error on the final redshift is evaluated at the location of the
minimum of the χ2r curve, as the change in redshift ±δz for which χ2r increases by one
above the minimum value. All the redshifts and classifications for the best five galaxies, quasars and stars are sorted together by ascending χ2r . Then, the best spectroscopic
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redshift and classification is based on the overall minimum χ2r . If the second lowest χ2r ,
is ∆χ2r > 0.01 then a low-confidence “ZWARNING” flag is assigned. Assuming the
best-fit classification and redshift, the BOSS pipeline also measures a number of other
parameters. Specifically: stellar velocity dispersions and emission-line parameters are
measured for objects classified as galaxies (stellar sub-classifications and radial velocities are measured for objects classified as stars). This pipeline has at least a 95% success
rate in obtaining redshifts for spectra from the primary galaxy sample (e.g., Anderson
et al., 2012).
Olmstead et al. (in prep.) carry out a detailed comparison between the BOSS pipeline
redshifts and those which have been produced, and manually inspected, using the publicly available Australian Astronomical Observatory (AAO) RUNZ software. RUNZ is
sometimes called Z CODE. This has been developed by Will Sutherland for the Two degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS) spectra of low-redshift galaxies (Colless
et al., 2001) which has been conducted out on the AAO. The code uses a total of 17
templates; as with the BOSS pipeline these templates include stars, galaxies and quasars.
The RUNZ conducts a cross-correlation fit to determine the best template and redshift.
Furthermore, the code detects the best match to absorption and emission line features.
Olmstead et al. (in prep.) use RUNZ to manually inspect all of the spectra and allocate a redshift and quality. RUNZ allows for assignment of specific features in the spectra,
which is convenient for manual redshifting. During the comparison between the BOSS
pipeline redshift and the RUNZ manual redshift, objects that have a good “ZWARNING”,
good manual confidence, and in which the redshifts agree are kept. All objects where
there is a disagreement among the redshifts, the “ZWARNING” flag is not good, or there
is low confidence in the original manual inspection are manually inspected again. This
second manual inspection includes looking at the best-fits using both the BOSS pipeline
tools and the RUNZ visual tools. In total, 90 of the final redshifts that have been used
do not come from the pipeline, but instead from a combination of RUNZ and additional
manual redshifting. We present, in Figure 2.3, the percentage of successful redshift measurements (from comparing with RUNZ and visual inspection) obtained from our BOSSobserved host galaxies, shown as a function of the host-galaxy r−band fiber magnitude.
All the spectral data from our SN host-galaxy ancillary program are now public as
part of the SDSS DR9 (Ahn et al., 2012). After removing spectra with low redshift confidence, low signal-to-noise (S/N ), and large redshift errors, our SDSS-II SN ancillary
program on BOSS produces 3323 reliable redshifts. This sample is composed of 2382
likely SN host galaxies from the 2781 targets selected via Algorithm One in Section 2.3.1,
and 941 from the random sample of 980 galaxies chosen in Algorithm Two. The spectroscopic target efficiency from Algorithm One is 86%, which is approximately 10% lower
than Algorithm Two. This difference is due to two subsamples in Algorithm One that
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Figure 2.3: The percentage of well-measured (based on comparison with RUNZ and visual inspection) redshifts obtained as a function of the r-band fiber magnitude from the
photometry of the SNe (Algorithm One) and general transients (Algorithm Two) host
galaxies. We recover 3323 well-measured redshifts from the 3761 galaxies observed by
our BOSS ancillary program.

have a lower efficiency, probably due to the lack of an imposed fiber-magnitude limit in
these cases. The first of these subsamples targets the nearest photometric object to the
SN when there is some ambiguity about the star/galaxy separation; this has an efficiency
of only 27.3%, but is a small subsample. The second subsample has been created using
less stringent cuts on the quality of the light curve (i.e., lower S/N ) to provide an additional list of probable SN locations; this subsample has a lower average host-galaxy fiber
magnitude (hrfiber i = 22.17) than the main sample (hrfiber i = 21.25), which leads to a
lower redshift efficiency (70.1%).
At this point, we check the SDSS DR8 database for any host galaxies that failed to
gain a redshift from our BOSS observations and reductions, based on either Algorithm
One or Two, as described above. We find an additional 178 host galaxies have a successful redshift measurement in DR8, and add them to our final BOSS sample. We note that,
most of these galaxies are on our BOSS target list, but have not been observed during our
ancillary program. This combined sample (which, for simplicity, we will continue to call
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Figure 2.4: Redshift distribution of the targets observed with BOSS. The black, 45◦
hatching, histogram is the subset which were selected using Algorithm One (candidate
SN host galaxies) and the blue, -45◦ hatching, histogram is from Algorithm Two (host
galaxies for general transients), as discussed in Section 2.3.1. The green, 90◦ hatching,
histogram shows all spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the SDSS-II SN Survey.
The red, 0◦ hatching, histogram shows the additional 177 SDSS-II DR8 host-galaxy redshifts.

our ‘BOSS’ sample) forms the basis for our subsequent re-analysis of the SDSS-II SN
light-curve data in Chapter 4, now with the SN candidate redshift constrained to match
the observed host galaxy.
Figure 2.4 shows the measured redshift distribution for our BOSS targets, grouped by
their target algorithm. For comparison we also show in Figure 2.4 the spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia from SDSS-II, which clearly peaks at lower redshifts. There are a
significant number of transient host galaxies with redshifts greater than 0.5, extending
out to z ≈ 1, which are primarily quasars. In Figure 2.5 we display a few examples of
BOSS spectra of our SN host galaxies, spanning the full redshift range of SDSS-II SNe.
Though there is a wide range of S/N in these spectra, spectral features are clearly visible
(particularly the 4000Å break and emission lines), which allows us to measure the galaxy
redshift. Figure 2.6 shows the right ascension (ra) and declination (dec) distribution of all
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Figure 2.5: Galaxy spectra from BOSS SN host galaxies. The top left-hand panel is a
low-redshift galaxy with a high S/N continuum, while the top right-hand panel shows a
galaxy with virtually no continuum, but several clear emission lines. Both bottom panels
are at the high end of our redshift range (z > 0.4). The black lines show the data, the
green is the best-fit eigenspectrum spectra and the errors are in red (except masked points,
which are set to zero).

the SDSS-II SNe candidates, the targets observed with BOSS and the spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia.
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Figure 2.6: Ra and dec distribution of all the SDSS-II SNe candidates (black), the targets
observed with BOSS (blue) and the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia (red).

Chapter 3
Photometric classification
The work in Section 3.7 of this Chapter has been carried out in collaboration with Masao
Sako.

3.1

Introduction

In Chapter 2, we described the data sample used in this thesis, which is the SDSS-II transient objects with host-galaxy spectroscopic redshifts from BOSS. The next task, is to
develop a robust method of classifying SNe Ia from these transient objects. Our goal, is
to construct a highly pure sample of SNe Ia, since we are interested in constraining cosmological parameters. We need to find a balance between the purity and completeness
of a photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. We consider the purity to be the most important factor in producing unbiased cosmological constraints, as non-Ia contamination
has the potential to introduce significant systematic errors in the cosmological analysis.
In this Chapter, we describe the SNANA (Kessler et al., 2009b, Section 3.2). Next,
we outline the SALT2 (Guy et al., 2007), which is a light-curve fitting algorithm (Section 3.3). Following this, we give a brief overview of the Figure-of-Merit (FoM) we use
to optimize our photometric classification (3.4). After that, we investigate two methods for photometrically-classifying SNe Ia: the “Hubble diagram False Discovery Rate”
(Section 3.5.1) and the “χ2r False Discovery Rate” (Section 3.5.2). These two classification methods are then used in Section 3.6, on a simulated data challenge K10a, which
has been presented to the SNe community. In Section 3.7, we describe the Photometric SuperNova IDentification (PSNID; S11) software. PSNID is a different method to
photometric-classify SNe, developed by our collaborator Masao Sako, which we use as
the basis for the rest of our photometric-classification work throughout this thesis.
Finally, we draw some brief conclusions about the different photometric-classification
methods we investigate and the software packages we utilize in this thesis work.
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Simulations: SuperNova ANAlysis

Our goal in this thesis is to form a high purity photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample.
We have decided the optimal way to create this sample is to train classification criteria
using SN simulations. For this purpose, we use SNANA, which is a general analysis
package for SNe light curves (Kessler et al., 2009b). SNANA has capabilities to simulate
SNe, fit SNe light curves and carry out cosmological analysis. We initially use some
well tested public SDSS simulations (Section 3.2.1) to define our optimal selection cuts
(Section 4.2). However, when we investigate any potential bias in the photometric sample (Chapter 5) we find the public simulations are not an adequate volume (number and
redshift range) and we aim to test different input data-sets. Thus, we create our own simulations, using SNANA. We describe the SNANA model and how to run the simulations
in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. During this thesis, we only use the simulation capabilities of
SNANA. The software can be used to prepare simulations of specific surveys and telescopes, of the users choice (see the SNANA manual, Kessler, 2013, for details of how to
set up specific simulations).

3.2.1

Public simulations

To test the purity and completeness of our sample, and define the best selection criteria,
we use the publicly available simulations of the SDSS-II SN Survey, which have been
created as part of the “Photometric SN Classifier Challenge” of K10a. These simulations
are available via the SN challenge website1 and have been produced using the SNANA
software (Kessler et al. (2009a)). We decided to use these simulations, since they have
been well tested by many researchers, and are designed specifically for testing photometric classification of SNe. They also provide an accurate description of the conditions
under which our SDSS-II data has been acquired. In detail, the public SDSS-II simulations have ten times the number of SNe as the full three-year SDSS-II SN Survey. They
are based on realistic weather, seeing, and photometric zero-point variations. They also
have a realistic mixture of different SN types out to a redshift limit of z = 0.45.
For the analysis presented herein, we only use the SALT2 (Section 3.3.2) simulated
SNe Ia light curves (ugriz) in this public data-set, to be consistent with light-curve fitting.
Note, that the public simulations have been created using the older version of SALT2
(Guy et al., 2007). We choose to only use SALT2 to fit the light curves (simulated
and data), to avoid any differences between light-curve fitters. Kessler et al. (2009a)
showed that there are some differences between SALT2 and Multicolor Light-Curve
Shape method (MLCS; Jha et al. (2007)), which we discuss in further detail in Section 3.3.5. The SALT2 created light curves are only half of the generated SNe Ia in the
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simulation, the other half have been created using MLCS: thus, we only include half of
the non-Ia SNe, in order to keep the ratio of SNe Ia to non-Ia SNe consistent. Therefore,
we have five times the number of SNe as the full three-year SDSS-II SN Survey. The
SNe Ia light curves use the SALT2 standardization parameters of α = 0.11 and β = 3.2,
with an assumed intrinsic dispersion of σint = 0.12 mags. The intrinsic dispersion is included in the simulations of the SNe Ia by adding random color variations for each SN in
each passband, drawn from a Gaussian distribution with σ = 0.09 mags, applied coherently to all SN epochs. The non-Ia SNe in the simulations are based on 41 well measured
spectroscopically-confirmed non-Ia SNe templates (Section 3.2.2). A flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3 and H0 = 70km/s/Mpc is assumed. We note, that the simulations
accurately model the SDSS-II SN Survey software detection pipeline; thus, any SNe that
are too faint to be detected by the SDSS-II SN Survey are not included in the simulations,
because of low S/N . Due to the fact that, faint SNe Ia do not pass the search criteria of
being detectable by the image subtraction. The simulations can also model the spectroscopic selection, which is not used in our main analysis, but is included in the consistency
checks against our spectroscopically-confirmed subsample (Section 5.5.1).

3.2.2

SN models in SNANA

In this section, we give a brief overview of the SN models and rates that are used to create
SNANA simulations.
SNe Ia model
SNe Ia can be simulated with either SALT2 (the latest version Guy et al. (2010), see
Section 3.3.2) or MLCS (Jha et al., 2007) models. In this thesis, we only use SALT2
models to be consistent with the SNe light-curve fitting, which is always conducted using
SALT2. The adjustment parameters, α and β, can be set by the user. The X1 and color
are drawn from a Gaussian distribution, where the user defines the ranges and standard
deviation. The simulations used throughout this thesis use a color range of −0.4 < c <
0.4 and standard deviation of 0.1 and an X1 range of −3.0 < X1 < 3.0 and standard
deviation of 0.1. In addition, the intrinsic dispersion of the SNe Ia population is also
modeled in the simulations. This is achieved by applying a coherent random magnitude
shift to all epochs and passbands, again drawn from a Gaussian distribution, where the
user sets the range and the standard deviation.
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Non Ia model
There are not any well established non-Ia SNe light-curve fitters; thus, the SNANA nonIa SNe simulations are based on the non-Ia SNe templates, which are created from observations. These observations include spectroscopically-confirmed non-Ia SNe light curves
from the CSP, SNLS, and SDSS-II SN Survey. The SNANA software begins with a standard spectral energy distribution (SED) and smoothly warps the SED until it matches the
observer-frame photometry in each passband. Then, the warped SEDs is used to simulate non-Ia SNe at all redshifts. The non-Ia SNe light curves are corrected for Galactic
extinction, and a general function is used to smooth the light curve in each passband,
e−(t−t0 )/Tf all
.
(3.1)
1 + e−(t−t0 )/Trise
The parameters A0 (amplitude), t0 (time at the peak), Trise (time to rise from background
to peak), Tf all (time to fall back to background after peak) and a1 , a2 (polynomial parameters) are fit separately for each passband. These smoothed light curves are then used
as templates. The non-Ia SNe that are used for templates must be well sampled (with a
cadence of less than two days) in each passband.
We compute the observer frame griz magnitudes using the non-Ia SNe template SED
for that particular non-Ia SNe type and redshift. Finally, we apply a random color variation in the same way as the SNe Ia. This allows us to model a wider range of non-Ia SNe
than are described by the non-Ia SNe templates. Specifically these templates include: 24
SNe II-P (from SDSS-II), 2 SNe IIn (from SDSS-II), 1 SNe IIL (from CSP), 3 SNe Ib
(from CSP), 4 SNe Ib (from SDSS-II), 1 SNe Ibc (from SNLS), 1 SNe Ic (SNLS), 2
SNe Ic (from CSP) and 5 SNe Ic (from SDSS-II). The split of non-Ia SNe into subtypes,
including SNe Ibc, SNe II-P, SNe II-L and SNe IIn, is based on Smartt (2009). Type II-P
make up 59% of the non-Ia SNe, with SNe Ibc contributing the second latest amount of
29%, SNe II-L and SNe IIn are only 8% and 4% respectively.
f (t) = A0 (1 + a1 (t − t0 ) + a2 (t − t0 ))

SN rates
The number of SNe Ia we create in the SNANA simulations are based on the observed
redshift dependence, or volumetric rate (rV ), of the SNe Ia (Dilday et al., 2010), from the
SDSS-II SN Survey. The volumetric rate is parameterized as,
rv = α(1 + z)β ,

(3.2)

where, αIa = 2.6 × 10−5 Mpc−3 h370 year−1 , and βIa =1.5 and h70 = H0 /(70kms−1 Mpc−1 ).
The non-Ia SNe rate is assumed to have the same parameterization, with redshift, as the
SNe Ia, but with βnon−Ia = 3.6, to match the star-formation rate (Horiuchi et al., 2011).
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Figure 3.1: The SNe rates for SNe Ia (blue solid line) and non-Ia SNe (red dashed line)
as a function of redshift.
The Bazin et al. (2009) rate analysis, with SNLS, find the observed non-Ia SNe to SNe Ia
rate ratio to be 4.5 ± 1.0 below z = 0.4. Thus, αnon−Ia is set to 6.8 × 10−5 Mpc−3 h370
year−1 , so that the simulations match the non-Ia SNe to SNe Ia rate ratio. The rate of nonIa SNe above z = 0.4 is not well constrained. We arbitrarily increase the non-Ia SNe rate
in the simulations by 1.3 (see K10b), to expand the sample of non-Ia SNe for testing
classification.
The core-collapse contribution is intentionally overestimated in the simulations, in
order to increase the statistics of non-Ia SNe that are misidentified as SN Ia, rather than
underestimate the amount of non-Ia SNe contamination. Figure 3.1, shows the SN rates
as a function of redshift, which we use as input data to the SNANA simulations. The
number of SNe we produce in the simulations is controlled by specifying the redshift
limit, particular survey selection effects and the observing conditions. This means that,
any SNe we simulate are detectable by the telescope and survey that the simulations are
representing. After these criteria are met, the result is a ratio for the non-Ia SNe to SNe Ia
of 2.4.

3.2.3

Running SNANA simulations

We download the SNANA package and install it on SEPNet Computing Infrastructure of
Astrophysical Modeling and Analysis (SCIAMA2 ), which is a high performance com2

http://www.sciama.icg.port.ac.uk/
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puter cluster. We selected to run SNANA on SCIAMA to enable parallel running of
these simulations. There are many different surveys that already have survey specific
pre-constructed input files and appropriate filters available. During this thesis, we run
SDSS-II and DES like simulations. The cosmology (Ωm , ΩΛ and H0 ) and the light-curve
fitter parameters (α, β and M when using SALT2) must be set in the input files.
There are two input files that need editing to create specific SNe Ia simulations. An
additional file needs editing if non-Ia SNe are created. The size of the sample, the particular survey being represented and the cosmology are all specified in the input file
SIMGEN MASTER NON1A+SALT2.INPUT. Then, this file calls another input file
SIMGEN SDSS SALT2.input in order to create SNe Ia using SALT2 (and
SIMGEN DES NONIA.input for non-Ia SNe). For the SDSS-II analysis, we only create
SNe Ia for testing and estimating the Malmquist bias (see Section 5.3).
To run SNANA simulations on SCIAMA we use a qsub system. We create an executable script (.pbs) and submit this to PBS batch server using this system. The executable script sets the walltime, which is the maximum duration for which the code can
run, and the amount of memory, cores and nodes it needs to run the code. SCIAMA has
80 nodes and 12 cores per node, giving a total of 960 cores; thus, it is possible to run
large parallel jobs simultaneously. The “−l” defines the resources the job requires and
establishes a limit to the amount of resources it can consume. The “−r n” declares that
the job is not re-runnable. The “−V ” declares that all environment variables in the qsub
command environment are to be exported to the batch job. Message Passing Interface
(MPI) allows parallel programming in a distributed memory model, meaning information can pass between different nodes and message buffers are used to pass data between
processes. We submit the job to the queue, using the command qsub RU N.pbs. Then, the
status of any jobs that have been submitted are checked using the qstat −u “username”.

3.3

SALT2 light-curve fitting

In this Section, we describe the SALT2 light-curve fitter we use for all the light-curve
fits in this thesis (Section 3.3.2). We also briefly discuss other light-curve fitters (Section 3.3.5). Finally, in Section 3.3.6 we make a short comparison between two different
versions of SALT2.

3.3.1

Light curves

In Figure 3.2, we present the r-band SDSS-II light curves for the four SN candidates
whose BOSS host-galaxy spectra are shown in Figure 2.5. The light curve of the SNe
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Figure 3.2: The r−band light-curves fitted using SALT2 for the SNe whose host-galaxy
spectra are shown in Figure 2.5. The blue solid curve is the best-fit SN Ia model light
curve, and the red dashed lines represent the 1σ uncertainties on this fit. The vertical
dotted line shows the best-fit time (t0 ) of peak brightness. Note, that the first panel has
many points before the light curve begins to rise, these fluxes are obtained from the
“force” photometry and the remaining light-curve points are from SMP. Both of these
photometry methods are discussed in Section 2.2.2.

shows the variation of the SNe flux with time. Each point on the light curve is the flux of
the SNe in a separate photometric observation, which has been subtracted from a template
of that region to get the SNe flux. The flux shown is SMP and “force” photometry,
discussed in Section 2.2.2. We also present the SALT2 best-fit SN Ia model and the onesigma error on this fit provided by SALT2 (see Section 3.3.2). These light curves are
representative of the full SDSS-II photometric sample we use in this analysis, and they
span the whole redshift range.

3.3.2

SALT2

We determine the distance modulus for our SN candidates (both data and simulated)
using the SALT2 light-curve fitting software (version 2.2; Guy et al., 2010). This is a
newer version of SALT (Guy et al., 2005, 2007), which has been developed by the SNLS
collaboration (see Section 3.3.6 for details of SALT2/SALT2.2 comparison).
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SALT2 models the temporal evolution of the rest-frame SED for SNe Ia, with respect
to two parameters: the time and wavelength. The rest-frame flux, F (t, λ), is given by the
formula,
F (t, λ) = X0 × [M0 (t, λ) − X1 M1 (t, λ) + ...] × exp[c × CL(λ)],

(3.3)

where t is the rest-frame time since the date of maximum luminosity in B-band (the
phase), λ is the wavelength in the rest-frame of the SN. M0 (t, λ) is the average spectral sequence. M1 (t, λ) and higher order terms attempt to model the variability that is
observed between different SNe Ia. CL(λ) is the average color correction term, which
the SALT2 model assumes is time independent. X0 is the normalization of the SED sequence, and Xk for k > 0, are the correction parameters of the SN. For example, X1 is
the stretch correction and c is the color correction.
The SALT2 model surface has been created using a training set of data, which consists
of: 55 low-redshift SNe Ia (Hamuy et al., 1996; Riess et al., 1996; Jha et al., 2006), and
121 high-redshift SNe Ia from the first two-years of SNLS (Astier et al., 2006). Of these
55 have spectra: 16 low-redshift SNe Ia and 39 high-redshift SNe Ia (Basa & SNLS
Collaboration, 2005; Howell et al., 2005). The normalization of the flux (F (t, λ)) is left
as a free parameter in the model; thus, the distance to the SNe Ia are not required in
the training process. The model covers a phase range of -20 to +50 days and a spectral
range of 2000Å to 9200Å. The SALT2 model has a wavelength resolution of 60Å, in
order to model SNe Ia where the velocity of the ejecta has broadened the lines. The time
resolution of SALT2 is one-day. The combination of the wavelength and time accuracies
allows for easy comparisons between observed and model fluxes.
For each SN light curve, SALT2 determines the best-fit value of three parameters
(X0 , X1 , c), which describe the observed luminosity offset, stretch, and color of the SN
respectively (Guy et al., 2007, 2010). These fitted values are then used to “standardize”
the light curve, and the distance modulus to each SN is calculated using,
µ = m∗B − MB + αX1 − βc,

(3.4)

where m∗B is the B-band peak apparent magnitude and is defined as −2.5 log10 (X0 ).
The parameters α, β and MB (absolute B-band magnitude at peak) are assumed to be
constants, which can either be derived for the whole sample simultaneously with the
best-fit cosmology, or can be constrained from other, external data. In our cosmology
analysis, presented in Section 6.5, we allow α and β to float within priors and analytically
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marginalize over M (which is degenerate with H0 ). We define M to be,
M = MB + 5log(

c
) + 25,
Ho

(3.5)

As previously mentioned, the color variation, c, is assumed to be consistent with time;
thus, any variations in color as a function of the SNe epoch are accounted for by the
linear components of Equation 3.3. The optical depth is treated as a color offset, at
the peak of the B-band light curve, with respect to the average value
(c = (B −V )MAX − < B −V >). We fit (in flux) SALT2 to the SDSS-II SMP light-curve
data in the griz passbands (see Section 2.2.2 for details of the SDSS-II photometry).
SALT2 applies k-corrections to the SNe Ia to transfer them from observer space to
rest-frame (see Section 7.2.2 for details of k-corrections and Hogg et al., 2002). The
SNe Ia spectra, included in SALT2, guarantees the consistent handling of the k-corrections,
and correct propagation of errors from the observer frame flux to rest frame.

3.3.3 z-band data
We explore whether including the z-band data in the SN light-curve fit improves the fit.
We fit the public SNANA simulated light curves (see Section 3.2.1), with and without the
z-band, and compare the distance modulus of the two different SALT2 fits. There is little
difference (< 0.02mags) and the FWHM are equivalent when compared to the input
cosmology) in the distance modulus, whether the z-band data is included or not. The
SALT2 template does not extend to the rest-frame z-band (8000-10,000Å). Therefore, at
low redshift (z < 0.2) the SALT2 fit is not aided by the z-band. We decide to include the
z-band data in our light-curve fits, as it will help constrain the model at higher redshifts
(z ≥ 0.2), even though the z-band has low throughput in the SDSS-II.

3.3.4 u-band data
We exclude u-band photometry due to its low S/N in SDSS. However, we note that this
does not significantly effect the SALT2 light-curve fits, as the u-band data is much noisier
than griz, and so does not add much to the light-curve fit.
There are also concerns raised in Kessler et al. (2009a) regarding the discrepancy
between the SDSS-II data and the underlying models for the light-curve fitting routines
of both SALT2 and MLCS (Jha et al., 2007). These discrepancies between the lightcurve fitters are mostly due to the rest-frame u-band. Investigation of these differences is
beyond the scope of this thesis and it is sufficient to exclude the data.
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Distance estimators

There are a variety of different light-curve fitters, which have slightly different underlying principles, these include: SALT2, MLCS, SiFTO (Conley et al., 2008) and ColorMAGnitude Intercept Calibration (CMAGIC) (Wang et al., 2003; Conley et al., 2006).
The different light-curve fitters reflect different assumptions about the SNe Ia, especially
the nature of color variations in SNe Ia. The MLCS model has a time dependent variation with color, whereas the SALT2 light-curve fitter treats the color variation of the
supernova as time independent. The MLCS parameterization also assumes a Cardellilike color variation law (Cardelli et al., 1989), as opposed to SALT2 and SiFTO, where
the color variation law can be derived directly from the data. The color variation laws
found by SALT2 and SiFTO differ significantly from the Cardelli law assumed by MLCS
(Conley et al., 2008). One difference between SALT2 and SiFTO, is that the amplitude
of the light curve is a fitted parameter in SiFTO.
CMAGIC is different from the other three light-curve fitters mentioned, as it does not
fit the SNe Ia light-curve. Instead, it takes advantage of the simple behavior of SNe Ia on
a color-magnitude diagram, where there is a linear relation between the magnitude and
color as a function of time, and this offers some benefits with respect to dust and evolutionary models. However, at present, the scatter on the Hubble diagram from CMAGIC
is larger than other, more conventional light-curve fitters.
The main difference between MLCS and SALT2 is that MLCS is trained on lowredshift observer-frame u−band, whereas SALT is not. This low-redshift u−band is
poorly calibrated, or is at least discrepant with the u−band derived from higher redshifts and including it leads to issues with the rest-frame u-band in MLCS (Kessler et al.,
2009a). There are additionally systematic differences between MLCS2k2 and SALT2,
even when the u-band is excluded (Kessler et al., 2009a; Lampeitl et al., 2010a). This
thesis focuses on the utility of photometric samples of SNe Ia for cosmology, rather than
presenting a definitive cosmological constraint from a combination of SNe surveys. As
such, we forego a detailed comparison of light-curve fitting algorithms, and we simply
use SALT2 throughout as this is the easiest to use and has been widely tested.

3.3.6

SALT2 versus SALT2.2 light-curve fitters

In November 2010, during this thesis work, a new version of SALT2 called “SALT2.2”
has been made public (Guy et al., 2010). SALT2.2 has been retrained using SNLS3 (Guy
et al., 2010) and a large (107) sample of nearby SNe Ia for Center of Astrophysics (CfA)
Supernovae Group. The upgraded version has a new spectral sequence, higher resolution
components and a newer color variation law. We carry out detailed analysis using a large
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Figure 3.3: Distance modulus differences, for the 6000 simulated SNe Ia, from the
SALT2 fit (left-hand panel), SALT2.2 fit (right-hand panel) and the distance modulus
from the true input cosmology of the simulations.
volume of SDSS-II like simulated SNe Ia (12 times the size of SDSS-II, see 3.2 for details
of SNANA simulations), to investigate how the improvements to the SALT2 fitter affect
the measured parameters.
Firstly, X1 and color from both versions of SALT2 (original SALT2 and SALT2.2)
are compared, as a function of redshift. It is clear that there is no redshift dependence
between the fitted values of the light-curve fitter versions. Although, there is a small
constant offset in the color and X1 .
Next, we compare the distance modulus for SALT2 and SALT2.2 with the expected
distance modulus, which we calculate from the input cosmology in the simulations. For
this comparison, we use the input values of α and β in the simulations, 0.11 and 3.2
respectively, and M is assumed to be the standard value of 30.1. The left-hand panel of
Figure 3.3 shows the distance modulus calculated from the SALT2 fit minus the expected
distance modulus. The right-hand panel of Figure 3.3 is the equivalent for SALT2.2 rather
than SALT2. Both plots, in Figure 3.3, demonstrates clear Gaussian distributions, with
σ(SALT2) = 5.42 and σ(SALT2.2) = 3.19, showing that the newer version of SALT2
reduces the spread of the distribution. However, SALT2.2 is centered distinctly offset
from zero. This apparent offset in the calculated distance modulus could simply be incorporated into the definition of M . If M = 29.85 is used in calculating the distance
modulus from SALT2.2, rather than 30.1, then SALT2 (left-hand panel) and SALT2.2
(right-hand panel) produce equivalent results. We allow the value of M to vary in our
cosmological analysis and analytically marginalize over it (see Section 6.3.2 for details);
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thus, any constant offset between the distance modulus calculated from the different versions of SALT2 and the true value could be incorporated in M . We test this hypothesis
by conducting a full cosmological analysis (see Chapter 6) on simulated data, fit with
both SALT2 and SALT2.2. We obtain results consistent with the input cosmological
parameters for both (while analytically marginalizing over M and leaving α and β free).
We conclude that, both versions of SALT2 are acceptable and comparable for this
thesis. However, that it is better to use the latest version SALT2.2, which includes improvements such as, training on more SNe, there are some technical improvements (including optimizing the color law), and the calibration of the training set. From here on,
we will use SALT2.2 and refer to it just as SALT2 for simplicity.

3.4

Defining the Figure-of-Merit

Since the true types of SNe in the simulations are known (or the type had been spectroscopically confirmed in the spectroscopic sample), therefore we can estimate the efficiency and purity of our photometric classifications, as a function of our selection criteria.
We use the definition of photometric typing efficiency (Ia ) from S11,
Ia =

true
NIa
,
CUT
NIa

(3.6)

CUT
where NIa
is the total number of true SNe Ia in the simulations (or spectroscopic
true
sample) that pass our defined light-curve quality cuts (see Section 4.2.1), and NIa
is
CUT
that are classified correctly (a function of additional cuts; see
the subsample of NIa
Table 4.1). As noted in S11, this equation measures the efficiency of classification only
for well-observed SNe Ia, not the total efficiency of identifying all SNe Ia in our simulated
data. From here on, we refer to the Ia parameter defined in Equation 3.6 as simply our
efficiency.
We additionally define the weighted purity as in S11,

ηIa =

true
NIa
,
true
false
(NIa
+ WIafalse NIa
)

(3.7)

false
where NIa
is the number of non-Ia SNe incorrectly classified as SNe Ia and WIafalse
weights the contribution of misclassifications to the overall purity. This definition has
the usual meaning of purity for WIafalse = 1, and for a given amount of contamination by
non-Ia SNe a higher (lower) value of WIafalse results in a lower (higher) value of ηIa .
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The purity and efficiency of the photometric classification can be combined to form
a FoM. As defined in S11 and K10b, the FoM is simply the product of Equations 3.6 and
3.7,
FoM =

true
true
NIa
NIa
.
CUT
true
false
NIa
(NIa
+ WIafalse NIa
)

(3.8)

The FoM, in Equation 3.8, does not encapsulate information on the cosmology constraints, but rather is a simple metric that describes the broad merits of a classifier. Nevertheless, we aim to create a classification that optimizes this FoM with a suitably chosen
weighting factor (WIafalse ) that represents our previously stated choice of prioritizing purity
over efficiency. The ideal choice for WIafalse is a complicated function of the contaminating
objects, sensitive to the redshift and magnitude distribution of each subtype. This issue is
not investigated in detail here; instead, we test the effects of several different weighting
values greater than one and empirically determine that WIafalse = 5 is the best choice, as it
produces the sharpest peak in the FoM shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.6. We therefore
use this value in all subsequent analyses. For further discussion of the importance of purity in SN Ia samples for cosmological analyses, see Bernstein et al. (2012) and Gjergo
et al. (2012), who discuss this in the context of the DES SN Survey. We note that, the
efficiency, purity and FoM are only calculated after we apply our light-curve quality cuts
(see Section 4.2.1), as this is our baseline for defining SNe Ia that are potentially useful
for cosmological constraints.

3.5

Photometric-classification techniques

In this thesis, we investigate three possible photometric-classification techniques: the
“Hubble diagram False Discovery Rate” (HDFDR), “χ2r False Discovery Rate” (χ2r FDR),
which we discuss here, and Photometric SuperNova IDentification (PSNID, S11), detailed in Section 3.7. These methods cover a range of different techniques. The first, the
HDFDR method, uses previous knowledge about the supernovae as distance measures,
coupled with a statistical technique for rejecting false positives. The second, the χ2r FDR
method, again uses the same statistical technique, but with light-curve fitting information rather than previous information about the Hubble diagram. The third method we
investigate is PSNID, which is a template based Bayesian technique developed by Masao
Sako.
We begin by using the SDSS-II spectroscopically-confirmed SNe and photometric
candidate SNe, to investigate these methods. Then, while we have been working on these
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methods a photometric-classification challenge has been announced to the SNe community K10a, which contains simulated SNe to attempt to classify. This is the perfect opportunity to test our classification methods against others in the community. The challenge
has released public simulations already detailed in section 3.2.1.

3.5.1

First attempt at a photometric-classification method: Hubble
diagram False Discovery Rate

The principle of the HDFDR classification method is to exploit our previous knowledge
of how the SNe Ia populate a “Hubble diagram” (see Section 1.1.2) to train a photometricclassification method. We explore this “novel” technique to utilize the existing information about SNe Ia from the large sample (520) of SDSS-II spectroscopically-confirmed
SNe Ia. This procedure is applied to a sample of SNe where the classification is unknown.
Initially, we develop this method on the SDSS-II data, and then we submit it to the Photometric Classification Challenge (see K10a and Section 3.6 for details). The aim of this
method is to utilize the fact that non-Ia SNe reside in a different region on the Hubble
diagram to SNe Ia. We originally thought a polynomial fit to the SNe Ia population is
not assuming too much about the underlying cosmology, only that it is a smooth function
with time. We examine this method to utilize the knowledge about SNe Ia accumulated
over the last 20 years, and we have pervious experience with the False Discovery Rate
(FDR) statistic.
We use the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from SDSS-II (see Section 2.2 for details) to train our photometric selection. We fit light curves for all the spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe using SALT2 (see Section 3.3.2 for SALT2 details) to determine the distance modulus. The spectroscopically-confirmed sample consists of 520 SNe Ia and 48
non-Ia SNe. The distance modulus for the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia are then
plotted onto a Hubble diagram. We fit the Hubble diagram with a fourth-order polynomial to determine the overall, smooth shape of the SNe Ia population. We investigate
other fitting functions, but find these are unable to represent the shape of the Hubble
diagram as well as a polynomial function. We test different order polynomials and determine that a fourth-order polynomial best describes the shape of the Hubble diagram.
Figure 3.4, shows the spectroscopically-confirmed SDSS-II SNe Ia with the fourth-order
polynomial fit to the data.
Next, a Hubble diagram of all the spectroscopically-confirmed SN is produced, shown
in Figure 3.5. This is over plotted with the best-fit polynomial from the SNe Ia. The polynomial, from the SNe Ia, is then used as the null hypothesis for the Hubble diagram, in
order to reject probable non-Ia SNe events, which reside far away from this null hypothesis line. The SNe are assigned probabilities of being an SN Ia depending on the distance
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Figure 3.4: Hubble diagram of the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the full
three-year SDSS-II SN Survey, with the best-fit fourth-order polynomial (red solid line)
and the one-sigma error contours (green dashed lines). This is used as the null hypothesis
for the HDFDR classification.
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Figure 3.5: Hubble diagram of all the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe from the full
three-year SDSS-II SN Survey, with the SNe Ia shown in black and the non-Ia SNe shown
in blue. These SNe are over-plotted with the best-fit fourth-order polynomial, which is
defined from the SNe Ia (red solid line) and the one-sigma errors on the fit (green dashed
lines). This is used as the null hypothesis for the HDFDR classification.
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from the null hypothesis line. These probabilities, or p-values, are used to assess whether
we can “accept” the null hypothesis that the candidates are SNe Ia. The problem then
becomes a “multiple hypothesis” testing problem, where we must determine a threshold
(in the p-values), to accept the hypothesis or reject it. Multiple hypothesis testing is a
well studied problem in statistics. The choice of this threshold is critical, since it simultaneously determines the “False Discovery Rate” (contamination) and the “power” of the
analysis (number of true accepted tests, or the number of SNe Ia correctly identified).
To determine this threshold, we use the FDR statistic outlined in Miller et al. (2001).
This has the advantage of being adaptive, simple, fast and proven. Briefly, FDR ranks
the p-values, and depending on a user chosen acceptable FDR that can be tolerated (α),
calculates the necessary p-value threshold for the data. This allows us to a-priori control
the number of false rejections made, e.g., if one only wants 5% errors.
For clarity, we show some illustrations from Miller et al. (2001). Firstly, Figure 3.6
(taken from Miller et al., 2001) illustrates two equivalent ways to decide whether to reject
the null hypothesis; reject when the p-value is less than α or when the test statistic (T ) is
greater than the critical threshold (c). In the top panel the p-value is less than α leading
to the null hypothesis being rejected. The bottom panel shows the p-value greater then α
leading to the null hypothesis being maintained.
Next, Figure 3.7 (taken from Miller et al., 2001) shows the sorted p-values, as vertical
lines, with α = 0.1 line overplotted. The probabilities are rejected to the left of the first
crossing between the line and the p-values (from the right). The horizontal line shows
the cutoff probability (p-cutoff). However, there are true SNe Ia that we reject by this cut
and these are the false discoveries. Finally, Figure 3.8 (taken from Miller et al., 2001)
shows a pictorial example of the FDR procedure. Again, the vertical lines show the
sorted p-values. The diagonal line, which is used to reject SNe Ia to the left of the last
crossing (from the left), is the α/cN line. Where cN = 1 when the p-values are based on
statistically independent tests. Whereas, when the tests are dependent,
cN =

N
X
1
i=1

i

.

(3.9)

As an experiment, we use the spectroscopic SNe sample to study the relationship between
the FDR α parameter and the FoM, defined in Section 3.4. We show, in Figure 3.9, the
FoM versus α, which decreases as α increases. The FoM is highest for α = 0.05, i.e., on
average, 5% of the supernovae are falsely rejected. This gives 456 SNe photometricallyclassified as SNe Ia, of which 443 are true SNe Ia and only 13 are non-Ia SNe that are
incorrectly identified. This FDR method gives an efficiency of 82% and the purity (i.e.,
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Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of the relationship between the p-value (p) and FDR
(α) and the equivalent relationship between the test statistic (T ) and the critical threshold
(c). The curves in both panels represent the distribution of the test statistic under the null
hypothesis. In the top panel, T is greater than c, leading to the null hypothesis being
rejected. In the bottom panel, T is less than the c leading to the null hypothesis being
maintained. The p-value corresponds to the area under the curve and to the right of T ;
this area is shown with 45◦ hatching. α corresponds to the area under the curve and to
the right of c; this area is shown with -45◦ hatching. Figure 3 of Miller et al. (2001).

non-Ia SNe classified as SNe Ia) of 3%. The resulting Hubble diagram, after this cut is
applied, shown in Figure 3.10.
Next, the HDFDR methodology is applied to a new sample of SNe candidates, with
redshifts from the first year of BOSS host-galaxy follow-up. In total, from the first year
of BOSS observations of our ancillary project, there are 580 well measured host-galaxy
redshifts. A new Hubble diagram is constructed for these candidate SNe, placing them on
the Hubble diagram at the position of the host-galaxy redshift. Figure 3.11, is overlaid
with the best-fit polynomial from the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia, which is once
more used as the null hypothesis. The FDR methodology is again applied, with the same
acceptance threshold, to remove the SNe Ia candidates with the highest probability of not
being an SN Ia.
The results of our HDFDR classification method on this SDSS-II sample with BOSS
host-galaxy redshifts can be seen in Figure 3.12. This classification method removes
nearly half of the original sample of SNe events; 286 SNe are typed as SNe Ia, and 270
rejected as non-Ia SNe. However, we consider this level of rejection as less important,
since we are interested in forming the cleanest sample of SNe Ia for cosmology. Thus, we
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Figure 3.7: The vertical lines show the ordered probabilities. Over-plotted, as a solid
line, is the α = 0.10 line. Everything to the left of the first crossing between the p-values
and the α line is rejected. Anything to the right is maintained. The true source pixels
have p-values set to zero. The pixels between the dashed lines, N source /N ≤ i/n ≤
N reject /N , are false discoveries. The number of false discoveries over the total number
of rejections is α. Figure 8 of Miller et al. (2001).

are more interested in having minimal non-Ia SNe contamination, rather than achieving
a high efficiency. In the sample of photometrically-classified SNe Ia, only 46 are already spectroscopically-confirmed as SNe Ia, in SDSS-II. Additionally, 35 already have
host-galaxy spectra from SDSS-II and no spectroscopically-confirmed non-Ia SNe are
incorrectly identified as SNe Ia. After only the first year of BOSS host-galaxy spectroscopic follow-up, we have 205 new photometrically-classified SNe Ia on the Hubble diagram. This sample also extends to a higher redshift than the SDSS-II spectroscopicallyconfirmed sample.
We investigate the best-fit cosmological parameters of our photometrically-classified
SNe Ia sample from the first year of BOSS host-galaxy follow-up. We decide to use
CosmoMC (see Section 6.3 and Lewis & Bridle (2002) for a full description) to explore
the cosmological parameter space and locate the best-fit parameters, along with their
associated errors. We use CosmoMC, as this allows for inclusion of other cosmological probes in combination with our SNe Ia sample, to constrain cosmological parameters. Before running CosmoMC on our new data-set, we initially use it on the first-year
spectroscopically-confirmed SDSS-II SNe Ia sample, used in Lampeitl et al. (2010a),
to ensure that we could reproduce a known result. We confirm Lampeitl et al. (2010a)
previous findings and reproduce Figure 4 in their paper, using statistical errors only.
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Figure 3.8: A pictorial example of the FDR procedure applied to multiple hypothesis
tests. The vertical lines give the sorted p-values. The p-values to the left of the last
crossing (from the left), which are below the line of slope α/cN determines when the null
hypotheses is rejected. The null hypotheses for tests with p-values at or below this are
rejected. Then, the null hypotheses for tests with p-values above this line are maintained.
Figure 9 of Miller et al. (2001).

Once we understand the fundamental workings of CosmoMC, we then run the MonteCarlo package on our new photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. In Figure 3.13, we
show Figure 4 of Lampeitl et al. (2010a) (left-hand panel) and our cosmological constraints from our photometrically-classified first-year BOSS host-galaxy sample (righthand panel). This shows the cosmological contours are already beginning to reduce in
size after only the first year of BOSS host-galaxy follow-up. At first glance, the new
photometrically-classified SNe Ia data sample appears to be producing slightly tighter
cosmological constraints than the first-year SDSS-II spectroscopic SNe-Ia. At this stage,
we think that this improvement looks promising for the potential constraining power
when we have the complete host-galaxy spectroscopic redshift data-set from BOSS.
We will return to this method in Section 3.6.1, within the context of the photometricclassification challenge. We also discuss the reasons why we abandon this method after
it has been compared to many other classification methods.
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Figure 3.9: Plot of the FoM (W = 1) for the SDSS-II spectroscopically-confirmed SN
as a function of α, the FDR rejection threshold. If this is extended towards α = 0 the
curve will drop significantly towards FOM=0.
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Figure 3.10: Hubble diagram of all the spectroscopically-confirmed SN from full threeyear SDSS-II SN Survey, photometrically-classified as SNe Ia, using the optimal FDR
statistic. The black points are the true SNe Ia and the blue points are the non-Ia SNe
contamination, which remain in the sample at a level of 3%. The red line over plotted is
a standard cosmology (Ωm = 0.3, w = −1 and H0 = 70).
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Figure 3.11: Hubble diagram of all the SNe candidates from full three-year SDSS-II SN
Survey with the first-year BOSS host-galaxy redshifts. The subset of spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia is in blue and the subset of SNe Ia that already have host-galaxy spectra
are in purple. Overlaid, in red, is the best-fit fourth-order polynomial defined from the
spectroscopic SNe Ia sample. This is used as the null hypothesis for the HDFDR classification.

3.5.2

Second attempt at a photometric-classification method - χ2r False
Discovery Rate

Once we gain in-depth knowledge of the FDR statistic, we attempt to exploit this statistical method in a different way to photometrically-classify SNe Ia. We have become concerned about the amount our HDFDR method relies on the cosmology from previously
spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia. We investigate other possible methods, which are
less cosmology dependent and are more closely related to the SNe light curve. Kessler
et al. (2009a) use a selection criteria on the probability of the MLCS light-curve fit,
therefore we consider that the probability of SALT2 light-curve fit might be an interesting parameter to investigate. The aim is that, non-Ia SNe will have a lower probability
than SNe Ia, when fit by SALT2, since the SALT2 model is based on SNe Ia.
As discussed, in Section 3.5.1, we fit all the spectroscopically-classified SNe Ia light
curves with SALT2, which returns the best-fit value for the X0 , X1 and color (see Section 3.3.2 for details of SALT2). The SALT2 software also returns the best-fit model
SNe Ia light curve, in the observer frame, which we then use to calculate the r-band reduced chi-squared (χ2r ) for each SNe in each passband (gri). The FDR statistic, discussed
is Section 3.5.1, is again used to determine the threshold for rejection of non-Ia SNe,
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Figure 3.12: Hubble diagram of the photometrically-classified (using the HDFDR cut)
SNe Ia with the first year of BOSS host-galaxy redshifts. The blue points show the subset
of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia, the purple are SNe Ia we already have host-galaxy
spectroscopy from SDSS-II and the black are new additions to the Hubble diagram. Overlaid, in red, is the best-fit fourth-order polynomial defined from the spectroscopic SNe Ia
sample. This is used as the null hypothesis for the HDFDR classification.

whose r-band χ2r is too high to be considered probable SNe Ia. We investigate using
χ2r from other passbands, as well as combining the χ2r from multiple passbands, but find
the r-band χ2r to be best at separating SNe Ia and non-Ia SNe. We set α = 0.25, i.e.,
on average, 25% of the supernovae will be falsely rejected, since it gives us the highest
FoM. This classifies 503 candidates as SNe Ia, of which 476 are truly SNe Ia and 27 are
incorrectly identified as SNe Ia. With 65 SNe rejected as non-Ia SNe in this analysis. We
compute the efficiency to be 91% and our purity is 5%.
Next, we apply our methodology to the r-band data for the whole sample of SNe
candidates with host-galaxy redshifts from the first year of BOSS. We started with a total
of 556 SNe candidates to attempt to classify. Using an α = 0.25 FDR threshold, we
compute the r-band χ2r threshold for the sample. Overall, we classify 317 candidates as
SNe Ia and 239 candidates as non-Ia SNe with BOSS host-galaxy redshifts.
We will return to this method in the next section, where it is applied to the photometricclassification challenge, which clarifies that this methods produces low purity.
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Figure 3.13: Left-hand panel: Confidence intervals (68%, 95%, and 99%) in the w − Ωm
plane for a flat universe and a wCDM model derived from the SDSS SNe (shaded blue
region), the BAO DV (0.35)/DV (0.2) ratio (filled red, upper 99% contours are off the
plot), redshift-space distortions (orange), and the ISW effect (green). In regions where
the SN contours overlap the BAO contours the latter are indicated as red lines (Figure 4
from Lampeitl et al., 2010a). Right-hand panel: Confidence intervals (68% and 95%) for
SDSS-II Hubble diagram False Discovery Rate photometrically-classified SNe Ia with
the first-year BOSS host-galaxy follow-up.

3.6

The photometric supernova classification challenge

In anticipation of the SN typing requirements to be encountered by current, or future
SNe Ia surveys, such as DES, Kessler et al. (2010a, hereafter K10a) issued the “Photometric Supernova Classification Challenge”. This challenge presents simulated light
curves of different SN types, selected in proportion to their expected rate. A training
sample is provided, where the true SN type is known. Then, the true type of the SNe for
the full sample, is divulged after the challenge has been completed. The simulations are
created using SNANA (Section 3.2) and are based on a realistic DES-like SN Survey. The
simulations are designed to have the griz filters of DES, as well as genuine observing
conditions, which include the atmospheric absorption, the sky noise and modeling of the
PSF. These observing conditions are modeled on conditions recorded at the CTIO site,
in Chile, where DES will take place. The redshift dependence of the SNe Ia is based on
Dilday et al. (2008), using the SDSS-II survey and the non-Ia SNe redshift dependence
is from Bazin et al. (2009), based upon the SNLS SN Survey.
We apply the two photometric-classification methods: the Hubble diagram FDR (discussed in Section 3.5.1) and r-band χ2r FDR (described in Section 3.5.2) to the simulated data. This time, we use the training set in the simulations, instead of the SDSS-II
spectroscopically-confirmed sample, in order to train the method. This challenge enables
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our photometric-classification methodology to be compared to other techniques being
developed in the community.

3.6.1

Results of the photometric supernova classification challenge

The results of the photometric supernova classification challenge are presented in Kessler
et al. (2010b, hereafter K10b), and provide insights into the relative performance of different SN classifiers. Ten different groups have participated in the challenge. Figure 3.14,
shows two plots of the efficiency and purity from the entries to the challenge (taken from
Kessler et al., 2010a). The solid lines show the confirmed subset, which is used for training and the dashed lines shows the unconfirmed SN for each classification entry. Our two
entries to the challenge, described in Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, are labelled Portsmouth
Hub and Portsmouth χ2 respectively on Figure 3.14. At a redshift of 0.5, our HDFDR
method achieves 95% purity on the training sample, but only 75% purity on the whole
sample, due to the training sample being unrepresentative of the full sample. The χ2r FDR
method does equally well on the training sample, whereas it only achieves 25% purity on
the whole sample. The χ2r FDR method has low purity over all redshifts, whereas the purity of the HDFDR method increases with redshift. The reason for this is that, non-Ia SNe
are intrinsically dimmer and are thus less likely to appear in a photometrically-classified
sample at higher redshift.
Overall, several different classification strategies produce similarly high scores in
terms of both efficiency and contamination. However, all of the methods they compare
prove subject to a significant level of contamination (∼ 20%). The entry with the highest
mean FoM (defined the same as Equation 3.8, but with a W = 1) for classifying SNe Ia
is PSNID, S11, which has achieved an efficiency of 96% and an SN Ia purity of 79%.
A noticeable trend, for all entries, is that the purity is much lower for the unconfirmed
sample, than the training sample, mainly because the training sample is biased.
A common problem for many methods is that they tune their classification to the
training sample of SN, where the true type is known. Many of the classification methods
assume that the training sample is unbiased and representative of the full unconfirmed
sample. However, the spectroscopic subset that is used for training is not a random subsample of the whole population of SNe; instead, it is highly biased. The spectroscopic
training sample is based on observations from a four-meter class telescope (with limiting
r-band magnitude of 21.5), and an eight-meter class telescope (with a limiting i-band
magnitude of 23.5). The percentage of SNe Ia in the training set is 70%, whereas in the
unconfirmed sample the percentage of SNe Ia is only 26%. Thus, many of the classification methods are biased due to being designed on an unrepresentative training set,
which the groups entering the Challenge assume is unbiased. The participants were not
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Figure 3.14: Efficiency (left-hand panel) and purity (right-hand panel) for each of the 10
entries to the photometric challenge as a function of redshift (Figure 4 from K10b). Solid
lines show the ±1σstat values for the spectroscopically-confirmed training sample, and
the dashed lines represent the unconfirmed SNe. The two entries labelled Portsmouth
Hub and Portsmouth χ2 are our entries described in Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.

informed that the training sample was biased, which would have influenced the training
of their classification methods.
A biased training sample is more difficult for training photometric classifiers. However, a biased training sample is actually quite realistic and resembles the spectroscopic
SNe samples we have at present. For example, the SDSS-II SN Survey spectroscopicallyconfirmed sample is even more biased towards SNe Ia; 520 (91.5%) SNe Ia and 48 (8.5%)
non-Ia SNe, whereas from the SNe rates we expect 2.4 times as many non-Ia SNe (see
Section 3.2.2). We conclude that it is important for future surveys to be aware of the
possible biases in the training samples, and either to use unbiased training samples or
be mindful of the biases. The DES SN Survey intend to obtain a random sample of
spectroscopically-confirmed SN for training of the photometric classifiers for the whole
sample (See Section 8.1.2).
There are some implications for the progress of this thesis that can be inferred from
the SN Challenge. Firstly, as described already, the HDFDR method for photometric classification of SNe Ia uses the Hubble diagram of a sample of spectroscopically-confirmed
SNe Ia as its starting point to carry out a fourth-order polynomial fit that is used for the
null hypothesis to reject probable non-Ia SNe. However, there are problems with both
using a spectroscopically-confirmed training sample and using the Hubble diagram itself
to classify new candidate SNe. Firstly, any spectroscopically-confirmed training samples
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of SNe will often be biased (as discussed above), whereas our method relies on the training sample being random and an unbiased subset. Also, and more importantly, in fitting a
polynomial to the Hubble diagram and using that to reject non-Ia SNe, we are assuming a
smooth function for the underlying cosmology; thus, any bias in the training sample will
be translated into our classification of the whole sample and therefore, to our cosmological parameters. We had thought that the HDFDR method uses loose enough criteria not
to bias the cosmological results. However, after presenting this work to many others in
the field, we decide to abandon the HDFDR method, as we feel people would not accept
it, since it is too closely linked to the cosmology we are attempting to constrain.
The second method, using the χ2r FDR, does not suffer the same bias issues. However,
the purity is extremely low for the unconfirmed sample, as shown in the right-hand panel
of Figure 3.14. We think this method achieves such low purity, as it is a basic approach,
which uses minimal information about the SNe Ia. The shape of non-Ia SNe light curves,
at higher redshifts, appears similar to SNe Ia, and thus, only using one basic criteria on
the light-curve fit is not optimal for achieving a pure sample of photometrically-classified
SNe Ia.
We decide to take an alternative approach to the photometric classification of SNe,
and work in collaboration with Masao Sako, using the PSNID algorithm (S11) for initial
classification. As mentioned earlier, the PSNID classification achieved the highest FoM
in the photometric-classification challenge of K10a. We believe this is because it uses SN
templates, therefore it utilizes extra information over most of the other methods, which
train their methods based on the light curves of the training sample. However, this extra
information is only useful if the templates are representative of the mean population. We
then develop additional classification criteria, which optimizes the purity (discussed in
Chapter 4). We aim to achieve a suitable sample for cosmological analysis, whereas as
the photometric-classification challenge optimizes the efficiency.

3.7

Photometric SuperNova IDentification

In this section, we discuss PSNID (S11), which is the photometric-classification technique we adopt here on, for any data or simulations. We use only the photometry of each
object and the spectroscopic redshift from the host galaxy. PSNID has been shown to
perform better than other photometric-classification algorithms, scoring the highest FoM
in the photometric-classification challenge of K10a (Section 3.6). The PSNID methodology has been applied to the full three-year data release of the SDSS-II SN Survey and
will be presented in full in Sako et al. (in prep.).
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We refer the reader to S11 for a full description of PSNID, but describe here some
of the key features of the algorithm. PSNID uses the observed multi-color light curve to
calculate a χ2r fit to a grid of SN Ia light-curve models and non-Ia SN templates and assign
probabilities for each SN, using the Bayesian evidence criteria. PSNID is similar to the
algorithm which is used in Poznanski et al. (2007), with the addition of sub-classifying
non-Ia SNe into SNe Ib/c and SNe II, using extra templates. Although, throughout this
work, we have only considered SNe Ibc and SNe II as non-Ia SNe. Furthermore, PSNID
allows the SNe Ia light-curve shape parameter and distance modulus to vary in the fit.
PSNID uses a set of eight non-Ia SNe templates, selected from a larger set of 24 templates (5 Nugent, 11 SDSS-II, and 8 from the SUSPECT database3 ). These are chosen to
maximize the purity when photometrically-classifying the spectroscopically-confirmed
SN from SDSS-II. These templates are a subset of the non-Ia SNe templates used in the
public simulations. These non-Ia SNe templates consist of four SN Ib/c and four SN II,
observed by SDSS-II. These non-Ia light curves are then interpolated between epochs
and wrapped using Nugent et al. (2002) to match the observed ugriz light curves, at the
spectroscopic redshifts. The SNe II are all based on Type II-P photometry of D’Andrea
et al. (2011). Any non-Ia templates that either often misidentify SNe Ia as non-Ia SNe or
only correctly identify a few non-Ia SNe are excluded. Additionally, any rare, or peculiar
SNe, are not included in the template library. The rest-frame absolute ugriz magnitude
light curves of the four SN Ib/c, which are used as templates in this analysis, are shown
in Figure 3.15, and the four SN II templates are shown in Figure 3.16.
PSNID returns the SN Ia Bayesian evidence (EIa ), given by,

Z
EIa =

P (z, Av , Tmax , ∆m15,B , µ)e−χ

2 /2

dzdAv dTmax d∆m15,B dµ,

(3.10)

where the redshift prior P (z) for an externally constrained redshift zext is given by,
P (z) = √

1
2
2
e−(z−zext ) /2σz ,
2πσz

(3.11)

and σz2 is the error on the observed (external) redshift.
We compute the EIa by marginalizing the product of the likelihood function and
the prior probabilities over the model parameter space. Five parameters are included
in the model: redshift (z), host-galaxy extinction (Av ), time of maximum light (Tmax ),
the amount by which an SN Ia declined in the B-band during the first 15 days after
maximum light (∆m15 , Phillips, 1993), and the distance modulus (µ). Flat prior ranges
are assumed on AV , Tmax , and ∆m15 . Galactic extinction is corrected for using AV
3

http://bruford.nhn.ou.edu/ suspect/index1.html
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Figure 3.15: Absolute magnitude light curves of SN Ib/c templates for PSNID.

from Schlegel et al. (1998), assuming the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law with
RV = AV /E(B − V ) = 3.1. The color law for SN host galaxies is assumed to be
steeper, with RV = 2.2 (Kessler et al., 2009a).
The non-Ia SNe Bayesian evidences (EIbc,II ) are given by,
EIbc,II =

X Z

P (z)e−χ

2 /2

dzdAv dTmax dµ,

(3.12)

templates

where P (z) is the redshift prior given by Equation 3.11. This quantity is the summation
over the Type Ib/c and Type II templates, shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16 and given in
Table 1 of S11. PSNID returns a Bayesian probability for each of the three SN types
considered herein, given by,
Ptype =

Etype
,
EIa + EIbc + EII

(3.13)

where, by definition, PIa + PIbc + PII = 1. This assumes that the candidate is an SN,
as opposed to any other type of variable source. We do not assume any prior on the type
of the SN beyond the priors on the SN parameters discussed above. In Section 2.3.1,
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Figure 3.16: Absolute magnitude light curves of SN II templates for PSNID.

we obtain a preliminary classification of our SDSS-II SN candidates by running PSNID
on the ugriz light curves, while placing a flat prior on the redshift. This classification
forms our target list for BOSS host-galaxy spectroscopy, and is the only occasion in this
thesis where we use a flat redshift prior. For both our simulated SNe (Section 4.2.2)
and our SDSS-II SN candidates, which have host-galaxy spectra from BOSS, we use the
spectroscopic redshift as our prior (Section 4.3). This additional prior on the redshift
helps compress the parameter space being investigated and break degeneracies between
non-Ia SNe at low-z, which could appear similar to higher redshift SNe Ia. As in S11,
we assume flat priors for all other PSNID model parameters. Figure 3.17 shows the
probability of the SN being an SN Ia (PIa ) compared to the probability of the SN being an
SN Ia with our redshift prior from the BOSS host-galaxy spectroscopic redshift (PIa (z)).
This clearly shows that the probability with and without the redshift prior are different
by as much as a probability of one, i.e., some SN have a probability of being an SN Ia
equal to one without the redshift prior and zero with the redshift prior, and vice versa.
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Figure 3.17: The probability of the SN being an SN Ia (PIa ) compared to the probability
of the SN being an SN Ia with a redshift prior of the BOSS host-galaxy spectroscopic
redshift (PIa (z)).

3.7.1

Best PSNID for this task

We use a version of PSNID that has incorporated several improvements over that presented in S11 and the Photometric Challenge. The primary difference is in the light-curve
template uncertainties (Equations 6 & 7 from S11); these have been changed to better
match the observed distribution of errors on the spectroscopically-confirmed SDSS-II
SN light curve. The original magnitude errors δm on the SNe Ia gri model light curves,
from Equations 6 of S11are,
(
δmIa =

0.08 + 0.04 × (|t|/20)
|t| < 20 days,
0.12 + 0.18 × ((|t| − 20)/60) |t| ≥ 20 days,

(3.14)

where t is the rest-frame epoch in days from B-band maximum. The original magnitude
errors δm on the non-Ia SN gri model light curves, from Equation 7 of S11 are,
δmCC = 0.12 + 0.08 × (|t|/20).

(3.15)

The SDSS-II SNe Ia photometric errors have been slightly increased, to ensure that the
light-curve fit before the SNe Ia has began to rise, is consistent with zero flux, i.e., to
guarantee the noise is normalized correctly (see Section 2.2.3 for details of the SDSS
re-calibration of the photometric errors). The increase of the SDSS-II light-curve errors
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pre-rise implies that the errors on the SNe Ia model in PSNID are no longer a good representation of the data. S11 assign empirical model errors, which result in reasonable
χ2r values for light curves with high S/N ratio, before the SDSS-II pre-rise errors are
increased. The SNe Ia model errors are re-derived using the corrected SDSS-II photometry, in the same manner as S11, with the older photometry. Specifically, the magnitude
errors δm on the SNe Ia gri model light curves are now,
(
δmIa =

0.06 + 0.04 × (|t|/20)
|t| < 20 days,
0.10 + 0.18 × ((|t| − 20)/60) |t| ≥ 20 days,

(3.16)

where t is the rest-frame epoch in days from B-band maximum.
The non-Ia template errors also need to be increased, otherwise there would not be
a fair comparison between SNe Ia and non-Ia SNe templates. We decide to investigate
a range of non-Ia SNe template errors, to determine which gives the best separation between SNe Ia and non-Ia SNe, in the χ2r of the parameter space. We apply two classification cuts on the SDSS-II candidate SNe when fitted by PSNID using four different non-Ia
model errors. These cuts include: one on the probability of being an SNe Ia is greater
than the probability of being non-Ia SNe (PIa > Pnon−Ia ), and a cut on the reduced chi
squared being less than or equal to 1.8 (χ2r <1.8). Section 4.2.2, describes in detail, the
optimization of these cuts. We found that the greater the non-Ia template errors, then
the smaller the number of SNe classified as SNe Ia. From plotting the Hubble diagrams
of the photometrically-classified samples with different non-Ia template errors, it clearly
shows that the increase in numbers for smaller non-Ia SNe errors are driven by contamination. SNe that are approximately two magnitudes fainter than we expect for SNe Ia,
particularly around redshift of 0.2, have been added to the SNe Ia sample. Generally, the
smaller non-Ia SNe template errors allows more SNe of any type through the PIa and χ2
cuts, so the efficiency is higher, but the purity lower, i.e., there are more outliers on the
Hubble diagram. However, the effect is small, only 16 SNe change their classification
between the largest and smallest non-Ia template errors in PSNID. We decide to use the
largest non-Ia SNe errors, since they are optimize for purity. The new magnitude errors
δm on the non-Ia SN gri model light curves are now,
δmCC = 0.06 + 0.08 × (|t|/60),

(3.17)

for all epochs. The model errors in u and z are chosen to be twice the gri errors quoted
above due to the larger intrinsic model variations and calibration uncertainties in these
bands. These changes to the errors, on the SNe templates and the SDSS-II photometry, require us to re-determine the optimal goodness-of-fit thresholds (i.e., the optimal
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position of the PIa and χ2r cuts) that are used in S11 on PSNID, which we describe in
Section 4.2.2.

3.8

Conclusion

We end this Chapter with a few short conclusions:
• We outline the public SDSS-II SN SNANA simulations and decide to use these for
our photometric classification in Chapter 4 as they are designed for the SDSS-II
survey and have been well tested. Then, we describe in depth the process to create
our own SNANA SDSS-II SN simulations, which will be vital for Chapter 5, where
we test our photometric-classified sample for biases.
• We describe the SALT2 light-curve fitter, which we use throughout. We investigate
the updated version of SALT2 (Guy et al., 2010), and find that it is similar, but
slightly improved (σ of the Gaussian fit to the µobs − µcosmo distribution is 2.23
smaller, which is 0.41 of the SALT2 σ). We have foregone a detailed comparison
of light-curve fitting algorithms, and we simply use SALT2 throughout, since it is
easy to use and has been widely tested.
• We have investigated three methods for photometric classification (HDFDR, χ2r FDR
and PSNID). We have abandoned the HDFDR method, because of concerns regarding biasing the cosmology (by using previous spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia
Hubble diagrams to define the relationship). The χ2r FDR method only achieved
25% purity in the SN challenge (K10b), which is too low for the purposes of cosmological analysis outlined herein. PSNID have achieved the highest FoM in the
SN challenge (K10b) and we used it herein. We have use PSNID as the basis for
our photometric classification (see main results).

Chapter 4
Creating a photometric Hubble
diagram
The majority of the work in this Chapter was carried out in collaboration with Bob Nichol
and Chris D’Andrea and is published in Campbell et al. (2013).

4.1

Introduction

In the future, taking spectra of a large number of high-redshift SNe for classification
purposes will be challenging, and could potentially limit the size and usefulness of any
new SN survey. This will be the case for the LSST (LSST Science Collaboration et al.,
2009), where the complete spectroscopic classification of all its SN candidates will be
simply impossible, thus other methods need to be employed to utilize these huge SN
programs. This challenge is already being encountered by the latest SN surveys, such as
the DES, who will probably not be able to spectroscopically classify all of their expected
' 4000 high-quality SNe Ia (Bernstein et al., 2012).
In Chapter 3, we outlined the SNANA simulations (Section 3.2), the SALT2 lightcurve fit (Section 3.3) and PSNID (Section 3.7), we will utilize these in this Chapter to
aid our classification.
In this Chapter, we describe our construction of a photometrically-classified SNe Ia
Hubble diagram. We determine optimal selection criteria using SNANA simulations
(discussed in Section 4.2). Then, we apply these selection cuts to the data (Section 4.3).
In Section 4.4, we show some basic tests we apply to our final photometric sample,
before we embark on a full cosmological analysis in Chapter 6. We briefly discuss, in
Section 4.5, some of the additional selection criteria we investigated, before finalizing
our optimum selection method. We end this Chapter with some short conclusions about
our photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample (Section 4.6).
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Final selection cuts

Here we define, using simulations, the criteria by which we construct our photometric SN Ia Hubble diagram. Our primary focus is to minimize the contamination in our
sample from non-Ia SNe; this is one of the major concerns associated with measuring
cosmological parameters with photometrically-classified SNe, and has the potential to
introduce significant systematic errors in the cosmological analysis (Section 6.5). Given
the large number of SN candidates included in our data-set, the conservative classification criteria that we seek will still result in statistical errors on our cosmology, which are
smaller than those due to systematics (Section 6.6). By focusing primarily on the purity
of our sample we sacrifice its overall completeness, and therefore we caution the reader
against using this particular sample for analyses that require high completeness (e.g., SN
rate measurements).
There are three types of criteria that we apply to our sample. First, we apply “lightcurve quality” cuts, which are criteria that ensure the SN light curves (real or simulated)
are of sufficient quality to be well-fit with SALT2 (see Section 3.3 for details) to give
accurate distance moduli and provide meaningful typing constraints. Next, we consider
the optimal values for the PSNID classification parameters (see Section 3.7 for details),
which will differ from those used in S11, since we are both using an improved version of PSNID and wish to increase the recovered sample purity. Finally, we can further
improve the purity of our sample by applying “color and stretch” criteria based on the derived SALT2 parameters for each light curve and our knowledge of the likely acceptable
range for these properties for SNe Ia. We outline each of these types of criteria below.
In Table 4.1, we show the effect of each selection criterion as applied in the following
sections. We use the public SDSS-II SNANA simulations described in Section 3.2.1.

4.2.1

Light-curve quality cuts

We begin our analysis of the simulations by applying data quality cuts to all light-curves,
removing SNe that have insufficient epochs to provide any useful measurement. Defining
t as the rest-frame epoch (in days) of each SN relative to peak (determined from the bestfit PSNID SNe Ia model), we require at least one detection of photometry near peak at
−5 < t < +5 and at least one additional detection at t > 15, as in S11. However,
we do not apply the S/N criteria outlined in S11 (S/N > 5 in at least two of the gri
bands), as this could remove many high-redshift or under-luminous SNe that may be
identified through photometric classification. We note that, an implicit S/N limit does
in fact exist, as the difference imaging software (sdssdiff) in the SDSS-II SN Survey
requires multiple detections at S/N > 3 for an object to be labelled an SN candidate in
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the first place (Sako et al., 2008). Finally, we check again that none of our SN candidates
were detected in more than one of our SDSS-II SN search seasons. This is done to
remove obvious AGN, as the AGN continue to be time-varying, and if not removed could
contaminate our sample.
Since, we have applied no hard S/N limit (but one exists from detection limit), it is
not strictly true that our light-curve quality cuts remove all objects that are incapable of
providing useful cosmological constraints from their light curves. The simplicity of our
criteria is an attempt to balance the necessity of sufficiently useful data with the desire to
be unbiased against faint objects.

4.2.2

PSNID criteria

We run PSNID (described in Section 3.7), on all simulated light-curves that pass our
light-curve quality cuts (Section 4.2.1). We place flat priors on AV (the host-galaxy
extinction), Tmax (the time of peak brightness), and ∆m15 (the stretch parameter). We
use the true redshift of each SN as a prior, with an uncertainty on z of the measured error.
In the simulations we assume an error on all the redshifts of σz = 0.001.
We investigate PSNID criteria for removing non-Ia SNe using our simulations, examining their effect on the efficiency, purity, and FoM. First we optimize the cut on the
PSNID probability of being an SN Ia (PIa ).
Figure 4.1 (and in Figure 7 of S11) shows the PIa values for SNe Ia (black) and nonIa SNe (blue), which are both clearly peaked at zero and one, resulting in only a few
SNe that have probabilities spanning the region between. This shows that many nonIa SNe have high bayesian probabilities of being a SNe Ia but these mainly have high
χ2r values as they are poorly fit. PIa is insensitive beyond these extreme values; thus, it
does not provide much discriminating power between these limits. In Figure 4.2 we show
the efficiency, purity, and FoM as a function of PIa , which are relatively flat due to this
general behavior of PSNID. We use W = 1 in the purity calculation so that purity has the
usual meaning, and change to W = 5 for the FoM calculation to give a higher weighting
to the purity of the sample rather than the efficiency. We decide to limit the values of PIa ,
such that PIa > PIbc and PIa > PII for inclusion in our SN Ia sample, which combines
high efficiency with modest purity. For reference, this is a less constrained criterion than
S11, which adopted PIa > 0.9.
We also use the reduced chi-squared (χ2r ) of the best-fit PSNID model as a discriminator of non-Ia SNe, and determine the optimal value for this cut after the PSNID cut
(PIa > PIbc and PIa > PII ) is applied. In Figure 4.3, one can see a peak in the FoM
at χ2r ' 1.2, close to where the purity and efficiency curves cross. Thus, we define a
PSNID classified SNe Ia to be an object with PIa > PIbc , PIa > PII , and χ2r ≤ 1.2.
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Figure 4.1: The probability distribution of being an SN Ia for true SNe Ia (black, 45◦
hatching) and non-Ia SNe (blue, -45◦ hatching) in the SDSS-II simulations.

Figure 4.4 shows the χ2r distributions for the SNe Ia (black) and non-Ia SNe (blue). The
SNe Ia show a Gaussian distribution centered around 0.93, whereas the non-Ia SNe have
a highly skewed distribution with its peak at 1.1, and a long tail to higher χ2r . The cut
of χ2r ≤ 1.2, we chose from the FoM plot, can be understood further from this figure, as
the point at which the non-Ia SNe per bin become more than the SNe Ia. If the FoM is
calculated using one rather than five, the peak as a function of χ2 is far less prominent,
but still detectable at the same position.
The value of our χ2r cut differs from that in S11, which can be seen in their Figure 10,
and is located at a broad maximum of χ2r ' 1.8. As noted in Section 3.7, the version
of PSNID used herein differs from that of S11 (which had larger model uncertainties),
resulting in the optimal χ2r cut being smaller in this work.

4.2.3

SALT2 criteria

Despite our optimization of the PSNID classification criteria, over 25% of our photometric SN Ia sample remains non-Ia SNe (see Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1). The purity of
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Figure 4.2: The efficiency (blue dashed line), purity (red dot-dashed line), and FoM
(green solid line) for the simulated sample as a function of the position of the PSNID
PIa probability cut. We plot the true purity (WIafalse = 1), and only change the weighting
factor to WIafalse = 5 in the FoM.

this sample is unsuitable for the cosmological analysis discussed in Section 5.2, which
is the goal of this thesis. We thus run the SALT2 light-curve fitter (described in detail
in Section 3.3) on all of our SNe (simulated and data) to obtain the best-fit light-curve
parameters. As mentioned in Section 3.3.5, we use only SALT2 throughout this thesis,
as we are interested in the utility of photometric samples of SNe Ia for cosmology, rather
than presenting definitive cosmological constraints, we forego a detailed comparison of
light-curve fitting algorithms. We explore the effects of applying additional selection
criteria to these parameters to further differentiate SNe Ia from non-Ia SNe.
In Figure 4.5, we show the distribution of the measured SALT2 parameters color (c)
and “shape” (X1 ) for all SNe remaining in our photometric SNe Ia sample. By definition,
SNe Ia form a well-defined cluster of points centered on zero in this parameter space,
while non-Ia SNe are more scattered. In Lampeitl et al. (2010a), independent limits were
placed on X1 and c, but it is clear that an ellipsoidal cut (similar to the circular cut of
Bazin et al., 2011) would yield a higher SN Ia purity for a given efficiency. We determine
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Figure 4.3: The efficiency (blue dashed line), purity (red dot-dashed line), and FoM
(green solid) for the simulated sample as a function of χ2r , after the PSNID cut (PIa > PIbc
and PIa > PII ) was applied. We plot the true purity (WIafalse = 1), and only change the
weighting factor to WIafalse = 5 in the FoM. Our cut at χ2r = 1.2 is denoted by the vertical
black line.

the optimal lengths of the semi-major (aX1 ) and semi-minor (ac ) axes of this ellipse in
Figure 4.6, which shows the efficiency, purity, and FoM as a function of the ellipsoidal
parameters. For an ellipse centered at (X1 , c) = (0, 0), the FoM shows a clear peak at
aX1 = 3 and ac = 0.25. We use this ellipse, shown in Figure 4.5, to further distinguish
SNe Ia from non-Ia SNe. As can be seen in Table 4.1, this procedure removes ∼ 70%
of our contaminating SNe at the expense of rejecting just ∼ 20% of the SNe Ia. We
investigate allowing the center of the ellipse to vary, but find this does not significantly
improve the purity or efficiency.
There are some true SNe Ia with X1 = −5, these are likely to be low S/N SNe Ia
which are hard to constrain with SALT2, but are in the sample until now as we have not
applied a S/N cut (appart from the detection requirement of S/N > 3 for a detection.
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Figure 4.4: The χ2r distribution for SNe Ia (black, 45 ◦ hatching) and non-Ia SNe (blue,
−45 ◦ hatching) in the SDSS-II like simulations, after the PSNID cut (PIa > PIbc , PIa >
PII ) was applied.

4.2.4

Color-magnitude cut

Bazin et al. (2011) recently showed that a cut in observed color-magnitude space significantly improves SN Ia sample purity by removing core-collapse SNe contaminants.
We investigate the effects of such a color-magnitude cut on our simulations using the gri
peak magnitudes from the best-fit SALT2 model for each SN. We find the most effective
color-magnitude cut is in the g − r versus g−band model magnitude plane. The optimal
orientation of this color-magnitude cut is described by g − r < 0.3 × (g − 21.2), and is
shown in Figure 4.7. This diagnostic cleanly removes a population of non-Ia SNe in the
simulations, which are too “blue” at the given magnitude to be SNe Ia. We found that the
application of additional color-magnitude constraints, e.g., using different filters, did not
produce a significant reduction of our contamination beyond this first color-magnitude
cut (see Section 4.5.3, where we discuss this further). This is similar to sigma clipping
the Hubble diagram, but with much looser constraints so the cosmology dependence in
minimal.
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Figure 4.5: The X1 and color (c) distributions for the simulated SNe remaining in our
photometric sample after PSNID cuts with SNe Ia as black points and non-Ia SNe as
blue cross symbols. The purple ellipse defines the area we keep for the photometricallyclassified sample of SNe Ia. The cutoff at −5 and 5 in X1 are hard limits set by SALT2.

4.2.5

Overall contamination in the simulations

In Table 4.1, we break down the effects of our selection criteria on our SN sample. The
first row of Table 4.1 lists the number of SNe of each type that are included in the simulation; successive rows contain the number of SNe that remain in our SN Ia sample after
each of the criteria (as detailed in the previous sections) are applied. We provide the contamination (1−purity, assuming WIafalse = 1), efficiency, and FoM (assuming WIafalse = 5)
after the application of each selection cut. These quantities are defined using the number
CUT
of SNe Ia that pass our light-curve quality cuts as the total number of SNe Ia, i.e., NIa
in Equation 3.6.
Application of both the PSNID and SALT2 criteria significantly improves the purity
of our sample, resulting in an SN Ia sample with purity > 90% and efficiency > 70%.
The FoM has also increased significantly with these cuts, reflecting the weighting we
have applied to purity. Interestingly, the inclusion of the color-magnitude constraints
(Figure 4.7) significantly improves our purity with almost no effect on our efficiency.
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Figure 4.6: The efficiency (top), purity (middle), and FoM (bottom) plots from SN simulations, for changing the semi-major axis (aX1 ) and semi-minor axis (ac ) of the ellipse
in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.7: The SN g − r color as a function of peak SN g−band magnitude derived
from the best-fit SALT2 model to our simulations. The black dots are SNe Ia and the
blue cross symbols are non-Ia SNe. The purple line is our color-magnitude cut that best
separates non-Ia SNe contaminants from our sample.

The Hubble diagram for our simulated photometrically-classified SN Ia sample is
shown in Figure 4.8. The plotted errors are a combination of the uncertainties on the
SALT2 light-curve parameters, the redshift and an assumed intrinsic dispersion of
σint = 0.12mags. The SALT2 SN Ia parameters are fixed to the input simulation values
of α = 0.11 and β = 3.2.
We show, in blue in Figure 4.8, the 106 misclassified SNe that have passed all of
our selection cuts. This final simulated photometric SN Ia sample has a contamination
of 3.9% and an efficiency of 70.8%. Our purity is higher than any of the participating
methods in the “Photometric SN Classifier Challenge” (K10b). Although, it should be
noted that, we have explicitly placed a higher priority on purity than was the stated goal in
K10b, and their analyses used a DES-like set of simulations that extend to higher redshifts
than in our sample. Figure 4.8 shows that the non-Ia contamination left in the sample
sits in particular regions of the Hubble diagram, (i.e., above the Hubble diagram around
z = 0.2 and below the true cosmology at 0.3 < z < 0.45). If a cosmological analysis
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Figure 4.8: Hubble diagram of our simulated SNe Ia that pass all of our selection criteria. This includes 106 non-Ia SNe that have been misclassified (blue symbols) and 2644
correctly classified SNe Ia (black symbols). The redshift limit of z = 0.45 is artificial
and set by the original limit in the public SNANA simulations. The plotted errors are a
combination of the uncertainties on the SALT2 light-curve parameters and the redshift.
The SALT2 SN Ia parameters have been fixed to the input simulation values of α = 0.11,
β = 3.2, and M = 29.8 (defined in Equation 3.5). The bottom panel shows the Hubble
residuals assuming the input cosmology.

was carried out using only the contaminating non-Ia SNe then biased cosmological results
would be obtained. In Chapter 5 we investigate whether the non-Ia contamination biases
the cosmological results for this photometrically-classified sample. As expected, the
source of our contamination is primarily SNe Ib/c, as these light-curves most closely
resemble those of an SN Ia. In Figure 4.9 we show an example of two SNe that we
photometrically classify as SNe Ia. The left-hand panel shows a true SNe Ia and the
right-hand panel shows an SN Ib (one of the 106 misclassified SNe), which has a similar
light-curve shape, but is fainter than an SN Ia at a similar redshift.
Finally, in Figure 4.10, we show the expected purity and efficiency of our sample
(based on simulations) as a function of redshift. Within the errors, we see no significant
redshift dependence in our purity (see Section 5.2 for further investigation), but we do
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Figure 4.9: The r−band light-curves fitted using SALT2 for two photometricallyclassified SNe Ia from the SNANA SDSS-II public simulations. Left-hand panel shows
a true SN Ia and right-hand panel shows an SN Ib, which was misclassified as an SN Ia.
The blue solid curve is the best-fit SN Ia model light curve, and the red dashed lines
represent the 1σ uncertainties on this fit. The vertical dotted line shows the best-fit time
t0 of peak brightness.
Cut

Classified SNe Ia
ContamSN Ia
FoM
Total SNe Ia non-Ia ination Efficiency (W = 5)
SNe
Number in simulation 12203 5018
7185
light-curve quality
9186
3734
5452
59.4%
100%
12.05
PIa > Pnon−Ia (PSNID) 6354
3701
2653
41.8%
99.1%
21.6
χ2r <1.2 (PSNID)
4737
3420
1317
27.8%
91.6%
31.3
X1 and c cut (SALT2) 2918
2675
243
8.3%
71.6%
49.2
Color-magnitude
2750
2644
106
3.9%
70.8%
59.0
criteria (SALT2)
Table 4.1: Number of SNe in our simulated sample as a function of the selection criteria
applied to the data. In each row we show the cumulative effect of all the previous criteria
on the contamination, efficiency and FoM (assuming WIafalse = 5).
witness a significant fall in our efficiency at higher redshifts. This is expected, as we
have prioritized purity over efficiency for our cosmological study. Larger simulations
(see Section 8.1.1) are required to probe more subtle effects with redshift.

4.3

Application of selection method to the data

We now apply our analysis and the selection criteria defined using our SN simulations to
our SDSS-II BOSS SN sample. In Table 4.2, we provide a break-down of the number
of SNe classified at each stage of our selection (as discussed in Section 4.2). The two
PSNID-based criteria remove ≈ 45% of the sample that remain after the data quality cuts
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Figure 4.10: The simulated efficiency (blue cross symbols) and purity (red points) for
our final photometrically-classified sample. The error bars are determined from the propagation of errors using Equations 3.6 and 3.7.
Selection Criteria
Accurate BOSS Redshifts
light-curve quality
PIa > Pnon−Ia (PSNID)
χ2r <1.2 (PSNID)
X1 and c cut (SALT2)
Color-magnitude
criteria (SALT2)
Correct host galaxy

Removed SNe Kept SNe
874
579
604
634
54

3500
2626
2047
1443
809
755

3

752

Spectroscopic subset
SNe Ia non-Ia SNe
329
59
249
24
247
6
239
2
209
0
209
0
208

0

Table 4.2: The cumulative effect of applying each selection criteria to our data, leading
to a final sample of photometrically-classified SNe Ia (752). The two right-hand columns
show the effect of these criteria on spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia and non-Ia SNe
in our sample.

we applied (comparable to the 48% seen in our simulations), resulting in 1443 objects in
our SN Ia sample at this stage of analysis.
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We use SALT2 (Section 3.3), applied to the SDSS SMP griz light-curve data, to measure the light-curve parameters and distance moduli for all 3500 (2382 + 941 + 177) SN
candidates with host-galaxy redshifts (see Section 2.3.2). Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of our PSNID-classified SN Ia sample in X1 -color space and the ellipsoidal criteria
we derived from simulations. This cut removes 634 SN candidates (44%) from our photometric sample. This is a higher percentage than predicted by the simulations in Section 4.2 (38%), which could be attributed to the fact that non-SN contaminating sources
(e.g., quasars, which are known to be in our BOSS target list) are not modeled in our simulations. Many of the discarded SN candidates have poorly-fit templates, with X1 = ±5,
where SALT2 is driven to the extremes of its self-imposed (i.e., hard-coded) X1 range.
This constraint also removes many “red” objects with large c values, which may include
highly reddened SNe Ia. However, we would prefer to exclude these red SNe Ia from our
cosmology analysis, as Foley et al. (2012b) showed that SNe with/without circumstellar
outflows tend to have redder/bluer observed colors (and bluer/redder intrinsic colors). It
is important to compile samples in all redshift bins which are the same. However, if sample demographics are changing with redshift, then cosmology could be biased if we are
not fully correcting for those differences.
Our SALT2 criteria leaves us with 809 photometrically-classified SNe Ia candidates.
In Figure 4.12, we show the application of the color-magnitude cut in the g − r versus
g-band model magnitude plane, which removes a sample of “blue” SN candidates. Both
in the data and the simulations, this cut removes ≈ 7% of the sample that passed the
SALT2 cut, leaving a photometrically-classified sample of 755 SNe Ia candidates. The
agreement between the simulations and data is reassuring, and it should be noted that
these simulations were made prior to the construction of our BOSS SDSS SN sample, so
there has been no fine-tuning of the simulations to match our BOSS sample.
A potential source of error that is not included in our simulations is the misidentification of the host galaxy of our SN candidates, as this can result in an incorrect classification
due to an incorrect redshift prior. We have identified three cases in our sample where we
have evidence, described in Section 4.3.1, that either the galaxy observed by our BOSS
program is not associated with the SN to which it was assigned, or the derived BOSS
redshift is erroneous. We remove these three SN candidates from our sample.
Our final sample contains 752 photometrically-classified SNe Ia, of which 208 have
been spectroscopically confirmed as SNe Ia as part of the original SDSS-II SN Survey
(Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.11: The X1 and c distributions for the PSNID-classified SNe Ia from our SDSSII SN candidate samples. The blue (red) cross symbols denote the subset of these candidates that have been spectroscopically confirmed as SNe Ia (non-Ia SNe). The purple
ellipse is our SNe Ia boundary taken from Figure 4.5.

4.3.1

Redshift comparison

In Figure 4.13, we compare the BOSS host-galaxy redshift and the SN spectroscopic
redshift for the 209 spectroscopically-classified SNe Ia that pass our selection cuts. In
only four cases these redshift measurements disagree significantly (SN3199; SN13956;
SN15301; SN19757). Based on visual inspection of the SDSS-III DR8 catalogue we
identify and remove SN3199 from our sample, as the BOSS-targeted galaxy does not
appear to be the most likely SN host galaxy. The remaining three SNe are retained in our
sample as the identified host galaxy appears to be correct. Also, they reside close to the
Hubble diagram (small Hubble residuals) when using the BOSS host-galaxy redshifts,
rather than the SN-spectrum redshift; the Hubble residual (HR) is the difference between
the observed and input (or assumed cosmology) distance modulus for each SN Ia. The
purpose of this check is to determine the likelihood of host mis-identification, and we
make no other use of SN spectroscopy in this thesis.
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Figure 4.12: The g − r color as a function of g-band magnitude for our SDSS-II data.
The blue cross symbols denote the subset of these candidates that have spectroscopic
confirmation as SNe Ia. The location of the purple line is our SN Ia boundary taken from
Figure 4.7.

We also compare our BOSS host-galaxy redshifts with SDSS-II galaxy redshifts,
where the latter are available. The SDSS-II galaxy redshift is, in general, no more accurate than the BOSS redshift, apart from when BOSS targeted the position of the SNe
rather than the core of the galaxy. This is because, when the BOSS fiber is placed on
the outskirts of a galaxy there is a worry that the lower S/N would make obtaining an
accurate redshift harder than in the core of the galaxy. Figure 4.14, shows the BOSS redshifts compared to the SDSS-II host-galaxy redshifts, which shows one extreme outlier
SN6491. In this case, the BOSS redshift is measured to be much higher than the SDSS-II
galaxy redshift. From visual inspection of the spectrum, it is clear to see that the BOSS
redshift is incorrect; the BOSS spectrum is noisy and it is hard to see how any redshift
could be measured. Therefore, this SN is removed from the sample.
Additionally, we visually inspect the host galaxies of other photometrically-classified
SNe Ia candidates in our sample. First, we inspect a random subset of 70 photometric
SNe Ia (approximately 10% of our sample), finding no obvious misidentification of the
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the spectroscopic redshift for our spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia and the corresponding host-galaxy redshift from BOSS. The bottom
panel shows the redshift residuals (BOSS host-galaxy redshift - SN redshift) for this
sample.

appropriate host. This is reassuring, as it confirms that the rate of misidentification of
hosts must be low. Next, we inspect the host association for the 14 SNe Ia candidates that
are clearly offset from the Hubble diagram (see right-hand panel of Figure 4.18) to ensure
the correct galaxy had been assigned during targeting. We find only one host galaxy that
is likely to be incorrect (SN9052), being located 25 arcseconds from the photometricallyclassified SN, and remove this object from our sample. In total, we remove only three
SNe Ia from our sample because of likely host-galaxy mismatches.

4.4

Tests of our photometric sample

We reiterate that we do not include in our final sample any of the spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia that were removed during our photometric-classification procedure.
Our intention is to construct a sample of SNe Ia based purely on their photometric properties and host-galaxy redshifts, and examine the cosmological constraining power of
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the spectroscopic redshift from the SDSS-II host-galaxy and
the corresponding host-galaxy redshift from BOSS for the spectra taken at the location of
the SNe. The bottom panel shows the redshift residuals (BOSS galaxy redshift - SDSS-II
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such a sample. This procedure mimics the challenges facing the next generation of SN
surveys.
We present here a basic examination of our final sample of 752 photometricallyclassified SNe Ia before embarking on a cosmological analysis (Section 6.5). First,
we study the effect of our selection criteria on the subset of existing spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia in our sample. Unlike S11, we have not used this subset of known
SNe to refine our selection criteria as there are concerns about potential bias in the
spectroscopically-confirmed subsample (see Section 2.2). As can be seen in Table 4.2,
we start with 329 spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia that have had host-galaxy redshifts
obtained by BOSS or SDSS. Of these, 249 SNe Ia passed our data-quality criteria applied
in Section 4.2.1. After applying all of our additional selection criteria, we are left with
208 spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia, resulting in an efficiency of 84% (208/249) in
classifying our SDSS-II spectroscopic SN Ia sample.
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Figure 4.15: The redshift distribution of our 752 photometrically-classified SNe Ia
(black, 45◦ hatched lines), and the subset of 208 that have spectroscopic classification
(blue, -45◦ hatched lines).

This efficiency is higher than the predicted value from our simulations (70.8%; see
Table 4.1). This difference can mainly be attributed to the spectroscopic sample probing
a lower-redshift range than the whole photometric sample. In Figure 4.15, we show
the redshift distribution for our full sample of photometrically-classified SNe Ia (black)
compared to the subsample of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia (blue). While the
spectroscopic sample peaks at z ∼ 0.2 and drops to zero by z > 0.4, the photometricallyclassified SNe Ia extend out to z ' 0.55, with a median redshift of z = 0.30. This
explanation is checked by studying the ”spectroscopically-confirmed” subset of SNe Ia
provided as part of the public SNANA simulations (discussed in Section 3.2.1). The
efficiency of photometrically classifying this simulated spectroscopic SNe Ia subset is
83.2%, in reassuring agreement with the 84% efficiency we find for the spectroscopic
SNe Ia subset in our data.
All spectroscopically-confirmed non-Ia SNe in the original SDSS-II SN sample were
removed by our selection criteria, resulting in 100% purity for the spectroscopic subset of our photometric sample. Of the 59 known non-Ia SNe with host-galaxy redshifts
obtained by BOSS, only two were misclassified as SNe Ia by PSNID, and both were
subsequently removed by the X1 − c criteria. There are two factors that lend themselves to this subset achieving higher purity than would otherwise be expected from our
simulations. First, the SDSS-II spectroscopic program was intentionally biased against
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targeting non-Ia SNe; in our BOSS sample there is only one spectroscopically-confirmed
non-Ia SN for every six SNe Ia, whereas nearly 60% of the SNe in our simulations are
non-Ia. Second, PSNID was tested, and optimized, on the SDSS-II spectroscopic SNe,
so its efficiency at identifying non-Ia SNe from this sample is not surprising.
In Figure 4.16, we show the SALT2 X1 values as a function of redshift for the
photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. We also show the mean X1 in redshift bins and
the best-fit linear relation to the binned data. We see no change in the distribution of X1
values with redshift, as the best-fit slope is consistent with zero within the errors on the
fit. In Figure 4.17, we show the SALT2 c (color) values as a function of redshift, again
with their mean values, binned by redshift, and the best-fit linear relation. A correlation
is evident in this case, with higher redshift SNe skewed towards bluer (negative) colors.
However, this trend is driven by SNe at z > 0.4, and if we limit the sample to redshifts
below this value we find the best-fit slope is consistent with zero within errors. We may be
witnessing evidence of a color-dependent Malmquist bias, i.e., bluer SNe Ia are brighter
and thus easier to detect at higher redshifts (more so than SNe with higher X1 values),
which is a well known effect.
In Figure 4.18 we present two Hubble diagrams for our photometrically-classified
sample of SNe Ia. The left-hand panel shows the sample before our color-magnitude
cut is applied, while the right-hand panel shows our sample after making this cut. This
criterion removes 54 SNe Ia candidates, which are clearly offset (too faint) from the
main Hubble sequence and thus likely to be non-Ia SNe (as seen in our simulations).
These removed candidates are also clustered around z ≈ 0.2, again consistent with our
simulations.
There are still ten possible outliers, around z ≈ 0.2, on the main Hubble diagram in
Figure 4.18 (right-hand side). We have studied the photometric data for these HR outliers
individually (including visually inspecting the images) and can find no obvious reasons
to remove them from our sample. These outliers could be Type Ibc SNe, which possess
similar colors and light-curve shapes in the SDSS filters at these redshifts, or possibly
odd SNe Ia like PTF10ops (Maguire et al., 2011) and SN 2006bt (Foley et al., 2010).
However, this small amount of contamination does not bias our cosmological results, as
shown in Section 6.5.2, where we apply at 3σ clipping to the Hubble diagram and find
consistent cosmological results.

4.5

Additional selection criteria

To give us the purest sample of photometrically-classified SNe Ia, we optimize our selection cuts on the SDSS-II simulations. In Section 4.2, we described our final selection
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Figure 4.16: The SALT2 X1 parameter as a function of redshift for the photometricallyclassified SNe Ia (black dots) and the subset of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia (blue
cross symbols). The green points show the mean X1 (and the error on the mean) in bins
of redshift. The red solid line is the best-fit linear relationship to the average X1 , and the
red dashed lines are the error on the fit.

criteria for creating a photometrically-classified sample of SNe Ia, which is optimized
using SDSS-II simulations. Then, in Section 4.3 we detailed the effect these selection
criteria have on our SDSS-II SNe candidates, with host-galaxy redshifts from BOSS.
However, we also investigated many other possible selection criteria. For completeness, in this section, we give a brief outline of some of the other photometric-classification
criteria we investigated, and why these cuts are less optimal than those we choose for our
final selection criteria.

4.5.1

Probability criteria from SALT2 gri band light-curve fit

Kessler et al. (2009a) applied a probability of fit (or p-values) selection criteria to the
SDSS-II first-year data-set, which ensures the light-curve fit is of reasonable quality.
Kessler et al. (2009a) require the probability, based on the χ2 per degree of freedom, from
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the MLCS light-curve fit, be greater than 0.001. This criteria is designed to objectively
remove obviously peculiar SNe from the sample. Here, we investigate using a similar cut
on the p-value from the SALT2 light-curve fit (similar to the χ2r FDR method outlined in
Section 3.5.2), rather than MLCS.
We begin by looking at the SDSS-II SNe candidates which have BOSS host-galaxy
redshifts. There are 170 light curves that have approximately zero SALT2 p-values, in
at least one of the gri bands. We inspect these low p-value light curves in detail, and
witness that they are fit well for the majority of the light curve. However, in each case,
there is one extreme outlying data point (> 3σ), which results in the low p-value.
We remove the extreme outliers from the SDSS-II light curves, and refit the remaining points. This produces new p-values, although the SALT2 fitted parameters remain
unchanged within the errors. However, after the second light-curve fit the p-values do
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Figure 4.18: Hubble diagram for our photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. Blue
points are the subsample of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia, while black points are
new SNe Ia. These Hubble diagrams are created using the best-fit α and β from the
full cosmological fit (Section 6.5) and we assume the same M as in the simulations
(M = 29.8, defined in Equation 3.5). The SN intrinsic dispersion has been included in
the uncertainties. Our sample before (left-hand panel) and after (right-hand panel) the
color-magnitude criteria is applied demonstrates the utility of this criterion.

not significantly increase and different points appear to be outliers. To achieve a reasonable SALT2 p-value, one could repeatedly remove outlying points after each additional
cut until only a few points remain.
We conclude that individual outlying points do not effect the light-curve fit parameters. Additionally, we conclude that the SALT2 probabilities are different from MLCS fit
probabilities. Thus, it is not helpful to include a SALT2 p-value criteria when trying to
photometrically separate SNe Ia and non-Ia SNe.
For comparison, we investigate the potential of a SALT2 p-value cut using the SDSSII public simulated data (Section 3.2.1). We find that far fewer light-curves have approximately zero p-value, in at least one of the gri bands, only 402 out of 4737 (from using
the photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample after the PSNID cuts). From these 402 light
curves with low p-values only 90 are non-Ia, and all but 6 of those are removed by the
SALT2 X1 −color cut we apply next. The low p-values for the simulated light curves are
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color-magnitude cut
redshift range
g − i versus g
0.16 < z < 0.68
r − z versus r
0.26 < z < 1.15
i − z versus z
0.26 > z
Table 4.3: Table showing the color-magnitude cut and the redshift range used by Bazin
et al. (2011).
caused by low S/N , so using this cut would preferentially penalize high redshift, which
is a disadvantage as it reduces the redshift leverage for constraining cosmology.

4.5.2

3D SALT2 X0 , X1 , color cuts

We investigate a 3D X0 , X1 , color space, to look for a manifold that could separate
SNe Ia and non-Ia SNe more efficiently than a simple elliptical cut in 2D X1 versus color
space.
Figure 4.19 shows the public SDSS-II simulations in the 3D −2.5log10 (X0 ), X1 and
color space, with the SNe Ia and the non-Ia SNe. It is clear that the SNe Ia live in the
central region of this 3D space and the non-Ia are spread around the edges of the parameter space. An ellipsoid cut, of some description, would describe the SNe Ia distribution.
However, we decided that, including the X0 in the criteria may cause a bias in the derived
cosmology, since this parameter is proportional to the uncorrected distance modulus. For
comparison, we also show, in Figure 4.20, the 3D −2.5log10 (X0 ), X1 and color space
for the SDSS-II photometrically-classified data with host-galaxy redshifts.

4.5.3

Complex color-magnitude cuts

Bazin et al. (2011) use cuts on multiple color-magnitude diagrams to remove contaminating SNe at differing redshifts from the SNLS photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample.
Bazin et al. (2011) use three broken diagonal cuts, in order to reject contaminating nonIa SNe in each redshift range, these are shown in Table 4.3. They find the cut in g − i
versus g space is the most useful at discriminating between SNe Ia and non-Ia SNe, as
most of the non-Ia SNe contaminates enter the SNLS photometric sample at low redshift.
As we discussed, in Section 4.2.4, we find that the g − r versus g cut was the most
efficient at segregating SNe Ia and non-Ia SNe in our SDSS-II like simulations. We
investigate all combinations of color-magnitude cuts, individually or applying them successively, similar to Bazin et al. (2011). However, we find the g − r versus g cut is the
most effective, and after this cut is applied, the purity was not increased by any additional
color-magnitude cuts. Our data spans a much lower redshift than SNLS, even with the
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Figure 4.19: 3D plot of −2.5log10 (X0 ), X1 and color distribution for the SDSS-II simulated SNe remaining in our photometric-sample after PSNID cuts, with the SNe Ia as
black points and the non-Ia SNe as blue points.
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Figure 4.20: 3D plot of −2.5log10 (X0 ), X1 and color for the SDSS-II SNe candidates
with BOSS host-galaxy redshifts remaining in our photometric sample after PSNID cuts
(black points). The blue cross symbols show candidates which lie far from the Hubble
diagram, but are retained in the photometrically-classified sample at this stage.
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photometric-classification extending our redshift distribution. The SDSS-II SN sample
only reaches z < 0.6, whereas SNLS SNe extends out to z = 1.2; thus, it is understandable that we only require one color-magnitude cut, since our entire SNe Ia distribution is
within the SNLS lowest redshift bin. Additionally, the different filters used in SNLS and
SDSS-II may explain why slightly different color-magnitude diagrams are more efficient
at removing contaminants in the two different surveys, g − r versus g for SDSS-II, as
opposed to g − i versus g for SNLS. Explicitly, the SNLS i−band filter response function is 90%, which is much higher than the SDSS i−band filter response function, which
is less than 40%, shown in Figure 2.1. This may explain why the i−band is a better
differentiator in SNLS.

4.5.4

Distance between the SNe Ia location and the potential host
galaxy

It is important that the galaxy we use as the SNe Ia host is in fact the correct match,
otherwise the incorrect redshift would be used. The redshift is extremely important in
our process of preparing SNe Ia for cosmological analysis, since it anchors the SNe Ia
on the Hubble diagram, as well as constraining the PSNID fit. The cosmology could be
biased by placing the SNe Ia at the wrong redshift on the Hubble diagram. Additionally,
misclassification could occur if the incorrect redshift is used during photometric typing.
This is because non-Ia SNe at low redshift can resemble SNe Ia at higher redshift. This
could lead to extra contamination over that modeled in the simulation.
We investigate the projected distance separating the location of the SNe and the host
galaxy targeted by BOSS, as a potential way to remove mismatched SNe and host-galaxy
pairs. We use our sample of 755 photometrically-classified SNe Ia, after all classification
cuts are applied, apart from removing three SNe Ia that we later find have mismatched
host galaxies, removed by the redshift comparisons and visual inspection. Figure 4.21,
shows the projected distance between the SNe Ia and the fiber position for the targeted
host galaxy, as a function of redshift. The 15, 20, 30 and 50 kpc projected distance
separation lines are over plotted. We investigate these four separations as possible cuts
we could employ to remove mismatching SNe Ia and host-galaxy pairs.
Figure 4.22 shows (in black) the resulting Hubble diagram, after removing
photometrically-classified SNe Ia where the separation between the SNe and the BOSS
galaxy is larger than 15 kpc. All (13) of the Hubble outliers are shown in the previous
plot, Figure 4.21, as orange plus symbols. All, except three, are located in the cores of
galaxies, as they have low projected distances. In Table 4.4, we break down the effects
of these separation line cuts on our photometrically-classified SNe Ia with BOSS hostgalaxy redshifts. These cuts could potentially remove 93 SNe Ia, but only 3 HR outliers.
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Figure 4.21: This plot shows the projected distance (assuming the WMAP7 cosmology
(Jarosik et al., 2011)) between the 755 photometrically-classified SNe Ia (before the final
host-galaxy cut, discussed in Section 4.3.1) and the fiber position of the targeted host
galaxy, as a function of redshift. The 15, 20, 30 and 50 kpc projected separation lines
are over plotted, shown as a red solid line, green dotted line, blue dashed line, and purple
dot-dashed line respectively. The orange plus symbols show the outliers on the Hubble
diagram, Figure 4.22.
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50 kpc
30 kpc
20 kpc
15 kpc
All
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Color

Number removed
SNe Ia Hubble outliers
purple
28
0
blue
15
2
green
24
1
red
26
0
–
93
3

Table 4.4: Table showing the number of SNe removed by each additional projected separation cut.
We decide not to apply any criteria on this projected separation between the SNe Ia
and the galaxy position, since this criteria removes many good SNe Ia with the correct
host, which are located in the outskirts of the host galaxy. Instead, we compare the
host-galaxy spectroscopic redshift to the SNe Ia spectroscopic redshifts, or the SDSS-II
spectroscopic host-galaxy redshifts, where these are available. In addition, we visually
inspect a fraction of, both randomly selected and HR outliers. These redshift comparisons
and visual inspections are discussed in Section 4.3.1.

4.5.5

Difference between the galaxy spectroscopic redshift and the
SN Ia photometric redshift

We investigate the difference between the spectroscopic redshift of the host galaxy and
the photometric redshift (photoz) of the SN Ia. The photoz of the SN is obtained by
running PSNID on the SN Ia light curve, using a flat redshift prior. Using the difference
between the photometric redshift and the spectroscopic redshift divided by the error being
less than three-sigma (|zPSNIDphotoz − zspec |/σz < 3), results in 5 of the 11 non-Ia SNe
with P (z) ≥ 0.9 in the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe sample being rejected (S11).
This was another way to test that the correct galaxy was being used as the SNe Ia
host. If the incorrect galaxy had been assigned, then these redshifts will be different.
Furthermore, if the PSNID classification was incorrect then the photometric redshift it
generates is likely to be wrong, i.e., higher-redshift SNe Ia can look like lower-redshift
non-Ia SNe. Figure 4.23, shows the results of this formula. The vertical purple lines
shows three-sigma limit, where we investigated applying a cut. However, we find that this
selection cut does not remove any HR outliers from the 755 photometrically-classified
SNe Ia; thus, we decide not to include this criteria in our classification process. Instead,
we use redshift comparisons and visual inspections described in detailed in Section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.22: Hubble diagram of the 755 photometrically-classified SNe Ia (before final
host-galaxy cut, discussed in Section 4.3.1), with the SNe Ia less than 15 kpc from the
potential host galaxy shown in black and the SNe with larger separation in purple (>
50kpc), blue (> 30kpc), green (> 20kpc), red (> 15kpc). This Hubble diagram is
created using the best-fit α and β from the full cosmological analysis (Section 6.5) and
we assume the same M as in the simulations (M = 29.8, defined in Equation 3.5). The
SN intrinsic dispersion has been included in the uncertainties.
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Figure 4.23: The photometric redshift, from the PSNID fit, minus the BOSS hostgalaxy spectroscopic redshift, divided by the error on the photometric redshift for the
755 photometrically-classified SNe Ia (before the final host-galaxy cut, discussed in Section 4.3.1). The purple lines show the three-sigma deviation criteria we consider applying.
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Conclusion

We end this Chapter with a few short conclusions:
• We have created a homogeneous sample of 752 photometrically-classified SNe Ia;
the largest collection of SNe Ia ever selected from a single photometric survey. Our
sample spans a redshift range of 0.05 < z < 0.55 and contains 544 newly classified
SNe Ia; 208 SNe Ia in our sample had been previously spectroscopically confirmed
and another 115 had been photometrically-classified using SDSS-II host-galaxy
spectra.
• Based on SNANA simulations, we estimate that this sample is 70.8% efficient at
detecting SNe Ia, with a contamination of only 3.9% from core-collapse SNe.
• There is evidence in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 that the “spec Ia” subsample is biased
to brighter (higher stretch) and slightly bluer (lower color values) SNe Ia than the
whole population. The weighted means of the SALT2 parameters for the “spec Ia”
sample are X1 = 0.033 ± 0.015 and c = −0.021 ± 0.002, compared to X1 =
−0.017 ± 0.013 and c = −0.018 ± 0.002 for the sample as a whole.

Chapter 5
Biases and tests with simulation
The majority of the work in this Chapter was carried out in collaboration with Bob Nichol
and Chris D’Andrea and is published in Campbell et al. (2013).

5.1

Introduction

In Chapter 4, we have outlined the creation of our photometrically-classified SNe Ia
sample from the SDSS-II SN survey data with BOSS host-galaxy redshifts.
Before we undergo a detailed cosmological analysis of our sample (Chapter 6), we investigate, in this Chapter, possible sources of bias in our photometrically-classified sample. Our goal is to prove that the cosmological results we derive from the photometricallyclassified SNe Ia sample are reliable and unbiased. Initially, we explore possible biases
using simulated data (Section 5.2). Then, in Section 5.3, we derive corrections for the
selection bias effect we detect. We test the correction to ensure it is independent of the
simulation input values, such as the cosmology, intrinsic dispersion and SALT2 parameters (Section 5.3.3). The various inputs to the simulations are tested to ensure our derived
selection bias correction amends the SDSS-II data sample in an unbiased way. We briefly
investigate possible ways to subdivide the selection bias (Section 5.3.4). Then, in Section 5.4, we discuss whether there is any bias introduced by the host-galaxy spectroscopic
follow-up.
We show our final Hubble diagram, corrected for selection bias in Section 5.5. We investigate whether our photometric-classification method increases the scatter on the Hubble diagram. It is important that the scatter on the HR is only marginally increased, since
this reduces the cosmological constraining power. Furthermore, if the scatter induced by
the photometrically-classified method enlarges the cosmological contours more than they
are constricted by the increased sample size, then photometric-classification may not be
a viable alternative to spectroscopic classification of a smaller sample.
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We investigate whether our SDSS-II photometrically-classified data sample and the
SDSS-II photometrically-classified simulations are consistent (Section 5.5.1). Finally,
we outline some conclusions about possible biases in our photometric-classification SNe Ia
sample (Section 5.6).

5.2

Source of bias

In this Section, we investigate sources that could possibly bias our photometricallyclassified sample using simulations. In Figure 5.1, we show the residuals on the Hubble
diagram from the SDSS-II public simulations, which we use to optimize the photometric
classification (Section 4.2). We subtract the true distance modulus, based on the input
cosmology, from the measured distance modulus for each SN in the simulation, and bin
the results into redshifts. The left-hand panels of Figure 5.1 show the SNe Ia photometrically classified using the methodology outlined in Section 4.2, while the right-hand
panels show residuals for the true SNe Ia in the simulations. Each row demonstrates the
effect of adding one of our selection criteria, described in Section 4.2. In the absence of
any systematic bias, we expect these residuals to be scattered about zero (blue line).
There are two sources of bias whose effects are easily seen in Figure 5.1. First, after
making only the light-curve quality and PSNID cuts, our SNe Ia sample (second row,
left-hand panel) shows a strong bias towards positive HRs (under-luminous objects) at
z < 0.2. We have shown in Table 4.1 that this sample has high contamination, i.e., at
z ≤ 0.25 non-Ia SNe, though fainter than SNe Ia, are still bright enough to be detected
as SN candidates in the SDSS-II SN Survey. At higher redshifts, core-collapse SNe
are too faint to be observed, and thus, their contamination is naturally curtailed. This
bias at low-z, due to contamination, is effectively eliminated once the SALT2 X1 −color
cut is introduced. After the final color-magnitude cut (bottom row) the HRs are almost
consistent with zero bias at low redshifts, although we discuss this further with Figure 5.2.
At high redshifts (z > 0.25) the HRs in all panels of Figure 5.1 are biased low; i.e.,
SNe Ia are, on average, brighter than expected given the input cosmology. This selection
effect is a combination of the classic Malmquist bias (Malmquist, 1936; Wood-Vasey
et al., 2007) and other SALT2-related selection effects. We have only analyzed objects
that would be classified as SN candidates in the SDSS-II SN Survey (survey pipeline cuts
and post-survey cuts are applied within the simulations), so under-luminous objects at
high-z are never output from the simulations. Additionally, though we place no implicit
S/N cut on our data, low S/N SNe that are poorly fit by SALT2 are more likely to fail
the X1 −color cut, and our original data-quality cut, and are thus preferentially excluded
(see Section 5.5.1).
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Figure 5.1: The weighted mean and uncertainty for the Hubble residuals in our simulations in bins of ∆z = 0.02. The left-hand panels show the photometrically-classified
SNe Ia, while the right-hand panels show the true SNe Ia. Each row shows the cumulative
effect of applying the various selection criteria discussed in Section 4.2.

For clarity, we show in Figure 5.2 the difference between the recovered distance
moduli for the photometrically-classified SNe Ia and the true SNe Ia as a function of
redshift; i.e., the bottom left-hand panel minus the bottom right-hand panel both in Figure 5.1. This removes the Malmquist bias effect, allowing us to see the residual contamination bias as a function of redshift. As one would infer from Figure 4.10, the
redshift-dependent bias of our HRs due to contamination is seen, in Figure 5.2, to be a
small effect.
We use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974) to compare different
models for the fit to the HRs in Figure 5.2. The best model minimizes the KullbackLeibler (KL) distance, which is the distance between the truth and the model. AIC is
defined as,
AIC = −2(ln(L)) + 2K,

(5.1)
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Figure 5.2: The difference between the weighted mean of the Hubble residuals from the
photometrically-classified SNe Ia and the true SNe Ia, i.e., the difference between the
bottom two panels in Figure 5.1. The error bars account for the correlations between the
photometrically-classified SNe Ia and the true SNe Ia.

where the L is the likelihood of the data, given the model and K is the number of free
parameters in the model. The lower the AIC score the better the model represents the
data.
From the AIC model comparison, between fits to the contamination bias, we find
that a linear fit (slope of -0.021 and offset of zero) is favored over a redshift independent
linear fit (offset of zero).
Even when the linear model is used, the contamination bias at the highest redshift
(z = 0.5) is only -0.01 mag. Thus, the effect of the contamination bias is subdominant to
the Malmquist bias. Furthermore, the contamination bias is smaller than the uncertainties
on the Malmquist bias (see Section 5.3).
The combination of the selection effects (the classical Malmquist bias and SALT2
effects) are by far the biggest source of bias affecting our photometric SN sample if left
uncorrected, which is discussed in detail in Section 5.3. However, we note that such
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effects, especially the classical Malmquist bias, are also present in the spectroscopic
samples, where they are more difficult to correct for, as this bias will depend on the
details of the spectroscopic program (Sako et al., 2008; Kessler et al., 2009a).

5.3

Selection effects

In this section, we correct for the known selection bias at z > 0.25, seen in Figure 5.1.
This bias is a combination of the classical Malmquist bias and SALT2-related effects. For
a magnitude limited SN survey, the classical Malmquist bias, for a given X1 and color,
results in the preferential detection of SNe that appear brighter due fluctuations caused
by Poisson distribution and intrinsic scatter. We do not attempt to study these different
effects separately in this thesis and only provide a correction for their combined effect
on the distance moduli of our photometric SNe Ia sample. For this reason, we will from
hereon refer to this combined selection effect as just the “Malmquist bias”, but ask the
reader to recognize that it is a combination of magnitude (or S/N ) effects, of which the
classical Malmquist bias is likely to be the most dominant effect.

5.3.1

Bias effects on cosmology

Before we present the details of our correction to the Malmquist bias, we first demonstrate the importance of this effect in our cosmological analysis. We compute the dark
energy equation-of-state parameter (w, Equation 1.4) for the entire sample of true SNe Ia
in the SDSS-II simulation that pass data-quality cuts (top right-hand panel of Figure 5.1)
using the publicly available software package CosmoMC (Lewis & Bridle, 2002), including priors on the cosmological parameters (we detail our further usage of CosmoMC in
Chapter 6). We find the best-fit cosmology for this sample to be w = −0.90 ± 0.05,
which is inconsistent with the input cosmology of w = −1 (though only at the two-sigma
level), and may indicate a bias. This bias on the cosmological parameters is caused by
the Malmquist bias. The Malmquist bias means that the magnitude limited survey preferentially selects brighter SN at the detection limit, which appear on average to be closer,
and thus less dark energy would be required in the Universe (w increases). We stress
that this sample is, by definition, 100% pure and 100% efficient, yet still produces biased
cosmological parameters.
To further investigate the effect the Malmquist bias has on the cosmological parameters, we randomly draw ten subsamples, of the same size and redshift distribution as
our real data, from the photometrically-classified SNe Ia in our simulations. We use ten
samples rather than just one to obtain the variance. Then, we divide these ten subsamples
into redshift segments (z < 0.1, z < 0.2, z < 0.3, z < 0.4, all redshift). The goal is
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Figure 5.3: The weighted mean value of w obtained for the ten random samples with
the BOSS host-galaxy redshift distribution, split into redshift sections, z < 0.1 (purple,
solid line), z < 0.2 (red, dashed line), z < 0.3 (green, dot-dashed line), z < 0.4 (blue,
dot-dot-dashed line) and all redshift (black, dotted line). The errors shown are the mean
of the measured uncertainties from the cosmological fit.

to determine at what redshift the Malmquist bias begins to cause a bias on the derived
cosmology. Each redshift limit is analyzed separately, in order to obtain the constraints
on the best-fit cosmological parameters in each redshift segment.
Figure 5.3 shows the best-fit values of the w parameter, as a function of redshift,
from cosmological fits for the ten subsamples. There is a significant bias in the measurement of w, at redshifts greater than 0.3, where the Malmquist bias begins to affect
the photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. The derived w values from these higher
redshift samples are biased towards less negative values of w, i.e., it appears as if there
is less acceleration in the expansion of the Universe. The direction of the bias on w is as
expected, since we are only observing the brightest tail of the SNe Ia at higher redshifts,
due to the Malmquist bias. There is also a significant bias in the recovered values of w
using a redshift range limited to z < 0.2, we do not as yet fully understand the cause of
this bias, but believe it may be associated with k-correcting the simulated SNe Ia.
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Redshift
z < 0.1
z < 0.2
z < 0.3
z < 0.4
z all

Ωm
0.300 ± 0.020
0.281 ± 0.015
0.300 ± 0.016
0.297 ± 0.016
0.296 ± 0.016

ΩΛ
0.732 ± 0.020
0.694 ± 0.015
0.700 ± 0.016
0.702 ± 0.016
0.704 ± 0.016
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w
-1.06 ± 0.20
-1.27 ± 0.22
-0.99 ± 0.15
-0.90 ± 0.11
-0.84 ± 0.10

Table 5.1: Weighted mean best-fit of the cosmological parameters from the ten subsamples, for varying redshift ranges in the simulations. The errors shown are the mean of the
measured uncertainties from the cosmological fit.

However, Figure 5.4 shows that the weighted mean best-fit Ωm and ΩΛ from the ten
subsets, vary little as the redshift range is expanded (∆Ωm < 0.04). Additionally, all the
fitted Ωm and ΩΛ values are consistent with the input cosmology, apart from the sample
with z < 0.1, which has too few SNe (only 19) and insufficient redshift leverage to
produce realistic constraints. The z < 0.2 sample is biased to more negative values of w,
but this is again driven by low number statistics and low redshift leverage. Although, it
is strange that the z < 0.2 region is biased lower than the z < 0.1 region.
Figure 5.5 shows the weighted mean w parameter for the ten subsamples, as a function of the weighted mean of Ωm . Here, one can clearly see the Malmquist bias effect
on the weighted mean w parameter in relation to the Ωm . The value of w moves away
from the true value in the simulations as the redshift range increases, which we have
seen before in Figure 5.3. Furthermore, the error bars decrease in size as the number of
SNe Ia increase. For example, z < 0.3 gives w = −1.0 ± 0.2 and all redshifts results
in w = −0.84 ± 0.1. This appears to rule out the true cosmology, in the simulation
(Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, w = −1, H0 = 70).
Table 5.1 shows the weighted mean best-fit values for Ωm , ΩΛ and w from the ten
subsamples separated into redshift regions, shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. Here, it is even
more obvious to see that the value of w moves further away from the true cosmology,
as the redshift range increases, due to the Malmquist bias, while the statistical error
decreases, because the sample size is increasing.
An alternative to correcting for the Malmquist bias at higher redshift would simply
be to curtail the sample at z = 0.3, before the cosmological parameters become biased.
However, our goal is to produce a viable path to conduct cosmological SNe Ia surveys in
the future, where it is undesirable to eliminate a considerable quantity of the data (48% of
our sample is above z = 0.3) and reduce the constraining power from the longer redshift
leverage.
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Figure 5.4: The weighted mean best-fit values of Ωm and ΩΛ from the ten subsamples,
with increasing redshift range. The errors shown are the mean of the measured uncertainties from the cosmological fit.

5.3.2

Correcting the bias

To investigate and correct the selection effect bias, we have undertaken a new set of
SNANA simulations that span a wider range of redshift than those used in our analysis
of the sample contamination (Section 3.2.1). We also increase the number of SNe Ia
in the simulation, as the Malmquist bias is small compared to the size of the error bars
and characterization requires sufficient S/N . In detail, we use SNANA (version v9 97,
discussed in Section 3.2; Kessler et al., 2009a) to create thirty thousand SNe Ia over
the redshift range 0.01 < z < 0.5. For consistency, the SALT2 SN parameters and
the assumed cosmology are the same as those used for the public SNANA simulations,
described in Section 3.2.1. As we are characterizing an effect for SNe Ia, we do not
include core-collapse SNe in the simulation.
In Figures 5.6 and 5.7, we show the weighted mean difference between the “observed” (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance modulus for our simulated SNe Ia after
applying our photometric-classification criteria to the data.
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Figure 5.5: The weighted mean of the best-fit Ωm and w with increasing redshift range.
As the redshift range increases the w error bar shrinks, but converges to the incorrect
value of w in the simulation, thereby obscuring the true value. The errors shown are the
mean of the measured uncertainties from the cosmological fit.

We note that, we apply all our data cuts to the simulated data except for the PSNID
cuts, which requires significant computational time for such a large suite of simulations. We confirm (in Section 5.3.3) that excluding the PSNID cuts does not effect the
Malmquist bias correction.
We use Equation 3.4 to calculate µobs for the SNe Ia in the new simulations, fixing
α and β to the values we use in the simulation1 . We compute the Malmquist bias as a
function of the redshift (∆µ(z) = µobs − µcosmo ) using the input cosmology to calculate
µcosmo . There is no bias out to z ' 0.3, but at higher redshifts a significant offset appears,
growing with increasing redshift and becoming & 0.1 magnitude over-luminous at z ∼
0.5. We also note that there is a small dip in the HR below the zero line around z = 0.2.
As yet we do not fully understand this feature, but we believe it is an artifact of the
newer simulations, since it does not appear to be present in the public simulations (see
Figure 5.1).
1

We investigate changing the α input value for our simulations, see Section 5.3.3 for details.
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Figure 5.6: The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance
modulus as a function of redshift for the simulations described in Section 5.3.2. We show
the zero Malmquist bias to redshift 0.2 and then a linear fit to the data above redshift 0.2
(blue line) and the one-sigma errors on the fit (red dotted lines).

We investigate fitting different analytical functions to this Malmquist bias. We find
either a zero correction out to redshift 0.3, combined with a linear fit at higher redshifts (shown in Figure 5.6), or an exponential fit (shown in Figure 5.7) characterize
the Malmquist bias well. We use AIC to compare these two models. We obtain AIC =
10.08 for the broken linear fit and AIC = 8.96 for the exponential fit. Thus, we find that
an exponential fit is favored over a broken linear fit.
We show, in Figure 5.7, this best-fit exponential analytical function to the Malmquist
bias, which has the form,
µcorr (z) = aebz + c,

(5.2)

where a = −0.004 ± 0.001, b = 7.26 ± 0.31, and c = 0.004 ± 0.006. We include
this Malmquist bias correction in our distance modulus calculation (Equation 3.4), which
results in a better estimate of the average distance modulus with redshift. This correction
is based on simulations of the SDSS-II SN Survey, and thus, is only valid for these data
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Figure 5.7: The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance
modulus as a function of redshift for the simulations described in Section 5.3.2. We show
the best-fit exponential function to this data (blue line) and the one-sigma errors on the
fit (red dotted lines).

samples and selection criteria. The Malmquist bias could be calculated as a function of
distance rather than redshift and this maybe interested to investigate in the further. There
appears to be a small dip at z = 0.2 in the Malmquist bias, which we think is maybe
caused by an abnormality in the simulations that should be investigated further in the
future.
The Malmquist bias we find is larger than has previously been reported by other
surveys. This is primarily because we are pushing the SDSS-II SN Survey to its limit
of low S/N observability; which means that by z = 0.5 only the brightest SNe are
observed. We note that, the ESSENCE survey also find a significant Malmquist bias (0.2
at z > 0.45) via their simulations, which they corrected for by adjusting the prior on the
host-galaxy extinction (Av ) as a function of redshift (Wood-Vasey et al., 2007). This is
an alternative method to adding an average redshift-dependent correction to each SN Ia
distance modulus, presented here.
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Figure 5.8: The efficiency (blue dashed line), purity (red dot-dashed line), and FoM
(green solid line) for the new simulated sample (without the 0.27 mag bug) as a function
of the position of the PSNID PIa probability cut. We plot the true purity (WIafalse = 1),
and only change the weighting factor to WIafalse = 5 in the FoM.

The differences between the plot of ∆µ in the bottom right-hand panel of Figure 5.1
and that in Figure 5.7 are the reflection of more than simply an increase in statistics. In the
public SNANA simulations of K10a, there existed an offset of 0.27 magnitude between
the brightness of SNe Ia created in the simulations and those observed in Sullivan et al.
(2011), resulting in fainter SNe Ia in the public simulations than are used in Figure 5.7.
Thus, the public simulations, while useful for our contamination analysis, should not be
used for detailed cosmological calculations.
To check that our photometrically-classification selection criteria, derived from the
public simulations, were not biased by this magnitude offset, we examine some of these
criteria with newer simulations. Figure 5.8 shows the typing efficiency, purity and FoM
for the probability of being an SN Ia for a new set of simulations, which lack this magnitude offset. This is equivalent to Figure 4.2, using the public simulations. It shows
that the purity, efficiency and FoM as a function of probability, in the new simulations,
behaves synonymously with the public simulations. Figure 5.9 shows the same for the
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Figure 5.9: The efficiency (blue dashed line), purity (red dot-dashed line), and FoM
(green solid) for the new simulated sample (without the 0.27 magnitude bug) as a function
of χ2r , after the PSNID cut (PIa > PIbc and PIa > PII ) is applied . We plot the true purity
(WIafalse = 1), and only change the weighting factor to WIafalse = 5 in the FoM. The optimal
position for our cut remains at χ2r = 1.2 and is denoted by the vertical black line.

χ2r of the new simulations, and the optimal position of the cut in χ2r (i.e., the peak of
the FoM) remains at χ2r = 1.2. Again, this is equivalent to Figure 4.3, using the public
simulations. Thus, we have confirmed (with newer simulations) that Figures 4.2 and 4.3
remain unaffected by the 0.27 magnitude offset included in the public simulations.

5.3.3

Testing the Malmquist bias with varying inputs

When modeling the Malmquist bias correction, our simulations must either be as similar
to our data as possible, or independent of the input parameters, in order to make the most
accurate correction, and result in unbiased cosmological parameters. The Malmquist bias
correction, shown in Figure 5.7, is computed using a particular set of cosmological parameters as inputs to the simulations. To determine whether this assumption biases our
results, we have re-run our simulations with a set of widely varying input cosmologies,
including (Ωm , ΩΛ , w) = (1, 0, 1), (0.5, 0.5, −1.5), and (0.2, 0.8, −0.8). We find that the
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Figure 5.10: The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance
modulus as a function of redshift for the simulations with input Ωm = 1, ΩΛ = 0 and
w = 1, and all other parameters kept the same as the public simulations. We show the
best-fit exponential function to this data (blue line) and the one-sigma errors on the fit
(red dotted lines).

parameters characterizing the Malmquist bias correction, in Equation 5.2, do not change
beyond their quoted statistical uncertainties. In Figure 5.10, we show the weighted mean
difference between the “observed” (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance modulus. The
blue line shows the best-fit exponential Malmquist bias correction for these new simulations with input cosmology of (Ωm , ΩΛ , w) = (1, 0, 1). The values for the three parameters in this exponential Malmquist bias correction (Equation 5.2) are a = −0.005,
b = 7.57 and c = 0.005, all of these are within one-sigma of the Malmquist bias from the
standard cosmology input. This is encouraging as this cosmology (Ωm = 1) has already
been ruled out by observations, but the Malmquist bias is still consistent within errors.
The value for α we use in the simulations for deriving the Malmquist bias correction
(α = 0.11) is much lower than we recover from the data (α = 0.22; Section 6.5.2).
We examine the effect this discrepancy between α values has on our results, by determining the Malmquist bias correction from a new set of simulations with α = 0.22 as
the input. Changing the value of α is more complex than we originally thought. This
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Figure 5.11: The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance
modulus as a function of redshift for the simulations with input α = 0.22, and all other
parameters kept the same as the public simulations. We show the best-fit exponential
function of this data (blue line) and the one-sigma errors on the fit (red dotted line).

is because, there is a hard coded prior on the upper limit of α, in one of the SNANA
module files. Once located, we edit this upper limit, and create 20 times the volume of
SDSS-II SN Survey simulations. We apply all our photometric-classification cuts (apart
from the PSNID cuts, which we show, later in this section, do not effect the Malmquist
bias correction) and re-calculate our Malmquist bias correction. Figure 5.11, shows the
Malmquist bias calculated using the input α = 0.22. We find the resulting Malmquist
correction is consistent with the previously derived correction (with α = 0.11); the b
parameter of Equation 5.2 is only changed by 0.14 (less than half the error), and the a
and c parameters are unchanged.
To demonstrate the expected effect of the Malmquist correction on our photometricallyclassified SNe Ia sample, we again use the ten subsamples of the same size and redshift
distribution as our real data. We derive the best-fit cosmology for these samples both
with and without the Malmquist bias correction, again using CosmoMC (Section 6.3).
For the uncorrected case, we again find a best-fit value of w = −0.84 ± 0.03, which is
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the weighted mean and uncertainty from the ten randomly-drawn samples. This result is
significantly different from the input cosmology of w = −1, demonstrating the importance of the Malmquist bias correction, the application of which produces the expected
best-fit value of w = −1.00 ± 0.03. The errors quoted here are the error in calculating
the weighted mean.
Next, we investigate changing the input intrinsic dispersion in the simulations. Figure 5.12, shows a Malmquist bias correction for a set of simulations that have an input
intrinsic dispersion of 0.1 (rather than σint = 0.12 used in our nominal simulations). One
can clearly see that the resulting Malmquist bias for a lower intrinsic dispersion is much
smaller, only -0.08 at z = 0.5, rather than -0.14 at z = 0.5 for our standard simulations
with σint = 0.12. The values of a, b and c, in Equation 5.2, are changed by 0.002 (2σ),
0.338 (> 1σ), 0.002 (0.3σ), respectively. It is clear that changing the intrinsic dispersion
input to the simulations has the largest effect on the Malmquist bias. This is understandable, since the larger this value the wider the range of SNe Ia magnitudes, at a given
redshift; thus, more SNe Ia are likely to fall out of the sample. The Malmquist bias is
highly dependent on the intrinsic dispersion, so for consistency, we use the same σint
for the input to the simulations, as we use for the cosmological fitting of the SDSS-II
photometrically-classified SNe Ia.
As mentioned earlier, we do not include the PSNID cuts, on the simulated light
curves, we use for the Malmquist bias correction. The PSNID cuts were omitted from
the Malmquist bias correction due to the significant computational time required to run
PSNID on such a large suite of simulations. However, we want to ensure that the
Malmquist bias does not change if the PSNID cuts are included. To test how large the
effect of the PSNID cuts were we can again use the public SDSS-II simulations.
We compare the Malmquist bias we obtain using the true SNe Ia in the public simulations, with and without the PSNID criteria (PIa and χ2 ). Only, an additional 7%
of true SNe Ia in these simulations are removed by the PSNID cuts. Note, we only
use the true SNe Ia in the simulations when calculating the Malmquist bias. These two
Malmquist bias fits are almost identical (∆ a, b and c < 1σ between the fitted parameters
of Equation 5.2) and fully consistent within errors. This demonstrates that the shape of
the Malmquist bias is no different whether or not the PSNID cut is included.

5.3.4

Malmquist bias as a function of SN stretch

We investigate whether splitting the Malmquist bias into physically based components
could improve the correction. We examine either splitting the SNe Ia sample by the
SALT2 X1 parameter (discussed here) or the absolute magnitude of the host galaxy (as
detailed in Section 5.4.2) to form a two-fold Malmquist bias correction. We explore
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Figure 5.12: The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo ) distance
modulus as a function of redshift for the simulations with input σint = 0.1 and all other
parameters kept the same as the public simulations. We show the best-fit exponential
function to this data (blue line) and the one-sigma errors on the fit (red dotted lines).

segregating the sample by stretch, since low-stretch SNe Ia may only have a few points
above the magnitude limit, as they are intrinsically fainter. We chose to simply divide
our simulated SNe Ia sample into high (X1 > 0) and low (X1 ≤ 0) stretch subsamples,
and re-compute the Malmquist bias correction separately for these two bins. Figure 5.13,
shows the Malmquist bias split by the SALT2 X1 parameter. The correction for the lowstretch sample is larger than that computed for the whole sample (by as much as ∆µ '
0.05, at z = 0.5), for obvious reasons; at a given redshift, a sample of fainter objects (low
stretch) will be more skewed towards its bright outliers, than a sample of brighter objects
(high stretch). However, we find that using a stretch-dependent Malmquist bias correction
does not yield a significant improvement when computing the cosmological parameters.
For example, the w parameter is only changed by 0.007, which is merely 4% of the
error on this parameter, and thus, insignificant. Therefore, we decide to keep a universal
correction for all SNe. Although, future SN surveys, covering a larger redshift range,
and simulations, which include correlations between SNe Ia and their host galaxies, may
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Figure 5.13: The Malmquist bias split by the SALT2 stretch parameter, as a function
of redshift. Low-stretch (faint) SNe Ia are in black and high-stretch (bright) SNe Ia in
green. The dot-dashed black line is the best-fit exponential function from the low-stretch
SNe Ia and the green dashed line is the best-fit exponential function from the high-stretch
SNe Ia. The solid purple line over plotted is the exponential function from all the SNe Ia.

need to take into account stretch-dependent, or other parameter dependent, Malmquist
bias corrections.

5.4

Host-galaxy follow-up bias

Our BOSS spectroscopy of SN host galaxies (Section 2.3.1) has an apparent (fiber) magnitude limit of rfiber = 21.25. This should not cause an additional Malmquist bias, as
the target selection is biased against fainter galaxies, not fainter SNe. However, it is well
known that faint galaxies preferentially host over luminous (high X1 ) SNe Ia (Hamuy
et al., 1996; Gallagher et al., 2005). Thus, the target selection would appear to favor the
detection of fainter SNe Ia. However, it has recently been shown that SNe Ia in massive
galaxies tend to be over-luminous for their light-curve shape and color (Gallagher et al.,
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2008; Kelly et al., 2010; Sullivan et al., 2010; Lampeitl et al., 2010b). These effects combine with our host-galaxy magnitude limit in a complicated manner that is not captured
in our simulations, but which merits further study in the future (see Section 8.1.2).
It is important to remember that despite these potential biases, photometric classification yields a less biased host-galaxy sample than our spectroscopic sample. In Figure 5.14
we show the color-magnitude diagram for the host galaxies in our BOSS sample, with
the subsample of spectroscopically-classified SNe Ia shown in blue. For each galaxy, we
plot the (g − r)0.1 color and the absolute r-band model magnitude, both of which have
been k-corrected using the standard SDSS software (Blanton & Roweis, 2007), which is
discussed in Section 7.2.2. As default, we quote all absolute magnitudes and the g − r
color at z = 0.1. The left-hand panel of this figure shows the full redshift range and the
right-hand panel shows the spectroscopic and photometric-only SNe Ia subsets restricted
to z < 0.3, where the subsamples probe the same volume.
The host galaxies of the spectroscopic subset are, on average, fainter than the whole
population of BOSS host galaxies (left-hand panel). A KS test of the k-corrected model
r−band absolute magnitude distributions of the two galaxy samples (spectroscopically
and photometrically-classified SN hosts), confirms the two distributions are not the same
at a statistical significance of 99.9%. Note, a KS-test is a non-parametric technique,
which determines if two data-sets differ significantly. However, the right-hand panel
of Figure 5.14 clearly shows that the distributions are equivalent over the same redshift
range (z < 0.3). Thus, the differences are purely a function of redshift, rather than
the spectroscopic sample being biased with respect to the whole population, at the same
redshift. The photometric sample includes intrinsically brighter host galaxies (when the
full redshift range is explored), which may be due to the increased volume sampled by
this sample, as such luminous, massive galaxies are rare. It could also be a product of
the SN spectroscopic follow-up avoiding the brightest hosts, as in these cases it is more
difficult to separate the SN from the host-galaxy light. However, there does not appear to
be a bias in the (g − r)0.1 model colors, either for the full sample or the sample restricted
to z < 0.3, which is reassuring.

5.4.1

Malmquist bias introduced by the host galaxies

In addition, to a Malmquist bias for the SNe Ia, we were concerned that the BOSS spectroscopic host-galaxy follow-up would cause an extra Malmquist bias. At the time,
SNANA did not have the capability to simulate host galaxies for the SNe. Here, we
do not attempt to model any covariance between the host galaxy and SN properties, but
simply try to mimic the observed BOSS host-galaxy redshift distribution (Figure 4.15),
drawing data from the SNANA SN simulations to match this redshift distribution. We
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Figure 5.14: The host-galaxy (g − r)0.1 color as a function of absolute r−band
model magnitude (both quantities k-corrected to z = 0.1) for the host galaxies of the
photometrically-classified SNe Ia (black dots) and the subsample of SNe Ia that have
been spectroscopically-confirmed (blue cross symbols). The left-hand panel shows the
SNe Ia over the full redshift range and the right-hand panel shows z < 0.3.

create a sample that is ten times larger than our observed BOSS sample by randomly sampling the SNANA simulation in bins of redshift (width 0.02), until each bin is populated
according to the desired redshift distribution. However, at low redshifts (z < 0.2) this
sample is still dominated by small number statistics, so we have arbitrarily added several
thousand low-z simulated SNe Ia to the sample. This is justifiable for our analysis, as we
do not expect SNe Ia in this redshift range to be affected by Malmquist bias (either SNe
or host).
In Figure 5.15, we show the weighted mean difference between the observed (µobs )
and the expected (µcosmo ) distance modulus, for our simulated SNe sample with the BOSS
redshift distribution. We fix α and β at their input simulation values. The a, b, and c
parameters, from Equation 5.2, are unchanged within errors from our original Malmquist
bias correction, explicitly: a is changed by 0.001 (1σ), b is changed by 0.166 (0.5σ) and
c is changed by 0.001 (1σ).
Therefore, we conclude, from our crude estimation, that the additional Malmquist
bias from the host galaxies is minimal. Thus, the Malmquist bias from simply using the
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Figure 5.15: The difference between the observed (µobs ) and the expected (µcosmo ) distance modulus as a function of redshift for the simulation sample with the redshift distribution of the BOSS photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. We show the best-fit
exponential function to this data (blue line) and the one-sigma errors on the fit (red dotted lines).

photometrically-classified SNe Ia in the simulations is equivalent to including a basic
approximation of the host-galaxy Malmquist bias.

5.4.2

Malmquist bias correction split by absolute magnitude of the
host galaxy

Sullivan et al. (2010) shows that splitting the SNe Ia sample by the host-galaxy stellar
mass and using a separate M for each sample improves the cosmological fit. Therefore, we investigate splitting the SNe Ia sample by host-galaxy type in order to establish
whether a two-fold Malmquist bias correction would further reduce the bias on the cosmological constraints.
As already mentioned, we have not modeled the host-galaxy population in the simulations, so here we use our SDSS-II photometrically-classified data sample to test whether
splitting the sample by the host galaxy is a potential way to model a two-fold Malmquist
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Figure 5.16: The redshift distribution for the photometrically-classified SNe Ia, when
split by the absolute magnitude of the host galaxy. The black, 45◦ hatching, histogram
shows the SNe Ia that reside in fainter host galaxies (Mr0.1 absolute magnitude ≥ −21.3)
and the blue, -45◦ hatching, histogram is equivalent for the brighter host galaxies (Mr0.1
absolute magnitude < −21.3)

bias. We use the k-corrected absolute r-band magnitude of the host galaxy to split the
sample, at Mr0.1 = −21.3, into two approximately equal parts. In Figure 5.16, we show
the redshift distribution for the two host-galaxy absolute magnitude samples. The SNe Ia
in bright host galaxies dominate at low redshifts, due to hierarchical galaxy formation
more bright host galaxies exist nearby (White & Rees, 1978). At high redshift SNe Ia
in our sample are preferentially found in faint host galaxies, this could be due to the
Malmquist bias in the SNe Ia as brighter, slower declining (higher X1 ) SNe Ia (before
light curve correction) favor faint host galaxies (Hamuy et al., 1995, 1996; Riess et al.,
1999; Hamuy et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 2006b).
We use the calculated distance modulus from each SNe Ia and subtract the expected
value, assuming the latest WMAP+BAO+H0 best-fit cosmological model (Jarosik et al.,
2011), then take the average in redshift bins. Figure 5.17, shows the Malmquist bias for
the photometrically-classified data sample, split by absolute magnitude. At low redshift
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(z < 0.3), we are dominated by low number statistics (although we would expect the error
bars to represent this), and no informed conclusions can be drawn at present. However,
the differences at low redshift may be due to variations between the populations of SNe Ia
in the bright and faint host galaxies. This would be interesting to investigate further in
the future, as these differences could have the potential to bias the cosmological results
of future surveys. At high redshift (z ≥ 0.3), there appears to be a difference between
the Malmquist bias observed in the more luminous host galaxies and the fainter hosts.
The SNe Ia in brighter host galaxies appear to need a larger Malmquist bias correction.
This might be expected, as the bright galaxies preferentially host less luminous SNe Ia,
which experience a stronger Malmquist bias. Although, the errors are large, so SNe Ia
in both bright and faint hosts are consistent with the average Malmquist bias correction.
However, this test of the Malmquist bias for SNe Ia in different hosts was undertaken
with the data sample and using the WMAP best-fit cosmology. Deriving a correction
for the data from itself, with an assumed cosmology, becomes a circular argument and
should not be used, as it will potentially bias the cosmological constraints.
To fully investigate this possible improvement in the Malmquist bias, splitting the
SNe Ia by their host-galaxy absolute magnitude, we would need to fully understand the
SNe Ia host-galaxy correlation; thus, be able to model the SNe Ia to host-galaxy correlations in the simulations. Further investigation of the Malmquist bias, separated by host
galaxy, is beyond the scope of this thesis. Although, in the future, when the correlations
between SNe Ia and their host-galaxies are better understood and included in the simulations, then a host-galaxy related Malmquist bias might be interesting to re-investigate
(see Section 8.1.2).

5.5

Hubble diagram

In Figure 5.18, we show the Hubble diagram for our final sample of 752 photometricallyclassified SNe Ia, derived from the SDSS-II SN Survey photometry and SDSS-III BOSS
host-galaxy spectroscopy (Section 4.3). In contrast to Figure 4.18, we have now applied
our Malmquist bias correction (Equation 5.2) to the Hubble diagram, as derived in Section 5.3. We have not corrected our sample for host-galaxy mass correlations, as it is
beyond the scope of this thesis (see Section 6.6.1). Although, in Section 7.2.5 we briefly
investigate the potential of including a correction for the host-galaxy stellar mass.
For comparison, we highlight in Figure 5.18 the subsample of 208 SNe Ia in our
photometric sample that have spectroscopic confirmation from the SDSS-II SN Survey
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Figure 5.17: The difference between the observed (µobs ) and expected (µcosmo , assuming
the latest WMAP7+BAO+H0 best-fit cosmology (Jarosik et al., 2011)) distance modulus
as a function of redshift for the photometrically-classified SNe Ia data sample, when split
by the host-galaxies absolute magnitude. The black points are the average Malmquist
bias from the SNe Ia in the faintest host galaxies (r0.1 absolute magnitude > −21.3),
and the blue points are the average Malmquist bias from the SNe Ia in the brightest
host galaxies (r0.1 absolute magnitude < −21.3). The black dot-dashed line is best-fit
exponential function for the faint host galaxies, blue dashed line is best-fit exponential
function from the bright host galaxies and the purple solid line is the best-fit exponential
function for all the host galaxies.

(shown in blue), and label this subsample “spec Ia”. Therefore, 544 of our photometricallyclassified SNe Ia have no spectroscopic information at all, comprising 72.2% of the sample. We note that, only 115 of these 544 SNe Ia have been previously photometrically
classified, using host-galaxy spectra from the SDSS-I/II surveys (S11; Hlozek et al.,
2012). The data for all SNe Ia in our final photometrically-classified SDSS-II SNe Ia
sample is located in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 5.18: The Hubble diagram of the photometrically-classified SDSS-II SN Ia sample. We have corrected for the Malmquist bias, as discussed in Section 5.3. We use the
best-fit values of α and β (see Section 6.5) and assume the same M as in the simulations
(M = 29.8) when creating this Hubble diagram. The SNe Ia intrinsic dispersion has
been included in the error bars shown. Blue points show the subsample of SNe Ia that
have been spectroscopically confirmed as part of the SDSS-II SN Survey, while the black
points only possess a photometric classification. The bottom panel shows the Hubble
residuals of the data from the best-fit cosmology model (Section 6.5).
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Figure 5.19: The distribution of Hubble residuals as a function of redshift for the “spec
Ia” subsample (blue) and full photometric sample of 752 SNe Ia (purple).

5.5.1

Increased scatter

The bottom panel of Figure 5.18 appears to show an increase in the scatter of the HRs for
the photometrically-classified SNe Ia (black points) compared to the spectroscopicallyconfirmed subsample (blue points). In Figure 5.19, we study this apparent increased
scatter by comparing the distribution of HRs (∆µ = µobs − µWMAP ) in the “spec Ia”
subsample to our full photometric sample, assuming the latest WMAP+BAO+H0 bestfit cosmological model (Jarosik et al., 2011). We show these residuals in three redshift
bins, of width ∆z = 0.1, over the redshift range 0.1 < z < 0.4, which corresponds
to the range of redshifts where these two sets of SNe Ia significantly overlap. The blue
histograms show the “spec Ia” subsample (208), while the purple histograms include the
full 752 photometrically-classified SNe Ia, i.e., blue plus black points from Figure 5.18.
To quantify the trends we see in Figure 5.18 (increased dispersion of the photometric
SNe Ia with redshift), we fit the HR distributions, in Figure 5.19, with Gaussians, and report their FWHM and centroids in Table 5.2. We fit Gaussians to avoid our analysis being
adversely affected by the small, but noticeable tails in these distributions, which are likely
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Redshift
Bin
0.1<z<0.2

Sample
Type
spec Ia
photo Ia
0.2<z<0.3 spec Ia
photo Ia
0.3<z<0.4 photo Ia

141

Gaussian Fit
Number
FWHM
Centroid
0.377±0.006 -0.008±0.008
91
0.413±0.008 -0.012±0.013
124
0.366±0.010 0.010 ±0.012
80
0.524±0.010 0.000±0.012
249
0.610±0.016 -0.005±0.016
251

Table 5.2: Parameters of the best-fit Gaussian distributions to the data shown in Figure 5.19.
Redshift
Subsample
Gaussian Fit
Number
Bin
Type
FWHM
Centroid
0.1<z<0.2
typed Ia
0.46±0.007 0.005±0.007
385
true Ia
0.45±0.007 0.005±0.007
377
0.2<z<0.3
typed Ia
0.5±0.005
0.00±0.005
830
true Ia
0.5±0.005
0.00±0.005
820
0.3<z<0.4
typed Ia
0.57±0.007 -0.003±0.007
1027
true Ia
0.55±0.006 -0.002±0.006
977
Table 5.3: Parameters of the best-fit Gaussian distributions to the simulated SNe shown
in Figure 5.20.

non-Ia SN contaminants and are clearly offset from the Hubble diagram (Figure 5.18) at
z ' 0.15.
In Table 5.2, we see that the centroids of the best-fit Gaussians to both samples of
SNe Ia are consistent with zero, showing no bias in their HR distributions as a function
of redshift. However, the FWHM of the best-fit Gaussians does increase with redshift
for the full photometric sample, and is additionally larger than the FWHM of the “spec
Ia” subsample. The quoted errors in Table 5.2 are given by GAUSSFIT in IDL, and have
been confirmed through bootstrap resampling of the distributions (with replacement).
We do not report the FWHM for the high redshift bin of the “spec Ia” subsample as it is
unreliable due to small number statistics.
We use the photometrically-classified SNe Ia in the public SDSS-II simulations, after
all our selection cuts, where we have 3.9% contamination, to study their residuals about
the Hubble diagram. We subtract the known (input) cosmological model from the calculated SALT2 distance modulus for these simulated light curves, in the same redshift
bins as we used for the real data. We are interested in the location of the contamination
in the ∆µ distribution, to determine if the non-Ia SNe appear to be in a particular region,
which may cause the distance modulus distribution to be skewed. In Figure 5.20, the
black histograms show all of the photometrically-classified SNe Ia, after all our selection
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Figure 5.20: The distribution of Hubble residuals as a function of redshift for the
photometrically-classified SNe Ia (black), the true SNe Ia (blue), and the non-Ia SNe
contamination (red) in the simulations.

cuts, and divided into redshift bins. The blue histograms depict the subsample of true
SNe-Ia, while the red histograms illustrate the non-Ia SNe. The non-Ia SNe are located
far to the right-hand side in the 0.2 < z < 0.3 redshift bin, suggesting that it is indeed
contamination which is causing the excess tail at high ∆µ in the data. However, the contaminates do not appear to bias the distance modulus. Table 5.3 shows the center and
FWHM of the GAUSSFIT to the histograms of the true SNe Ia in the simulations, and all
the photometrically-classified SNe Ia, shown in Figure 5.20. The centroids are consistent
between the true SNe Ia and the photometrically-classified SNe Ia; thus, it appears that
these few non-Ia SNe, which are extreme outlying HR (> 3σ), do not bias the central
value for that redshift bin. The FWHM of the simulated data, both the true SNe Ia and
those we photometrically classified as SNe Ia, increase with redshift. This increase in
dispersion is comparable to that observed in our photometrically-classified SNe Ia data.
Next, we investigate why this trend appears in the full photometric sample, but not
in the “spec Ia” subsample. We plot in Figure 5.21 the maximum r-band S/N (at any
epoch) for each SN Ia in our observed (left-hand panel) and simulated (right-hand panel)
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Figure 5.21: Maximum observed r-band S/N (at any epoch) from both the observed
(left-hand panel) and simulated (right-hand panel) light curves, as a function of redshift.
The data sample is divided into SNe Ia with (blue) and without (black) spectroscopic
confirmation.

photometrically-classified sample. It is clear, from the left-hand panel of Figure 5.21
that SNe Ia in the “spec Ia” (blue) subsample, at a given redshift, possess systematically
higher S/N light curves than photometrically-classified SNe Ia that lack spectroscopy
(black). The average S/N for the “spec Ia” subsample is 27.4, whereas the SNe Ia with
only photometric classification have an average S/N of 9.6. This is of course expected,
as the SDSS-II SN spectroscopic follow-up observations preferentially selected SN candidates that were easier to observe, naturally leading to a bias in S/N for the spectroscopic sample. Thus, the “spec Ia” subsample has a smaller scatter, because it contains
the brightest SNe Ia from the whole population, which are then easier to fit, and hence,
produce tighter distance modulus constraints. At z > 0.3, we see in Figure 5.21 the
emergence of an apparent detection limit at S/N ' 4 − 5 due to the difference imaging
limit.
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Figure 5.22: Maximum observed r-band S/N (at any epoch) from both the observed
(left-hand panels) and simulated (right-hand panels) light curves, as a function of redshift, after each successive photometric-classification cut. The data sample is divided
into SNe Ia with (blue) and without (black) spectroscopic confirmation.

We are interested in where the apparent S/N floor originates. Does it stem from the
light-curve quality cuts, even though we do not apply an explicit S/N cut, or is it introduced by our successive photometric-classification cuts: Figure 5.22, shows the S/N for
the data (left-hand panels) and simulations (right-hand panels), after each photometricclassification cut is applied (Section 4.2). From this figure, one can clearly see that,
this S/N limit is due to the X1 -color cut (Section 4.2.3), as the SALT2 parameters are
not well-determined for such noisy light curves, frequently returning unphysical derived
parameters, which we then exclude.
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Conclusion

We end this Chapter with a few short conclusions:
• We demonstrate, using SNANA simulations, that our expected level of contamination (3.9%) is negligible when estimating constraints on cosmological parameters
using this sample of SNe Ia.
• Malmquist bias and SALT2-related effects are the largest systematic selection uncertainties in our photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. We estimate the combined size of these effects using extensive SNANA simulations, which show that
they can be > 0.1 magnitudes at the high-redshift limit of our sample (z = 0.5;
Figure 5.7). We use our simulations to correct for these biases and show we can
then recover the correct cosmological model input into the simulations.
• We present the corrected Hubble diagram for our photometrically-classified SNe Ia
sample in Figure 5.18. The extra scatter seen in this diagram at high redshifts is
likely caused by our sample including SNe Ia with lower S/N than are found in
the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia subsample (based on our simulations).
• We show that the “spec Ia” subsample of 208 SNe Ia is potentially biased, as they
possess higher S/N light curves than the majority of our photometrically-classified
SNe Ia (Figure 5.21). It is additionally clear from Figure 5.14 that the host galaxies of the “spec Ia” subsample are biased towards fainter (in absolute magnitude)
galaxies compared to the whole population of host galaxies. These biases may be
related, but we have not investigated this possibly herein.

Chapter 6
Cosmological analysis
The majority of the work in this Chapter was carried out in collaboration with Mathew
Smith, Gong-bo Zhao, Bob Nichol and Chris D’Andrea and is published in Campbell
et al. (2013).

6.1

Introduction

In this Chapter, we carry out the cosmological analysis of our photometrically-classified
sample of SDSS-II SNe Ia, with host-galaxy spectroscopic redshift from BOSS, which
we constructed in Chapter 4 and corrected for selection bias in Chapter 5. Our goal
is to show that photometric classification is a viable method for cosmological studies.
Therefore, we focus on comparisons with previous spectroscopic SN analysis; SNLS3
and SDSS-II spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia.
To allow consistent comparisons with SNLS, we use the same two methods to perform cosmological fits to our data as used in Guy et al. (2010) and Sullivan et al. (2011);
the simple cosfitter (discussed in Section 6.2) and CosmoMC (described in Section 6.3).
Then, we explain how we adapt CosmoMC to enable us to allow the SALT2 α and β
parameters to vary in the cosmological fit (Section 6.3.1) and analytically marginalize
over M (Section 6.3.2). By default, CosmoMC constrains the combination of h20 Ωdm and
h20 Ωb . However, we modify CosmoMC to separate Ωdm and Ωb from h0 , in order to derive
confidence limits on these parameters individually (Section 6.3.1).
Next, in Section 6.4, we outline the priors used in the cosmological fitting. In Section 6.4.1, we explain how we handle the intrinsic dispersion of our photometricallyclassified SNe Ia in our cosmological fits. Then, we present our final cosmological analysis in Section 6.5. First, we show our constraints on ΛCDM (in Section 6.5.1) and
compare these to the constraints from the SNLS3 results, from Guy et al. (2010).
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We next present our constraints on wCDM (in Section 6.5.2) and we compare our
results to a simplistic analysis of the SDSS-II spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia. In
Section 6.5.3, we combine our photometrically-classified SNe Ia constraints with other
cosmological probes. We compare our joint cosmology constraints to the joint constraints
from the SNLS3 analysis, from Sullivan et al. (2011). We briefly discuss our systematic errors (Section 6.6), focusing on the systematic errors unique to this photometricclassification method (Section 6.6.1). We finish this Chapter with brief conclusions about
our cosmological results from our photometrically-classified sample (Section 6.7)

6.2 Simple cosfitter
First, we use a grid-based search technique, when fitting simple cosmological models to
just our photometrically-classified SNe Ia data. Specifically, we use the simple cosfitter
(Conley et al., 2011) software package, which computes the χ2 at every point in a regular
grid (101 by 101) from Equation 6.8. This equation is only valid for constant dark energy
equation-of-state (Equation 1.4). Although simpler cosfitter also supports the w = w0 +
z
wa 1+z
parameterization, we have not taken advantage of this extra complexity. Instead,
in this thesis, we have confined ourselves to constant w models only.
The simple cosfitter converts the χ2 measurements on the grid to a probability via
P ≈ exp(−χ2 /2), where the proportionality is set by normalizing over the grid. It
is important that the grid area should incorporate the entire region of high probability,
otherwise the error bars become difficult to interpret. As in the SNLS3 analysis of Guy
et al. (2010) and Sullivan et al. (2011), we also marginalize over the SALT2 supernova M
parameter, to generate confidence contours for the cosmological parameters of interest.
The details of our analytic marginalization are given in Section 6.3.2. The probability
surface is converted into a cumulative probability distribution to enable the 68% and
95% confidence intervals to be located.
The covariance matrix between the SNe Ia needs to be taken into account, as the
elements of the covariance matrix will depend on α and β. Thus, for every value of the
SALT2 α and β parameters the covariance matrix must be re-inverted to obtain the χ2 ,
which is computationally expensive (i.e., a N 3 process, where N is the number of SNe).
The model for the combined covariance matrix (V ) is,

V = diag + Vmm + α2 VX1 X1 + β 2 Vcc − 2αVmX1 − 2βVmc − 2αβVX1 c ,

(6.1)
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where Vmm is the magnitude-magnitude covariance, VX1 X1 is the X1 -X1 covariance, Vcc
is the color-color covariance, VmX1 is the magnitude-X1 covariance, Vmc is the magnitudecolor covariance, and VX1 c is the X1 -color covariance. diag is the diagonal elements
corresponding to the σi in our formula for χ2 , in Equation 6.8. We only include the covariance matrix from the SALT2 fit and do not include the additional systematic errors in
the covariance matrix (see Section 6.6 for discussion of the systematic error).

6.3 CosmoMC
The second cosmological fitting package we use is the CosmoMC (Lewis & Bridle, 2002)
software. We use CosmoMC when fitting more complex cosmological models to our
data (and simulations) in combination with other cosmological information. This package uses the Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) technique to efficiently probe multidimensional parameter space, allowing one to quickly investigate a large number of different regions in the parameter space. There are several different MCMC algorithms; we
use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis, 1985). The algorithm begins at an
arbitrary point, x0 and selects a new trial point, x∗ , which is chosen according to a symmetric proposal probability distribution function (PDF), q(θ∗ |θt ). One decides whether
to accept that new point according to,

α=

p(θ∗ )
p(θt )


,

(6.2)

where θt is the state at iteration t, θ∗ is the state at the new trial point x∗ , p(θt ) is the
probability at the iteration t and p(θ∗ ) is the probability at the new trial point x∗ . If α > 1
(i.e., the new position has a higher probability) then it is accepted and x∗ is the new point
in the chain. If α < 1 (i.e., the new position has a lower probability) then it is accepted
with probability α. Each sample x∗ has a probability distribution that depends on the
previous value, xt : thus, Markov chains often need to run for a considerable time in order
to generate independent samples of the probability distribution.
We have modified CosmoMC to allow for the simultaneous fitting of both the cosmological parameters and the SALT2 SN parameters α and β, which define the standardization of SNe Ia (see Section 6.3.1 for further details of adapting CosmoMC). As well as,
adapting CosmoMC to analytically marginalize over M (see Section 6.3.2 for details of
the analytic marginalization).
We execute our modified CosmoMC code using six chains in parallel to facilitate
quick coverage of the large, multi-dimensional parameter space. Using multiple MCMC
chains, one can obtain a set of independent samples from the posterior distribution given
the data. Each chain is started at a random location within our defined parameter space
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and typically converges after 50,000 to 100,000 steps. It takes some time for the chains
to equilibrate before they start sampling from the posterior distribution. This is due to
starting the chains at random positions within the parameter space, and this time is known
as the “burn in”. Once the chains start sampling the posterior distribution, autocorrelation
is induced. We assume that the MCMC has converged when R − 1 < 0.1, where R is
the Gelman and Rubin statistic, i.e., when the variance within the chains is equal to the
variance between chains (Brooks & Gelman, 1998). The MCMC method allows us to
include many parameters, for only a small additional cost, due to its great advantage
of scaling, approximately linear with the number of parameters. Whereas, grid based
methods, such as the simple cosfitter (Section 6.2), become computationally overloaded
by more parameters. The MCMC samples probe the shape of the full posterior, this gives
one more information than simply the marginalized distributions.

6.3.1

Adapting CosmoMC

We edit CosmoMC so that we can explicitly calculate the distance modulus within CosmoMC, using Equation 3.4, rather than just passing the pre-computed distance modulus.
This enables the SALT2 α and β parameters to be left as free parameters, as opposed to
being fixed in the distance modulus calculation before CosmoMC is run. Thus, we can
simultaneously fit the cosmological parameters with these SALT2 parameters. This is the
same as the SNLS add on.
Furthermore, we include in the distance modulus calculation the redshift-dependent
Malmquist bias correction (Equation 5.2), with the a, b and c parameters of the exponential correction fixed to the best-fit values. Although, in Section 6.6.2, we investigate the
effect of leaving these Malmquist bias parameters free in the cosmological fit. We also
pass CosmoMC the full SALT2 light-curve parameter covariance matrix (Equation 6.1,
discussed in Section 6.2). Finally, at each point in the MCMC chain, we determine M
(absolute magnitude at peak for SNe Ia) for the value of H0 at that step in the chain.
This approach is the same as analytically marginalizing over M , as outlined in Bridle
et al. (2001), and is a similar methodology as used by SNLS3 (Sullivan et al., 2011), see
Section 6.3.2 for details of our analytical marginalization. This method is used in all our
CosmoMC cosmological fits, for data and simulations.
We also adapt the standard CosmoMC package to enable us to constrain Ωdm and Ωb
by themselves, rather than in combination with h2 . We remove h2 from Ωdm and Ωb , as
we wish to place priors on these parameters, which are more intuitive to us. Additionally,
we want to obtain cosmological contours of Ωm and ΩΛ without the h2 dependence, since
we intend to place a prior on h from external data, as our SNe Ia do not constrain h.
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Analytical marginalization over M

In all our cosmological fits, we analytically marginalize over M (Goliath et al., 2001).
The simple cosfitter is already setup to analytically marginalize over M . Whereas, we
adapt CosmoMC to enable this marginalization, similar to SNLS (Conley et al., 2011).
The value of M can easily be marginalized over, since it is just an additive parameter in
the distance modulus equation and the errors for each individual SNe Ia do not depend
on the M value. In principle, the same could be done for α and β. However, that would
be much more complex, due to the errors for each SNe Ia depending on the values of α
and β.
To analytically marginalize over the χ2 we first convert it to a probability, then integrate, and finally, re-convert to χ2 ,
χ2M marg


1 2
dM exp( χ )π(M ) ,
2

Z
= −2log10

(6.3)

where π(M ) is the prior over this parameter (which we have left free, i.e., we integrate
from zero to infinity). Using the difference between the observed and theoretical distance
modulus (δ~µ = µ~i − µtheory
~ ), the χ2 formula can be rewritten as,
χ2 = (δ~µ − M )T .V −1 .(δ~µ − M ),

(6.4)

where V −1 is the inverse covariance matrix. When the products are expanded and the
integral carried out, the following terms are obtained,

A = δ~µT .V −1 .δ~µ,
(6.5)

B = δ~µT .V −1 ,
E = V −1 .
For clarity, when the errors are diagonal, these parameters are as follows,

A=

X δµ2
i

B=

i
2
σi

X δµi
i

E=

σi2

,
,

X 1
.
2
σ
i
i

(6.6)
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Then, the marginalization over M is,
χ2M = A + log10

6.3.3

B2
E
−
.
2π
E

(6.7)

Testing the adapted CosmoMC code with simulations

In Section 6.3.1, we have detailed how we adapted CosmoMC to include the SALT2
α and β parameters as free parameters and in Section 6.3.2, we describe the analytic
marginalization over M . To ensure that these extra degrees of freedom do not bias the
cosmological parameters, we test our adapted ComsoMC with the SDSS-II simulations
(described in Section 3.2).
Our goal is to check that we recover unbiased cosmological constraints with the
adapted CosmoMC when we allow α and β to vary, and see whether we recover reasonable values for these parameters. The true values, used as inputs to the simulations,
are α = 0.11 and β = 3.2. When α and β are allowed to vary in the CosmoMC fit, within
the ranges discussed in Section 6.4, the cosmological fit returns α = 0.10 ± 0.057 and
β = 2.99 ± 0.22, which is consistent, within errors, with the input values. Although, we
should note that these values are not well constrained. The cosmological values returned
are still consistent with the input cosmology (Ωm = 0.3, w = −1). Also, as one would
expect, the errors on the cosmological parameters are enlarged, due to additional free parameters, i.e., the w error is 0.08 larger. Each additional free parameter means it is harder
to constrain the parameters, but allowing α and β to vary avoids biasing the cosmological
parameters by choosing the wrong value when fitting the data.

6.4

Priors

It is essential to set prior ranges for the parameters in both the cosmological fitters, but
these must be generous enough not to curtail parameters distributions that we are trying to
constrain using the data. It is important to use external constraints to fix some parameters,
where there is no information to be gained from a particular data-set, so that the parameter
space is not too large for the data-set to constrain. For example, SNe Ia do not constrain
the re-ionization optical depth; thus, it is important to use a constraint from WMAP7
(Jarosik et al., 2011) to fix this parameter when only using SNe Ia data.
We provide, in Table 6.1, a summary of the different combinations of priors we assume during our different cosmological fits discussed below. Throughout our analysis
we assume flat distributions for the priors on our SN parameters, i.e., α = (0.01, 0.5)
and β = (1.0, 5.0). We also assume flat distributions for the priors on Ωdm and Ωb when
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Simple cosfitter
CosmoMC
Parameter
Set I
Set II
Set III
Set IV
w
-1
-1
-3,3
-3,3
Ωm
0.0, 1.5 0.0, 1.5
ΩΛ
-0.5,2.5
Ωk
0
0
-1.5,1.5
Ωdm
0.0, 1.2
0.0, 1.2
Ωb
0.0458 0.015, 0.200
H0
50,100
50,100
Table 6.1: Parameter ranges used for the fitted cosmological parameters in four different
combinations (sets). The dash symbol in the table represents where we do not need to set
priors for parameters, as they are constrained by a combination of other priors (e.g., Ωm
is restricted by the priors on Ωdm and Ωb ).
these cosmological parameters are allowed to vary. Note, when only using SNe Ia (Set
III) we fix Ωb to the WMAP7 value of 0.0458 (Jarosik et al., 2011).

6.4.1

Intrinsic dispersion

There is additional scatter in the SNe Ia population that is not encapsulated by the errors
reported from the light-curve fitting, which may be an underestimate of the real error.
This results in no fit to the SNe Ia distance modulus, as a function of redshift, that will
produce a sensible χ2r close to one, with the error bars as they are reported. This is extra
deviation within the SNe Ia population, which is not encapsulated by the errors on the
light-curve fit. It has thus become standard practice to add (in quadrature) an extra error
term when minimizing the χ2r to account for the additional scatter, and this is known as
the intrinsic dispersion (σint ). Thus, the calculation of χ2r becomes,
"
χ2r =

X (µi − µtheory (w, Ωm ΩΛ , H0 ))2
i=0

2
σi2 + σint

#,
DOF,

(6.8)

where the sum is over all SNe divided by the number of degrees of freedom (DOF), µi is
the observed distance modulus of each SN, given by Equation 3.4 (in our case corrected
for Malmquist bias, using Equation 5.2 ), and µtheory is given by Equation 1.17 and the
luminosity distance within that is given by Equation 1.11.
We set the value of the intrinsic dispersion of photometrically-classified SDSS-II
SNe Ia to σint = 0.12 mag. Although this results in a reduced χ2 close to unity, for
all our cosmological fits, the best-fit value (i.e., delivers the reduced χ2 closest to one)
for all our data is observed to be 0.16 mag. However, our simulations show that this larger
value of σint is consistent with our small level of non-Ia SN contamination i.e., we input
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σint = 0.12 mag in our simulation, but measure σint = 0.16 mag for a photometricallyclassified sample like ours (with 3.9% contamination). As σint is used to explain unknown residual scatter in the SNe Ia population, we feel it is appropriate to remove any
extra scatter caused by non-Ia SN contamination from our ‘measured’ value of σint . We
stress that this statement is not in contradiction with Section 5.5.1, where we state that
the larger scatter we observe in our sample could be caused by lower S/N light curves,
as such lower-quality data would increase both the scatter in the population and the observed errors bars on our SN distance moduli. However, contamination would increase
the overall scatter in the SN Hubble residuals without necessarily increasing the distance
uncertainties. We find that the intrinsic dispersion of our full SDSS-II photometricallyclassified data sample drops to σint = 0.1, and our cosmological results remain consistent, if we simply remove the 25 SNe Ia that are located > 3σ away from the best-fit
cosmological model. We do not recommend such a “sigma-clipping” technique when
using SNe Ia to test cosmological models, but this test does illustrate the sensitivity of
σint to such outliers. It is worth noting that we also run our cosmology fits with the
σint = 0.16 mag and find no significant difference to our best fit cosmological results, but
the error bars increase (see Figure 6.2).
We note that, our assumed value of σint = 0.12 mag is still higher than that found in
Lampeitl et al. (2010a, σint = 0.088 mag) and in Kessler et al. (2009a, σint = 0.08 mag,
SALT2 and SDSS-II SN). These values were computed for the first-year SDSS-II SN
Survey spectroscopic sample. If we limit ourselves to the spectroscopically-confirmed
subsample of our full photometric sample (Section 5.5), we still find a larger intrinsic
scatter, σint = 0.11 mag. However, Conley et al. (2011) found σint = 0.10 mag for the
SDSS-II spectroscopically-confirmed data, in agreement with our value. The apparent
discrepancy may be caused by K09 and Lampeitl et al. (2010a) using an older version
of SALT2 (Guy et al., 2007), as Conley et al. (2011) also uses the same newer version
of SALT2 (version 2.2; Guy et al., 2010) as used here. We compare these two versions
of SALT2 in Section 3.3.6 and Figure 3.3 shows that σ of the Gaussian distribution for
∆µ is smaller for the updated version of SALT2. Our simulations have shown that our
selection criteria do not result in a bias between the input and best-fit value of σint for a
pure (i.e., spectroscopic) sample of SNe Ia. Therefore, we have confidence in our value
of σint = 0.12 mag, and consequently continue to use this value throughout. We stress
that the assumed value of σint , within the range discussed above, has little effect on the
cosmological fits presented in this thesis, as the fits also have the freedom to adjust the
values of other SN parameters, such as α and β.
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Figure 6.1: The 68% and 95% confidence contours of Ωm versus ΩΛ for a ΛCDM model
using only our photometrically-classified SNe Ia, with prior Set II (Table 6.1), and allowing curvature to vary. Only statistical errors in the contours are shown. The blue dashed
contours show the comparable SNLS3 constraints taken from Guy et al. (2010).

6.5

Final cosmology

The goal of our cosmological analysis is to show that photometric classification can provide competitive and unbiased constraints when compared to spectroscopic-classification
methods. Therefore, we focus on comparisons with previous spectroscopic studies, including SNLS3 and SDSS-II SN spectroscopically-confirmed samples.

6.5.1

Our constraints on ΛCDM

We begin by studying the cosmological constraints obtained using only our SN Ia sample, before combining with other data. For completeness, we provide a summary of all
our cosmological fits, including the different combinations of data-sets and priors, in
Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: The 68% and 95% confidence contours of Ωm versus ΩΛ for a ΛCDM model
using only our photometrically-classified SNe Ia, with prior Set II (Table 6.1), and allowing curvature to vary, with σint = 0.12. Only statistical errors in the contours are shown.
The blue dashed contours show the comparable constraints using σint = 0.16.

SNe
X
X
X

H0
X
X

Data
CMB LRGs

X

X

Results
Priors
Set I
Set III
Set IV

Ωm
0.24+0.07
−0.05
0.27+0.15
−0.16
0.29+0.02
−0.02

ΩΛ
0.73+0.16
−0.15
0.71+0.02
−0.02

w
-0.95+0.31
−0.32
-0.96+0.10
−0.10

Figure
6.6
6.8

Table 6.2: Summary of the cosmological fits presented in Section 6.5
We begin by fitting the ΛCDM cosmological model (w = −1) to our photometricallyclassified SNe Ia using simple cosfitter (Section 6.2) and the prior Set I in Table 6.1. Under the assumption of flatness, we obtain a best-fit value of Ωm = 0.24+0.07
−0.05 (statistical
errors only). When we relax the prior on flatness (prior Set II in Table 6.1), we obtain
the (grey) confidence contours for Ωm and ΩΛ in Figure 6.1. For comparison, we show
similar constraints on these cosmological parameters using the SNLS3 data from Guy
et al. (2010), which only includes 242 spectroscopically-classified SNe Ia from SNLS.
The difference in orientation between our contours and SNLS3 are driven by the difference in redshift. Higher-redshift SNe Ia favor lower values of Ωm in a non-flat Universe.
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This has been seen before in the comparison between SNLS3 and Astier et al. (2006) (44
low-redshift SNe and 71 SNe from the SNLS first-year sample) shown in Figure 14 of
Guy et al. (2010).
Figure 6.1 also demonstrates that our photometrically-classified SN Ia sample alone
is able to detect an accelerating Universe (i.e., ΩΛ > Ωm /2). Integrating over the whole
parameter space (ΩΛ = [−0.5, 2.5] and Ωm = [0.0, 1.5]) in Figure 6.1 (see Table 6.1 for
parameter ranges), we compute the probability of an accelerating Universe given our data
to be 99.96% (statistical uncertainties only), i.e., 99.96% of the probability is above the
acceleration line in Figure 6.1.
As an aside, it is worth noting that we had some complications making this figure.
We had been attempting to create this plot using CosmoMC to keep consistency between
all of our fits. However, we were unable to create contours in the ΩΛ − Ωm plane which
were open at the ΩΛ axis. The MCMC chains would not sample beyond Ωm = 0, as this
is unphysical space, and we believe there are other priors buried within CosmoMC that
prevent sampling of this unphysical space. Thus, we decided to apply the same analysis
tools as SNLS3 and use the simple cosfitter (Section 6.2) for SNe Ia only constraints in
a ΛCDM cosmological model.
Figure 6.2 shows a comparison of the Ωm and ΩΛ cosmological contours for our
photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample, still using a ΛCDM cosmological model (w =
−1) with σint = 0.12 (black) and σint = 0.16 (blue dashed). The larger value of σint only
slightly enlargers the contour area.
Figure 6.3 shows again the Ωm and ΩΛ cosmological contours for our photometricallyclassified SNe Ia sample, still using a ΛCDM cosmological model (w = −1) . We also
show the equivalent contours for the three-year sample of spectroscopically-confirmed
SNe Ia from the SDSS-II SN Survey. For this comparison, we include all 306 confirmed
SNe Ia (regardless of whether they are part of our photometric sample or not) at a redshift of z < 0.3, below which any selection bias in the spectroscopic sample should be
minimized. It can clearly be seen that the smaller spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia
sample has less constraining power than the photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample.
The spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia sample also favors slightly lower values of Ωm ,
as expected since it covers a lower redshift leverage which rotates the contours as described above.

6.5.2

Our constraints on wCDM

We next fit for a flat wCDM cosmological model using CosmoMC and the prior Set
III in Table 6.1. All other cosmological parameters are set to the best-fit WMAP7 values (Jarosik et al., 2011), (i.e., re-ionization optical depth, the primordial super-horizon
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Figure 6.3: The 68% and 95% confidence contours of Ωm versus ΩΛ for a ΛCDM model
using only our photometrically-classified SNe Ia, with prior Set II (Table 6.1), and allowing curvature to vary. Only statistical errors in the contours are shown. The blue dashed
contours show the equivalent constraints (statistical errors only), but using the three-year
sample of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the SDSS-II SN Survey (confined to
z < 0.3).

power in the curvature perturbation on 0.05 Mpc−1 scales, and the scalar spectral index).
We fit this model to our sample of photometrically-classified SNe Ia and the H0 measurement of 73.8 ± 2.4 km s−1 Mpc−1 from the recent “Supernovae and H0 for the
Equation of State” sample (SH0ES; Riess et al., 2009; Riess et al., 2011, discussed in
Section 1.1.2). This Gaussian prior on H0 does not impact the cosmological constraints
due to our marginalization over the absolute magnitude of SNe Ia, but rather ensures that
CosmoMC, which assumes a minimum age to the Universe, performs in a well-behaved
manner. We note that within CosmoMC, Ωm is a parameter comprised of two components: Ωb and Ωdm . Since the ratio of these two components is not constrained by SNe Ia
alone, we fix Ωb to the WMAP7 value of 0.0458 (Jarosik et al., 2011), reducing the number of cosmological parameters to be constrained by the SNe data to two: i.e., Ωdm and
w.
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+0.15
We find the best-fit values for this model to be w = −0.95+0.31
−0.32 and Ωm = 0.27−0.16
(statistical errors only), and show in Figure 6.6 the joint 68% and 95% confidence intervals for this data. We also show the equivalent contours for the three-year sample of
spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the SDSS-II SN Survey. For this comparison,
we include all 306 confirmed SNe Ia (regardless of whether they are part of our photometric sample or not) at a redshift of z < 0.3, below which any selection bias in the
spectroscopic sample should be minimized. This comparison demonstrates that using
photometric, instead of spectroscopic classification, which increases the size of the sample by a factor of 2.5 and extends the redshift range, results in a reduction of the area
of the confidence contours by a factor of 1.6. We stress that this simplistic comparison
does not constitute a detailed analysis of the full three-year spectroscopic sample of the
SDSS-II SN Survey, which will be presented elsewhere. We also find that limiting our
photometric SNe Ia sample to z < 0.3 gives consistent cosmological constraints with the
samples plotted in Figure 6.6, but with slightly larger uncertainties.
During this analysis, we simultaneously solve for the best-fit values of the SALT2 SN
+0.12
parameters. In our fit of the wCDM model, we find α = 0.22+0.02
−0.02 and β = 3.12−0.12 . Our
fitted value for β is in agreement with previous analyses of the SDSS data (Lampeitl et al.,
2010a; Marriner et al., 2011; Conley et al., 2011). However, our value of α appears higher
than previous analyses; Lampeitl et al. (2010a) found α = 0.16±0.03, and Marriner et al.
(2011) found α = 0.131+0.05
−0.04 . One potential explanation of this difference could be the
non-Ia SNe contamination in our photometric sample, but this has been tested in our
simulations: we recover the input α and β both with and without the expected level of
contamination (Section 6.3.3). A more plausible explanation appears to be the higher
average S/N of the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia, which results in less dispersion
on the Hubble diagram; using only the subset of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia in
our photometric sample, we find α = 0.16 ± 0.02, in agreement with previous results.
We explore whether the HR outliers might be affecting the derived value of α. We
subtract αX1 from the HR of each SN in our sample and plot these as a function of X1 ,
as shown in Figure 6.4. Then, α is the slope of the distribution. One can see four clear
outliers above the distribution. The linear best fit of this distribution with, and without,
these four outlying points (the purple and green lines respectively) does not change. The
yellow line shows the linear best fit using only data between −2 < X1 < +2, in case
the high X1 values were skewing the distribution. Again, it is clear that the best fit does
not change. Thus, it appears that the few HR outliers are not the sole cause of the higher
value of α we find in our cosmological fits.
We also plot the HR without the color correction (βcolor) as a function of the color
parameter, as shown in Figure 6.5, where β is now the slope of the distribution. Again,
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Figure 6.4: HR excluding the αX1 correction as a function of X1 . The black points
are the photometrically-classified SNe Ia and the blue points are the spectroscopicallyconfirmed subsample. The solid purple line shows the linear best-fit to the whole sample
and the green dash-dot-dot line is the linear best-fit excluding the four outliers. The yellow dashed line shows the linear best-fit when the X1 distribution is restricted to between
-2 and +2.

there are a small number of outliers from the HR+βcolor distributions, which when removed from the distribution does not change the linear fit.
Our constraints on wCDM with 3σ clipping on the Hubble diagram
As mentioned in Section 6.4.1, we investigated applying a 3σ clipping on the Hubble diagram to remove obvious non-Ia SNe still in our photometrically-classified sample. This cut removes 25 photometrically-classified SNe Ia, which are likely non-Ia
SNe. Figure 6.7 shows the cosmology contours from our full photometrically-classified
SNe Ia (grey contours), and the cosmology contours from the 3σ clipped photometricallyclassified sample (blue contours). This clearly shows that, even if some of the SNe which
are > 3σ from the Hubble diagram are non-Ia SNe, they are not biasing the cosmological
constraints.
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Figure 6.5: HR excluding the βcolor correction as a function of color. The black points
are the photometrically-classified SNe Ia and the blue points are the spectroscopicallyconfirmed subsample. The solid purple line shows the linear best-fit to the whole sample
and the green dash-dot-dot line is the linear best-fit excluding the outliers. The yellow
dashed line shows the linear best-fit when the X1 distribution is restricted to between -2
and +2.

6.5.3

Constraints from combining data-sets and comparison with
SNLS3

Finally, we determine cosmology constraints with our photometrically-classified sample
of 752 SNe Ia combined with cosmological information from the power spectrum of
Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) in the SDSS DR7 (Reid et al., 2010), the full WMAP7
CMB power spectrum (Larson et al., 2011), and the SH0ES H0 measurement. All of
these probes and surveys were discussed in Sections 1.1.2 and 1.3. The SH0ES H0
measurement is partially determined using nearby SNe Ia measurements, and thus, to
be fully consistent we would have to consider the covariance between this value of H0
and our SNe Ia measurements. However, as we are assuming no prior information on
M in our treatment of intrinsic SN parameters, these measurements can be considered
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Figure 6.6: The 68% and 95% confidence contours of w and Ωm in a flat wCDM model
(assuming prior Set III in Table 6.1) for a combination of our photometrically-classified
sample of 752 SNe Ia and the SH0ES measurement of H0 (only the statistical errors
shown, grey). The blue contours show the equivalent constraints (statistical errors only),
but using the three-year sample of spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia from the SDSS-II
SN Survey (confined to z < 0.3).

independent. Furthermore, the uncertainty in M is a subdominant systematic uncertainty
to the derived value of H0 (Riess et al., 2011).
We fit this combination of data using CosmoMC for a non-flat wCDM cosmology,
using the priors listed as Set IV in Table 6.1. With the addition of these external datasets, we can now relax our priors on the re-ionization optical depth (τ = [0.00, 0.50]),
the primordial super-horizon power in the curvature perturbation on 0.05 Mpc−1 scales
(log A = [0, 30]), and the scalar spectral index (ns = [0, 1.5]).
We find the best-fit value for the equation-of-state of dark energy using these data-sets
+0.02
+0.01
is w = −0.96+0.10
−0.10 , with Ωm = 0.29−0.02 and Ωk = 0.00−0.01 (statistical errors only). We
−1
also find a best-fit value of H0 = 67.97+2.28
Mpc−1 . These cosmological
−2.25 (stats) km s
constraints are summarized in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.7: The 68% and 95% confidence contours of w and Ωm in a flat wCDM model
(assuming prior Set III in Table 6.1) for a combination of our photometrically-classified
sample of 752 SNe Ia and the SH0ES measurement of H0 (only the statistical errors
shown, grey). The blue contours show the equivalent constraints, but using the 3σ clipped
sample of photometrically-classified SNe Ia from the SDSS-II SN Survey.

Figure 6.8 shows our joint confidence contours for w and Ωm in comparison with
similar SNLS3 constraints from Sullivan et al. (2011), using the same combination of external data-sets (CMB, LRGs, and the H0 SH0ES). SNLS3 only uses spectroscopicallyclassified SNe Ia, collected from the following SN data-sets: 242 SNe Ia from SNLS; 123
low-redshift SNe Ia from the literature (primarily Hamuy et al., 1996; Riess et al., 1999;
Jha et al., 2006; Hicken et al., 2009a; Contreras et al., 2009); 14 high-redshift SNe Ia from
HST (Riess et al., 2007); and 93 SNe Ia over the redshift range 0.06 ≤ z ≤ 0.4 from
the first-year SDSS-II SN Survey (Kessler et al., 2009a). The inclusion of the SDSS-II
SN data means there are some SNe Ia in common between these analyses, although this
will be less than 10% of our sample. There appears to be good agreement in these two
sets of constraints. Although, there is a small offset in the best-fit values for Ωm between
the two analyses: ∆Ωm = 0.018, significant at less than 1σ. The best-fit values of w
differ by ∆w = 0.080 between the two analyses, which is again consistent within the
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Figure 6.8: The 68% and 95% confidence contours of w and Ωm in a wCDM model from
the spectroscopic SNLS3 sample (Sullivan et al., 2011, blue) and our photometricallyclassified SDSS-II SNe Ia sample (grey) using prior Set IV in Table 6.1. Both sets of
contours include external data from the CMB, LRGs, and the SH0ES H0 measurement.
Contours represent statistical uncertainties only.

quoted uncertainties. One possible explanation for these small differences is the fact that
we have not corrected for the correlation with host-galaxy stellar mass, as discussed in
Section 8.1.1, which Sullivan et al. (2011) show changes the best-fit value of w by 0.040
(0.6σ), and improves the cosmological constraints by 3.8 − 4.5σ. The value of w is corrected towards more negative values, which implies that if we applied a similar correction
to our sample the results would be in closer agreement. Overall, this comparison is reassuring, considering the lower redshift leverage of the SDSS-II SN sample (z < 0.55) and
the lack of spectroscopic confirmation used herein.
These results demonstrate the potential for photometrically-classified SN Ia samples
to be used to improve cosmological constraints in the future. Thus, this shows that we
have achieved the goal of this thesis, which was to show that photometric classification
is a viable path to produce unbiased cosmological constraints, as this is essential for the
next generation of SN surveys.
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Discussion of systematic errors

SNe Ia cosmological analyses are now systematics limited. Although we do not carry out
a full systematics analysis, which is required for definitive cosmological results, we discuss here the main systematics that are relevant to our photometrically-classified SNe Ia
sample.

6.6.1

Systematic uncertainties in photometric classification

The goal of this thesis has been to illustrate the power of photometrically-classified
SNe Ia in delivering competitive cosmological results when compared to spectroscopicallyconfirmed samples. As such, we have paid particular attention to the sources of uncertainty unique to our methodology of SN classification, and to the SDSS-II SN Survey
in general, i.e., contamination from non-Ia SNe and Malmquist bias. We have not undertaken an exhaustive study of systematic uncertainties as exemplified by Kessler et al.
(2009a) and Conley et al. (2011).
In Section 5.2, we studied the effect of non-Ia SN contamination of photometric samples on cosmological constraints. The low predicted contamination rate (3.9%) in our
sample has an insignificant effect on the best-fit cosmological parameters in the simulations; compared to a completely pure sample of SNe Ia we find a bias in the equation-ofstate of only w ' 0.007 (using prior Set III in Table 6.1).
We have also studied the systematic offset associated with the Malmquist bias effect
(Section 5.3). This correction, as a function of redshift, is included in all our cosmological fits. Additionally, we investigated allowing the three parameters in the Malmquist
bias exponential parameterization (Equation 5.2) to vary in the cosmological fit within
the error bars; the cosmological constraints remained identical. Possible correlations between the three parameters in the Malmquist bias correction and the cosmological parameters are discussed in Section 6.6.2. We have not included any higher-order Malmquist
corrections, such as a stretch-dependent correction. As reported in Section 5.3.4, the
difference in the Malmquist bias correction for low- and high-stretch SNe Ia peaks at
∆µ ' 0.05 at the highest redshifts probed by our sample. However, we find that using
a stretch-dependent Malmquist bias correction does not yield a significant improvement
when computing the cosmological parameters for the simulated SNe Ia. We decide not
to include any higher order Malmquist bias corrections at present, as the possibilities we
investigate do not seem to gain us anything in deriving unbiased cosmological parameters.
We do not attempt to correct for the known correlation between the SN Ia HRs and
the properties of their host galaxies; SNe Ia in massive galaxies are over-luminous even
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after light-curve corrections. Although, in Section 7.2, we briefly investigate some possible SNe Ia to host-galaxy correlations. Our sample of host galaxies span a range in
absolute magnitude of approximately −24 < Mr0.1 < −18 (Figure 7.2), which corresponds to a stellar-mass range of ' 108 -1012 M , or a predicted difference of ∆µ ' 0.1
(Lampeitl et al., 2010b). We additionally expect that the magnitude limit imposed on
our host-galaxy selection could cause a bias by preferentially selecting more massive
(more luminous) host galaxies at higher redshift, and thus, preferentially selecting overluminous SNe Ia. Unfortunately, the underlying physical mechanism that drives this
correlation remains unclear (e.g., D’Andrea et al., 2011; Gupta et al., 2011), and as such
the mass-HR relationship could also be subject to a redshift dependence. Therefore, we
do not correct for this effect here, but note that it will be essential for future studies. We
note that, introducing a correction term for host-galaxy properties is no more difficult
in photometrically-classified SNe Ia samples than in those obtained from spectroscopic
follow-up, so it is a common problem for all future SN surveys.
A systematic uncertainty that is unique to photometrically-classified SN Ia samples
like ours, based on host-galaxy spectroscopy, are errors in associating the SNe with the
correct host galaxy. As described in Section 4.3.1, we find only one mismatch between
the SDSS-II SN spectroscopic subsample and our photometrically-classified SNe Ia, one
mismatch between the SDSS-II host-galaxy spectroscopy and BOSS host-galaxy spectroscopy, and giving an error rate of only 0.6%. We have removed these objects, as well
as another likely mismatching error (discussed in Section 4.3), from our photometric
sample. We cannot rule out the possibility that other SN-galaxy pairs have been incorrectly matched. Although, based on this rate we find in the spectroscopic subsample we
expect the number to be low and thus, have a negligible effect on our cosmological fits.
Finally, our estimation of systematic effects due to Malmquist bias and contamination
relies on the assumption that our simulations accurately represents the final sample after
selection cuts. However, some implicit assumptions in the simulation may not be valid.
For example, we assume that all candidates are SN Ia or non-Ia SNe, even though some
photometrically-classified candidates may in fact be another type of transient (e.g., AGN
and superluminous SN). We also assume that the 41 non-Ia templates reflect a complete
sample of non-Ia SNe, and that the non-Ia properties are redshift independent. These
assumptions may be inadequate, as discussed further in Section 8.1.1 and Kessler et al.
(2010a).
The magnitude of these systematic biases on our results are either small compared to
our statistical uncertainties, or unknown, and as such we do not include them in the error
budget of our derived cosmological parameters in Table 6.2.
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Malmquist bias correction with free parameters

When we carry out the cosmological analysis of the photometrically-classified SNe Ia
sample (Section 6.5), we allow many parameters to vary (e.g. the SALT2 parameters α,
β and cosmological parameters, Ωm and ΩΛ , discussed in Section 6.3.1) and analytically
marginalize over M (detailed in Section 6.3.2). However, the Malmquist bias correction parameters (Equation 5.2) were kept fixed. The three fit parameters are correlated
and these correlations could potentially lead to bias on the cosmological results if not
correctly taken into accounted.
Here, we investigate allowing these parameters to vary in the CosmoMC cosmological
fit, using the fitted error on the Malmquist bias correction as a parameter space range,
and prior Set III in Table 6.1 for the other parameters. We draw one value of a, b and
c per model Universe (i.e., per Ωm and w value) and those values are then applied to
all the SNe in the sample. We then compute a χ2 for that model against the data, and
evaluate that chain in the MCMC. The next step in the MCMC then draws a new value
of a, b, c and the cosmological parameters (within the priors), and so on. We find that the
cosmological contours increase slightly (6.5% larger) with these extra degrees of freedom
included, as can be seen from Figure 6.9. The grey contours show the cosmological fit
with the Malmquist bias parameters fixed at the best-fit values. The blue contours show
the cosmological fit including the three parameters in the Malmquist bias correction as
free variables in the cosmological fit.
Next, we investigate whether there is any correlation between the variables in the
Malmquist bias parameterization and the cosmological parameters. Figure 6.10 shows
the b variable (i.e., the exponential part of the Malmquist bias fit, Equation 5.2) with respect to Ωm (left-hand panel) and w (right-hand panel), and one can clearly see there is
no correlation between b and either of these cosmological parameters. Then, we look at
the pre-factor parameter (a) in the exponential fit, shown in Figure 6.11, with respect to
Ωm (left-hand panel) and w (right-hand panel). Again, we see no correlation with the
cosmological parameters. The lack of correlation between the Malmquist bias correction
parameters and the cosmological parameters is reassuring for retrieving the correct cosmology, since it shows that even if the Malmquist bias correction is wrong, within the
errors quoted, we should still obtain the correct cosmology. Using the simulated data we
obtain Ωm = 0.709 ± 0.12 and w = −1.02 ± 0.05. It is perhaps unsurprising that we see
no correlation between the Malmquist bias correction parameters and the cosmological
parameters, as we have already constrained the Malmquist bias parameters to be within
a small range from the errors on the fit parameters. However, if we were to use wide
flat priors on the Malmquist bias correction parameters, we may begin to see correlations
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Figure 6.9: The 68% and 95% confidence contours of w and Ωm in a flat wCDM model
(assuming prior Set III in Table 6.1) for a combination of our photometrically-classified
sample of 752 SNe Ia and the SH0ES measurement of H0 , with the Malmquist bias
parameters fixed (only the statistical errors shown, grey). The blue contours show the
equivalent constraints, but allowing the Malmquist bias parameters to vary within the
fitted errors, in the cosmological fit (blue contours).
with the cosmological parameters. Although, our test of the Malmquist bias, in Section 5.3.3, suggests that the errors used on the fit parameters incorporate all the variations
from different inputs to the simulations.

6.6.3

Other systematic uncertainties

There are a number of other systematic uncertainties that are likely to affect our SDSSII SN sample beyond the photometric-classification specific uncertainties discussed in
Section 6.6.1. As outlined in Kessler et al. (2009a) and Conley et al. (2011), present
SN samples have major uncertainties associated with their photometric calibration and
the light-curve fitting technique used, as well as many astrophysical uncertainties such
as correlations with host-galaxy properties, SN lensing, peculiar velocities, galactic dust,
and SN evolution. Though we do not address these important systematics in detail in
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Figure 6.10: The Malmquist bias correction b parameter (from Equation 5.2) as a function of Ωm (left-hand panel) and w (right-hand panel). Assuming a flat wCDM model
(using prior Set III in Table 6.1) for a combination of our photometrically-classified sample of 752 SNe Ia and the SH0ES measurement of H0 (statistical errors only).
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Figure 6.11: The Malmquist bias correction a parameter (from Equation 5.2) as a function of Ωm (left-hand panel) and w (right-hand panel). Assuming a flat wCDM model
(using prior Set III in Table 6.1) for a combination of our photometrically-classified sample of 752 SNe Ia and the SH0ES measurement of H0 (statistical errors only).

this thesis, we discuss the likely effect of these additional systematic uncertainties on our
results.
The optimal method of light-curve fitting is not known; there can be significant differences in the cosmological results obtained from using different algorithms (e.g., SALT2,
MLCS2k2, SiFTO, CMAGIC; Kessler et al., 2009a; Sollerman et al., 2009; Conley et al.,
2008, 2006), discussed in Section 3.3.5. Both Guy et al. (2010) and Conley et al. (2011)
find consistent cosmological results between SALT2 and SiFTO, with a possible systematic uncertainty of only ∆µ ' 0.02 − 0.03 magnitudes between light-curve fitters. We
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have chosen to use only the SALT2 light-curve fitting algorithm (Guy et al., 2010) in this
work.
As discussed in Conley et al. (2011) for SNLS, the most important systematic uncertainty in present SN surveys is the photometric calibration. Therefore, Conley et al.
(2011) recommended that future SN surveys should be calibrated onto a “more modern,
better understood photometric systems such as USNO/SDSS”. By using photometric data
obtained wholly from the SDSS-II SN Survey, we believe we have minimized calibration uncertainties, as the SDSS photometric system is now mature and well-understood
(Ivezić et al., 2007; Doi et al., 2010). Mosher et al. (2012) has recently compared the
SDSS-II photometric system to that of the CSP using light-curve data for nine SNe Ia
observed concurrently by the two projects. They conclude that measurements from the
two surveys agree in all bands at, or better than, 2% in flux, and are consistent with no
difference in g− and r−band magnitudes at the 2σ level. This is an indication of the relative calibration between the SDSS and other surveys (CSP in this case) and not a direct
statement on the absolute calibration, which would require observation of a known source
like National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) photodiodes, as discussed by
Stubbs & Tonry (2012). The absolute calibration is actually the most important. Such
techniques will be implemented in future surveys (e.g., DES). Based on these findings,
we assume a systematic uncertainty of only ∆µ ≈ 0.02 mags on the distance modulus of
our SNe, relative to other surveys.
The next largest systematic uncertainty at present is the recently discovered correlation between the (corrected) peak absolute magnitude of SNe Ia and the stellar mass of
the host galaxy (Kelly et al., 2010; Sullivan et al., 2010; Lampeitl et al., 2010b). This
relationship has been observed to have an effect as large as ∆µ ' 0.07 mags in the
SDSS-II SN sample (Lampeitl et al., 2010b). We do not attempt to make this correction
here, as it is beyond the scope of this thesis, but we note it is being investigated in Smith
et al. (in prep.) and in Section 7.2. There will likely be significant stellar population
modeling uncertainties associated with determining reliable stellar masses of our faint
host galaxies; the large magnitude errors on the photometric colors of our BOSS galaxies
make this especially difficult at z > 0.3.
There are a number of other astrophysical uncertainties that could be considered,
especially SN lensing effects (again being investigated in Smith et. al in prep., see Section 7.3), peculiar velocities and possible SN evolution. These are all smaller in size
compared to the systematic uncertainties discussed above, and should be further mitigated in our sample because of the lack of relatively high-redshift SNe Ia where these
effects are most prominent (especially lensing and evolution).
In Figure 6.12 we show an estimate of the effect of systematic uncertainties on our
results, compared to Figure 6.6, in Section 6.5.2, which includes only statistical errors.
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Figure 6.12: The 68% and 95% confidence contours of w and Ωm in a flat wCDM model
(assuming prior Set III in Table 6.1) for a combination of our photometrically-classified
sample of 752 SNe Ia and the SH0ES measurement of H0 . The blue contours show the
statistics only contours and the grey contours include the estimate of the systematics, as
well as statistical uncertainties.

These measurements are obtained by adding, in quadrature, an additional uncertainty of
∆µ = 0.1 magnitudes to the distance moduli errors of our observed SNe Ia; the same
methodology as Kowalski et al. (2008). This level of uncertainty is an estimate from the
combination (in quadrature) of uncertainties associated with the light-curve fitter (0.03
mags), photometric calibration (0.02 mags), lensing and peculiar velocities (0.05 mags)
and possible host-galaxy correlations (0.07 mags). When including our systematic errors
in the cosmological analysis we fix the SALT2 SN α and β parameters to the values
found in Section 6.5.2; this is done to prevent α and β changing values to counteract
the increase in dispersion that the systematic errors cause. The results do not change
significantly with our inclusion of these estimates of the unknown systematics, giving
+0.07
a best-fit of w = −0.93+0.39
−0.49 and Ωm = 0.314−0.06 . However, we stress again that this
analysis is not comprehensive.
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Conclusion

We end this Chapter with some brief conclusions on the cosmological analysis of this
photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample.
• We fit this Hubble diagram with a straightforward ΛCDM (w = −1) cosmological
model to obtain Ωm = 0.24+0.07
−0.05 (statistical errors only) for a flat Universe. If we
relax the constraint on flatness we obtain the constraints on Ωm and ΩΛ shown in
Figure 6.1, where we have detected an accelerating Universe at the 99.96% confidence level. This figure also shows that our statistical constraints on these important cosmological parameters are comparable to the recent SNLS3 constraints
published in Guy et al. (2010).
• In Figures 6.6 and 6.8, we show our constraints on the equation-of-state of dark
energy (w) for our photometrically-classified sample on its own (with only H0
data) and when combined with other cosmological information (CMB, LRGs, H0 ).
+0.10
We find w = −0.95+0.31
−0.32 and w = −0.96−0.10 respectively (statistical errors only),
which are consistent with both the SDSS-II and SNLS3 spectroscopic samples.
These cosmological analyses illustrate that our photometrically-classified sample
can deliver competitive constraints even though it lacks extensive SN spectroscopic
follow-up and probes a smaller range of redshifts (compared to the SNLS3).
• We achieved the goal of this thesis by showing the cosmological constraints from a
photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample are comparable and unbiased compared
to spectroscopic samples.

Chapter 7
Supplementary science
The work in Section 7.3.5 of this Chapter has been carried out in collaboration with
David Bacon, Mathew Smith, Charles Shapiro, Bob Nichol and Roy Maartens and the
Lensing work (Section 7.3) will be published in Smith et al. (2013, in prep).

7.1

Introduction

In Chapter 4, we compiled a sample of photometrically-classified SNe Ia from SDSS-II
with BOSS host-galaxy redshifts. Then, in Chapter 6, we completed the cosmological
analysis of this sample. In this Chapter, we briefly investigate some additional applications of this large data-set. The work presented in this Chapter is still in the preliminary
stages of investigation and as such the level of completeness is less than the rest of the
analysis presented in this thesis.
Firstly, in Section 7.2, we begin to explore possible SNe Ia correlations with their
host-galaxies. These include investigating potential correlations with the host-galaxy
type (Section 7.2.3), correlations between the SNe Ia SALT2 X1 or color parameters and
the distance from the core of the galaxy (Section 7.2.4). We also conduct a short examination of potential reductions in the HRs using the host-galaxy stellar mass (Section 7.2.5).
Secondly, in Section 7.3, we investigate potential weak gravitational lensing of this
photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample, particularly the level of scatter expected in the
measurement of the lensing signal. This work will be presented in Smith et al. (2013, in
prep.).
We end this Chapter with some short conclusions on these preliminary investigations
of these supplementary science areas (Section 7.4).
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SNe Ia host galaxies

Previous SN studies, such as Kelly et al. (2010), Sullivan et al. (2010), Lampeitl et al.
(2010a), D’Andrea et al. (2011) and Johansson et al. (2012) have shown that there are
correlations between the SNe Ia brightness and certain properties of its host galaxy. The
host-galaxy stellar-mass correlation with the SNe Ia brightness (after correction) is the
property that has been most investigated. It is potentially a proxy for a different underlying physical property which could be driving the correlation, such as the host-galaxy
metallically, as investigated by D’Andrea et al. (2011). However, the galaxy metallically
is a much harder property to measure than the stellar mass, especially at higher redshifts. Sullivan et al. (2010) demonstrated that separating the SNe Ia sample into low and
high-mass host galaxies, and using two different values of M (in the distance modulus
calculation) for these samples, rather than one global M , improves the cosmology fit by
3.8 − 4.5σ.
In our cosmological analysis (Section 6.5), we have neglected this potential correction
for host-galaxy stellar mass, since we are trying to show a pathway for future SNe Ia cosmology studies and not derive definitive cosmology results. Furthermore, there are still
many uncertainties about how best to implement a correlation with host-galaxy properties, and the optimum way to measure the host-galaxy stellar mass. However, we perform
a preliminary investigation here.

7.2.1

Host-galaxy model magnitudes

The optimal way to measure the flux from a galaxy is to use the best matched galaxy
model. The SDSS-II model magnitudes are calculated by fitting two models to the twodimensional images of each galaxy. The first model is a de Vaucouleurs profile of the
form,
I(r) = I0 exp(−7.67[(r/re )1/4 ]),
(7.1)
where I(r) is the mean surface brightness within a circular annulus of radius r, I0 is the
central brightness, and re is the radius containing half the total light, or the “effective
radius”. The second model is an exponential profile of the form,
I(r) = I0 exp(−1.68r/re ).

(7.2)

Each model has an arbitrary axis ratio and position angle. The best-fit model in the rband is then fit to the other four bands, resulting in the model magnitudes in all five
passbands.
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Figure 7.1: The normalized absolute r−band model magnitude distribution (k-corrected
to z = 0.1) for the photometrically-classified SNe Ia (black, -45 ◦ hatching) and the
spectroscopically-confirmed subset of SNe Ia (blue, 45 ◦ hatching).

7.2.2

K-corrections

We use the SDSS kcorrect.pro code, developed by Blanton & Roweis (2007), for all
of our SNe Ia host galaxies. This code, by default, k-corrects all galaxies to z = 0.1,
since this is the average redshift of the SDSS-II Main Galaxy Sample (MGS; Strauss
et al., 2002). SALT2 applies k-corrections to the SNe Ia light curves to enable them to be
compared to the SNe Ia templates in the rest-frame.
Figure 7.1 shows the normalized histogram of the k-corrected absolute r−band model
magnitude of the photometrically-classified SDSS-II SNe Ia host galaxies, with the
spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia highlighted in blue. This shows that the absolute kcorrected r−band model magnitudes for the host galaxies of spectroscopically-confirmed
SNe Ia lack some of the brightest host galaxies. This may be an effect from the
spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia sample spanning a lower redshift where, due to volume limits, the brightest and largest host galaxies are less likely to be seen. We show,
in Figure 5.14, that when we limit the photometric and spectroscopic SNe Ia samples to
z < 0.3, they have the same distribution of absolute k-corrected r-band model magnitudes.
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Host-galaxy types

The relation between SNe Ia in different host galaxies has been studied for many years.
SNe Ia in elliptical galaxies are generally rarer by an order of magnitude (Mannucci,
2005; Sullivan et al., 2006b; Johansson et al., 2012). In addition, SNe Ia in elliptical
galaxies are fainter and have narrower light curves before correction (Hamuy et al., 1995,
1996; Riess et al., 1999; Hamuy et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 2006b). Gallagher et al.
(2008) found that SNe Ia in host galaxies with populations ages greater than 5 Gyr are
∼1 mag fainter at peak than those in galaxies with young populations and SNe Ia that
are fainter after correction are generally found in metal poor systems. Hicken et al.
(2009b) found 2σ evidence that SNe Ia in elliptical galaxies are brighter than those in
spirals after light-curve corrections. Howell & Legacy Survey (2009) used host gasphase metallicities inferred from average galaxy stellar-mass-metallicity relations for 55
SNe Ia from the first year of the SNLS and detected no correlations between the host
galaxy metallicity and the SNe Ia HR. Sullivan et al. (2010) showed using the SNLS
data that SNe Ia in low specific star forming rate (sSFR) galaxies have smaller “β” slope
with 2.7σ significance and smaller scatter on the HD (95% confidence). Lampeitl et al.
(2010b) used the SDSS-II three year spectroscopically confirmed SNe Ia sample to show
that σint is 0.13 in passive hosts and 0.17 in star forming hosts.
Figure 7.2 shows the k-corrected g − r color versus absolute k-corrected r−band
model magnitude of the SNe Ia host galaxy (Mr0.1 ); again the spectroscopically-confirmed
SNe Ia subsample is shown as blue cross symbols. We apply a simple color-magnitude
cut, used by many astronomers (Blanton & Berlind, 2007; Skibba et al., 2009), to separate
the “red sequence” and “blue cloud” for SDSS-II galaxies of,
0.1
(g − r)cut
= 0.8 − 0.03(Mr0.1 + 20).

(7.3)

We note that this criteria is different from the u − r versus Mr color-magnitude cut used
by Bamford et al. (2009); although, Skibba et al. (2009) suggested that galaxy typing
results should not be sensitive to the exact choice of the color-magnitude cut. This is a
looser constraint than used by Masters et al. (2010), where they only select galaxies to be
“red” spirals when they are as red as the most “red” elliptical galaxies. We investigated
using the (g − i) > 2.35 color cut used in Masters et al. (2011), above which almost all
(90%) of the host galaxies should have an early-type morphology; however, as shown
by Figure 4 in their paper, the selection cut of (g − i) > 2.35 is most efficient at higher
redshift. The dperp > 0.55 line on Figure 4 of their paper is approximately the same as
z = 0.5, (where dprep = (r − i) − (g − r)/8.0 > 0.55)). Below this line there are many
“blue” early-type galaxies.
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Figure 7.2: The host-galaxy (g − r)0.1 color as a function of absolute r−band
model magnitude (both quantities k-corrected to z = 0.1) for the host galaxies of the
photometrically-classified SNe Ia (black dots) and the subsample of SNe Ia that have
been spectroscopically confirmed (blue cross symbols). The purple line shows the divide
from Equation 7.3 between the “red” and “blue” galaxies.

Using Equation 7.3, we find 113 of our photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample
reside in “red” host galaxies and 639 SNe Ia reside in “blue” host galaxies. This split,
based on the host-galaxy color-magnitude, after k-correction, divides the sample into
“red” and “blue” galaxies, which are approximately passive and star-forming galaxies. A
KS test between the distance modulus for the SNe Ia in “red” and “blue” host galaxies,
shows that the two distributions are only likely to be drawn from a different underlying
distribution at the 92% level.
Therefore, only 15% of our photometrically-classified SNe Ia reside in passive host
galaxies, while 85% live in star-forming hosts. In the rates analysis of Smith et al. (2012)
they found 23% of the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia in the SDSS-II (below redshift
0.25) resided in passive galaxies. Our sample contains 8% less passive hosts than Smith
et al. (2012), which may be driven by the BOSS host-galaxy spectroscopic follow-up
being less efficient for passive galaxies. However, this should only be a small effect,
since BOSS has a 95% efficiency of obtaining redshifts from the primary galaxy sample,
as discussed in Section 2.3.2. Additionally, we only use a simple color-magnitude cut to
separate the passive and star-forming galaxies, while Smith et al. (2012) use PEGASE.2
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Figure 7.3: This Hubble diagram of the photometrically-classified SNe Ia with the “red”
host galaxies shown as red triangles and the “blue” hosts shown as blue points.

to calculate star-formation rates, which they then use to split the sample into passive
and star-forming hosts. Furthermore, we should not over-interpret the difference in the
percentage of passive hosts, as mentioned in Section 4.2, this photometrically-classified
sample of SNe Ia is not suitable for detailed rates analysis, since we have maximized the
sample for purity and not efficiency.
In Figure 7.3, we plot separate Hubble diagrams for the 639 SNe Ia in “blue” host
galaxies, and the 113 SNe Ia in “red” host galaxies. From visual inspection, it appears that
the SNe Ia in the “red” galaxies have a lower dispersion than the “blue” host galaxies.
We conduct a cosmological analysis for each subsample of host-galaxy types and find
the σint (“blue”) = 0.16 (the same as the full sample, see Section 6.4.1) and σint (“red”) =
0.08, confirming this visual impression. All the outliers on the Hubble diagram are in blue
host galaxies, removing these 3σ outliers reduces the intrinsic dispersion to σint (“blue”)
= 0.12, thus the outliers are not the only reason for the difference between the red and
blue host galaxies. This is interesting for future surveys when there will be the possibility
to constrain cosmological parameters using only SNe Ia in “red” host galaxies, since
the statistics of such samples will be comparable to the samples of all the SNe Ia we
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have today (see Section 8.1.2). The cosmological parameters derived from the “red”
and “blue” host-galaxy samples remain consistent with those for the full sample (see
Section 6.5) and at present contain no detectable bias between them, but the errors on
the derived parameters from the “red” host galaxies are considerably larger, due to this
sample being nearly six times smaller.

7.2.4

Correlations with SALT2 parameters

The work presented here is an extension of Galbany et al. (2012), which investigated
correlations between the light-curve parameters and the projected distance in the host
galaxy, as a function of host-galaxy type (z < 0.25). They found indications that SNe Ia
in passive galaxies tend to have narrower light curves (negative X1 ) if they exploded at
larger distances from the core. However, this apparent correlation may be due to selection
effects in their sample.
We investigate here the relationship between the color of the SNe Ia host galaxy and
the SALT2 X1 and color parameters. We use the same split (using Equation 7.3) on the
k-corrected g − r color versus k-corrected absolute r−band model magnitude as in the
previous section (Section 7.2.3) to separate “red” and “blue” galaxies. First, we show in
Figure 7.4, the color (left-hand panel) and X1 (right-hand panel) distributions for all the
“red” and “blue” galaxies. One can clearly see that the SNe Ia SALT2 color distribution
is the same in “red” and “blue” galaxies, whereas the X1 distribution is significantly
different between the two host types, which is a well known correlations (Galbany et al.,
2012). A KS test confirms that the X1 distribution, in “red” and “blue” host galaxies, is
different at 99.99% level. These findings are consistent with earlier work (Galbany et al.,
2012), so we further investigate this correlation with the location in the host.
We split the galaxy sample into two further subsamples, based on the distance the
SNe Ia are from the center of the galaxy. We define a core sample, where the SNe Ia
occurs within a projected distance of 2kpc1 from the center, and an outer ring, where the
SNe Ia exploded further than a projected distance of 2kpc from the core of the galaxy. We
investigate excluding SNe Ia at a projected distance greater the 15kpc, in order to avoid
SNe Ia host-galaxy mismatches (at large projected distances) driving the correlation. We
find no statistical difference whether they are included or not.
Figure 7.5 shows that the SALT2 X1 parameter appears to correlate with the projected
position in the host galaxy, when separated by galaxy color. The “red” host galaxies
contain SNe Ia with more negative X1 (fainter SNe Ia) on the edges. Whereas, the “blue”
host galaxies appear to have more positive X1 (brighter SNe Ia) nearer the edge of their
hosts. This agrees with the correlations seen in Galbany et al. (2012).
1

Assuming H0 = 70km/s/Mpc.
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Figure 7.4: SALT2 color (left-hand panel) and X1 (right-hand panel) parameter distributions of the “red” (shown in red, 45 ◦ hatching) and “blue” (shown in blue, -45 ◦ hatching)
host galaxies for the photometrically-classified SNe Ia.
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Figure 7.5: SALT2 X1 parameter distribution of the “red” (shown in red, 45 ◦ hatching)
and “blue” (shown in blue, -45 ◦ hatching) host galaxies, with the SNe Ia in the core (lefthand panel) and the edge (right-hand panel) of the host galaxy for the photometricallyclassified SNe Ia.

Using a KS test, we can confirm that the X1 distributions from the “red” and “blue”
galaxies at the edges of the host galaxy are not statistically from the same underlying distribution at 99.95% significance. There is a suggestion that the X1 parameter of SNe Ia
in the core of “red” and “blue” galaxies are also drawn from different underlying distributions. However, the significance is much lower, only 97.15%.
There are several possible causes for the difference in the X1 populations of SNe Ia
in the outskirts of the “red” and “blue” host galaxies: (i) Dust could be causing this effect
with different dust laws in the two types of galaxies. A galaxy with higher dust content
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Figure 7.6: SALT2 color parameter distribution of the “red” (shown in red, 45 ◦ hatching)
and “blue” (shown in blue, -45 ◦ hatching) host galaxies, with the SNe Ia in the core (lefthand panel) and the edge (right-hand panel) of the host galaxy for the photometricallyclassified SNe Ia.

would scatter more of the light from SNe Ia and thus, cause it to appear fainter. (ii)
The SNe Ia in the outskirts of the “blue” and “red” host galaxies could originate from
different progenitor channels (single/double degenerate). For example, the bulges of
spirals may have the same properties as elliptical galaxies. (iii) The effect may be driven
by metallicity gradients in galaxies. The outskirts of galaxies tend to be more metal
poor than the core and this effect appears to be stronger in “blue” galaxies (Boissier &
Prantzos, 2009).
Lampeitl et al. (2010b) used the full three year SDSS-II spectroscopically confirmed
SNe Ia sample and found that fainter, quicker declining SNe Ia (X1 < 0) SNe Ia favor
passive host galaxies and brighter, slower decling SNe Ia (X1 > 0) SNe Ia favor starforming galaxies, which we confirm with this larger sample. Johansson et al. (2012)
also used the SDSS-II spectroscopically confirmed sample with host galaxy spectra and
showed that star-forming galaxies host SNe Ia with slower decline rates (X1 higher) and
are more luminous, which is again consistent with our finding. They suggest that this
is an anti-correlation of SALT2 X1 parameter with stellar population age, and that more
luminous SNe are found in younger stellar populations. Sullivan et al. (2010) saw a
similar correlation using the SNLS3 sample, they found that SNe Ia light-curve widths
closely track the sSFR and stellar mass of their host galaxies.
However, we see in Figure 7.6, no correlation between position in the host and the
SNe Ia SALT2 color. This appears to be contrary to Galbany et al. (2012), who saw
that the average SALT2 color decreased with the projected distance for SNe Ia in spiral
galaxies. We only look in two distance bins (core and edge) within the galaxy, which may
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be obscuring the signal detected by Galbany et al. (2012), and this would be interesting
to investigate further in the future. We might have expected to observe differences in
the distributions of SNe Ia color, if the color is (at least partly) associated with the dust,
which is more prevalent in spiral galaxies. Additionally, we might expect SNe Ia with
less dust extinction at small distances from the core of the galaxy due to difficulties of
observing faint SNe Ia close to the galaxy center. Thus, a lack of correlation between
SNe Ia color and the position in the host galaxy or the galaxy type may be an indication
that the main cause of the SNe Ia color is intrinsic rather than dust absorption.
Lampeitl et al. (2010b) found a difference in the SNe Ia color relationship between the
passive and star-forming hosts, which we have not observed, this could possibly be due
to the smaller color range of our photometrically classified sample. Sullivan et al. (2010)
also saw that galaxies with low sSFRs host SNe Ia have a smaller slope (β) between
SNe Ia luminosity and color, and have a smaller scatter on Hubble diagrams.

7.2.5

Host-galaxy stellar mass

Kelly et al. (2010) observed that more massive galaxies host brighter SNe Ia after lightcurve corrections. Sullivan et al. (2010) saw that SNe Ia with the same X1 and color,
in the SNLS3 sample, are on average ∼0.08 mag brighter in massive hosts (presumably
metal rich) and galaxies with low sSFR. They also discovered that the average stellar
mass decreases with redshift. They found that if you use two values for the absolute magnitude of the SNe Ia, one value for the SNe Ia in high stellar-mass hosts and a lower value
for the SNe Ia in low mass (metal-poor) galaxies, then this gives a 3.8/4.5 σ reduction
in the χ2 of the cosmological fits. Lampeitl et al. (2010b) confirmed, using the SDSS-II
spectroscopically-confirmed three year SNe Ia sample, that SNe Ia in passive hosts are
∼0.1 mag brighter after correction, and suggested using an additional correction term
in the distance modulus. Johansson et al. (2012) used the SDSS-II spectroscopicallyconfirmed sample with host-galaxy spectra and suggested a step function, which describes the stellar mass-HR relation, with SNe Ia in stellar-mass hosts ≤ 2×1010 M
having higher HR after correction if a universal M value is used. Gupta et al. (2011)
found a 4σ confirmation that older, massive galaxies host ∼0.1 mag brighter SNe Ia after light-curve correction, using the SDSS-II sample with UV and IR data to improve
the stellar mass and stellar age estimates. D’Andrea et al. (2011) suggested that these
correlations are driven by the metallicity of the host galaxy, and they showed, using the
gas-phase metallicity and star-formation rates from the spectra of the host galaxies with
active star-formation, that SNe Ia are over luminous for the light-curve shape in high
metallicity galaxies and the HR are ∼0.1 mag brighter.
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The stellar mass of a galaxy can be derived by comparing the observed broad-band
photometric data to the best-fit SED template. The SED is based on fitting stellar population models (Maraston, 2006), which are dependent on a variety of physical parameters
(i.e., ages, dust content, chemical composition).
Once the template has been normalized to solar mass (M ), then the stellar mass can
be calculated using,
M ∗ = 4π × (Dlum × 3.086 × 1024 )2 × b/L ,

(7.4)

where L is the luminosity of the sun (3.426×1033 erg/s), Dlum is the luminosity distance
defined in Equation 1.11 and b is a normalization factor.
The stellar mass of all BOSS galaxies, including our SNe Ia host galaxies, have been
calculated (Maraston et al., 2012), using the Maraston (2006) population synthesis models. The “HyperZspec” software, presented in Maraston et al. (2012), is used to calculate
the masses and this is an adapted version of HyperZ (Bolzonella et al., 2000), with the
SED fitting performed at a fixed spectroscopic redshift. HyperZspec computes the χ2r for
a large number of templates, with varying star-formation histories (SFHs), and identifies
the best-fitting template. This analysis does not include reddening, as Pforr et al. (2012)
shows that when it is incorporated the level of degeneracy is increased. In addition, including reddening favors models with considerable dust and low ages, which are unlikely.
There are two masses computed for each galaxy, one with the best-fitting passive model
and one with the best-fitting star-forming model.
Unfortunately, 142 (26 passive and 116 star forming) of the our SNe Ia host galaxies
are missing host-galaxy stellar masses; these spectra were taken during commissioning
of BOSS and were not included in the SDSS DR9 (Ahn et al., 2012), which published
these fitted parameters. For any future work, these additional SNe Ia host galaxies should
be included, but for the investigation presented here we neglect these SNe Ia.
We use the stellar mass from the star-forming model for the “blue” host galaxies,
and the passive model for the “red” host galaxies. We do not attempt to correct for
any anti-correlation between passive or star-forming hosts and color. For example, we
expect 6% of passive galaxies to be “blue” (Masters et al., 2010), although we use the
stellar mass from the star-forming model for any “blue” passive hosts, which might be
within our sample. Figure 7.7 shows the host-galaxy stellar-mass distribution for the
“red” and “blue” host galaxies of the SNe Ia. The “red” host galaxies are only those from
the higher stellar-mass galaxies, and all the host galaxies below 1010 M are for “blue”
galaxies. A KS test between the stellar-mass distributions for the “red” and “blue” host
galaxies confirms this trend that they are statistically from two different populations, at
the 99.99% level.
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Figure 7.7: The log10 stellar-mass distribution of the photometrically-classified SNe Ia
host galaxies in “red” host galaxies (shown in red, 45 ◦ hatching) and “blue” host galaxies
(shown in blue, -45 ◦ hatching). The vertical purple line shows the host-galaxy stellarmass split we impose at 1010 M , based on the criteria outlined in Sullivan et al. (2011).

The host-galaxy stellar-mass distribution for the photometrically-classified SNe Ia
was compared to the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia subset, as shown in Figure 7.8.
Again, we carry out a KS test, comparing the host-galaxy stellar-mass distribution from
the photometric and spectroscopic SNe Ia samples. The KS test shows that the hostgalaxy stellar-mass distributions, for the spectroscopic and photometric SNe Ia samples
are, statistically, from different underlying populations at the 94.64% significance level.
Next, we take all the photometrically-classified SNe Ia and split them into two samples depending on the stellar mass of the host galaxy, following the method of Sullivan
et al. (2011) and Johansson et al. (2012). We split the sample at 1010 M , as shown by
the purple line on Figures 7.7 and 7.8.
We then construct a Hubble diagram, shown in Figure 7.9 (left-hand panel), with
the two mass samples in different colors: SNe Ia in low stellar-mass host galaxies are
in black and those in high stellar-mass hosts are in blue. From visual inspection of the
Hubble diagram, it appears that the SNe Ia in high-mass host galaxies require a higher
value of M than the SNe Ia in low-mass host galaxies. The right-hand panel shows the
same Hubble diagram using M = 29.6 for the SNe Ia in low-mass host galaxies, and
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Figure 7.8: The log10 stellar-mass distribution of the photometrically-classified SNe Ia
host galaxies (shown in black, 45 ◦ hatching) and the subset of spectroscopicallyconfirmed SNe Ia (shown in blue, -45 ◦ hatching). The vertical purple line shows the
host-galaxy stellar-mass split we impose at 1010 M , based on the criteria outlined in
Sullivan et al. (2011).

M = 29.7 for the SNe Ia in high-mass host galaxies. This confirms, in a basic way,
the findings of Sullivan et al. (2010) that the cosmological constraints are improved by
using different values for M for SNe Ia in high-mass and low-mass host galaxies. We
should note that the ∆M found by Sullivan et al. (2010), using the SNLS3 sample and
Johansson et al. (2012), using the SDSS-II spectroscopically-confirmed SN, are slightly
different; they found ∆M = 0.06 − 0.09 mag and ∆M = 0.147 mag respectively.
We have not included different values for M in our cosmological analysis of this
sample. In the future, it may be worth investigating subdivision of M for SNe Ia in
high and low-mass host galaxies when carrying out the cosmological analysis (see Section 8.1.1 for discussion of future work). Explicitly, it would be interesting to investigate
a step function (Johansson et al., 2012) or linear relation (Lampeitl et al., 2010b) with
this sample.
We also scrutinize the redshift distributions of the high and low-mass host-galaxy
samples shown in Figure 7.10. It can be seen that the low and high stellar-mass hosts
have a similar distribution with redshift, but it is perhaps unsurprising as this photometric
sample only probes fairly low redshift. This is contary to what has previously been seen
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Figure 7.9: Hubble diagrams of the photometrically-classified SNe Ia, split by hostgalaxy stellar mass, into two mass bins. SNe Ia in low-mass host galaxies are in black
and high-mass hosts are blue points. The left-hand panel is plotted using one value of M
for both samples. The right-hand panel has M = 29.6 for the SNe Ia in low-mass host
galaxies and M = 29.7 for the SNe Ia in high-mass host galaxies.

by others, such as Sullivan et al. (2010), who observed that the average stellar mass of the
host galaxies decreases with redshift. This may be interesting to examine in the future
with the DES SNe Ia when we have larger samples extending to higher redshift (see
Section 8.1.2 discussion of future work).
Finally, we investigate possible host-galaxy stellar-mass correlations with SALT2 SN
parameters. Figure 7.11 shows the SALT2 color parameter as a function of host-galaxy
stellar mass, which appears to indicate no correlation between them. This is in agreement
with Sullivan et al. (2010) who found that the SNe Ia colors are similar in low and high
mass hosts for the SNLS3 sample.
Then, in Figure 7.12, we show the SALT2 X1 parameter as a function of host-galaxy
stellar mass, where there now appears to be a weak trend between the stellar mass of the
host galaxy and decreasing X1 , although no significant correlation is detected using a
linear fit. Again, this agrees with Sullivan et al. (2010) who saw that the SNe Ia stretch
correlates with the host-galaxy stellar mass using the SNLS sample. Our work also agrees
with Johansson et al. (2012), who detected an anti-correlation between the host-galaxy
velocity dispersion and the SNe Ia X1 parameter, suggesting fainter, faster declining
(narrower) SNe Ia reside in more massive galaxies.
This suggests that there is no bias between the SNe Ia SALT2 parameters in high and
low stellar-mass hosts and the differences seen on the Hubble diagram can be incorporated by having two separate M values.
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Figure 7.10: The redshift distribution of the low-mass host galaxies (shown in black,
45 ◦ hatching) and the high-mass host galaxies (shown in blue, -45 ◦ hatching).
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Figure 7.11: The SALT2 c parameter as a function of the host-galaxy stellar mass for the
photometrically-classified SNe Ia, with the spectroscopically-confirmed subset as blue
cross symbols.
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Figure 7.12: The SALT2 X1 parameter as a function of the host-galaxy stellar mass
for the photometrically-classified SNe Ia, with the spectroscopically-confirmed subset as
blue cross symbols.

7.3

Weak gravitational lensing of SNe Ia

One of the new possible applications for such large SN samples, beyond standard cosmological constraints, is the study of weak gravitational lensing of SNe Ia. This is expected
to be a small signal, requiring a large homogenous survey, but it could become an important new measurement in future SN experiments. In addition, the weak gravitational
lensing of SNe Ia is a potential source of scatter in the Hubble diagram, which if measured
and corrected for could improve SNe Ia cosmological constraints: If left uncorrected it
could limit the cosmological constraints possible with the next generation of SN surveys.
In Section 7.3.1, we discuss the background of previous weak gravitational lensing
studies. Then, we introduce equations we will use to measure the lensing signal (Section 7.3.2) and the scatter (Section 7.3.3). Next, we briefly describe iCosmo, a software package we use to produce inputs for our calculations (Section 7.3.4). Finally,
in Section 7.3.5, we investigate potential weak gravitational lensing of our SDSS-II
photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. Here, we particularly focus on the level of
scatter expected in the measurement of the lensing signal. The full analysis of the weak
gravitational lensing of this SNe Ia sample is presented in Smith et al. (2013, in prep.).
This SNe Ia sample will only have a small weak gravitational lensing signal, due to its
low redshift. Therefore, it is unlikely to improve the cosmological constraints significantly. However, this sample is perfect for testing methods for future surveys.
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Background of weak gravitational lensing of SNe Ia

Matter inhomogeneities in the Universe, such as galaxies, groups, and clusters of galaxies, cause large gravitational fields. These gravitational fields bend light rays, emitted
from distant sources, along the transverse component of the gravitational potential gradient (Schneider et al., 1992; Narayan & Bartelmann, 1996). The gravitational bending
of light effectively re-maps the image we observe, changing the shape, size, position and
brightness of distant sources. Therefore, weak gravitational lensing can be used to measure the amount and distribution of matter (including dark matter) along lines of sight.
One key aspect of gravitational lensing is magnification while conserving surface
brightness. If the magnification (µ) is four (i.e., µ = 4), then the area increases fourfold but the surface brightness remains conserved. As SNe Ia are point sources, the
geometrical shape is unaffected by the weak gravitational lensing i.e., SNe Ia have no
detectable shear.
The weak gravitational lensing of distant SNe Ia causes them to appear brighter or
fainter, at a particular redshift, compared to the average standard candle. In particular,
SNe Ia are expected to appear brighter (or magnified, µ > 1) behind over-densities,
such as galaxy clusters, but fainter (or de-magnified, µ < 1) behind under-densities. The
variation in magnitudes from the gravitational lensing causes an increase in the dispersion
of the SNe Ia on the Hubble diagram (Holz, 1998; Metcalf, 1999; Amanullah et al., 2003;
Ménard et al., 2003).
The expected effect of weak gravitational lensing on the dispersion of SNe Ia magnitudes, as well as the correlation of SN magnitudes and the foreground matter, has been
studied by several groups. We summarize below the techniques they used and the conclusions drawn:
• Ray-tracing through simulations (Wambsganss et al., 1997; Ménard et al., 2003;
Takada & Hamana, 2003) predicts an increase in the dispersion of the SNe Ia magnitudes of 0.02 mag at a redshift of 0.5 (or ∆mag . 1%). This work concludes that
the lensing effect is sub-dominant to current uncertainties on the SNe Ia distance
modulus, which are ∆mag ∼ 0.15mag. The prediction for the amount of extra
scatter expected in the Hubble diagram strongly depends on the assumptions of
clumpiness of matter within the simulations. Holz & Linder (2005) predict extra
scatter in the SNe Ia magnitude of 0.09 at z = 1, whereas Bergström et al. (2000)
only suggest 0.04 at z = 1, for smooth halo profiles.
• Williams & Song (2004) find that the SNe Ia magnitudes from SCP and the Highz SN searches (see Section 1.2.2) correlate with the foreground galaxies from the
Automated Plate Measurement (APM) Northern Sky Catalogue (within an aperture
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of 5 − 15 arcminutes of the SNe Ia position). They conclude that the amount and
distribution of foreground galaxies affects the weak lensing of the SNe Ia, but the
specifics of the galaxy biasing scheme (b) does not influence this weak lensing.
• Ménard & Dalal (2005) have searched for a correlation between a sample of SNe Ia
presented in Riess et al. (2004) and the SDSS DR2 galaxy catalogue (within an
aperture of one to ten arcminutes). However, they do not detect any correlation.
This shows that either the weak lensing signal was too faint to detect in this sample,
or that an aperture of one to ten arcmintes is too small.
• Wang (2005) find marginal evidence for weak lensing from convolving the SNe Ia
intrinsic dispersion of the Riess et al. (2004) SNe Ia sample with the magnification distributions of point sources. They detect two slight signatures. First, a
non-Gaussian tail at high redshift, which is caused by highly magnified objects.
Second, a shift in the peak brightness towards the faint end, due to the PDF of the
magnification peaking at µ < 1, i.e., demagnification. This is because the average line-of-sight travels through more empty space than galaxies. Jönsson et al.
(2007) detect a signal consistent with lensing (at 90% confidence level) using 26
SNe Ia in the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS) field, correlating them with the foreground galaxy density within an aperture of one arcminute.
This shows the signal is non-gaussian and biased towards demagnification. Thus,
when a larger sample is used in the future, and the signal is stronger, it could bias
the cosmological results if left uncorrected.
• Kronborg et al. (2010) detect evidence of weak lensing of SNe Ia by foreground
structures using the SNLS3 data release (Guy et al., 2010). HRs of individual
events correlate with the magnification that is expected from foreground galaxies (with inferred masses). Additionally, the amplifications of the SNe Ia agree
with the predictions from the measured mass constraints. Increased statistics are
required for stronger detections, and future surveys, such as DES, will provide adequate SNe Ia samples. Again, using the same SNLS3 SNe Ia sample, Jönsson
et al. (2010) find a weak lensing signal at 92% confidence. Furthermore, they
extract loose constraints on dark matter haloes of galaxies. This will be another
potential use for future large SNe Ia surveys. Finally, Karpenka et al. (2012) apply a Bayesian analysis, again to the SNLS3 data-set. However, they only detect
a marginal weak lensing signal, and loose constraints on the galaxy dark matter
halo parameters. Their results vary from Kronborg et al. (2010) and Jönsson et al.
(2010), as a direct outcome of using different methods.
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Generally, the precise results of SNe Ia weak lensing are dependent on the assumptions
and methods used. The increase in the scatter of the SNe Ia magnitudes from weak
lensing is not anticipated to be significant for current SNe Ia surveys.
Sarkar et al. (2008) and Jönsson et al. (2008) discuss that the effect from gravitational
lensing of SNe Ia should not, at present, cause a bias on the cosmological parameters.
However, it is hypothesized that, if the SNe Ia correlation with gravitational lensing can
be measured, and a correction for this applied to the distance modulus, then this may
reduce the intrinsic dispersion on the Hubble diagram; thus, improving the cosmological
constraints. We note that the effects from weak lensing will be greater at higher redshifts,
as the line-of-sight through the Universe is longer. Therefore, SNe Ia in future surveys,
such as DES and LSST, which are predicted to detect thousands of SNe Ia at z > 1,
will have a larger weak lensing signal. Thus, it will become important to apply corrections to the SNe Ia magnitudes, in order to achieve the high precision of cosmological
constraints required. Furthermore, the magnification of SNe Ia should be statistically
measurable for such large samples. This is interesting, as the angular correlation of the
SNe Ia magnification pattern directly probes the mass density along the line-of-sight.
In anticipation of the large SN data-sets to come, we calculate some predictions for
the weak gravitational lensing of the SDSS-II photometrically-classified SNe Ia, compiled in this thesis, caused by the foreground galaxies, and the scatter we expect to observe.

7.3.2

Predicting the weak lensing signal

The optimal estimator used to predict the expected lensing signal convergence for a given
SNe Ia, at redshift z, can be approximated by,


fk (rSN − ri ) δni
3H02 Ωm X
dri
,
κ=
2c2
f
(r
)
a
k
SN
i

(7.5)

where the distribution of galaxies along a given line-of-sight are binned into redshift
segments, zi (Bartelmann & Schneider, 2001, Equation 263). The supernova and galaxy
comoving distances are given by rSN and ri , respectively. We define the over-density in a
given redshift bin, compared to the mean number density in that redshift bin, n̄(zi ), to be
)−n̄(zi )
δni = n(zin(z
. Additionally, the cosmological parameters in this equation are the scale
i)
factor (a), Hubble constant (H0 ), the matter density of the Universe (Ωm ) and the speed
of light (c).
We note the lensing signal (µ) is related to the lensing signal convergence (κ) by
µ ≈ 1 + 2κ. An average line-of-sight should have κ = 0, i.e., no magnification or
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demagnification. Lines-of-sight with κ > 0 (κ < 0) will result in magnification (demagnification) of SNe Ia, i.e., behind dense regions SNe Ia should appear brighter. Galaxies
can be used as biased tracers of the density δ, therefore our optimal estimator is κ = bκgal ,
where b is an estimate of the bias. We note that the radial function fk (r) depends on the
curvature (k). Throughout the lensing calculations, we assumed a flat Universe (k = 0),
so fk (r) = r.
The expected change in the SNe Ia distance modulus (∆µ) caused by the weak lensing
(κ) is given by,
−5bκgal
.
(7.6)
ln10
This is the prediction of how we expect the SNe Ia to be lensed in our sample, for a given
κgal .
∆µ =

7.3.3

Scatter on κ

In addition to estimating κ, it is important to determine whether the scatter observed on
κ is realistic. There are two types of uncertainties that contribute to the scatter on κ; the
Poisson noise and the error induced by calculating κ through a circular aperture of radius
θ. The statistical Poisson uncertainty on κ is given by,
σκ2



rSN − ri 1 1
3H02 Ωm X
δri ri
,
=
2c2
rSN
a n̄
i

(7.7)

while the rms scatter on κ, within a circular aperture of radius θ, is given by,
hκ2av (θ)i

Z

∞

= 2π
0



J1 (lθ)
ldlPκ (l)
πlθ

2
,

(7.8)

where J1 is the first-order Bessel function (Bartelmann & Schneider, 2001, Equation 290).
The power spectrum, Pκ (l), in Equation 7.8 is defined,
9H04 Ω2m
Pκ (l) =
4c2

rH

Z
0

W̄ 2 (r)
dr 2
Pδ
a (r)




l
,r ,
fk (r)

(7.9)

where rH is the horizon distance (Bartelmann & Schneider, 2001, Equation 269) and
W̄ (r) is the weighting function, and is defined as,
Z
W̄ (r) =

rH

0

0

dr G(r )
r



rSN − ri
rSN


,

where G(r)dr = pz (z)dz (Bartelmann & Schneider, 2001, Equation 266).

(7.10)
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7.3.4 iCosmo
To perform the predictions of the scatter on the weak gravitational lensing signal, we use
the iCosmo2 software package (Refregier et al., 2011) to compute the cosmological inputs
to Equations 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10. Specifically we use iCosmo to compute the linear matter
power spectrum, growth factor and volume elements. These values can be calculated for
any specified CDM cosmological model. The only model we employ is a wCDM model,
with w = −1, Ωm = 0.3 and H0 = 70km/s/Mpc, which we then use in our lensing
predictions (Section 7.3.5).

7.3.5

SN lensing of the photometrically-classified sample

Predictions for the SNe Ia lensing (Equation 7.5) depend on the true matter distributions
along a given line-of-sight. Smith et al. (2013, in prep.) use some of the SDSS DR8 catalogue (Aihara et al., 2011) for the foreground distribution of galaxies, which contains
over 800,000 spectroscopic galaxy redshifts in the “Stripe 82” region. Specifically, they
use three ancillary programs with well-defined selection criteria that span the whole area
of “Stripe 82”. These include; 22918 galaxies from MGS (Strauss et al., 2002), 19589
galaxies from the “Low-z LRG” program and 28124 galaxies from the “Southern” program. Together, these subsamples combine to give 70,631 galaxies with a spectroscopic
redshift spread over the “Stripe 82” region. Figure 7.13 (taken from Smith et al. 2013, in
prep.) shows the normalized SNe Ia distribution (from the photometric classification presented in Chapter 4) and the normalized cumulative “Stripe 82” DR8 galaxy subsample
distribution. Smith et al. (2013, in prep.) determine the κ for each SNe Ia using galaxies
in the “Stripe 82” DR8 foreground galaxy distribution, which are within an aperture of
12 arcminutes of the SNe Ia.
Figure 7.14 (taken from Smith et al. 2013, in prep.) shows the measured ∆µ from
the photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample, with the measured κ. The line over-plotted
in red shows the best-fit line. The blue region shows the predicted correlation for this
sample, from Equation 7.6, assuming a bias range 0.5 < b < 2.
It is also important to determine whether the scatter we observe on κ, in Figure 7.14 is
realistic. As discussed in Section 7.3.3, there are two types of uncertainties that contribute
to the scatter on κ; the Poisson noise error (given by Equation 7.7) and the error induced
by calculating κ through a circular aperture of radius θ (given by Equation 7.8).
To estimate this second error we solve Equation 7.8. In order to evaluate this equation
we begin by calculating the W̄ factor for our sample, using Equation 7.10. The result is
shown in Figure 7.15 as a function of redshift. The shape of this curve is driven by the
2

http://www.icosmo.org
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Figure 7.13: Normalized redshift distribution for the SNe Ia (red) and “Stripe 82” DR8
galaxies used in this analysis. The redshifts histograms for the three galaxy subsamples
(MGS, Low-z LRG, Southern) are shown cumulatively (blue). Figure 2 from Smith et
al. (2013, in prep.).

Figure 7.14: κ in a fixed angular radius of 12 arcminutes, HRs for the photometricallyclassified SNe Ia sample compiled in Chapter 4. A line of best-fit is shown in red. The
predicted correlation for our sample, from Equation 7.6, is shown in light blue, assuming
a bias range 0.5 < b < 2. The mean values in bins of κ = 0.005 are shown as dark blue
squares. The case of no correlation is shown by the green dashed line. Figure 5 of Smith
et al. (2013, in prep.).

distribution of our SNe Ia and foreground galaxies. It peaks at z = 0.2 because this is
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Figure 7.15: The weighting factor (W ) for the SN lensing signal as a function of redshift.
The height of the weighting function, is driven by the volume of our samples and the
limits of the integration.

the redshift where the galaxy distribution tails off and the SNe Ia distribution increases,
which can be seen in Figure 7.13.
Then, we solve Equation 7.9 to calculate the linear power spectrum, Pκ (l), which
uses the first-order Bessel function. The Bessel function is a second-order differential
equation and is a form of damped harmonic oscillator.
Finally we use Equation 7.8 to calculate the rms scatter on κ for a range of apertures
and these results are shown in Figure 7.16. We have excluded apertures smaller than 10
arcminutes, as the measurement becomes driven by small number statistics, and nonlinear
effects are increasingly important. As the radius of the aperture is enlarged, the number
of galaxies that are contributing to the lensing signal increases. However, the effect is
much smaller at increasingly larger radii, leading to the smooth declining shape seen in
Figure 7.16.
Considering an aperture of 12 arcminutes, we deduce an expected rms scatter on κ
of 0.67% over the redshift range of the BOSS photometric sample, consistent with the
scatter observed in Figure 7.14 of between 0.5 and 1%. Note, we also investigate using
the nonlinear power spectrum as input to these calculations, and find no difference in the
resulting rms scatter through an aperture of 12 arcminutes.
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Figure 7.16: The percentage of rms scatter on κ using apertures with radius θ.

7.4

Conclusion

We end this Chapter with a few short conclusions on the supplementary science we have
been investigating:
• We find that the SALT2 X1 parameter distribution in “red” and “blue” host galaxies are different. This correlation is strongest at the edges of the host galaxies,
where we have noticed that they are statistically not from the same underlying distribution, at 99.95% significance. We have not detected any difference between
the SALT2 color distribution in “red” and “blue” galaxies or with the projected
position of the SNe Ia within the galaxy.
• We have confirmed that the intrinsic scatter on the Hubble diagram is reduced
by using two M values (∆M = 0.1) for low and high stellar-mass host galaxies
(Sullivan et al., 2011). Although, we have observed no correlation between SNe Ia
SALT2 parameters (X1 and color) and the stellar mass of the host galaxy.
• We have shown that the correlation between the Hubble residuals and the lensing
signal (κ), which are measured in Smith et al. (2013, in prep), is at the expected
level. Additionally, we have demonstrated that the scatter in κ is consistent with
the rms scatter through an aperture of 12 arcminutes. The full analysis of the weak
lensing of the photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample is presented in Smith et al.
(2013, in prep.).

Chapter 8
Conclusions
As outlined in Chapter 1, the principle goal of this thesis is to determine whether photometric classification of the SNe Ia is a viable technique for cosmological studies. We
have been motivated by the next generation of large SNe surveys, some of which are now
beginning (i.e., DES) and others that are planned for the future (i.e., LSST). These SN
surveys will not be able to spectroscopically classify all of their candidate SNe Ia, e.g.,
DES is predicted to observe more than 4000 good quality SNe Ia and LSST is expected to
observe over 10,000 SNe Ia. Thus, photometric classification will be essential for these
new SN surveys, and it is important to understand what are the crucial requirements for
unbiased cosmological results.
In this thesis, we have used data from the SDSS-II SN Survey, supplemented with
host-galaxy spectroscopic redshifts from BOSS (discussed in Chapter 2). We have utilized SNANA simulations (Section 3.2) to define optimal selection criteria and test biases.
All our SN light-curve fits (simulations and data) have been conducted using SALT2
(Section 3.3). In Chapter 4, we have outlined our optimal method for photometricclassification of SNe Ia. Then, in Chapter 5, we have investigated bias issues affecting
our photometrically-classified SNe Ia. In Chapter 6, we have conducted the cosmological analysis of our photometrically-classified sample and then compared our results to the
spectroscopic analysis. Finally, we have investigated other applications for our data-set,
including preliminary investigations of the correlations between SNe Ia and their hostgalaxy properties (Section 7.2) and an analysis of SNe Ia weak lensing (Section 7.3).
In this Chapter, we discuss some improvements which could be carried out in the
future to the analysis we have presented in this thesis (in Section 8.1.1). Then, in Section 8.1.2, we suggest further ideas for future analysis with up-coming SN data-sets.
Finally, in Section 8.2, we draw conclusions from our analysis, focusing on our primary
goal of photometric classification. We also form some additional conclusions from our
supplementary work (including host-galaxy correlations and SNe Ia lensing).
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The future
Improvements to photometric classification

We have provided in this thesis a procedure for photometrically-classifying SNe. Here,
we detail some possible improvements to this photometric-classification method.
Photometric-classification algorithms
Of course, other methods of photometric classification also exist, with their own relative
advantages and disadvantages. For example, rather than applying limits on light-curve
properties in 2-D parameter space (e.g., Figure 4.5), one could apply a nearest-neighbor
algorithm to look for clustering in higher dimensional parameter space. Alternatively,
we note that the analysis presented here excludes from our sample all transients that have
PIa computed to be below a hard threshold (see Section 4.2.2). One could choose instead
to retain all SN candidates in their cosmology analysis, weighting each candidate by its
Bayesian probability (PIa ) of being an SN Ia. This approach avoids the uncertainty of
choosing the optimal PIa threshold to obtain a “clean” sample of SNe Ia, and prevents
the removal of actual SNe Ia and the information that they provide. These methods – the
nearest-neighbor algorithm and the fully Bayesian method using the BEAMS algorithm
(Hlozek et al., 2012) – are currently being investigated using the SDSS-II SN candidates
and their BOSS host-galaxy redshifts.
Although we have optimized the selection cuts implemented in this thesis, utilizing
higher-order criteria could further improve the accuracy and efficiency of photometric
classification. For example, the ellipsoidal X1 -color cut (Section 4.2.3) could be derived
with an additional rotation parameter that accounts for the correlations between the two
SALT2 light-curve parameters.
Simulations
There is also room for improvement in the simulations we use to describe our observations and measure the efficacy of our selection criteria. The SNe Ia templates included in
the simulations are missing a number of subclasses, such as 02cx-like SNe, which have
similar light curves to but are fainter than normal SNe Ia (Li et al., 2003; Phillips et al.,
2007; McClelland et al., 2010); 06bt-like SNe, which are particularly problematic (Foley et al., 2010; Stritzinger et al., 2011); and super-Chandrasekhar mass SNe Ia (Howell
et al., 2006; Scalzo et al., 2010). The simulations also include only a limited number
of non-Ia SN templates, a deficiency which is sure to be improved in the future as the
quantity of observations of these objects begins to reflect their diversity.
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At present, the only transient objects included in these simulations are SNe (Ia, II,
and Ibc). In the future, we would like to include other transient objects that are known
contaminants in SN surveys, such as AGN and superluminous SNe. Therefore, when we
quote an estimated contamination of 3.9%, this could be underestimated as we have only
included contamination from non-Ia SNe. Furthermore, errors on assigning the correct
SN host redshift were not modeled in our simulations. This is a rather complicated effect,
as it depends on both the redshift dependent distribution of SNe within galaxies and the
luminosity function of galaxies (those with and without SNe). While we believe we have
removed possible mis-identified host galaxies from our data (Section 4.3.1), it would be
interesting to model whether the expected number of such misidentifications is consistent
with our findings.
We note that the relative rates as a function of redshift of SNe Ia (based on Dilday
et al., 2008) and non-Ia SNe (Bazin et al., 2009) assumed in the simulations still have
associated uncertainties. It is certain that these constraints will be improved in the near
future by the next generation of large, deep SN surveys.
Intrinsic dispersion
In this work, we have assumed a constant value for the intrinsic dispersion of our sample. However, Kessler et al. (2013) have recently shown that the intrinsic dispersion of
SDSS and SNLS SN data may be better described as a wavelength-dependent function.
Therefore, future analyses will want to include a more complex model than is currently
standard for the intrinsic dispersion to improve their cosmological constraints.
Malmquist bias
In this thesis, we have used a simple redshift-dependent correction for the Malmquist
bias. In the future, higher-order Malmquist bias corrections could be investigated, such as
stretch-dependent or color-dependent corrections. The latter of these may be important,
as Figure 4.17 shows there is a clear bias in the recovered color distribution with redshift.
The ESSENCE survey used a color-dependent Malmquist bias correction, adjusting the
prior on the host-galaxy extinction (Av ) as a function of redshift (Wood-Vasey et al.,
2007). This method would be interesting to explore with our photometrically-classified
SNe Ia.
Correlations with host galaxies
We have conducted a preliminary investigation of the projected position of the SNe Ia
in the host galaxy and the SALT2 X1 and color parameters (Figures 7.5 and 7.6). This
is an extension of the work presented in Galbany et al. (2012), which uses less than 200
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spectroscopically or photometrically-confirmed SNe Ia at redshifts below 0.25. However,
in this thesis, we have only investigated SNe Ia positions in two location bins. A “core”
sample, where the projected distance between the SNe Ia and the center of the host galaxy
was less than 2kpc and an “edge” sample, where the projected separation was greater than
2kpc. In the future, it would be interesting to investigate potential correlations between
the SALT2 parameters and the SNe Ia location with finer binning in location or directly.
Contrary to Galbany et al. (2012), we see no correlation between the SALT2 color and
the location of the SNe Ia, which maybe due to our coarse binning of projected distance
washing out the signal. Another possibility is that, the sample Galbany et al. (2012) have
used could be biased (i.e., only contains the brighter SNe Ia). Alternatively, Galbany
et al. (2012) have used a looser cut of the SALT2 color (−0.3 < c < 0.6). Hence,
large SALT2 color values could be driving the projected SNe Ia location correlation with
SALT2 color.
Finally, we have investigated using two different M values in the distance modulus
calculation, one for SNe Ia which reside in high stellar-mass host galaxies and a 0.1 mag
lower value of M for SNe Ia in low stellar-mass host galaxies. The Hubble diagram
(Figure 7.9) appears to have lower intrinsic dispersion when plotted using two separate
values of M . The next step would be to perform the cosmological analysis using the two
values of M , or more precisely analytically marginalizing over the two values for M .
This is the method employed by Sullivan et al. (2011) on the SNLS3 spectroscopicallyconfirmed data-set, and they have found a 3.8 − 4.5σ decrease in the size of cosmological
contours. Johansson et al. (2012) have also found that SNe Ia in stellar-mass hosts below
2×1010 M exhibit fainter SNe Ia after light-curve corrections. Additionally, it would be
interesting to investigate if a linear function describes the relationship between the stellar
mass of the SNe Ia host galaxy and the M parameter better than a step function.

8.1.2

Prospects for future SN surveys

The DES Supernova Survey (Bernstein et al., 2012) started September 2012 and will
run for at least five seasons. It is expected to measure high-quality light curves for ∼
4000 SNe Ia out to a redshift of z ≈ 1.2, for which real-time spectroscopy of every
SNe Ia candidate, as previously carried out, will be impractical. The SNLS, SDSS and
ESSENCE surveys combined used over a year of telescope time (four and eight meter
class) to spectroscopically confirm fewer than 1000 SNe Ia (Foley et al., 2009; Guy et al.,
2010).
Therefore, DES will need to use photometric classifications to reduce the burden of
real-time spectroscopic confirmation and use allocated spectroscopic resources wisely,
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e.g., targeting hostless SNe for spectroscopic confirmation or building up training samples of SNe for photometric classifiers. Our work suggests the need for obtaining spectroscopy of SN host galaxies which, as was the case of SDSS-II, can be done over a
longer period of time and can be coordinated with other science goals (Lidman et al.,
2013).
Photometric classification is well suited for obtaining large, uniformly-selected samples of SNe Ia. In light of the systematics discussed in Section 6.6, there is a great scientific benefit in having such samples that can be subdivided and analyzed a number of
different ways to determine the magnitude of such systematic effects. Spectroscopicallyclassified SNe Ia samples also have systematics uncertainties and these are often hard to
quantify, such as decisions made by observer about which SN candidates to follow-up,
based on weather conditions and the position in the host galaxy (see Section 2.2.1 for
more details). Thus, photometric-classification maybe easier to correct for as well as
easier to compile. We describe below several examples of how these photometricallyclassified samples will be useful.
Weak gravitational lensing of SNe Ia
Large samples of SNe Ia can be used to investigate new signals like SNe Ia lensing,
which is the increase in the observed flux of SNe Ia due to weak gravitational lensing by
the large scale structure as light passes through. Clarkson et al. (2012) have discussed
how the number of galaxies we observe along the line-of-sight to an SN Ia should be
correlated with the over-luminosity of the SN (voids play a role in this determination as
well). Thus, correlating the SNe Ia with the amount of foreground structure is vital for
measuring this effect; such a program is currently being investigated with this sample
(Smith et al. 2013 in prep), as discussed in Section 7.3.
Host-galaxy correlations
Our SDSS-II photometric SNe Ia sample is much larger than any previously analyzed
sample, and the improved statistics and reduced bias may lead to an improved understanding of this effect. Correlations with photometrically-derived stellar mass,
spectroscopically-derived metallicities and star-formation rates are typically degenerate,
but a large sample will allow us to hold these parameters constant while allowing only
one parameter to vary.
As discussed in Section 7.2.5, we have used our photometrically-classified SNe Ia
sample to investigate correlations between the host-galaxy stellar mass and the SNe Ia
residuals for the SDSS-II photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. An interesting way
to study the SNe Ia host-galaxy stellar-mass correlation and improve on the work of
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Lampeitl et al. (2010b), Sullivan et al. (2011) and Johansson et al. (2012), in the future
would be exploiting the synergy between DES and VIDEO. There will be at least six
deg2 in common between the two surveys, and there is already a collaboration between
the two teams to share data on SN events. In Bernstein et al. (2012) it was estimated
that DES+VIDEO data from 2013 and 2014 alone would provide over 150 high-quality
SNe Ia light curves at z < 0.5. Having the additional IR photometry for the host galaxy
of these SNe Ia would improve the host-galaxy stellar-mass estimates, which at present
are highly model dependent. This improvement should enable better modeling of the
SNe Ia Hubble residuals and host-galaxy correlation, which in turn will allow for the
development of the correction for this correlation. Thus, advancing the constraining
power of SNe Ia on cosmological parameters.
For our photometrically-classified SDSS-II SNe Ia sample, the high and low stellarmass host galaxies appear to have a similar distribution with redshift (Figure 7.10). In
the future, using surveys such as DES, it will be interesting to see if the distribution of
high and low stellar-mass host galaxies continues to be similar at higher redshifts.
Another interesting area to investigate in the future is the correlation between the
SALT2 stretch parameter (X1 ) and the projected position of the SNe Ia in the host-galaxy,
when separated by galaxy color. In our analysis, we have observed a difference between
the SALT2 X1 parameter in the outskirts of “red” and “blue” host galaxies (Figure 7.5).
There are several possible causes for this difference, which include dust, different progenitors, or host-galaxy metallicity. Obtaining IR colors of the DES SNe, with VIDEO,
would help investigate which of the possible explanations is causing this X1 host-galaxy
color/projected position correlation, we have observed in the SDSS-II photometric SNe Ia
sample, as IR light is not as scattered by inter-stellar dust in the host galaxies. So if the
effect we observed is the result of inter-stellar dust obscuration then the SNe brightness
in the IR should not vary from “red”/“blue” hosts in the outskirts of the galaxies. However, if instead we see the same dimming of the SNe Ia in the IR, then inter-stellar dust
is unlikely to be the driving force of the effect.
Training sample
Finally, from participating in the SN challenge (K10a), we have discovered how important it is to have an unbiased training sample for developing photometric-classification
methods. The training sample in the challenge is similar to spectroscopically-confirmed
SNe Ia samples currently available. Thus, future surveys, such as DES, need to construct statistically representative spectroscopically-confirmed SNe samples for training
and quantifying the efficiency and purity of the photometrically-classification methods.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we use the full three-year photometry from the SDSS-II SN Survey, together with BOSS spectroscopy of the host galaxies of transients, to create a photometricallyclassified sample of SNe Ia to be used for cosmology. Our main results are:
• We have created an homogeneous sample of 752 photometrically-classified SNe Ia;
the largest collection of SNe Ia ever selected from a single photometric survey. Our
sample spans a redshift range of 0.05 < z < 0.55 and contains 544 newly classified
SNe Ia; 208 SNe Ia in our sample had been previously spectroscopically confirmed
and another 115 had been photometrically-classified using SDSS-II host-galaxy
spectra. Based on SNANA simulations, we estimate that this sample is 70.8%
efficient at detecting SNe Ia, with a contamination of only 3.9% from core-collapse
SNe. We demonstrate that this level of contamination is negligible when estimating
constraints on cosmological parameters using this sample of SNe Ia.
• Malmquist bias and SALT2-related effects are the largest systematic selection uncertainties in our photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample. We estimate the combined size of these effects, using extensive SNANA simulations, to be > 0.1 magnitudes at the high-redshift limit of our sample (z = 0.5; Figure 5.7). We use our
simulations to correct for these biases and show we can then recover the correct
cosmological model in the simulations.
• We show that the “spec Ia” subsample of 208 SNe Ia is potentially biased, as they
possess higher S/N light curves than the majority of our photometrically-classified
SNe Ia (Figure 5.21). Furthermore, there is evidence in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 that
the “spec Ia” subsample is biased to brighter (higher stretch) and slightly bluer
(lower color values) SNe Ia than the whole population. The weighted means of
the SALT2 parameters for the “spec Ia” sample are X1 = 0.033 ± 0.015 and
c = −0.021 ± 0.002, compared to X1 = −0.017 ± 0.013 and c = −0.018 ± 0.002
for the sample as a whole. It is additionally clear from Figure 5.14 that the host
galaxies of the “spec Ia” subsample are biased towards fainter (in absolute magnitude) galaxies compared to the whole population of host galaxies, as it is easier to
obtain SNe Ia spectra in fainter galaxies. These biases may be related, but we have
not investigated this possibly herein.
• We present the corrected Hubble diagram for our photometrically-classified SNe Ia
sample in Figure 5.18. The extra scatter seen in this diagram at high redshifts is
likely caused by our sample including SNe Ia with lower S/N than are found in
the spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia subsample (based on our simulations). We
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then fit this Hubble diagram with a straightforward ΛCDM (w = −1) cosmological model to obtain Ωm = 0.24+0.07
−0.05 (statistical errors only) for a flat Universe. If
we relax the constraint on flatness we obtain the constraints on Ωm and ΩΛ shown
in Figure 6.1, where we have detected an accelerating Universe at the 99.96%
confidence level. This figure also shows that our statistical constraints on these important cosmological parameters are comparable to the recent SNLS3 constraints
published in Guy et al. (2010).
• In Figures 6.6 and 6.8, we show our constraints on the equation-of-state of dark
energy (w) for our photometrically-classified sample on its own (with only H0 data)
and when combined with other cosmological information (CMB, LRGs, and H0 ).
+0.10
We find w = −0.95+0.31
−0.32 and w = −0.96−0.10 respectively (statistical errors only),
which are consistent with both the SDSS-II and SNLS3 spectroscopic samples.
These cosmological analyses illustrate that our photometrically-classified sample
can deliver competitive constraints even though it lacks extensive SN spectroscopic
follow-up and probes a smaller range of redshifts (compared to the SNLS3).
Supplementary conclusions:
• Weak gravitational lensing of the photometrically-classified SNe Ia sample, we
have compiled in this thesis, is presented in Smith et al. (2013, in prep.). In Section 7.3.5, we show that the correlation between the Hubble residuals and the lensing signal (κ) is at the expected level of approximately two-sigma. Additionally,
we demonstrate that the scatter in κ is consistent with the rms scatter observed
within an aperture of 12 arcminutes.
• We have investigated three methods for photometric classification (HDFDR, χ2r FDR
and PSNID). We have abandoned the HDFDR method because of concerns regarding biasing the cosmology (by using previous spectroscopically-confirmed SNe Ia
Hubble diagrams to define the relationship). The χ2r FDR method only achieved
25% purity in the SN challenge (K10b), which is too low for the purposes of cosmological analysis outlined herein. PSNID have achieved the highest FoM in the
SN challenge (K10b) and we used it herein. We have used PSNID as the basis for
our photometric classification (see main results).
• We found that the SALT2 X1 parameter distribution in “red” and “blue” host galaxies are different. This correlation is strongest at the edges of the host galaxies,
where we have noticed that these populations are statistically not from the same
underlying distribution, at 99.95% significance. We have not detected any difference between the SALT2 color distribution in “red” and “blue” galaxies, or with
the projected position of the SNe Ia within the galaxy.
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• We have confirmed that the intrinsic scatter on the Hubble diagram is reduced by
using two M values (∆M = 0.1mags) for low and high stellar-mass host galaxies
(Sullivan et al., 2011). We have observed no correlation between SNe Ia SALT2
parameters (X1 and color) and the stellar mass of the host galaxy.
Creating a photometric SNe Ia sample is a fundamentally different task from creating
a spectroscopic sample. There are various approaches that can be taken into account in
designing an SNe Ia photometric-classification algorithm depending on the purpose to be
fulfilled, each resulting in a sample of different size and composition. As our focus is on
obtaining useful cosmological constraints, this required prioritizing a highly pure sample
(few non-Ia SNe included) over a highly efficient one (few SNe Ia excluded). Had our
intention been to study, for example, SN rates, then the selection pressures driving our
sample construction would have been different. A focus on cosmology and thus purity
has necessitated the sort of strict cuts on photometric properties that we have applied.
Our classification is based on the technique of S11, which computes the Bayesian
probability of each SN subtype based on the fit of the data to templates and models
(Section 3.7). However, on its own this method does not perform nearly as efficiently
as it does when a prior on the redshift exists for each SN candidate (Olmstead et al. in
prep.). We undertook an ancillary program using BOSS to obtain host-galaxy redshifts
for a large number of SN candidates; this forms a crucial part of our thesis. We have
argued that obtaining the resources to spectroscopically observe the majority of SNe Ia in
future surveys is not feasible. This is because SN spectroscopy is a highly time sensitive
(observing windows of a few weeks) and scattered (low density per solid angle per unit
time) undertaking. For this reason, it is also subject to significant selection biases. Hostgalaxy spectroscopy allows the observer to obtain the redshift of each object much more
efficiently: multi-object spectrographs can be used to sample the higher spatial density of
targets at scheduled dates long after the SNe have faded away. For this reason we believe
host spectroscopy will remain a vital component of SN surveys in the future.
It is not desirable for future surveys to abandon real-time spectroscopy completely; it
will remain necessary to identify subtypes of SNe Ia, train classifiers, and study detailed
properties. It is even possible for spectroscopic samples with sizes and redshifts ranges
exceeding that of SNLS and SDSS-II to be created. However, this method could not
possibly achieve the volume of SNe Ia identification possible with photometric classification. Although, statistical uncertainties today are quite small, sample size is important
for understanding systematic uncertainties (Section 6.6). Future surveys will have to understand SN lensing, host-galaxy correlations, intrinsic color, evolution, and other effects
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that have the potential to bias cosmological constraints. Large samples that allow a complicated parameter space to be explored will thus be necessary. For all these reasons,
photometric classification as an underpinning of SN cosmology is here to stay.

Appendix A
Data table
A.1

Photometrically-classified SNe Ia data

In Table A.1, we present the key information used in this thesis for our sample of 752
photometrically-classified SNe Ia. The full SDSS-II SN sample, including all the lightcurve data, redshifts and classifications for all transients, will be published in Sako et al.
(in prep.). Table A.1 includes a unique identification number for the whole SDSS-II SN
Survey (CID; column 1), BOSS host-galaxy redshift and error (columns 2 & 3), the RA
and DEC (in degrees) of the SN event (columns 4 & 5) and its host (columns 6 & 7),
a unique SDSS object identifier for the host galaxy from DR8 (column 8), the SALT2
parameters X0 in flux units, X1 and color both in magnitudes (columns 9, 10, 11), and
finally the uncorrected and corrected distance modulus (columns 12 & 13) with error
(column 14), all in magnitudes.
The data in Table A.1, along with the SALT2 covariance matrices and the SN type
probabilities, can be electronically downloaded from www.icg.port.ac.uk/
stable/campbelh/SDSS Photometric SNe Ia.fits. The probabilities listed
there are those used in this thesis (with the BOSS host-galaxy redshift prior) and include
the probability assigned to each object of being a SNe Ia (PIa ), a Type II SN (PII ), and a
Type Ibc (PIbc ). There are 15 SNe Ia where there is no photometric object ID for the host
galaxy in DR8; these galaxies do appear in the co-added images, and from this catalog
we quote the HostID, these are denoted by a * next to the entries in the electronic table.

206

z

0.0654
0.2538
0.1298
0.2517
0.1042
0.2420
0.3008
0.2811
0.0452
0.2576
0.1073
0.1363
0.3439
0.2978
0.2735
0.2045
0.2165
0.3821
0.2575
0.2867
0.3104
0.3507
0.0898
0.1217
0.3650
0.2381
0.0836

CID

10028
10037
1032
10324
10434
10449
10550
10559
10805
1112
11120
11172
11181
1119
11306
11311
11540
1166
11771
11996
12199
12213
1241
12860
12879
12881
12898

z err
(10−5 )
0.30
1.51
1.06
0.98
0.63
0.55
0.48
1.06
0.23
0.83
0.56
0.29
0.49
0.36
1.60
0.47
2.08
3.10
1.05
0.76
0.51
1.03
0.48
0.40
0.68
1.03
0.24

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
17.7419 0.2763
-40.4960 1.1153
46.7959 1.1200
-23.3820 0.5868
-30.0430 -1.1924
-22.9710 -1.1284
-10.3240 -1.2047
-5.8830 -1.2266
-15.0720 -0.0137
-20.9830 -0.3749
-34.5430 0.3704
-37.5870 -0.2022
-2.9780 -0.1433
-39.5870 0.8952
56.7382 -0.5176
47.0154 0.4335
40.0646 0.5702
9.3553
0.9740
15.2311 -0.5263
37.8341 -0.9018
-10.8350 -1.1582
-14.4150 -0.6411
-22.3290 -0.7762
-36.3050 1.1754
7.4492 -0.1620
10.1624 -0.0736
26.7931 -0.1469

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
17.7418 0.2762
-40.4955 1.1153
46.7957 1.1195
-23.3824 0.5868
-30.0441 -1.1937
-22.9713 -1.1282
-10.3246 -1.2049
-5.8835 -1.2265
-15.0725 -0.0137
-20.9825 -0.3752
-34.5432 0.3704
-37.5873 -0.2022
-2.9784 -0.1433
-39.5865 0.8946
56.7385 -0.5183
47.0153 0.4335
40.0646 0.5703
9.3556
0.9733
15.2306 -0.5260
37.8340 -0.9018
-10.8340 -1.1585
-14.4159 -0.6464
-22.3274 -0.7766
-36.3058 1.1759
7.4492 -0.1620
10.1624 -0.0736
26.7931 -0.1470

Host objID
(DR8)
1237666339726360676
1237678617936986968
1237666302164664434
1237663479797121475
1237656567045947805
1237660024493703827
1237663275775754943
1237663275777720792
1237666407898939620
1237663478724428434
1237663543680893015
1237663543142646320
1237657190903906573
1237663458851619714
1237666300021506130
1237660241386078475
1237663784751792477
1237663716555293384
1237666338651504852
1237666406848397527
1237663275775557866
1237663783117324678
1237656567586226517
1237678617938821532
1237657190908494162
1237657190909673909
1237666407917289559
X0
25.77
1.13
3.27
1.69
12.19
2.29
0.89
1.30
55.08
1.37
10.31
2.84
1.03
1.30
1.59
2.44
1.94
0.85
0.64
0.96
1.08
0.85
12.88
4.64
0.59
1.92
14.19

SALT2
X1
-1.17
-0.99
-2.48
-1.69
0.21
1.13
1.35
1.12
-0.37
-0.41
0.08
-1.33
-0.08
0.55
0.36
-1.11
-1.53
1.36
-0.41
-0.34
0.96
0.30
-0.55
-0.26
2.84
1.97
-0.04
color
0.01
0.06
0.11
-0.06
-0.09
0.01
0.06
0.02
0.04
-0.03
-0.02
0.08
-0.08
-0.14
-0.06
0.00
-0.05
0.00
0.25
-0.04
-0.04
-0.06
0.04
0.14
0.08
0.10
0.04

µ
uncorr corr
37.02 37.02
40.31 40.33
38.66 38.67
40.10 40.12
38.44 38.44
40.15 40.16
41.06 41.09
40.74 40.77
36.28 36.28
40.49 40.52
38.36 38.37
39.17 39.18
41.04 41.08
41.10 41.13
40.57 40.60
39.62 39.63
39.93 39.94
41.29 41.35
40.46 40.48
40.94 40.97
41.08 41.12
41.27 41.32
37.80 37.81
38.68 38.68
41.78 41.83
40.24 40.26
37.83 37.83

err
0.09
0.20
0.12
0.15
0.07
0.12
0.22
0.18
0.10
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.19
0.22
0.23
0.17
0.12
0.20
0.23
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.06
0.07
0.23
0.13
0.06
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z

0.0827
0.2478
0.2312
0.2244
0.1259
0.3920
0.2660
0.3684
0.1047
0.2035
0.2361
0.2148
0.1576
0.2888
0.4554
0.2757
0.3958
0.2446
0.2374
0.2693
0.3024
0.2494
0.2140
0.2983
0.3532
0.3877
0.3706

CID

12950
12977
12978
13025
13044
13096
13099
13101
13135
13152
13174
13305
13354
13441
13452
13476
13497
13506
13511
13520
13529
1354
13545
13610
13629
13633
13660

z err
(10−5 )
0.33
0.48
0.60
0.47
0.65
0.69
0.55
2.05
0.92
0.44
0.56
0.34
0.26
2.44
3.55
1.27
2.00
0.60
0.89
1.47
0.79
0.31
1.09
0.29
2.09
8.07
3.10

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-8.3330 -0.8403
13.6956 -0.2510
7.1742
0.1455
-18.4320 0.4162
-27.4570 0.5039
-1.6300 -1.2023
-0.1810 -1.2504
1.6023 -1.2318
4.1723 -0.4245
7.0522
0.1180
13.2347 0.4479
-28.9000 0.6908
27.5648 -0.8873
-13.0480 -0.2329
1.9208 -0.3513
-3.9830 -0.7907
25.9347 -1.0465
25.2437 -0.7284
40.6113 -0.7942
17.1754 -0.0160
21.7201 0.3368
-5.1970 0.0902
52.3427 0.5963
-33.9860 0.7255
-4.3670 -0.0525
4.6657
0.0060
40.1550 -0.5522

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-8.3325 -0.8403
13.6956 -0.2508
7.1672
0.1479
-18.4327 0.4159
-27.4572 0.5033
-1.6298 -1.2022
-0.1813 -1.2504
1.6021 -1.2317
4.1723 -0.4245
7.0521
0.1180
13.2347 0.4478
-28.8995 0.6912
27.5648 -0.8873
-13.0470 -0.2330
1.9208 -0.3513
-3.9833 -0.7910
25.9349 -1.0460
25.2434 -0.7279
40.6124 -0.7941
17.1753 -0.0159
21.7201 0.3368
-5.1971 0.0900
52.3428 0.5963
-33.9852 0.7263
-4.3675 -0.0529
4.6657
0.0060
40.1547 -0.5519

Host objID
SALT2
(DR8)
X0
X1
c
1237656906351444110 15.64 -0.31 -0.03
1237663783666516561 1.96 -0.02 -0.05
1237663784200504306 4.56 1.42 -0.12
1237663543687905672 1.81 0.79 0.03
1237663479795287086 8.39 -0.03 -0.08
1237663275779555750 0.68 0.94 -0.22
1237663275780210858 1.34 -0.36 -0.03
1237663275780997168 0.58 -0.25 0.09
1237657190370181351 10.13 -1.35 -0.07
1237663784200503825 3.06 0.31 0.01
1237663784740061346 2.64 -0.28 -0.13
1237663544220189296 2.60 1.04 -0.01
1237657069548601421 4.32 1.02 0.07
1237663783654785302 1.12 0.34 0.03
1237663783661339384 0.46 1.02 -0.05
1237663783121912302 0.85 0.99 0.12
1237657069547880900 0.53 -0.40 0.02
1237663783134691657 1.08 -0.16 0.13
1237663783141441728 1.50 -1.65 -0.11
1237666339189227760 1.41 0.08 0.08
1237657071156658550 1.44 -1.75 -0.09
1237663784195129684 0.88 -0.49 0.19
1237660241388437746 1.68 -2.26 -0.03
1237678617402933784 1.59 0.00 -0.09
1237657190903316797 1.14 0.29 -0.11
1237663784199455033 0.61 0.33 -0.12
1237657070090977689 0.83 -1.00 -0.07
µ
uncorr corr
37.86 37.86
40.24 40.26
39.87 39.89
40.27 40.28
38.77 38.78
42.13 42.20
40.53 40.55
41.08 41.13
38.23 38.23
39.64 39.65
40.11 40.13
40.05 40.07
39.23 39.24
40.68 40.71
42.07 42.17
40.84 40.86
41.37 41.43
40.32 40.34
40.38 40.39
40.23 40.25
40.33 40.36
40.28 40.29
39.88 39.89
40.62 40.64
41.10 41.15
41.81 41.87
41.02 41.08

err
0.06
0.11
0.07
0.09
0.06
0.17
0.21
0.25
0.07
0.07
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.15
0.24
0.13
0.17
0.12
0.11
0.13
0.15
0.24
0.20
0.12
0.15
0.16
0.23
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0.3047
0.2518
0.2355
0.1193
0.2266
0.1502
0.3950
0.4893
0.1487
0.3136
0.5139
0.2365
0.1357
0.5166
0.2475
0.3009
0.1573
0.4313
0.3250
0.2176
0.1971
0.2398
0.2933
0.4291
0.1488
0.3614
0.4743

CID

13677
13689
13703
1371
13727
13736
13737
13777
13796
13802
13807
13813
13820
13833
13835
13864
13896
13901
13902
13904
13907
13908
13909
13956
14024
1403
14046

z err
(10−5 )
1.12
0.37
0.56
0.81
0.65
0.67
3.27
3.10
0.68
0.93
3.73
31.07
1.86
2.90
0.38
1.50
1.19
3.97
1.88
3.24
1.26
1.22
1.97
4.54
1.37
0.74
2.38

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-34.9800 -1.0214
4.0152
0.8084
39.0149 1.2515
-10.6260 0.4294
-42.4130 0.9323
-23.1670 1.0307
-21.0740 0.9626
-13.3550 -0.6844
-9.3080 0.5323
-4.9880 0.6124
10.5999 0.4483
-41.6790 -0.4048
-34.3670 -0.3202
-5.6790 -0.2091
6.0594 -0.2493
-11.4250 0.1910
2.7130 -0.0698
21.9209 -0.1447
-11.0270 0.2522
6.8598
0.2836
14.1795 0.2326
15.9159 0.2952
16.4203 0.3120
20.9415 0.8162
-41.7990 0.9178
-0.2960 0.4321
-8.8080 0.1836

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-34.9791 -1.0207
4.0161
0.8075
39.0138 1.2535
-10.6262 0.4294
-42.4119 0.9326
-23.1667 1.0310
-21.0737 0.9627
-13.3553 -0.6843
-9.3084 0.5329
-4.9882 0.6123
10.5999 0.4484
-41.6791 -0.4047
-34.3672 -0.3200
-5.6784 -0.2093
6.0596 -0.2482
-11.4259 0.1911
2.7129 -0.0698
21.9211 -0.1446
-11.0275 0.2524
6.8598
0.2836
14.1794 0.2323
15.9161 0.2951
16.4193 0.3118
20.9418 0.8167
-41.8014 0.9163
-0.2962 0.4320
-8.8081 0.1834

Host objID
SALT2
(DR8)
X0
X1
c
1237657189816140279 0.85 -1.34 -0.03
1237657191980728518 2.31 1.18 -0.14
1237678617971785824 1.93 -0.12 -0.01
1237663277923106978 13.25 0.82 -0.09
1237678617936135644 2.54 1.44 -0.04
1237678617407717964 5.86 1.06 -0.04
1237663480334975583 0.84 0.77 -0.17
1237663783117783813 0.38 0.97 -0.04
1237663277923696964 6.67 0.88 -0.05
1237663277925597520 0.88 -1.78 -0.02
1237663716018946889 0.43 -0.47 -0.15
1237663457240089206 1.83 -0.34 -0.07
1237656568117789796 1.23 -1.31 0.01
1237663276851528511 0.42 1.05 -0.17
1237663783663173820 2.10 0.54 -0.07
1237663784192377526 1.30 0.72 -0.04
1237657190906397233 1.81 -0.64 0.10
1237657070619853279 0.50 2.62 0.01
1237666408437580393 0.84 -0.77 -0.09
1237657191445102966 1.79 1.02 0.04
1237666339724788003 2.00 -0.17 0.13
1237666339725574296 1.52 -0.35 -0.02
1237666339725771307 1.38 1.03 -0.14
1237663204923343352 0.51 -0.56 -0.19
1237678617936396489 3.75 -1.89 0.03
1237663277927629000 0.83 -0.84 0.19
1237663784193556966 0.31 -0.29 0.08
µ
uncorr corr
40.82 40.85
40.61 40.63
40.12 40.14
38.48 38.49
40.24 40.26
39.26 39.27
41.72 41.79
42.23 42.36
39.12 39.12
40.65 40.68
42.13 42.28
40.32 40.34
40.30 40.31
42.53 42.69
40.37 40.38
40.82 40.85
39.75 39.76
42.12 42.20
41.14 41.18
40.31 40.32
39.64 39.66
40.35 40.36
41.12 41.15
42.05 42.13
38.89 38.90
40.27 40.32
41.79 41.90

err
0.17
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.09
0.06
0.17
0.36
0.06
0.29
0.26
0.15
0.13
0.23
0.08
0.11
0.09
0.30
0.22
0.09
0.08
0.11
0.11
0.20
0.08
0.23
0.40

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
209

z

0.2619
0.4538
0.2423
0.2119
0.2045
0.3672
0.5388
0.2858
0.0454
0.1811
0.3360
0.4208
0.2212
0.2774
0.3431
0.3233
0.1394
0.4178
0.2898
0.1750
0.1493
0.2975
0.2370
0.3296
0.3308
0.2435
0.4381

CID

14074
14093
14113
1415
14212
14250
14258
14261
14279
14284
14311
14327
14331
14340
14343
14375
14377
14382
14403
14421
14437
14438
14445
14456
14480
14481
14522

z err
(10−5 )
0.41
3.06
1.05
1.09
1.46
0.77
3.00
0.69
0.34
1.48
0.82
4.18
0.48
2.13
0.88
4.35
0.47
31.07
2.19
0.85
1.19
0.38
1.00
1.26
3.56
0.70
1.88

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-17.8740 -0.8252
26.5393 -1.0563
28.4445 -0.8184
6.1065
0.5993
-29.5290 1.0445
12.8223 -0.6050
34.1408 -0.1202
-31.7600 0.2537
18.4888 0.3717
49.0493 -0.6009
-42.8970 -0.0526
2.3457 -0.1902
7.8891 -0.1355
-14.1730 -0.8575
0.7077 -0.9542
37.8771 -0.5735
48.2638 -0.4718
-0.8510 0.2041
16.8382 0.6520
31.8299 1.2521
-27.9190 -1.1963
-19.9350 -1.0689
-19.0380 -0.7539
-16.4490 1.0509
0.0175
0.0229
2.6815
0.2019
28.5288 -0.7259

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-17.8740 -0.8252
26.5393 -1.0563
28.4445 -0.8184
6.1065
0.5993
-29.5299 1.0450
12.8224 -0.6052
34.1434 -0.1229
-31.7596 0.2538
18.4888 0.3717
49.0494 -0.6009
-42.8967 -0.0523
2.3456 -0.1902
7.8887 -0.1358
-14.1733 -0.8553
0.7072 -0.9540
37.8769 -0.5732
48.2643 -0.4716
-0.8513 0.2043
16.8384 0.6518
31.8299 1.2521
-27.9190 -1.1964
-19.9348 -1.0693
-19.0373 -0.7539
-16.4489 1.0507
0.0175
0.0230
2.6817
0.2013
28.5287 -0.7255

Host objID
SALT2
(DR8)
X0
X1
c
1237660025032802799 0.99 0.67 0.10
1237663782598410773 0.58 -0.02 -0.11
1237663783136067815 1.58 -0.75 0.16
1237663716016980100 1.88 0.77 0.17
1237678595930063495 2.44 -0.21 -0.03
1237656971301945925 0.81 2.32 -0.02
1237666407920501288 0.92 0.87 -0.23
1237663543682073622 1.64 0.66 -0.04
1237666339726688378 54.98 -0.28 0.08
1237666300018163914 4.49 -0.26 -0.04
1237663543140353252 0.79 -0.06 0.02
1237657190906265946 0.55 0.81 -0.16
1237657190908690822 1.83 0.12 -0.09
1237656906348888177 1.22 -0.57 0.01
1237657189831803328 1.32 0.91 -0.05
1237657070089994244 1.20 1.15 0.10
1237666300017836235 3.94 0.10 0.08
1237663784197030981 0.41 -1.12 -0.08
1237663204921508635 1.12 -0.79 -0.13
1237680099167109192 3.88 -0.75 -0.20
1237656567046865251 7.34 0.63 -0.10
1237660024495014189 1.50 1.54 -0.09
1237660025032278372 1.15 -2.50 0.02
1237656909032260002 0.97 1.08 -0.00
1237663784197423503 0.88 -0.16 -0.04
1237663784198537430 1.62 -1.17 -0.16
1237663783136133534 0.53 -0.39 -0.15
µ
uncorr corr
40.66 40.68
41.77 41.87
39.68 39.70
39.77 39.79
39.91 39.92
41.61 41.66
41.83 42.02
40.55 40.58
36.17 36.17
39.26 39.27
41.00 41.04
42.15 42.22
40.46 40.48
40.47 40.50
40.87 40.91
40.57 40.61
39.11 39.12
41.79 41.87
40.94 40.97
39.82 39.83
39.11 39.11
40.99 41.02
40.08 40.10
41.11 41.15
41.07 41.11
40.56 40.58
41.89 41.98

err
0.14
0.16
0.11
0.11
0.07
0.15
0.16
0.11
0.10
0.08
0.18
0.20
0.09
0.18
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.24
0.13
0.08
0.06
0.11
0.15
0.13
0.22
0.12
0.21

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
210

z

0.2722
0.4743
0.3403
0.3072
0.3412
0.4493
0.3715
0.4194
0.4287
0.3081
0.3750
0.1923
0.3715
0.1072
0.3496
0.4108
0.2248
0.4378
0.3110
0.3705
0.2810
0.4798
0.2922
0.3174
0.2468
0.3970
0.3246

CID

14524
14536
14548
14593
1461
14644
14671
14708
14752
14762
14763
14784
14809
14816
14823
14827
14846
14894
14916
14961
14965
15006
15009
1504
15057
15103
15119

z err
(10−5 )
0.43
4.55
0.53
3.80
2.64
2.06
2.52
4.11
0.68
3.83
2.85
0.80
1.39
0.52
2.14
2.25
0.79
0.84
2.81
1.95
0.67
2.48
1.24
3.71
0.54
0.36
1.26

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
41.5626 -0.7976
11.6332 0.5447
5.7246
0.8329
54.9636 -0.7776
24.3727 0.2097
24.0812 -0.0696
24.9366 -0.8357
15.3146 -0.4649
42.9605 0.6667
23.5207 1.2094
33.5667 1.1214
-36.2010 -0.3489
-28.6240 -0.6561
-23.2840 0.5061
20.8029 -0.3104
24.7725 -0.3662
7.6626
0.1420
35.2824 -0.7580
28.0244 -1.1417
15.9194 0.9313
18.9353 1.0377
26.5447 0.6671
32.7984 0.6967
40.0064 0.2050
17.8812 0.4095
-21.9020 -0.5054
38.1185 1.0888

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
41.5628 -0.7978
11.6332 0.5448
5.7246
0.8329
54.9638 -0.7777
24.3727 0.2097
24.0807 -0.0696
24.9364 -0.8355
15.3146 -0.4649
42.9633 0.6683
23.5207 1.2094
33.5667 1.1214
-36.2016 -0.3482
-28.6241 -0.6559
-23.2837 0.5060
20.8029 -0.3105
24.7725 -0.3660
7.6632
0.1416
35.2823 -0.7579
28.0243 -1.1418
15.9195 0.9310
18.9355 1.0379
26.5443 0.6665
32.7986 0.6958
40.0064 0.2052
17.8813 0.4095
-21.9013 -0.5046
38.1226 1.0906

Host objID
SALT2
(DR8)
X0
X1
c
1237663783141835725 0.95 -0.28 0.08
1237663716019405568 0.47 2.16 0.17
1237657191981449566 1.11 0.67 -0.06
1237663237667356741 1.01 -1.77 0.05
1237657071157772898 0.87 0.13 0.03
1237666407916110154 0.47 -1.82 -0.05
1237663783134560974 0.48 -0.96 0.07
1237666338651570615 0.70 -0.57 -0.16
1237657587098910900 0.42 1.81 0.13
1237678617428099880 0.97 -0.59 0.13
1237678617432555920 0.67 -0.53 0.05
1237663457242514193 1.95 0.59 0.09
1237656567583474153 0.77 0.91 -0.16
1237663479797121106 10.11 -0.71 0.02
1237663783669597024 1.09 -0.69 -0.08
1237663783671366737 0.56 0.94 -0.07
1237663784200765533 2.37 0.79 -0.05
1237663783139082966 0.40 1.26 0.16
8647474690346715769 0.44 0.15 0.13
1237663785278112268 0.78 -1.55 -0.08
1237663785279422932 1.44 0.14 0.01
1237657071695626707 0.42 0.23 -0.09
1237657071698378940 0.44 0.47 0.22
1237663784214921717 0.92 -0.69 -0.08
1237666339726426556 1.03 -2.47 -0.04
1237663542612656918 0.68 0.65 -0.10
8647475122532256398 0.46 1.28 0.15
µ
uncorr corr
40.56 40.59
41.60 41.72
41.05 41.09
40.27 40.31
40.92 40.96
41.39 41.48
41.20 41.25
41.60 41.68
41.76 41.84
40.34 40.38
40.98 41.04
39.94 39.95
41.82 41.87
38.10 38.11
40.83 40.88
41.88 41.95
40.23 40.24
41.59 41.68
41.34 41.37
41.01 41.06
40.43 40.46
42.13 42.25
41.15 41.18
41.03 41.07
40.39 40.41
41.70 41.76
41.50 41.53

err
0.12
0.28
0.12
0.19
0.14
0.27
0.23
0.17
0.28
0.15
0.20
0.09
0.21
0.07
0.15
0.22
0.09
0.32
0.28
0.19
0.12
0.32
0.26
0.14
0.15
0.19
0.25

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
211

z

0.1974
0.1544
0.1487
0.2789
0.2522
0.2496
0.2894
0.2088
0.2044
0.2474
0.4645
0.1994
0.2886
0.1364
0.2537
0.4680
0.2986
0.2805
0.2377
0.1798
0.2344
0.3928
0.2140
0.2700
0.3164
0.3131
0.2749

CID

15129
15132
15136
15137
15160
15161
15198
15201
15203
15219
15220
15222
15226
15234
15260
15263
15268
15272
15287
15301
15303
15324
15325
15347
15351
15353
15356

z err
(10−5 )
1.66
0.49
0.35
1.01
0.64
1.29
1.56
1.16
2.19
0.66
2.33
1.62
2.87
0.51
0.65
4.81
0.51
0.80
2.57
1.01
0.42
0.60
1.18
1.61
0.62
1.90
3.14

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-41.0980 -0.3217
-30.3000 0.1987
-8.8370 -0.7184
-3.8930 -0.8067
-1.5710 -0.5791
35.8426 0.8190
34.6287 -0.2127
-22.4810 0.0031
15.7348 0.1830
34.6108 0.2261
42.2831 0.2866
2.8533
0.7027
33.6634 0.6964
16.9581 0.8286
-20.8230 -0.2753
-34.1940 0.0100
-21.5550 0.1387
-9.2280 0.0844
-36.0390 -1.0590
-36.4200 0.5888
-9.4910 0.5409
31.6933 -0.8382
32.2984 -0.7423
-34.5950 1.2044
-33.4650 -0.0531
-9.7080 -0.1758
-24.9470 0.4099

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-41.0975 -0.3214
-30.2997 0.1977
-8.8374 -0.7183
-3.8926 -0.8065
-1.5711 -0.5791
35.8429 0.8190
34.6275 -0.2122
-22.4806 0.0037
15.7348 0.1831
34.6112 0.2267
42.2832 0.2863
2.8534
0.7027
33.6633 0.6964
16.9583 0.8282
-20.8226 -0.2757
-34.1936 0.0100
-21.5550 0.1387
-9.2269 0.0845
-36.0403 -1.0574
-36.4201 0.5891
-9.4911 0.5411
31.6937 -0.8390
32.2983 -0.7423
-34.5948 1.2042
-33.4645 -0.0532
-9.7083 -0.1758
-24.9467 0.4099

Host objID
(DR8)
1237663457240351218
1237663479257170439
1237663783119749306
1237663783121912544
1237657190367625928
1237657587095765661
1237663783675691751
1237663479260643634
1237663784204304772
1237666408457568503
1237657586561712735
1237657191980204184
1237657071698707180
1237663204921573628
1237663478724494011
1237663479255467243
1237663479261037240
1237663784193360056
1237656567043327064
1237663458316125530
1237663277923631415
1237663783137509642
1237663783137771858
1237678617939543280
1237663543144481583
1237657190900957519
1237663543685087893
X0
3.07
7.03
4.07
1.29
1.12
1.86
1.40
1.09
2.87
2.14
0.45
2.36
0.90
3.69
1.33
0.55
1.41
1.36
2.02
3.15
1.79
0.58
1.92
1.51
0.87
1.36
1.51

SALT2
X1
-0.92
1.14
-0.63
-0.79
-0.88
-0.20
0.20
-1.53
1.29
-0.13
1.99
-1.30
-1.23
0.87
2.02
1.65
-0.23
-1.07
1.00
-0.33
0.89
-0.37
-0.23
-1.11
0.56
-0.01
-0.63
c
-0.13
-0.15
0.08
-0.11
0.12
-0.05
-0.07
0.08
-0.00
-0.15
0.01
0.02
0.15
0.12
0.17
0.03
-0.13
-0.02
-0.05
-0.03
-0.07
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.10
-0.08
-0.05

µ
uncorr corr
39.82 39.83
39.42 39.42
38.91 38.92
40.72 40.75
40.14 40.16
40.27 40.29
40.72 40.75
40.16 40.17
39.98 39.99
40.45 40.47
42.09 42.20
39.56 39.58
40.21 40.24
39.24 39.24
40.42 40.44
41.75 41.86
40.80 40.83
40.34 40.36
40.44 40.45
39.60 39.61
40.61 40.63
41.25 41.31
39.99 40.00
40.09 40.11
40.79 40.82
40.76 40.79
40.42 40.44

err
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.13
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.11
0.08
0.09
0.27
0.11
0.15
0.07
0.12
0.27
0.12
0.12
0.08
0.07
0.11
0.15
0.09
0.13
0.18
0.14
0.12

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
212

z

0.3120
0.1880
0.5197
0.3161
0.3490
0.2778
0.1854
0.3951
0.1599
0.3833
0.2207
0.2623
0.1819
0.0989
0.3830
0.4071
0.1268
0.1862
0.2457
0.2098
0.3166
0.3979
0.4096
0.1346
0.3444
0.2008
0.4488

CID

15359
15365
15370
15383
15418
15419
15421
15423
15425
15428
15433
15440
15443
1545
15454
15455
15459
15461
15466
15467
15483
15489
15503
15508
15533
15535
15549

z err
(10−5 )
0.41
0.58
12.24
1.95
1.85
31.07
0.47
0.56
1.08
2.89
0.91
1.33
0.47
0.99
0.61
1.64
0.49
0.93
1.66
1.07
1.80
3.10
0.81
0.93
2.20
1.95
2.53

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-12.5440 0.3109
-5.4430 1.2491
0.7208 -0.5018
34.1497 -0.1553
13.8498 1.0103
19.9052 0.8857
33.7413 0.6027
36.5081 0.6262
55.5611 0.4784
39.0950 1.0428
14.8794 -0.2567
39.7206 0.0901
49.8674 -0.3180
14.4262 -0.6784
-32.1410 -0.8492
-29.9200 -1.0516
-19.2990 -0.9018
-33.1520 -0.4948
-42.3550 -0.1227
-39.9800 -0.1774
-40.2080 0.6970
7.7540 -0.0703
40.4052 0.2615
27.1694 -0.5758
-6.1370 -0.3733
1.8178 -0.3038
-36.4890 0.6336

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-12.5436 0.3106
-5.4434 1.2491
0.7207 -0.5018
34.1495 -0.1552
13.8464 1.0128
19.9052 0.8857
33.7416 0.6025
36.5081 0.6262
55.5611 0.4783
39.0942 1.0425
14.8796 -0.2565
39.7206 0.0901
49.8675 -0.3180
14.4261 -0.6784
-32.1405 -0.8480
-29.9194 -1.0514
-19.2986 -0.9018
-33.1525 -0.4947
-42.3550 -0.1232
-39.9801 -0.1774
-40.2079 0.6971
7.7526 -0.0709
40.4050 0.2612
27.1690 -0.5766
-6.1371 -0.3733
1.8176 -0.3039
-36.4892 0.6342

Host objID
(DR8)
1237666408436924787
1237678617415450837
1237657190368674570
1237666407920501314
8647474693024907650
1237663785279816317
1237663784749039900
1237663784750220273
1237663239278231823
1237678437016076894
1237663783667040480
1237663784214790662
1237660240313581839
1237663783129972901
1237657189817385574
1237656567046013659
1237656906346660220
1237663542607741904
1237663543140550186
1237663543141597901
1237678617400247118
1237657190908625391
1237666408460124633
1237666407380549827
1237663783657865458
1237663783661339126
1237678617401885539
X0
1.32
3.62
0.44
1.02
0.87
1.44
3.12
0.88
6.26
0.72
2.37
1.27
4.80
4.26
0.87
0.55
3.50
4.06
1.66
3.25
0.98
0.77
0.55
8.09
0.88
1.61
0.53

SALT2
X1
0.95
0.75
0.04
0.47
-0.37
-0.23
0.20
-0.10
0.67
0.49
-0.01
0.36
1.45
-2.04
2.67
0.43
0.39
-0.12
-0.92
0.87
-1.54
-0.10
-0.57
0.91
0.39
-2.06
1.62
c
0.06
-0.08
-0.17
-0.06
-0.10
-0.07
-0.04
-0.24
-0.03
-0.01
-0.07
0.06
-0.07
-0.07
-0.02
-0.07
0.10
-0.11
-0.04
-0.06
0.03
-0.04
0.16
-0.06
-0.08
-0.01
-0.07

µ
uncorr corr
40.56 40.59
39.84 39.85
42.26 42.42
41.08 41.12
41.20 41.25
40.60 40.62
39.76 39.77
41.68 41.75
39.07 39.08
41.34 41.40
40.10 40.12
40.45 40.47
39.66 39.67
39.02 39.03
41.61 41.67
41.80 41.87
39.26 39.26
39.62 39.64
40.19 40.21
39.92 39.94
40.44 40.48
41.22 41.28
40.84 40.91
38.93 38.94
41.30 41.34
39.91 39.92
42.09 42.18

err
0.13
0.08
0.23
0.14
0.17
0.14
0.07
0.12
0.08
0.13
0.08
0.11
0.09
0.12
0.18
0.19
0.07
0.07
0.11
0.08
0.20
0.17
0.25
0.06
0.18
0.11
0.19
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0.3352
0.3059
0.2842
0.2188
0.4156
0.2626
0.4489
0.4510
0.1750
0.2922
0.2347
0.3412
0.3705
0.2687
0.3950
0.3330
0.5689
0.2811
0.3867
0.4767
0.3550
0.3051
0.3170
0.3075
0.2776
0.5098
0.3425

CID

15553
15558
15584
15587
15592
15603
15628
15633
15648
15663
15675
15693
15704
15719
15725
15737
15743
15755
15756
1576
15761
15765
15776
15782
15784
15795
15802

z err
(10−5 )
3.22
0.28
1.05
0.39
3.52
1.85
1.34
5.93
1.29
1.28
1.86
1.75
1.20
1.32
0.76
0.97
3.00
0.32
2.03
1.62
3.33
0.85
1.97
2.35
0.74
3.64
2.74

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-38.8800 0.9442
-22.5060 0.9534
43.4942 0.9878
54.4173 0.9984
-39.5330 -1.1783
-4.0580 -1.1922
-19.7160 -0.7913
-6.0930 -0.8392
-46.2820 -0.1948
-23.5930 1.2295
-16.8270 0.3638
24.8681 0.6527
40.2122 0.6598
37.6480 1.1035
-11.8140 -0.1817
12.3684 -0.0602
28.8034 -0.1276
-1.5970 0.2275
0.3758
0.2755
43.2807 0.5550
20.2936 0.3410
32.8480 0.2462
32.8303 -0.9981
-7.3240 -0.4280
-3.3260 -0.6153
22.8916 0.9244
29.7533 -1.0791

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-38.8798 0.9443
-22.5065 0.9535
43.4955 0.9870
54.4173 0.9984
-39.5326 -1.1784
-4.0575 -1.1924
-19.7155 -0.7915
-6.0929 -0.8392
-46.2816 -0.1948
-23.5928 1.2296
-16.8263 0.3642
24.8666 0.6513
40.2107 0.6588
37.6480 1.1034
-11.8130 -0.1778
12.3689 -0.0599
28.8034 -0.1275
-1.5968 0.2263
0.3748
0.2760
43.2806 0.5555
20.2935 0.3412
32.8472 0.2461
32.8294 -0.9982
-7.3238 -0.4280
-3.3263 -0.6153
22.8917 0.9244
29.7533 -1.0794

Host objID
(DR8)
1237663458851947525
1237663480334319943
1237678437018042944
1237660241926226266
1237656567041819668
1237663275778507207
1237660025032016335
1237663783120994432
1237663543138845573
1237678595932684553
1237663444905558636
1237657071694905436
1237657587097731442
1237678437015487028
1237666407900381751
1237657190910591612
1237666407918142114
1237666408441708761
1237666408442561155
1237663239272857972
1237666339727475111
1237666408456782027
1237680000914228021
1237666407365477215
1237657190366904466
1237663785281127112
1237663782599786764
X0
1.02
0.61
1.51
2.23
0.82
1.01
0.44
0.38
2.14
1.32
1.76
0.43
0.83
1.48
0.45
0.60
0.35
1.32
0.59
0.54
0.72
0.89
1.04
0.63
1.36
0.49
0.78

SALT2
X1
1.31
-1.39
0.34
0.00
-0.68
-0.96
1.49
-1.05
-1.30
-0.53
-0.70
-1.18
0.21
-0.55
2.32
-1.24
0.07
-0.89
-0.15
-1.17
-1.03
-0.22
-2.23
-0.06
0.12
1.74
-1.00
c
-0.12
0.13
-0.04
-0.04
-0.18
0.12
-0.14
-0.15
0.12
-0.05
-0.07
-0.03
-0.17
-0.07
-0.07
0.15
0.12
-0.03
-0.21
-0.20
-0.14
0.06
-0.16
0.18
0.02
-0.16
-0.09

µ
uncorr corr
41.48 41.52
40.66 40.69
40.60 40.62
40.10 40.11
41.45 41.52
40.24 40.26
42.47 42.56
42.13 42.22
39.33 39.34
40.57 40.60
40.30 40.31
41.60 41.64
41.61 41.66
40.49 40.51
42.40 42.47
40.66 40.70
41.59 41.82
40.42 40.44
42.04 42.10
41.85 41.97
41.40 41.44
40.73 40.77
40.80 40.84
40.76 40.79
40.45 40.48
42.49 42.64
41.18 41.22

err
0.17
0.24
0.11
0.11
0.16
0.14
0.25
0.22
0.13
0.15
0.11
0.33
0.16
0.11
0.27
0.23
0.46
0.12
0.19
0.27
0.19
0.16
0.14
0.19
0.11
0.25
0.17
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0.4293
0.2518
0.3712
0.2489
0.2509
0.4420
0.1900
0.2507
0.2065
0.4027
0.1749
0.2047
0.2180
0.4662
0.3261
0.3455
0.2019
0.3095
0.2204
0.3555
0.3200
0.3159
0.4409
0.3613
0.3645
0.3410
0.1246

CID

15803
15806
15814
15829
15850
15860
15866
15868
15872
15874
15897
15901
15909
15916
15941
15942
15944
15945
15950
15953
15967
15971
15987
15988
15992
15998
16021

z err
(10−5 )
2.92
1.22
0.66
0.57
1.26
1.46
0.85
0.73
0.79
1.03
2.77
5.54
1.03
5.17
2.19
0.76
0.90
0.88
0.40
1.52
0.61
2.08
0.78
1.08
2.77
0.68
0.69

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
18.2709 -0.6718
24.0924 -0.8307
29.7249 -0.3727
-36.9140 -0.7622
0.6698 -1.1658
4.5998
0.1805
-21.2190 0.9681
38.1004 -0.7141
36.7224 -0.3278
39.7696 -0.3870
11.6816 -1.0325
31.9763 -0.5353
11.3148 0.7970
-6.7560 0.3072
-27.0680 -0.6848
-20.3240 -0.6300
-11.3100 0.4228
-5.6650 0.4996
6.1888
0.9841
18.2361 0.9403
22.0786 -0.7779
40.1126 0.5263
4.0094
0.1117
6.2538
0.0089
8.8859
0.0252
20.8627 0.0291
13.8438 -0.3892

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
18.2708 -0.6718
24.0923 -0.8306
29.7252 -0.3727
-36.9144 -0.7622
0.6675 -1.1651
4.5974
0.1831
-21.2192 0.9676
38.0998 -0.7136
36.7224 -0.3278
39.7696 -0.3870
11.6815 -1.0329
31.9763 -0.5354
11.3150 0.7967
-6.7559 0.3072
-27.0680 -0.6848
-20.3253 -0.6285
-11.3092 0.4267
-5.6648 0.4997
6.1889
0.9837
18.2365 0.9403
22.0843 -0.7710
40.1126 0.5263
4.0088
0.1122
6.2535
0.0092
8.8860
0.0255
20.8627 0.0291
13.8437 -0.3888

Host objID
(DR8)
1237663783131676936
1237663783134167750
1237663783673528969
1237663456705316065
1237663275780538659
1237663784199389976
1237663480334909517
1237663783140328086
1237663783676609084
1237663783677919854
1237657189836587309
1237666407382647396
1237663204919148757
1237666408439480828
1237656567584129725
1237663542613377613
1237663277922780273
1237663277925270171
1237663278467317915
1237663278472626598
8647474690881030861
1237663784751792865
1237663784199127869
1237663784200111062
1237663784201290418
1237663784206533181
1237663783666581814
X0
0.47
1.25
0.91
0.92
1.59
1.12
2.61
2.22
3.37
0.53
2.57
2.79
1.82
0.50
1.03
0.91
0.89
0.97
1.80
0.51
0.65
1.03
0.55
0.64
0.60
0.86
8.13

SALT2
X1
-1.34
-2.11
0.94
1.19
-1.09
0.24
-0.93
0.37
0.87
2.89
-2.53
0.07
-1.08
-2.40
-0.57
1.15
0.94
-0.38
-1.19
0.26
0.23
-0.61
1.81
2.05
1.93
-1.17
-0.28
c
-0.10
-0.00
-0.12
0.09
-0.09
-0.24
-0.02
-0.15
-0.10
-0.06
-0.02
-0.06
0.05
-0.04
-0.05
0.00
0.17
0.03
0.07
0.07
0.22
-0.16
-0.13
0.08
0.03
-0.10
-0.05

µ
uncorr corr
41.67 41.75
40.13 40.15
41.52 41.58
40.90 40.92
40.38 40.40
41.50 41.59
39.64 39.65
40.51 40.53
40.01 40.03
42.31 42.38
39.32 39.33
39.92 39.93
39.79 39.80
41.20 41.31
40.84 40.88
41.17 41.21
40.63 40.65
40.69 40.73
39.71 39.72
41.39 41.44
40.65 40.69
41.16 41.19
42.28 42.37
41.51 41.56
41.72 41.77
41.07 41.11
38.65 38.65

err
0.32
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.12
0.14
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.22
0.09
0.08
0.11
0.31
0.17
0.13
0.14
0.19
0.12
0.25
0.18
0.14
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.18
0.06
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0.4198
0.3808
0.1283
0.1547
0.3360
0.1565
0.3752
0.3204
0.1550
0.2194
0.3296
0.1014
0.2824
0.1597
0.3110
0.3757
0.3132
0.3351
0.1191
0.3963
0.1865
0.1074
0.2828
0.2382
0.3993
0.1801
0.3164

CID

16038
16048
16069
16073
16093
16116
16127
16160
16163
16172
16175
16185
16199
16206
16211
16232
16237
16238
16259
16277
16281
16287
16298
16350
16356
16362
16393

z err
(10−5 )
2.23
2.07
1.18
0.44
0.85
0.59
1.47
1.88
0.31
0.64
2.68
1.85
1.24
0.86
1.43
1.55
1.34
1.73
0.73
6.29
1.80
0.41
1.85
1.02
3.82
1.12
2.70

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
55.5712 -0.2378
35.8429 -0.6824
-18.7540 -1.0066
8.1076 -1.0539
-9.6380 1.1327
-4.6980 -1.1060
44.6677 0.1175
24.7642 -0.9529
31.4992 -0.8558
57.7052 -0.2182
43.9787 -1.1256
16.8681 -0.2693
-27.0560 1.1347
5.7883 -0.0536
-11.8370 0.2660
17.2050 -0.9895
23.0105 -0.6235
27.9152 -0.4365
-7.9700 0.8564
37.2356 0.4482
-7.0580 -0.6681
46.6645 0.0640
-29.5880 0.5762
-36.3610 -0.8850
-41.7990 -0.5676
17.9511 -0.4969
-33.4990 -0.0609

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
55.5710 -0.2379
35.8438 -0.6827
-18.7539 -1.0066
8.1078 -1.0540
-9.6375 1.1325
-4.6980 -1.1058
44.6676 0.1175
24.7646 -0.9524
31.4993 -0.8557
57.7056 -0.2192
43.9787 -1.1255
16.8681 -0.2693
-27.0557 1.1350
5.7882 -0.0536
-11.8359 0.2670
17.2054 -0.9895
23.0104 -0.6238
27.9151 -0.4358
-7.9700 0.8563
37.2355 0.4481
-7.0579 -0.6681
46.6645 0.0640
-29.5884 0.5761
-36.3605 -0.8858
-41.7982 -0.5673
17.9510 -0.4971
-33.4988 -0.0607

Host objID
(DR8)
1237663238204490381
1237663783139345045
1237656906346856638
1237663782590349551
1237663463143965332
1237663275778244866
1237663784216953360
1237657069547356652
1237666406845579492
1237663238205407778
1237660024522997943
1237663783667893113
1237678595931177552
1237657190907773046
1237666408437252306
1237666338115486132
1237666407378780506
1237666407380877929
1237663278461157534
1237663784750547321
1237663783120536388
1237663784217804830
1237663479794369286
1237657189815550972
1237663542603941251
1237666338652684525
1237663543144481417
X0
0.45
0.55
5.06
4.43
1.05
5.86
0.72
0.55
1.85
1.50
0.86
6.93
1.26
3.95
0.83
0.79
1.13
0.62
5.50
0.62
3.64
9.23
0.93
1.96
0.72
1.68
1.58

SALT2
X1
-0.50
0.91
0.93
0.85
0.61
0.69
-2.05
-1.76
-2.64
1.19
-1.53
-2.19
0.34
-2.07
-2.22
-0.16
-1.27
0.10
-1.67
-0.47
-1.01
-1.24
-1.11
-1.17
-0.15
-2.95
-1.22
c
-0.12
0.20
0.16
-0.01
-0.07
-0.12
-0.17
0.12
0.12
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
-0.03
-0.03
-0.13
-0.17
0.10
0.06
-0.07
-0.07
-0.03
-0.05
-0.09
-0.18
-0.00
-0.06

µ
uncorr corr
41.96 42.04
41.04 41.10
38.77 38.78
39.44 39.45
41.14 41.18
39.43 39.44
41.26 41.32
40.74 40.77
39.23 39.24
40.46 40.47
40.51 40.55
38.09 38.09
40.49 40.52
38.97 38.98
40.65 40.69
41.44 41.50
40.94 40.98
41.07 41.11
38.42 38.43
41.48 41.54
39.43 39.44
38.25 38.25
40.82 40.85
40.11 40.13
41.71 41.78
39.63 39.64
40.26 40.30

err
0.32
0.20
0.07
0.06
0.16
0.07
0.19
0.25
0.11
0.22
0.18
0.08
0.13
0.09
0.20
0.17
0.11
0.21
0.10
0.23
0.08
0.08
0.19
0.11
0.18
0.12
0.13
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0.2757
0.2880
0.2924
0.4000
0.3454
0.3965
0.2808
0.2820
0.2446
0.2212
0.3099
0.2175
0.4011
0.2100
0.3043
0.3001
0.5098
0.2773
0.3933
0.3196
0.3064
0.2256
0.3403
0.2393
0.3673
0.2656
0.3592

CID

16405
16410
16417
16432
16434
16439
16442
16460
16462
16467
16472
16473
16477
16482
1650
16551
16554
1658
16584
16586
16590
16606
16640
16652
16721
16739
1688

z err
(10−5 )
1.08
1.52
1.04
3.93
2.46
2.14
2.49
1.41
0.95
0.77
1.02
5.02
0.76
0.79
0.85
1.91
4.39
0.68
4.28
1.94
0.46
3.03
2.77
1.34
0.62
0.53
0.48

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-3.8960 0.3679
-40.2850 0.6479
12.3454 1.2147
33.9518 1.0234
42.7849 -1.1704
-37.3600 -0.8430
-30.0540 -0.7336
11.0095 -0.2303
17.0406 -0.3859
-31.4150 0.1177
23.2605 0.1667
-31.3880 0.5885
10.3547 0.5320
-31.2890 0.9331
-6.4900 0.6838
0.4480 -0.6729
19.2254 -0.7802
-2.4950 0.6500
-20.7420 -0.4636
-1.6600 -0.5388
-39.8250 0.6961
-17.3890 1.2227
20.8314 -0.2455
5.6798
0.0125
-33.2320 -0.2656
-38.4910 -1.0531
-38.6420 0.3249

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-3.8961 0.3679
-40.2849 0.6482
12.3449 1.2147
33.9517 1.0234
42.7852 -1.1704
-37.3602 -0.8427
-30.0532 -0.7332
11.0097 -0.2300
17.0406 -0.3864
-31.4143 0.1183
23.2603 0.1660
-31.3879 0.5885
10.3547 0.5321
-31.2905 0.9336
-6.4889 0.6833
0.4480 -0.6728
19.2254 -0.7805
-2.4954 0.6502
-20.7417 -0.4645
-1.6601 -0.5389
-39.8253 0.6962
-17.3892 1.2228
20.8313 -0.2455
5.6796
0.0125
-33.2323 -0.2657
-38.4914 -1.0529
-38.6423 0.3245

Host objID
(DR8)
1237666408440725958
1237678617400181873
1237666340797743442
1237678617432687178
1237660024522474008
1237657189815092451
1237656567582819224
1237663783665336925
1237663783667957998
1237663479256711274
1237663784207581477
1237663479793583244
1237663716018880796
1237678617404113136
1237663462608470358
1237663783123813102
1237663783132070400
1237657191977845356
1237663542613181041
1237657190367625719
1237678617400378426
1237678617410208604
1237663783669662154
1237663784199848934
1237656237398885218
1237656567042277752
1237663543679059221
X0
1.54
1.20
1.00
0.69
0.70
0.54
1.41
1.32
1.59
1.63
1.04
2.85
0.60
2.16
0.71
1.09
0.38
1.22
0.63
1.03
0.67
1.02
0.69
1.61
0.65
1.25
0.76

SALT2
X1
0.80
0.79
0.55
-0.94
-0.25
0.98
-0.72
2.30
-1.43
-2.04
-0.21
-1.57
0.77
-1.81
-1.49
-1.86
0.83
0.42
2.62
-2.24
0.17
-0.71
-0.77
0.57
1.03
0.51
0.64
c
0.02
-0.09
0.04
-0.13
0.01
0.05
-0.00
0.02
0.02
-0.01
0.01
-0.18
-0.05
-0.03
0.19
-0.04
-0.08
-0.03
0.06
-0.07
0.18
0.16
-0.07
-0.11
-0.03
-0.03
-0.01

µ
uncorr corr
40.48 40.50
41.07 41.10
40.82 40.84
41.44 41.51
41.13 41.17
41.55 41.61
40.31 40.34
40.95 40.98
39.97 39.98
39.88 39.89
40.71 40.74
39.90 39.92
41.69 41.75
39.70 39.72
40.29 40.32
40.46 40.49
42.34 42.49
40.79 40.81
41.72 41.78
40.53 40.57
40.73 40.76
40.15 40.17
41.28 41.33
40.78 40.80
41.60 41.65
40.78 40.81
41.30 41.35

err
0.13
0.16
0.15
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.14
0.21
0.12
0.13
0.15
0.10
0.21
0.12
0.22
0.19
0.35
0.13
0.20
0.16
0.24
0.17
0.21
0.14
0.22
0.11
0.21
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0.3762
0.3840
0.3906
0.1852
0.0788
0.1565
0.1784
0.1828
0.2572
0.2174
0.3027
0.1676
0.2781
0.2652
0.2600
0.2533
0.2746
0.3032
0.1829
0.2880
0.0371
0.2890
0.3535
0.2389
0.2888
0.2339
0.1419

CID

16973
16977
17031
17168
17186
17206
17218
17332
17340
17393
17395
1740
17421
17423
1750
17552
17647
17687
17695
17773
17784
17809
17849
17884
17899
17908
1794

z err
(10−5 )
0.47
1.25
1.64
0.43
1.02
0.72
0.44
2.29
1.04
1.11
0.93
0.88
1.31
0.67
0.65
1.11
1.08
0.48
0.51
1.16
0.42
0.92
2.22
0.74
0.69
1.15
1.97

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
25.1021 -0.2485
30.5450 -0.2997
25.9648 -0.6758
-20.2760 -1.1672
31.6115 -0.9001
45.9859 0.7282
-3.8280 -0.0301
43.7725 -0.1477
41.2134 0.3653
-30.6220 -0.9285
-5.5940 -0.9506
5.4044 -0.8809
-7.6140 0.6766
-14.3580 -0.8385
-5.6060 -0.4759
-37.6790 -1.0028
34.2824 -0.8022
-36.6310 1.0029
41.9898 0.5892
33.2842 -0.3064
52.4617 0.0568
6.3650 -0.8393
27.1029 0.8333
27.5993 1.1724
-6.3000 -0.1517
-38.8320 0.3295
-42.1630 -0.4454

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
25.1030 -0.2526
30.5460 -0.2995
25.9648 -0.6758
-20.2762 -1.1671
31.6128 -0.8995
45.9853 0.7283
-3.8282 -0.0301
43.7735 -0.1474
41.2121 0.3648
-30.6221 -0.9284
-5.5938 -0.9506
5.4044 -0.8809
-7.6143 0.6760
-14.3577 -0.8384
-5.6057 -0.4759
-37.6795 -1.0032
34.2822 -0.8016
-36.6306 1.0030
41.9899 0.5896
33.2842 -0.3063
52.4617 0.0568
6.3646 -0.8396
27.1028 0.8333
27.5998 1.1721
-6.3005 -0.1516
-38.8315 0.3294
-42.1631 -0.4454

Host objID
SALT2
(DR8)
X0
X1
c
8647474691419212596 0.60 -0.28 0.21
1237663783673921911 0.61 0.29 0.05
1237663783135019594 0.42 -0.45 0.05
1237660024494883496 3.22 0.49 -0.03
1237666406845644893 11.69 0.56 0.09
1237666301627465999 2.75 -0.91 0.11
1237657190903513358 3.81 -0.74 -0.08
1237660339089899929 3.01 -0.28 0.04
1237666408460452080 1.70 -0.20 -0.01
1237657189818041289 1.66 -1.15 0.02
1237656906352624108 1.41 0.19 -0.15
1237657189833834854 3.91 -1.33 -0.04
1237663462608011509 0.94 -1.79 0.07
1237663783117390131 1.64 -0.33 -0.17
1237666407366197907 0.77 1.10 0.23
1237657189814960898 1.71 1.20 -0.01
1237663783138624367 1.83 1.79 -0.04
1237663458852930169 0.59 0.00 0.04
1237663239272268378 1.89 -0.18 0.25
1237663783675101438 1.15 0.31 -0.05
1237663238739985091 72.31 -0.77 -0.02
1237663783126434560 1.43 1.69 0.01
1237657071695888721 0.62 -0.80 0.05
1237678617429934631 2.55 0.68 -0.12
1237657190902464955 1.45 0.93 0.01
1237663543678992867 1.15 -1.07 0.02
1237663542603809147 5.35 1.28 -0.00
µ
uncorr corr
40.67 40.72
41.29 41.34
41.51 41.57
39.75 39.76
38.01 38.02
39.20 39.21
39.46 39.47
39.46 39.47
40.25 40.27
39.95 39.97
40.96 40.99
39.20 39.21
40.29 40.31
40.74 40.76
40.63 40.66
40.52 40.54
40.70 40.72
41.28 41.31
39.34 39.35
40.91 40.94
36.08 36.08
40.76 40.79
41.01 41.06
40.33 40.35
40.58 40.61
40.40 40.41
39.30 39.31

err
0.23
0.21
0.32
0.09
0.07
0.13
0.09
0.08
0.12
0.17
0.20
0.08
0.27
0.14
0.17
0.12
0.12
0.38
0.09
0.15
0.11
0.11
0.22
0.10
0.14
0.16
0.08

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
218

z

0.3295
0.2641
0.3496
0.3784
0.2840
0.2886
0.2894
0.3711
0.4296
0.3771
0.2858
0.2930
0.3392
0.3199
0.3162
0.2846
0.2992
0.3316
0.2588
0.2670
0.2587
0.2540
0.3459
0.2363
0.3085
0.3198
0.1105

CID

17945
17949
17952
17967
18011
18049
18083
18091
18146
18175
18189
18201
18224
18254
18273
18276
18283
18301
18304
18324
18325
18333
18339
18362
18363
18374
18375

z err
(10−5 )
0.99
3.35
1.10
0.46
1.03
0.76
1.15
0.88
4.25
3.58
0.39
0.61
1.44
2.65
2.70
1.55
1.23
1.43
1.28
2.37
1.02
0.47
0.74
1.17
0.34
1.16
0.53

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
26.7532 -0.3018
29.2052 -0.2356
27.5168 0.0799
-14.4710 -0.6610
-13.3370 0.0908
6.3106 -0.3675
36.3497 -1.2083
23.3679 0.5246
32.4302 0.0002
25.9916 -0.3990
37.9302 -0.3674
47.3123 -0.6450
-11.8250 -0.3129
-8.6100 -0.9824
-25.2610 -0.6303
-12.6830 -0.4576
39.7508 -0.5457
-11.0330 0.8155
2.1420
0.8043
6.3811
0.7939
8.9069
0.3695
19.4580 1.1218
31.8722 1.1592
10.1365 -0.1822
10.9102 -0.1574
2.5652 -0.1772
11.5164 -0.0107

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
26.7529 -0.3021
29.2051 -0.2355
27.5174 0.0797
-14.4704 -0.6597
-13.3371 0.0909
6.3105 -0.3678
36.3492 -1.2081
23.3675 0.5247
32.4294 -0.0004
25.9917 -0.3990
37.9297 -0.3675
47.3126 -0.6445
-11.8254 -0.3128
-8.6093 -0.9822
-25.2610 -0.6304
-12.6830 -0.4578
39.7514 -0.5456
-11.0333 0.8163
2.1418
0.8042
6.3811
0.7939
8.9058
0.3700
19.4581 1.1222
31.8721 1.1593
10.1366 -0.1820
10.9102 -0.1574
2.5649 -0.1770
11.5165 -0.0104

Host objID
SALT2
(DR8)
X0
X1
c
1237663783672217882 0.77 1.84 0.11
1237663783673332230 1.05 -0.36 0.04
1237663784209416397 0.98 1.22 -0.05
1237663783117324637 0.98 0.61 -0.17
1237663784191525831 0.79 0.77 0.20
1237663783663305098 1.36 1.23 -0.07
1237663782602670523 0.89 -0.86 0.13
1237663784744517908 0.99 -0.60 -0.20
1237663784211579608 0.46 0.24 0.01
1237663783671890433 0.52 0.86 -0.04
1237663783677133016 0.85 -0.76 0.15
1237663783144390824 1.19 0.83 0.03
1237663783655375096 0.61 0.19 0.16
1237656906351313313 0.61 1.21 0.11
1237663542611214708 0.71 0.62 0.13
1237666407363117882 1.03 1.05 0.14
1237657070090781290 0.87 -1.53 0.10
1237663462606504597 0.75 1.21 0.15
1237657191979876644 1.53 0.12 0.05
1237678434327921353 1.12 -0.39 0.07
1237657191445954792 1.74 0.41 -0.07
1237666340800823625 1.10 -0.76 0.14
1237678617431769549 1.08 1.42 -0.10
1237657190909673715 1.48 -1.00 0.04
1237657190910001405 0.71 0.08 0.04
1237657190906332215 1.42 0.78 -0.12
1237657190910263423 10.75 0.14 0.03
µ
uncorr corr
41.17 41.21
40.57 40.59
41.27 41.31
41.50 41.56
40.63 40.65
40.97 41.00
40.36 40.39
41.34 41.39
41.68 41.76
41.84 41.89
40.36 40.39
40.71 40.74
40.91 40.96
41.28 41.32
40.93 40.97
40.58 40.61
40.35 40.38
40.93 40.97
40.25 40.27
40.42 40.44
40.54 40.57
40.12 40.14
41.36 41.41
40.08 40.10
41.10 41.13
40.98 41.02
38.18 38.19

err
0.20
0.15
0.17
0.18
0.21
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.21
0.27
0.18
0.23
0.29
0.27
0.18
0.15
0.18
0.22
0.14
0.17
0.11
0.15
0.18
0.13
0.22
0.15
0.06

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
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z

0.1308
0.3897
0.2199
0.2682
0.3622
0.2513
0.1383
0.1763
0.3385
0.1149
0.3273
0.3595
0.2127
0.1137
0.2968
0.1076
0.1544
0.3120
0.4955
0.1906
0.1902
0.3062
0.3653
0.1984
0.2990
0.1232
0.3001

CID

18415
18430
18456
18463
18473
18588
18602
18604
18606
18612
18617
18630
18647
18650
18666
18697
18740
18741
18747
18749
18787
18789
18797
18804
18827
18835
18836

z err
(10−5 )
0.67
2.25
1.55
0.73
0.90
0.30
0.69
0.72
0.83
0.61
1.92
1.60
0.95
0.83
31.07
0.33
0.82
1.35
3.49
1.03
1.69
1.79
1.27
1.88
1.12
1.08
0.43

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-22.5220 1.0585
22.3572 0.0893
29.4589 -0.3981
17.5664 0.4720
-12.1260 -0.2409
-21.5280 -1.2045
-21.0160 0.6091
-19.0790 0.4205
-12.9880 0.4823
12.2879 0.5970
-14.2390 0.8494
-12.0200 -0.2641
-37.1080 -0.3038
-31.5530 0.0150
-17.4350 0.1949
11.2239 -0.9971
16.8571 1.0437
7.1603
0.2714
13.8436 0.2360
12.5466 0.6757
29.7286 -1.0270
32.0839 -0.8868
36.6415 -0.6256
25.2661 -0.4483
37.8339 1.0710
53.6854 0.3555
24.7271 -0.0332

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-22.5217 1.0586
22.3575 0.0895
29.4588 -0.3981
17.5660 0.4720
-12.1262 -0.2411
-21.5282 -1.2045
-21.0164 0.6092
-19.0791 0.4214
-12.9881 0.4823
12.2879 0.5970
-14.2385 0.8492
-12.0199 -0.2644
-37.1080 -0.3038
-31.5528 0.0151
-17.4355 0.1948
11.2239 -0.9970
16.8553 1.0438
7.1604
0.2713
13.8435 0.2388
12.5473 0.6754
29.7298 -1.0271
32.0838 -0.8868
36.6415 -0.6256
25.2656 -0.4485
37.8337 1.0710
53.6852 0.3555
24.7277 -0.0333

Host objID
SALT2
(DR8)
X0
X1
c
1237678617407979650 6.39 -1.58 -0.07
1237663784207188150 0.60 -1.22 -0.08
1237663783673397409 2.46 0.39 0.04
1237663784741961992 1.67 0.96 -0.05
1237663783655179195 0.85 -2.21 -0.15
1237660024494358839 0.80 1.44 0.15
1237663479798104844 5.25 0.89 0.04
1237663479798956397 2.43 -1.93 -0.05
1237663277922058907 0.63 1.30 0.19
1237663784739668118 7.91 -0.69 0.02
1237663278458405419 0.90 -0.21 -0.04
1237663783655243974 0.80 1.30 -0.00
1237663457242120428 1.85 -0.44 0.00
1237663479256646245 9.97 0.82 -0.07
8647474691937469694 1.19 0.72 -0.09
1237657189836390529 11.39 0.78 0.00
1237663785278505244 4.95 0.07 -0.00
1237657191445234134 0.74 -1.07 -0.05
1237666339724657009 0.47 0.74 -0.00
1237663204919672933 2.11 -1.39 0.06
1237657069549519104 1.87 0.15 0.04
1237666406845842059 1.19 -1.04 -0.16
1237657070089405099 0.87 -1.12 -0.16
1237666407379763650 3.79 0.85 -0.04
1237678437015552153 1.69 1.29 -0.22
1237666301093937304 8.93 0.79 -0.02
1237666407916372535 0.70 1.54 0.17
µ
uncorr corr
38.71 38.71
41.39 41.45
39.82 39.84
40.65 40.67
41.00 41.05
40.92 40.94
39.09 39.09
39.59 39.60
41.03 41.07
38.36 38.37
41.02 41.06
41.37 41.41
40.06 40.08
38.73 38.73
41.08 41.11
38.35 38.36
39.11 39.12
41.09 41.12
41.83 41.97
39.55 39.56
40.07 40.08
40.91 40.94
41.22 41.28
39.70 39.72
41.23 41.25
38.69 38.70
41.02 41.05

err
0.07
0.22
0.09
0.12
0.22
0.19
0.07
0.08
0.22
0.06
0.17
0.18
0.16
0.06
0.18
0.06
0.06
0.25
0.36
0.08
0.08
0.14
0.13
0.07
0.12
0.07
0.20

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
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z

0.1278
0.2279
0.2124
0.4066
0.3502
0.3621
0.4012
0.3715
0.2059
0.2714
0.3310
0.3484
0.2861
0.2710
0.2926
0.2778
0.2946
0.4005
0.3812
0.3807
0.3674
0.2113
0.0776
0.4168
0.3352
0.2546
0.1863

CID

18855
18909
18940
18942
18943
18947
18959
18961
18965
18971
18972
18993
19000
19002
19027
19051
19052
19078
19091
19132
19144
19149
19155
19165
19246
19274
19282

z err
SNe Ia
Host galaxy
Host objID
SALT2
−5
(10 )
RA
DEC
RA
DEC
(DR8)
X0
X1
c
0.44
48.6338 0.2689 48.6324 0.2698 1237666301091709356 7.51 0.30 -0.04
1.35
5.7833
0.9834
5.7828
0.9835 1237663278467186906 2.75 0.96 -0.15
1.08
10.3487 0.4118 10.3490 0.4119 1237657191446610208 2.33 -0.94 -0.04
2.86
17.4972 -0.0189 17.4972 -0.0186 1237666339189359288 0.62 0.03 -0.08
0.82
20.7699 -0.0672 20.7697 -0.0671 1237666339190800903 0.90 1.42 -0.01
1.54
11.1868 -0.8706 11.1869 -0.8705 1237657189836390788 0.73 -0.42 -0.13
1.80
36.4081 0.7089 36.4087 0.7096 1237657587096027416 0.51 -0.24 -0.03
2.34
40.4243 0.7282 40.4242 0.7281 1237657587097797065 0.63 1.91 -0.07
0.90
13.5092 1.0689 13.5092 1.0690 1237666340798202045 2.97 -0.75 -0.13
1.17
31.4455 1.2083 31.4455 1.2089 1237680099166912698 0.92 -1.78 0.04
1.48
35.5071 1.1549 35.5071 1.1548 1237680000378863780 0.77 -0.57 0.09
0.91
24.3212 -0.5041 24.3206 -0.5039 1237666407379305164 0.96 1.23 -0.06
1.51
37.9521 -0.4929 37.9521 -0.4928 1237657070089994814 1.64 0.93 -0.06
1.46
42.6162 -0.5512 42.6154 -0.5511 1237657070092025931 1.88 0.31 -0.10
0.42 -31.1160 -0.3718 -31.1159 -0.3720 1237656568119231185 1.63 0.42 -0.00
1.04
-8.6250 0.4234 -8.6247 0.4231 1237663277923959057 1.58 0.72 -0.04
1.94
-6.7560 0.5625 -6.7560 0.5627 1237663277924811375 0.91 -1.47 -0.07
0.56
1.5955
1.0514
1.5954
1.0514 1237657192516550820 0.50 0.04 0.05
2.72
-0.5370 -0.3046 -0.5337 -0.3036 1237663783660290579 0.62 1.45 0.01
3.33
5.2787 -0.7486 5.2787 -0.7486 1237663783125975428 0.68 -0.56 0.05
2.28
42.4743 -1.2188 42.4743 -1.2188 1237660024522343014 0.66 0.92 0.00
0.38
31.4604 -0.3326 31.4600 -0.3319 1237663783674315119 3.89 1.15 0.01
0.44
31.2665 0.1746 31.2665 0.1746 1237663784211054870 28.72 1.32 -0.11
2.49
25.3743 0.5465 25.3743 0.5466 1237663784745370115 0.73 -0.86 -0.19
1.52
-8.3390 -0.8654 -8.3392 -0.8654 1237656906351444382 0.64 1.74 0.20
0.81
-6.1150 -0.5702 -6.1145 -0.5705 1237666407366001228 0.96 -0.25 0.08
1.03
-0.9300 -0.5008 -0.9278 -0.5059 1237657190367953277 4.33 1.14 -0.06
µ
uncorr corr
38.83 38.83
40.42 40.44
39.83 39.85
41.61 41.68
41.28 41.33
41.49 41.54
41.61 41.68
41.95 42.01
39.89 39.90
40.40 40.42
40.70 40.74
41.33 41.37
40.69 40.72
40.53 40.56
40.40 40.43
40.61 40.63
40.82 40.85
41.42 41.49
41.62 41.68
40.98 41.04
41.46 41.51
39.56 39.57
37.80 37.80
41.58 41.65
41.05 41.09
40.57 40.59
39.68 39.69

err
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.18
0.15
0.19
0.21
0.19
0.08
0.16
0.17
0.15
0.10
0.09
0.12
0.09
0.22
0.18
0.24
0.26
0.24
0.07
0.07
0.22
0.30
0.14
0.07

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
221

z

0.2506
0.2390
0.3507
0.2368
0.2590
0.1541
0.3797
0.2918
0.4040
0.3646
0.2114
0.3309
0.5163
0.3882
0.4218
0.3091
0.4390
0.4448
0.4300
0.3755
0.5075
0.1655
0.3147
0.2460
0.4071
0.2374
0.2554

CID

19332
19334
19335
19341
19347
19353
19365
19414
19417
19424
19425
19449
19494
19518
19523
19545
19552
19557
19559
19593
19599
19616
19632
19652
19668
19708
19723

z err
(10−5 )
0.85
1.01
2.73
1.48
1.30
0.45
5.46
1.65
1.38
2.46
1.99
0.76
2.18
1.95
3.17
1.83
2.05
2.45
1.93
1.70
1.42
0.26
2.33
0.87
4.91
1.05
0.32

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
20.6471 -0.1365
-11.8080 0.3294
-9.9400 0.3951
15.8608 0.3316
30.7579 0.3577
43.1133 0.2517
29.4108 -0.5218
-28.4080 0.0402
-31.0830 0.5050
-23.3770 0.9519
-36.4920 -0.7406
9.5528
0.5916
-4.5670 -0.4397
11.1178 -0.1057
18.3159 -0.0250
-29.5570 0.4012
4.7083
0.3410
19.7354 0.2763
38.0011 0.2281
29.9694 0.6790
-15.0250 1.1647
37.1011 0.1847
40.2866 0.1442
-12.1250 1.0238
-3.0630 -0.6281
42.1729 0.6546
-21.1080 0.4184

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
20.6427 -0.1369
-11.8051 0.3346
-9.9418 0.3952
15.8603 0.3314
30.7580 0.3577
43.1144 0.2518
29.4110 -0.5221
-28.4083 0.0405
-31.0820 0.5020
-23.3773 0.9521
-36.4913 -0.7405
9.5527
0.5917
-4.5636 -0.4435
11.1174 -0.1035
18.3159 -0.0254
-29.5569 0.4012
4.7082
0.3407
19.7354 0.2764
38.0011 0.2281
29.9693 0.6790
-15.0244 1.1647
37.1011 0.1847
40.2866 0.1444
-12.1257 1.0236
-3.0633 -0.6281
42.1729 0.6547
-21.1082 0.4177

Host objID
(DR8)
8647475120913976113
8647475121436623732
1237666408438039290
1237666339725508846
1237657071160590831
1237657586562105551
1237666407381533453
1237663479258022833
8647474692468375687
1237678617407587709
1237663456705512061
1237663716018488208
8647475120366093932
1237657190910067512
1237666339189752228
1237663543683056479
1237657191444120377
1237666339727213059
1237666408459076015
1237657071697133835
1237678617411257332
1237663784213610757
1237663784215052647
1237663278459322853
1237667171851043310
1237657587098583274
1237663543686725995
X0
0.71
0.60
0.79
1.52
1.25
4.54
0.64
0.77
0.69
0.75
1.25
1.01
0.51
0.57
0.62
1.20
0.50
0.43
0.56
0.87
0.42
4.49
1.06
0.99
0.79
2.42
1.43

SALT2
X1
-1.59
0.14
-1.34
-1.50
-0.30
1.11
0.25
1.78
0.65
0.70
-1.54
0.47
-0.82
-0.08
0.33
-1.25
1.11
-0.96
1.01
0.23
-1.15
0.31
0.08
-1.11
1.59
-0.67
-0.27
c
0.15
0.23
-0.10
-0.01
-0.02
0.05
-0.13
0.19
-0.19
-0.07
0.12
-0.13
-0.11
-0.03
0.04
-0.07
-0.10
-0.08
-0.00
-0.10
-0.17
-0.02
-0.07
0.19
-0.09
-0.02
-0.01

µ
uncorr corr
40.40 40.42
40.71 40.72
41.10 41.15
40.07 40.09
40.58 40.60
39.28 39.29
41.76 41.82
40.92 40.94
41.96 42.02
41.51 41.56
39.89 39.90
41.31 41.35
41.71 41.87
41.51 41.57
41.29 41.37
40.60 40.63
42.13 42.22
41.77 41.86
41.69 41.77
41.33 41.39
42.04 42.19
39.34 39.35
41.00 41.03
40.01 40.03
41.71 41.78
39.79 39.81
40.43 40.45

err
0.17
0.19
0.20
0.11
0.11
0.07
0.16
0.21
0.20
0.20
0.12
0.16
0.25
0.23
0.24
0.15
0.22
0.34
0.20
0.17
0.33
0.08
0.14
0.15
0.13
0.09
0.10

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
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0.2190
0.4055
0.2525
0.1751
0.1381
0.3966
0.2869
0.3050
0.2660
0.3830
0.3816
0.3155
0.1232
0.0559
0.1753
0.2499
0.2536
0.2880
0.2640
0.3743
0.1853
0.2352
0.1048
0.3098
0.1397
0.2445
0.1783

CID

19757
19764
19769
19772
19775
19778
1979
19818
19821
19825
19826
1991
19953
19968
19969
19990
20033
20040
20046
20047
20048
20051
20064
20065
20084
20088
20104

z err
(10−5 )
4.58
1.81
0.76
0.67
0.80
1.90
1.09
0.37
2.55
3.06
1.68
0.61
0.57
0.48
0.31
1.93
2.66
2.94
0.44
2.62
1.12
0.31
0.56
1.77
0.25
1.03
1.63

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-10.5190 1.2236
6.4773
1.1918
-9.5570 -0.9764
12.6663 -1.0420
-41.0440 0.6512
-10.3120 -0.4976
-25.6440 0.9446
35.2665 0.4965
-3.2200 1.0260
34.6379 0.8810
39.1610 1.0416
-20.3730 0.9083
-27.0700 0.5793
24.3487 -0.3120
31.9098 -0.3240
34.8060 -0.3845
22.9306 -0.7320
-31.1210 0.8151
-38.5070 0.8013
-33.4090 0.6314
-20.6920 0.7363
-30.0610 1.1284
-1.4140 -0.9176
-36.7770 -0.9476
-12.0250 -0.5779
13.2054 0.6315
-41.8610 0.2817

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-10.5190 1.2228
6.4767
1.1919
-9.5565 -0.9763
12.6664 -1.0418
-41.0439 0.6513
-10.3112 -0.4970
-25.6438 0.9447
35.2667 0.4964
-3.2206 1.0260
34.6379 0.8809
39.1609 1.0416
-20.3734 0.9083
-27.0695 0.5791
24.3488 -0.3120
31.9105 -0.3240
34.8063 -0.3848
22.9303 -0.7318
-31.1205 0.8151
-38.5067 0.8013
-33.4091 0.6314
-20.6919 0.7363
-30.0619 1.1269
-1.4138 -0.9176
-36.7775 -0.9472
-12.0247 -0.5781
13.2052 0.6315
-41.8615 0.2816

Host objID
SALT2
(DR8)
X0
X1
c
1237678617413223090 0.90 -0.49 0.22
1237657192518648349 0.50 2.56 0.11
1237656906350920059 1.19 -0.39 0.17
1237657189836980444 2.31 -1.19 0.20
1237678617399853623 4.39 -0.12 0.09
1237666407364165976 0.72 1.78 -0.12
1237678617406604390 1.04 -0.57 0.00
1237663784749695336 1.43 1.06 -0.04
1237663278463189658 1.34 -0.86 -0.06
1237660027203289605 1.25 0.58 -0.01
1237678437016142186 0.88 -0.23 -0.08
1237663480335303198 1.20 0.07 0.04
1237663479795483344 11.44 1.42 -0.09
1237663783671169173 35.36 -1.80 -0.04
1237663783674511434 3.51 0.07 0.02
1237663783675757163 1.59 -1.29 -0.09
1237663783133708698 1.27 -0.83 0.08
1237678617404179648 1.80 0.70 -0.11
1237663544215995236 1.58 1.56 0.00
1237656238472561452 0.71 -1.11 -0.20
1237663544223793475 2.49 -0.73 0.02
1237678595929801315 2.00 2.42 0.04
1237656906354458736 10.72 0.92 0.09
1237657189815355016 0.71 0.29 0.14
1237666407363444800 3.41 0.11 0.14
1237663204919935202 2.37 -0.20 -0.15
1237663543677682773 0.99 1.01 0.14
µ
uncorr corr
40.14 40.16
41.79 41.86
40.03 40.05
39.03 39.04
38.91 38.92
41.93 41.99
40.66 40.68
40.78 40.82
40.53 40.55
40.75 40.80
41.18 41.23
40.54 40.57
38.78 38.79
36.69 36.69
39.41 39.42
40.34 40.36
40.15 40.17
40.69 40.72
40.66 40.69
41.58 41.64
39.64 39.65
40.49 40.51
38.17 38.17
40.83 40.86
39.09 39.10
40.32 40.34
40.61 40.62

err
0.15
0.26
0.12
0.08
0.07
0.17
0.19
0.12
0.14
0.13
0.14
0.16
0.07
0.09
0.06
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.16
0.10
0.13
0.07
0.18
0.07
0.07
0.16

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
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0.2442
0.1662
0.3412
0.3679
0.3688
0.2773
0.3767
0.2177
0.3757
0.4012
0.4412
0.4105
0.4690
0.3470
0.3189
0.2185
0.2096
0.3078
0.2936
0.2809
0.3402
0.4194
0.2710
0.3794
0.4044
0.1357
0.1895

CID

20111
20125
20141
20171
20217
20227
20231
20232
20265
20267
20268
20272
20273
20276
20319
20364
20376
20386
20400
20434
20435
20447
20467
20489
20514
20528
20545

z err
(10−5 )
1.90
0.91
1.58
0.85
0.89
1.96
1.06
1.30
1.08
0.51
1.18
31.07
4.68
3.39
1.15
0.55
25.00
2.69
2.06
1.08
1.37
5.38
0.85
4.06
2.37
0.77
0.89

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-5.6060 0.2474
25.6598 1.0304
-2.4590 -0.5245
3.0099
0.2127
-23.0450 -0.6331
-10.8800 -0.0989
4.5889 -0.0323
7.0834 -0.0581
7.5361 -0.1113
8.8039 -0.1195
10.9458 -0.0758
17.2196 -0.0201
21.0540 -0.0232
34.5631 -0.1139
36.4261 0.7949
25.7566 -0.9452
-40.6040 -0.5240
55.7978 -0.4896
-22.4680 -1.1542
-40.2630 0.5021
-37.4340 0.5587
-0.6730 0.5708
20.0198 0.9135
40.5135 0.8563
23.0761 -0.7553
43.1218 -1.1395
-29.7500 -0.4240

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-5.6056 0.2481
25.6596 1.0304
-2.4579 -0.5238
3.0131
0.2137
-23.0454 -0.6330
-10.8800 -0.0985
4.5890 -0.0323
7.0833 -0.0581
7.5359 -0.1114
8.8038 -0.1191
10.9459 -0.0759
17.2184 -0.0211
21.0540 -0.0231
34.5632 -0.1140
36.4261 0.7949
25.7567 -0.9455
-40.6045 -0.5240
55.7978 -0.4896
-22.4681 -1.1542
-40.2629 0.5021
-37.4341 0.5587
-0.6733 0.5709
20.0199 0.9135
40.5134 0.8562
23.0761 -0.7552
43.1218 -1.1395
-29.7496 -0.4240

Host objID
(DR8)
1237666408439940055
1237663785282371709
1237657190367232187
1237663543697342849
1237656567585899041
1237657190900433560
1237657190907249153
1237657190908297506
1237657190908494465
1237657190909083912
1237657190910001733
1237666339189228699
1237657190914392705
1237666407920697695
1237657587096028130
1237657069547815314
1237663542604465540
1237666300021113061
1237660024493900468
1237678617400181887
1237663458315667055
1237663277927498012
1237663785279881489
1237678617435570759
1237663783133774219
1237660024522604712
1237663542609248694
X0
1.55
3.58
0.85
0.83
0.63
1.42
0.81
2.18
0.37
0.73
0.55
0.61
0.53
0.88
0.77
2.01
1.86
1.49
1.22
0.77
0.68
0.58
1.33
0.68
0.62
5.29
1.61

SALT2
X1
-0.22
-0.69
-1.12
0.47
1.17
-1.51
1.53
-0.87
0.26
-1.66
-0.30
1.00
-0.59
0.08
-0.48
1.08
-1.08
-0.07
1.87
1.22
1.40
1.44
0.71
-0.82
2.79
0.01
-1.65
c
-0.00
0.03
0.02
-0.08
0.00
-0.15
-0.06
-0.01
0.16
-0.10
-0.07
-0.08
-0.12
-0.05
0.11
0.04
0.15
-0.08
0.09
0.07
0.05
-0.10
-0.02
-0.15
0.06
0.08
0.17

µ
uncorr corr
40.31 40.33
39.20 39.21
40.70 40.74
41.40 41.45
41.58 41.63
40.60 40.63
41.57 41.62
39.82 39.83
41.47 41.53
41.14 41.21
41.64 41.73
41.83 41.90
41.77 41.88
41.16 41.20
40.67 40.71
40.19 40.21
39.46 39.48
40.64 40.67
40.74 40.77
41.17 41.20
41.39 41.44
42.05 42.13
40.73 40.75
41.54 41.59
41.77 41.84
38.77 38.78
39.44 39.45

err
0.12
0.08
0.16
0.11
0.17
0.13
0.16
0.10
0.31
0.18
0.24
0.20
0.23
0.15
0.20
0.13
0.10
0.18
0.17
0.23
0.20
0.22
0.12
0.20
0.21
0.06
0.09

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
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0.3488
0.4357
0.3375
0.1987
0.2904
0.3757
0.2048
0.1081
0.2996
0.4220
0.3906
0.3731
0.2118
0.3013
0.3773
0.3631
0.3057
0.3655
0.1659
0.2383
0.3238
0.3934
0.3066
0.3359
0.2517
0.3584
0.3684

CID

20553
20557
20562
20575
20578
20580
20581
20625
20663
20685
20709
20719
20721
20722
20723
20725
20750
20757
20764
20768
2078
20788
2079
20791
2081
20828
20842

z err
(10−5 )
0.96
5.77
0.39
0.76
1.69
3.81
0.38
0.51
0.96
2.73
1.20
0.59
0.23
1.92
2.52
4.55
1.53
3.68
0.64
3.16
0.90
0.90
1.24
5.11
0.29
0.73
1.48

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-4.2080 -0.3312
14.7616 -0.3095
23.0335 -0.4203
-34.7340 0.1424
-30.4150 0.1831
-23.0190 0.0273
-22.2960 0.0117
5.6834 -0.4790
16.4518 0.8206
14.2941 1.2406
3.9128 -0.1670
33.8742 -0.0845
-36.8150 -0.6227
-34.7440 0.7015
41.2186 -0.1072
41.9785 0.0017
23.1405 0.4129
43.6216 0.2216
26.1208 0.2298
40.6264 -0.9713
-23.2860 -1.0800
51.6734 -0.4778
-23.1930 -1.0678
-42.0530 -0.3860
-22.6950 -1.2078
-34.4620 0.9624
6.7189 -1.1945

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-4.2078 -0.3311
14.7617 -0.3095
23.0334 -0.4203
-34.7343 0.1425
-30.4154 0.1831
-23.0187 0.0273
-22.2970 0.0107
5.6834 -0.4790
16.4523 0.8207
14.2943 1.2402
3.9127 -0.1667
33.8742 -0.0842
-36.8151 -0.6221
-34.7438 0.7014
41.2188 -0.1074
41.9785 0.0018
23.1407 0.4128
43.6217 0.2215
26.1207 0.2298
40.6259 -0.9711
-23.2861 -1.0798
51.6734 -0.4778
-23.1933 -1.0678
-42.0521 -0.3859
-22.6949 -1.2078
-34.4615 0.9625
6.7189 -1.1945

Host objID
(DR8)
1237663783658652480
1237663783666975395
1237663783670579439
1237663479255269651
1237663479257170514
1237663479260382103
1237663479260708925
1237657190370836561
1237663204921377321
1237678617424102134
1237657190906921492
1237666407920370458
1237663542606103297
1237678617402606633
1237657070628306973
1237663784215773433
1237657071157248556
1237657586562302517
1237657071158558829
1237657584950379205
1237660024493572684
1237666300019343761
1237660024493572454
1237663457239958624
1237660024493834637
1237678595927900308
1237663782589694171
X0
0.88
0.63
0.48
3.11
0.79
0.62
3.23
9.35
1.17
0.53
0.58
0.56
1.13
1.29
0.60
0.42
1.02
0.62
4.47
0.95
1.00
0.68
0.98
0.94
1.54
0.60
0.80

SALT2
X1
-0.23
-0.36
0.40
-0.42
-0.88
-0.76
-0.66
-0.17
-0.38
-0.32
-1.49
0.51
-0.18
-0.26
-2.28
-2.05
-2.18
1.28
-1.75
-1.08
-0.50
0.23
0.56
-0.76
-0.56
0.08
-0.21
c
-0.14
-0.13
0.07
0.02
-0.02
-0.16
-0.13
-0.03
-0.07
-0.11
0.02
-0.06
0.21
-0.09
-0.12
-0.00
-0.13
0.20
-0.13
0.05
-0.07
-0.19
0.17
-0.13
-0.13
0.01
0.01

µ
uncorr corr
41.35 41.40
41.65 41.73
41.48 41.52
39.45 39.46
40.95 40.97
41.67 41.72
39.82 39.83
38.45 38.46
40.78 40.81
41.80 41.88
41.05 41.11
41.75 41.81
39.99 40.00
40.77 40.80
41.25 41.30
41.35 41.40
40.76 40.79
41.00 41.05
39.22 39.23
40.49 40.51
40.94 40.98
41.90 41.96
40.44 40.47
41.14 41.18
40.64 40.66
41.36 41.41
41.00 41.05

err
0.17
0.21
0.18
0.08
0.19
0.23
0.08
0.06
0.16
0.23
0.25
0.21
0.21
0.15
0.24
0.23
0.18
0.22
0.09
0.15
0.20
0.28
0.21
0.16
0.15
0.22
0.19

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
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z

0.4543
0.2675
0.3144
0.4901
0.2094
0.3616
0.3622
0.3707
0.3050
0.3293
0.1085
0.4277
0.4093
0.1386
0.4733
0.3597
0.5079
0.3471
0.4867
0.3236
0.5666
0.4330
0.3785
0.1891
0.2956
0.0892
0.3248

CID

20844
20870
20882
20886
20889
20896
20916
20928
20953
21015
21034
21046
21060
21062
21069
21152
21165
21306
21347
21385
21388
21391
21420
21487
2149
21502
21543

z err
(10−5 )
1.55
0.83
3.75
2.72
2.40
1.69
2.17
1.85
1.01
1.10
0.25
2.76
1.41
0.49
3.79
1.04
31.07
3.05
1.02
1.50
2.35
1.70
1.15
0.54
1.78
0.73
0.68

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
13.0088 -1.1215
14.4978 -0.6863
16.9923 0.4636
34.3743 0.5519
52.3813 0.5168
0.7266
0.9398
19.5877 1.0246
21.9010 0.9742
-18.4030 -0.2512
38.3704 -0.9814
28.1424 1.2441
-36.4760 1.1119
-36.8310 0.3136
-26.5680 0.3963
-10.9390 -0.8385
5.3713
0.6751
-21.6990 0.2017
-7.0770 0.0915
24.6528 -1.0597
-2.3000 0.1912
3.1387
0.0516
10.8283 0.0786
9.6281
1.0529
-19.7190 -0.2115
17.4472 -0.5888
-6.4000 -0.8903
19.4114 1.1961

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
13.0088 -1.1214
14.4977 -0.6860
16.9923 0.4637
34.3743 0.5519
52.3817 0.5156
0.7264
0.9394
19.5877 1.0244
21.9010 0.9742
-18.4027 -0.2512
38.3703 -0.9815
28.1413 1.2441
-36.4760 1.1124
-36.8311 0.3137
-26.5684 0.3963
-10.9387 -0.8396
5.3713
0.6751
-21.6989 0.2018
-7.0767 0.0915
24.6526 -1.0597
-2.3006 0.1901
3.1391
0.0514
10.8279 0.0784
9.6282
1.0530
-19.7188 -0.2115
17.4479 -0.5884
-6.4002 -0.8903
19.4114 1.1961

Host objID
SALT2
(DR8)
X0
X1
c
1237663782592447206 0.58 0.98 0.01
1237663783129973584 0.87 1.22 0.09
1237663784741700254 1.01 0.21 -0.10
1237663784749302454 0.49 -1.13 -0.12
1237660241388438124 1.59 -1.56 0.11
1237663278464958679 0.95 0.43 -0.15
1237663785279685631 0.73 -0.80 -0.07
1237663785280733649 0.89 -1.10 -0.13
8647474691400141387 1.03 1.58 0.10
1237657584949396072 0.78 -0.32 0.03
1237678617430130804 8.44 -0.08 0.01
1237678617938756626 0.62 -0.93 -0.04
1237663543679846035 0.55 -1.13 -0.13
1237663543684367141 3.82 0.92 0.08
1237663783118831914 0.34 1.58 -0.12
1237657191981318605 0.55 -0.71 -0.02
1237663479260971668 0.38 -0.89 -0.14
1237663784194278050 1.03 -0.38 -0.11
1237663782597558971 0.44 -1.72 -0.01
8647474691944088761 0.51 -0.59 0.06
1237663784198734050 0.25 -1.06 -0.21
1237663784202142441 0.43 -0.50 0.09
1237657192520024646 0.49 2.04 0.14
1237663543150510247 2.37 -1.18 0.07
1237666338652487684 1.06 0.26 -0.10
1237656906352296084 16.25 -0.13 -0.03
1237678617426329680 0.67 0.59 0.14
µ
uncorr corr
41.62 41.72
40.97 41.00
41.17 41.20
41.76 41.89
39.66 39.67
41.46 41.51
41.21 41.26
41.11 41.17
40.81 40.85
40.92 40.96
38.48 38.48
41.27 41.35
41.63 41.70
39.33 39.34
42.72 42.83
41.40 41.44
42.12 42.27
41.05 41.10
41.38 41.51
41.26 41.30
42.74 42.97
41.35 41.43
41.61 41.67
39.42 39.43
41.14 41.16
37.86 37.86
40.97 41.00

err
0.23
0.16
0.16
0.33
0.22
0.15
0.18
0.15
0.18
0.18
0.06
0.23
0.21
0.07
0.23
0.26
0.35
0.15
0.36
0.27
0.37
0.27
0.21
0.08
0.15
0.09
0.26

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
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0.4210
0.3786
0.3252
0.3424
0.3955
0.1300
0.3502
0.3305
0.2134
0.2628
0.1805
0.1911
0.3199
0.2689
0.1181
0.2163
0.1615
0.4000
0.2905
0.2451
0.2923
0.3043
0.1744
0.1655
0.3333
0.1476
0.4171

CID

21577
2181
21813
21888
22006
22075
2280
2290
2330
2331
2372
2440
2464
2532
2561
2639
2689
2784
2789
2855
2871
2926
3080
3087
3150
3205
3206

z err
(10−5 )
2.24
1.49
3.83
1.99
2.12
0.55
0.82
0.78
1.25
1.02
0.71
0.19
2.26
1.40
0.64
0.94
1.44
0.66
1.74
1.03
1.52
2.01
0.73
0.48
0.95
0.25
1.91

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
29.0553 -0.5318
20.1630 -0.0075
-20.2280 1.1847
18.9289 0.2355
48.7829 -0.9626
29.9637 1.2166
-18.5100 0.2813
12.3777 0.2654
6.8073
1.1208
16.6426 1.0873
40.5208 -0.5410
42.6339 0.8073
-42.2920 0.1015
27.7471 -0.2339
46.3434 0.8584
-29.5360 0.6645
24.9004 -0.7587
28.0756 -0.0412
-15.7980 0.4006
16.1753 -0.3564
9.3477 -1.0867
4.2027
0.4284
16.9317 -1.0395
20.4066 -0.9772
-25.4880 -0.6316
13.5250 0.3119
13.5774 0.4181

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
29.0553 -0.5318
20.1631 -0.0075
-20.2281 1.1847
18.9286 0.2355
48.7829 -0.9625
29.9631 1.2164
-18.5108 0.2813
12.3777 0.2652
6.8070
1.1206
16.6426 1.0873
40.5207 -0.5408
42.6337 0.8078
-42.2879 0.1029
27.7475 -0.2342
46.3434 0.8584
-29.5358 0.6645
24.9004 -0.7587
28.0754 -0.0417
-15.7986 0.4011
16.1753 -0.3564
9.3478 -1.0867
4.2029
0.4282
16.9323 -1.0395
20.4067 -0.9772
-25.4879 -0.6316
13.5224 0.3131
13.5775 0.4182

Host objID
(DR8)
1237666407381402160
1237666339190538861
1237678617408963447
1237666339726885376
1237666299481162397
1237680099166257279
1237663543687905787
1237657191447527724
1237678434328183090
1237666340799578402
1237657070091108996
1237678617436487971
1237663457776698746
1237663783672676591
1237678437019287600
1237663544219926794
1237663783134560435
1237666407917814467
1237663444906017256
1237663783667630515
1237663782590873812
1237663277929595372
1237666338115354816
1237666338116927817
1237656567584850354
1237666339724525878
1237663784740192938
X0
0.40
0.62
0.93
0.55
0.51
6.12
0.65
0.82
1.11
1.47
3.35
3.13
1.24
1.23
6.76
3.03
4.52
0.74
1.36
2.00
0.99
1.29
4.58
4.50
0.75
1.31
0.56

SALT2
X1
0.02
-0.75
-0.43
-1.04
-1.35
-1.56
0.51
-1.55
-1.85
-1.75
0.27
0.34
-2.06
0.85
-0.11
0.42
1.35
0.38
-0.86
0.63
-1.27
0.33
0.13
0.52
0.18
0.59
-0.18
c
0.11
-0.03
0.11
0.12
-0.12
-0.03
0.02
-0.13
0.03
-0.14
0.03
-0.09
-0.10
-0.01
0.05
-0.01
0.07
-0.08
-0.12
-0.04
-0.06
-0.10
-0.06
-0.01
0.05
0.23
-0.13

µ
uncorr corr
41.49 41.57
41.29 41.34
40.49 40.52
40.89 40.93
41.65 41.71
38.61 38.61
41.34 41.38
41.11 41.15
40.21 40.22
40.45 40.48
39.48 39.49
39.94 39.95
40.48 40.51
40.82 40.85
38.56 38.57
39.74 39.76
39.28 39.29
41.49 41.56
40.69 40.72
40.34 40.36
40.76 40.79
40.94 40.97
39.41 39.42
39.34 39.35
41.03 41.07
39.93 39.94
41.81 41.89

err
0.36
0.17
0.22
0.27
0.38
0.08
0.27
0.21
0.14
0.16
0.07
0.08
0.21
0.16
0.07
0.09
0.10
0.17
0.14
0.13
0.19
0.15
0.06
0.06
0.18
0.10
0.18

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
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0.3419
0.2591
0.1082
0.1610
0.2131
0.3775
0.2327
0.2498
0.2311
0.5189
0.2898
0.0866
0.3565
0.1882
0.4194
0.3134
0.2986
0.0629
0.2620
0.3935
0.3080
0.2777
0.1814
0.3452
0.4277
0.3717
0.3737

CID

3225
3241
3256
3317
3331
3368
3426
3451
3452
3560
3565
3592
3593
3674
3811
3825
3887
3901
3945
3975
3983
4000
4019
4028
4035
4079
4110

z err
(10−5 )
0.65
1.48
0.27
0.93
0.57
0.97
0.54
1.21
0.72
3.78
1.38
1.45
2.39
1.56
4.08
0.76
1.31
0.26
0.97
1.01
0.48
3.80
1.44
2.52
3.09
1.93
2.34

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
23.3811 0.3112
-47.3490 -0.3541
-30.7330 -0.2235
26.9627 0.6405
34.5606 0.7960
44.4561 1.2309
-18.1000 0.6156
-25.9310 0.7078
-25.3290 0.6395
0.7707
0.7956
2.5904
0.7099
19.0524 0.7919
19.6166 0.7323
-0.2110 0.1632
13.7045 0.4296
17.4706 0.6053
10.9435 0.0743
14.8504 0.0026
-13.9900 -0.2831
29.8208 0.2041
7.2760 -0.2570
31.0167 -0.3663
1.2618
1.1454
11.0141 1.2426
21.4672 1.0478
29.2067 0.7543
1.6582 -1.1965

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
23.3814 0.3113
-47.3485 -0.3541
-30.7324 -0.2234
26.9626 0.6406
34.5614 0.7965
44.4560 1.2309
-18.1003 0.6154
-25.9308 0.7082
-25.3285 0.6392
0.7686
0.7972
2.5876
0.7094
19.0524 0.7919
19.6166 0.7323
-0.2084 0.1630
13.7046 0.4296
17.4704 0.6053
10.9432 0.0743
14.8504 0.0026
-13.9908 -0.2830
29.8210 0.2037
7.2759 -0.2566
31.0160 -0.3658
1.2618
1.1454
11.0140 1.2426
21.4673 1.0476
29.2067 0.7541
1.6584 -1.1968

Host objID
(DR8)
1237657071157379380
1237656568112154092
1237656568119427236
1237657071695823233
1237666408994439354
1237678617974145634
1237663479799415139
1237663544221499805
1237663544221762366
1237657191979287521
1237657191980073195
1237663204922491010
1237663204922753452
1237663784197292649
1237663784740258496
1237663784741896549
1237663784202207497
1237663784203911302
1237663783654392436
1237663784210465442
1237663783663698673
1237663783674118396
1237657192516354264
1237678617422659708
1237663785280537066
1237657071696806305
1237663275780997687
X0
0.71
2.20
8.69
4.14
2.08
0.95
2.24
2.37
2.69
0.58
1.31
18.16
0.74
1.38
0.62
0.85
0.84
36.07
1.63
0.65
1.28
0.98
2.29
0.72
0.74
0.72
0.87

SALT2
X1
0.42
0.71
-0.33
-0.46
-0.16
1.40
-0.32
0.62
0.90
1.19
-0.92
-0.14
1.55
-0.09
-0.82
-1.01
-2.46
1.06
0.72
-0.01
1.52
-0.96
0.58
0.09
0.44
-0.06
0.72
c
0.11
-0.17
-0.02
0.01
0.03
-0.10
-0.16
-0.06
-0.09
-0.19
-0.20
-0.07
0.00
0.10
-0.12
-0.00
0.02
0.01
-0.14
-0.02
-0.04
-0.01
0.16
-0.03
-0.25
-0.06
-0.17

µ
uncorr corr
40.94 40.98
40.66 40.68
38.46 38.47
39.16 39.17
39.90 39.92
41.50 41.56
40.39 40.40
40.22 40.24
40.24 40.26
42.27 42.43
40.95 40.97
37.87 37.88
41.49 41.54
40.15 40.16
41.54 41.61
40.80 40.83
40.42 40.44
37.14 37.15
40.90 40.93
41.37 41.43
41.03 41.06
40.67 40.70
39.57 39.58
41.30 41.34
42.03 42.11
41.37 41.43
41.67 41.73

err
0.19
0.16
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.18
0.13
0.10
0.09
0.26
0.14
0.06
0.20
0.13
0.27
0.24
0.26
0.08
0.16
0.15
0.17
0.17
0.08
0.21
0.16
0.16
0.18
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0.3604
0.2907
0.3444
0.2963
0.3919
0.3621
0.4963
0.4412
0.4521
0.3949
0.2450
0.4023
0.4654
0.3492
0.3068
0.2822
0.1620
0.2220
0.3221
0.2522
0.3773
0.2771
0.2296
0.2203
0.1212
0.1563
0.4111

CID

4129
4206
4236
4311
4313
4417
4490
4547
4579
4612
4676
4682
4737
4808
4969
4978
5103
5199
5230
5235
5247
5473
5486
5533
5549
5550
5588

z err
(10−5 )
1.50
1.50
0.92
0.72
2.45
1.71
3.16
1.69
3.89
0.65
1.13
1.58
3.06
1.56
0.48
31.07
0.31
0.55
2.70
0.67
3.05
1.26
0.48
0.55
0.59
0.45
2.77

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
12.9968 -1.2197
-5.4230 -0.4865
1.9061 -1.0186
32.1307 1.0199
36.1503 1.0348
10.1977 -0.4289
13.8266 0.2070
24.0846 0.3139
38.6782 0.3651
13.5072 -0.8361
18.8237 0.7883
21.5509 0.8109
29.2456 -0.9384
35.0694 0.4112
-13.6320 -0.4716
-9.3400 -0.4291
-0.1160 0.7368
-11.2080 -0.9948
-25.2070 0.8388
-22.7760 0.6364
23.4659 -0.9237
-5.2630 0.3834
-26.7520 -0.4116
-31.3300 0.4130
3.2499
0.2486
3.5985
0.3332
2.3683
1.1545

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
12.9951 -1.2180
-5.4228 -0.4865
1.9057 -1.0183
32.1309 1.0200
36.1504 1.0347
10.1982 -0.4291
13.8266 0.2070
24.0846 0.3139
38.6748 0.3642
13.5070 -0.8371
18.8237 0.7882
21.5507 0.8109
29.2455 -0.9384
35.0694 0.4114
-13.6324 -0.4717
-9.3395 -0.4291
-0.1156 0.7371
-11.2075 -0.9949
-25.2073 0.8386
-22.7757 0.6363
23.4660 -0.9236
-5.2633 0.3835
-26.7520 -0.4120
-31.3300 0.4133
3.2505
0.2482
3.5983
0.3331
2.3686
1.1549

Host objID
(DR8)
1237663782592446841
1237666407366328709
1237657189832327503
1237678617431900508
1237678617433670041
1237657190372803107
1237663784203453078
1237657071157641931
1237666408459338376
1237663783129580009
1237663204922425799
1237663204923605524
1237657069549322799
1237657071162491331
1237666407362724412
1237666407364559600
1237657191978893955
1237656906350199183
1237657191967883859
1237663544222876100
1237657069546766884
1237666408440135898
1237663478721872641
1237663543682270143
1237657191443530063
1237657191443661086
1237657192516878694
X0
0.70
0.84
1.12
1.32
0.82
0.49
0.35
0.68
0.44
0.43
2.11
0.54
0.67
0.59
0.72
0.96
4.09
1.25
0.83
1.40
0.91
1.21
1.60
1.93
7.83
6.47
0.56

SALT2
X1
1.44
-1.56
0.73
-0.11
0.99
0.17
0.27
0.05
1.74
-0.48
0.71
-0.57
0.16
0.56
-0.50
-0.98
-0.12
0.68
0.59
-0.51
-0.59
-1.02
1.80
0.05
0.29
1.81
-0.20
c
-0.06
0.05
0.03
-0.03
-0.16
0.01
0.15
-0.11
0.07
0.03
-0.09
0.04
-0.14
0.17
0.14
0.07
0.00
0.12
0.04
0.02
-0.04
-0.09
0.09
0.02
-0.00
-0.06
-0.10

µ
uncorr corr
41.70 41.75
40.54 40.57
40.76 40.81
40.60 40.63
41.76 41.83
41.60 41.65
41.58 41.71
41.61 41.70
41.87 41.97
41.54 41.60
40.45 40.46
41.25 41.32
41.74 41.84
41.00 41.04
40.65 40.68
40.45 40.48
39.27 39.27
40.35 40.36
41.03 41.07
40.30 40.32
40.95 41.00
40.69 40.72
40.43 40.45
40.06 40.07
38.67 38.68
39.40 39.40
41.73 41.80

err
0.26
0.18
0.13
0.15
0.17
0.22
0.51
0.21
0.27
0.25
0.10
0.22
0.20
0.20
0.21
0.18
0.06
0.13
0.16
0.12
0.20
0.14
0.13
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.22

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
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z

0.4478
0.4330
0.1306
0.2387
0.3777
0.3007
0.1532
0.1800
0.3690
0.3476
0.1741
0.2964
0.3965
0.0459
0.2803
0.2077
0.2369
0.3096
0.2807
0.3777
0.0671
0.4701
0.3568
0.2725
0.2813
0.2951
0.2733

CID

5590
5747
5751
5776
5792
5802
5879
5890
5897
5909
5916
5917
5925
5944
5957
5959
5963
5966
5978
5993
6057
6120
6121
6192
6196
6249
6275

z err
(10−5 )
3.52
1.15
0.42
1.03
2.22
1.07
0.38
0.48
1.47
0.94
0.60
2.18
4.42
0.50
0.76
1.11
0.67
0.76
0.82
3.41
0.27
1.83
5.32
0.96
1.72
0.37
0.86

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-3.3270 -0.8728
5.8196
0.6769
11.6344 0.8382
-31.4860 -0.3085
-31.2820 -1.2417
-31.8550 0.8456
31.7409 -0.8157
-27.4840 0.6097
38.1640 -0.8041
17.4850 -1.1941
5.4371 -0.3250
6.0373 -0.2555
26.1625 -1.1462
29.2021 -0.2126
34.7598 -0.2726
38.0596 -0.3081
11.0810 0.4797
16.1906 0.5133
26.1624 0.9219
29.6823 0.0489
52.5536 -0.9746
-26.8560 -0.0576
27.0024 0.3043
-11.5350 1.2574
-22.3690 -0.5024
3.2656 -0.6203
34.5898 0.0300

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-3.3273 -0.8728
5.8192
0.6790
11.6341 0.8384
-31.4864 -0.3084
-31.2858 -1.2377
-31.8550 0.8457
31.7410 -0.8156
-27.4843 0.6092
38.1639 -0.8040
17.4852 -1.1942
5.4374 -0.3250
6.0369 -0.2550
26.1626 -1.1461
29.1998 -0.2136
34.7606 -0.2728
38.0598 -0.3081
11.0810 0.4795
16.1904 0.5139
26.1624 0.9218
29.6824 0.0491
52.5536 -0.9746
-26.8566 -0.0573
27.0026 0.3043
-11.5350 1.2570
-22.3689 -0.5026
3.2655 -0.6201
34.5898 0.0300

Host objID
(DR8)
1237656906353607370
1237657191981515747
1237663204919279814
1237656568119099748
1237656567045424322
1237678617403917012
1237663783137575127
1237663479795286373
1237663783140328241
1237663782594413137
1237663783662911581
1237663783663174738
1237663782598214176
1237663783673331885
1237663783675756839
1237663783677198401
1237663716019208746
1237663784741372369
1237663785282568475
1237663784210399728
1237666299482800352
1237663543147365183
1237657071158952574
1237678617412764350
1237663542612460262
1237657190369788342
1237663784212562431
X0
0.55
0.47
5.05
2.00
1.14
1.46
1.14
3.28
0.76
0.88
3.77
1.70
0.76
68.79
1.47
2.57
2.03
1.07
0.63
0.89
20.15
0.54
0.55
1.20
1.36
1.09
1.12

SALT2
X1
-0.27
-0.76
0.69
0.20
-0.06
0.61
0.03
0.27
0.96
2.59
-0.46
0.36
1.48
0.73
-0.05
-0.12
-0.05
-0.10
0.81
0.39
-0.42
0.88
-0.29
-1.58
-1.51
0.74
0.22
c
-0.24
0.06
0.14
-0.18
-0.19
-0.05
0.24
-0.04
0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.09
-0.02
-0.05
-0.10
-0.06
0.00
-0.02
0.24
-0.03
0.08
-0.01
0.13
-0.06
-0.02
0.03
0.15

µ
uncorr corr
42.15 42.25
41.32 41.41
38.79 38.80
40.69 40.70
41.26 41.32
40.70 40.73
39.95 39.96
39.72 39.73
41.25 41.30
41.61 41.65
39.31 39.32
40.63 40.66
41.51 41.57
36.55 36.56
40.73 40.75
39.95 39.97
40.04 40.06
40.80 40.83
40.77 40.80
41.14 41.20
37.21 37.22
41.73 41.84
41.00 41.05
40.49 40.52
40.23 40.25
40.79 40.82
40.29 40.31

err
0.21
0.27
0.06
0.15
0.16
0.11
0.14
0.08
0.17
0.24
0.07
0.10
0.19
0.08
0.10
0.07
0.09
0.17
0.22
0.18
0.09
0.24
0.21
0.14
0.12
0.12
0.12

APPENDIX A. DATA TABLE
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0.1909
0.1245
0.1865
0.2345
0.1948
0.3059
0.2582
0.0574
0.2733
0.3257
0.4359
0.5090
0.2805
0.3621
0.2041
0.3535
0.3048
0.1674
0.2175
0.3350
0.2533
0.3812
0.4143
0.1802
0.0942
0.2980
0.3051

CID

6304
6406
6422
6479
6530
6535
6556
6558
6560
6638
6648
6683
6709
6743
6780
6816
6851
6875
6895
6896
6903
6913
6914
6936
6962
703
7143

z err
(10−5 )
0.81
0.39
0.91
0.48
2.01
2.32
0.61
0.39
0.38
0.82
2.75
2.66
1.30
4.33
0.90
1.07
1.64
0.21
1.71
2.14
0.91
2.11
2.44
0.83
0.46
0.63
0.91

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
26.4989 1.1957
46.0886 -1.0630
-10.8610 -0.6634
-39.5930 0.5836
14.3291 0.0214
-34.7510 0.0533
7.0158 -1.0742
21.7017 -1.2381
-38.5530 0.8499
45.0386 -1.2376
-42.7460 -0.3916
-32.7860 0.6126
-6.0070 0.6131
-19.1360 -0.3667
-31.9320 0.2699
34.5204 0.1123
52.1046 -0.0488
44.0858 0.4280
-29.8070 0.9282
-29.7460 1.0168
-24.5560 0.9717
-14.7500 1.0368
-42.7610 -0.7802
-36.7660 -0.7001
38.8609 1.0748
-23.7820 0.6508
-14.7380 -0.2069

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
26.4976 1.1960
46.0886 -1.0629
-10.8612 -0.6632
-39.5927 0.5836
14.3292 0.0214
-34.7510 0.0532
7.0151 -1.0741
21.7017 -1.2381
-38.5534 0.8498
45.0382 -1.2364
-42.7461 -0.3916
-32.7857 0.6126
-6.0071 0.6137
-19.1357 -0.3667
-31.9314 0.2671
34.5205 0.1121
52.1045 -0.0485
44.0857 0.4278
-29.8071 0.9282
-29.7463 1.0168
-24.5564 0.9718
-14.7501 1.0368
-42.7605 -0.7806
-36.7662 -0.6998
38.8609 1.0749
-23.7821 0.6507
-14.7376 -0.2074

Host objID
(DR8)
1237678617429410146
1237660024523915530
1237663783118897693
1237678617400509664
1237663784203649195
1237663479255270047
1237663782589825292
1237663782596247735
1237663458852078081
1237660024523456904
1237663457239629912
1237656238472823520
1237663277925139062
1237663478725214894
1237663543682007593
1237663784212497187
1237657586029167130
1237660241384833211
1237678617404768743
1237678595929997852
1237678617407062453
1237663278458142998
1237663456702760239
1237656567579870979
1237678437016010848
1237663544222483004
1237666407899070761
X0
2.37
8.18
4.39
1.96
2.72
1.58
1.38
45.77
1.01
0.87
0.53
0.43
0.72
0.61
2.35
0.80
1.42
0.77
1.84
0.69
1.50
0.98
0.69
3.34
12.50
1.34
0.85

SALT2
X1
-0.47
0.12
0.75
-0.84
-1.60
0.73
-0.93
1.08
-1.30
0.59
1.35
1.48
-0.94
-1.40
-1.73
0.05
0.77
-0.50
0.13
1.53
-1.69
0.03
0.10
0.13
-1.70
0.63
-0.41
c
0.06
-0.01
-0.11
-0.02
-0.08
0.04
0.12
-0.02
-0.04
0.19
0.09
-0.07
0.06
-0.08
-0.03
-0.03
-0.08
0.21
0.17
0.14
-0.00
-0.07
-0.19
-0.01
-0.10
-0.01
0.00

µ
uncorr corr
39.61 39.62
38.62 38.62
39.73 39.74
39.98 39.99
39.66 39.67
40.37 40.40
39.91 39.93
36.99 36.99
40.67 40.70
40.51 40.55
41.55 41.63
42.29 42.44
40.81 40.83
41.31 41.36
39.63 39.64
41.18 41.23
40.88 40.91
40.35 40.36
39.68 39.70
41.11 41.15
40.03 40.05
41.07 41.13
41.86 41.93
39.59 39.60
38.03 38.03
40.69 40.72
40.92 40.95

err
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.08
0.18
0.25
0.26
0.39
0.22
0.23
0.10
0.16
0.20
0.17
0.09
0.22
0.12
0.23
0.18
0.07
0.07
0.14
0.12
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z

0.1102
0.3643
0.3624
0.2046
0.2545
0.1969
0.5251
0.3939
0.2801
0.5155
0.2504
0.2274
0.3525
0.4498
0.3729
0.1881
0.1914
0.3101
0.4021
0.4881
0.3789
0.4066
0.3606
0.3326
0.2381
0.4076
0.3690

CID

7147
7194
7195
7243
7258
7335
7357
7365
7373
7374
7444
7479
7499
7502
7517
7600
762
7644
7654
7663
7680
7699
7701
7717
779
7802
7804

z err
(10−5 )
0.62
4.20
4.10
0.45
1.08
1.85
3.51
0.65
0.50
4.59
0.88
0.94
1.92
4.76
4.07
1.02
0.75
0.35
0.73
1.81
2.33
3.43
0.36
1.05
0.66
4.57
0.53

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
-9.9810 -0.0556
37.1608 -0.4693
37.2437 -0.5336
-31.9210 0.4718
-38.7700 -0.9987
-41.1170 -0.3546
-38.3600 -0.3633
-7.6830 0.5798
-7.1950 0.5880
-6.9880 0.6260
27.7029 0.4299
7.2259 -0.4095
19.8560 -0.2358
23.1349 -0.3688
-33.4070 -1.1741
-12.3860 -1.1077
15.5361 -0.8797
-6.0650 0.8683
2.4724
0.9645
13.1899 0.9253
28.3850 0.9825
6.2387 -1.2158
6.5172 -1.2291
14.4405 -1.2323
26.6738 -1.0207
-14.4250 0.7294
42.4540 0.9871

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
-9.9816 -0.0555
37.1613 -0.4694
37.2437 -0.5336
-31.9210 0.4720
-38.7700 -0.9990
-41.1148 -0.3553
-38.3640 -0.3626
-7.6827 0.5799
-7.1951 0.5883
-6.9873 0.6203
27.7029 0.4298
7.2258 -0.4095
19.8559 -0.2358
23.1350 -0.3687
-33.4060 -1.1710
-12.3865 -1.1075
15.5354 -0.8790
-6.0650 0.8683
2.4725
0.9645
13.1908 0.9254
28.3851 0.9825
6.2387 -1.2157
6.5170 -1.2287
14.4406 -1.2325
26.6737 -1.0206
-14.4239 0.7292
42.4544 0.9873

Host objID
(DR8)
1237657190900826305
1237657070089666963
1237657070089667189
1237663479793386066
1237657189814501509
1237663457240351177
1237663457241531803
1237663277924417768
1237663277924614415
8647474692478928540
1237663784746418640
1237663783663697939
1237663783669203603
1237663783670645398
1237656567044505793
1237663275774836989
1237666338114765068
1237663278461944269
8647474693019927339
1237663785276932468
1237663785283551864
1237663782589498293
1237663782589628715
1237663782593102442
1237657069548208337
1237663462604997493
8647474693037424990
X0
8.99
0.60
0.66
2.74
1.26
1.86
0.60
0.64
1.58
0.76
1.29
1.97
0.64
0.45
0.74
2.26
3.08
0.87
0.71
0.39
0.53
0.73
0.81
0.80
1.90
0.70
0.70

SALT2
X1
-2.36
1.15
0.39
0.80
0.79
-2.64
-0.85
1.96
1.57
-0.91
0.98
-0.32
1.08
-0.36
1.54
-2.60
1.15
1.16
1.34
0.78
0.75
1.28
0.37
0.80
0.38
0.04
-0.82
c
-0.10
-0.03
-0.04
-0.02
-0.03
0.01
-0.23
-0.09
-0.06
-0.16
0.03
0.18
0.06
-0.16
-0.16
-0.01
-0.01
0.02
-0.10
0.06
0.04
-0.16
-0.01
-0.09
0.01
-0.23
-0.07

µ
uncorr corr
38.25 38.25
41.72 41.77
41.48 41.53
39.98 39.99
40.84 40.86
39.56 39.57
41.91 42.08
42.01 42.08
40.87 40.89
41.43 41.59
40.66 40.68
39.47 39.48
41.36 41.40
42.12 42.21
41.98 42.04
39.40 39.41
39.90 39.91
41.17 41.20
41.80 41.87
41.84 41.97
41.55 41.61
41.94 42.01
41.18 41.23
41.55 41.59
40.17 40.19
41.95 42.02
41.27 41.32

err
0.08
0.20
0.17
0.10
0.13
0.10
0.19
0.25
0.12
0.19
0.13
0.09
0.23
0.30
0.19
0.10
0.08
0.16
0.17
0.31
0.24
0.15
0.16
0.18
0.10
0.18
0.17
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z

0.4286
0.2127
0.3713
0.0760
0.3359
0.4414
0.3516
0.2586
0.5541
0.3713
0.4397
0.4082
0.2688
0.1861
0.2913
0.2376
0.1938
0.7003
0.1892
0.4361
0.3811
0.4793
0.2150
0.1977
0.2783
0.3612
0.4379

CID

7841
7847
7857
7876
7882
7884
8004
8046
8062
8114
8128
8160
8195
8213
8216
822
8236
8252
8254
8307
8351
8421
8495
8555
859
8598
8600

z err
(10−5 )
3.43
2.65
0.62
0.33
31.07
4.51
1.48
1.01
1.20
3.81
0.75
3.03
0.98
1.99
1.23
4.46
1.25
2.11
0.56
2.94
2.21
6.26
0.48
0.48
0.60
0.64
1.66

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
10.3119 -0.0513
32.4597 -0.0617
-24.7220 1.1852
19.1825 0.7946
17.0543 0.1733
21.7675 0.1235
-12.4710 -0.5580
39.1177 0.5118
-12.0220 0.0772
-7.7830 0.2285
8.1593 -0.8231
33.7653 -1.1005
-28.9940 -0.8957
-2.4790 -0.9215
-28.7300 -0.0521
40.5608 -0.8622
-17.8180 0.8074
-10.1780 0.7196
-8.8360 0.8199
36.6051 0.7908
12.1124 1.2541
14.5180 -0.9341
-24.7390 -0.7484
2.9156 -0.4150
-9.4480 0.3867
42.6675 -0.0667
44.2709 -0.0921

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
10.3119 -0.0513
32.4599 -0.0617
-24.7220 1.1852
19.1825 0.7946
17.0543 0.1733
21.7674 0.1235
-12.4715 -0.5581
39.1168 0.5113
-12.0230 0.0771
-7.7834 0.2284
8.1594 -0.8230
33.7651 -1.1004
-28.9935 -0.8957
-2.4790 -0.9214
-28.7305 -0.0522
40.5608 -0.8622
-17.8185 0.8084
-10.1807 0.7238
-8.8361 0.8198
36.6045 0.7906
12.1121 1.2543
14.5180 -0.9341
-24.7390 -0.7482
2.9156 -0.4149
-9.4483 0.3866
42.6674 -0.0660
44.2708 -0.0924

Host objID
(DR8)
1237657190909739447
1237666407919780198
1237678595932160754
1237663204922556516
1237663784204829597
1237663784206926361
1237666407363248360
1237663784751399105
1237663784192115375
1237666408439022056
1237663783127220518
1237663782601556483
1237657189818761524
1237656906354000314
1237663543146513432
1237657584950379049
1237663445442035935
8647475121974217049
1237663462607487236
1237657587096093457
1237678617423118540
1237666338114306586
1237656567585177898
1237663783661797768
1237666408438301119
1237657070628962633
1237660339090096696
X0
0.48
1.87
0.60
24.85
1.27
0.77
0.49
1.27
0.53
0.66
0.59
0.54
1.06
2.08
0.92
1.66
1.38
0.78
2.15
0.34
0.61
0.47
2.64
1.19
1.61
0.63
0.47

SALT2
X1
0.95
0.16
1.37
0.57
0.72
0.11
-0.28
0.39
1.83
1.75
2.29
-0.57
1.00
-0.79
-0.44
-0.52
1.88
2.89
-0.96
-0.51
0.24
0.44
0.90
-1.35
0.56
-0.98
1.70
c
0.05
0.12
0.06
-0.04
-0.12
-0.24
0.10
0.04
-0.12
0.07
0.05
0.09
0.13
0.14
0.05
-0.07
0.13
0.03
0.00
0.10
-0.00
0.00
-0.03
0.11
0.02
0.03
-0.04

µ
uncorr corr
41.68 41.76
39.82 39.84
41.47 41.53
37.59 37.59
41.10 41.14
41.88 41.97
41.24 41.28
40.53 40.55
42.28 42.49
41.45 41.50
41.75 41.84
41.09 41.16
40.58 40.60
39.44 39.45
40.68 40.71
40.39 40.41
40.48 40.49
41.63 42.24
39.79 39.80
41.57 41.66
41.42 41.48
41.74 41.86
40.05 40.07
40.01 40.02
40.37 40.40
41.03 41.08
42.14 42.23

err
0.22
0.08
0.21
0.07
0.15
0.19
0.24
0.12
0.20
0.18
0.21
0.22
0.18
0.09
0.16
0.13
0.37
0.32
0.11
0.31
0.17
0.25
0.10
0.10
0.12
0.19
0.23
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0.5582
0.4965
0.4234
0.3942
0.1176
0.2154
0.4362
0.3982
0.1454
0.1101
0.3777
0.2817
0.2674
0.3057
0.3503
0.3781
0.2911
0.2203
0.2982
0.2944
0.5362
0.2284
0.3251

8662
8675
8700
8705
8719
8742
8793
8888
8921
893
9020
9109
9133
9155
9207
9324
9326
9467
9594
9704
9814
9954
9962

z err
(10−5 )
2.45
2.03
1.46
1.15
0.22
0.65
2.21
2.68
0.47
0.81
1.85
2.18
0.62
0.93
0.85
1.05
2.60
0.85
1.70
1.66
3.32
1.38
0.55

SNe Ia
RA
DEC
37.4435 -0.4828
11.1226 0.4212
35.1095 0.2272
40.4332 0.2688
7.7218 -0.7187
11.2394 0.4371
11.9377 -0.5646
5.1657
0.3214
-34.9980 -0.0081
5.4942 -0.1317
-12.8850 -0.9199
26.3892 0.8508
16.6425 0.4606
-32.6450 -0.7845
19.0833 -0.8073
-16.1770 0.8066
-15.6840 0.6282
-31.0490 1.1813
17.7144 0.1216
-5.6710 -0.5642
-41.2100 -0.4170
6.5841 -0.4259
-8.7080 -0.3081

Host galaxy
RA
DEC
37.4440 -0.4819
11.1225 0.4212
35.1097 0.2272
40.4332 0.2688
7.7215 -0.7189
11.2395 0.4373
11.9378 -0.5646
5.1657
0.3205
-34.9980 -0.0079
5.4942 -0.1317
-12.8852 -0.9201
26.3891 0.8507
16.6425 0.4609
-32.6456 -0.7847
19.0836 -0.8078
-16.1769 0.8064
-15.6837 0.6284
-31.0486 1.1808
17.7143 0.1217
-5.6706 -0.5642
-41.2121 -0.4199
6.5841 -0.4254
-8.7078 -0.3086

Host objID
(DR8)
1237657070089797842
1237663716019208537
1237657071162491489
1237666408460124726
1237663783127023965
1237663716019273973
1237656971301552813
1237657191444316872
1237663543143825907
1237657190907641944
1237656906349413337
1237663785282699688
1237663784741568878
1237656567581704950
1237663783132004915
1237663445442756878
1237663479800463975
1237678595929407536
1237663784205156941
1237666407366197754
1237663457240287185
1237657190371230145
1237663783656686318
X0
0.34
0.42
0.62
0.55
9.87
1.74
0.50
0.53
5.96
1.87
0.47
1.78
0.83
1.12
0.83
0.90
0.73
2.15
0.94
0.47
0.44
1.89
0.55

SALT2
X1
-1.66
-1.63
0.21
-1.72
0.02
1.55
0.91
-0.14
0.79
-1.05
0.33
0.33
-1.42
1.94
1.26
-0.49
-1.54
-1.35
0.03
-2.37
0.91
-0.45
-1.30
c
-0.09
0.03
-0.14
-0.13
-0.09
-0.00
0.02
0.05
-0.04
0.11
0.10
-0.14
0.08
-0.02
-0.01
-0.08
0.02
-0.15
0.15
0.05
-0.15
-0.09
0.06

µ
uncorr corr
41.93 42.15
41.33 41.47
41.84 41.91
41.51 41.57
38.62 38.63
40.57 40.59
41.73 41.81
41.31 41.38
39.18 39.18
39.59 39.60
41.42 41.47
40.73 40.75
40.48 40.50
41.18 41.21
41.33 41.37
41.09 41.15
40.78 40.80
40.18 40.19
40.43 40.46
40.96 40.99
42.38 42.56
40.33 40.35
41.01 41.05

err
0.30
0.23
0.19
0.19
0.06
0.13
0.23
0.22
0.07
0.11
0.24
0.12
0.21
0.22
0.18
0.20
0.19
0.14
0.19
0.27
0.23
0.09
0.23

Table A.1: Table containing data of the 752 photometrically-classified SNe Ia presented in this thesis. We note that, X0 is
given ×10−5 . For the full table, which includes errors and covariance on the SALT2 parameters, see the electronic table at
www.icg.port.ac.uk/stable/campbelh/.

z

CID
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